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S Y N O P S I S 

This work examines various features of tlie trad-
itional Swazi system of land tenure, the whole set of 
customary rules and regulations whereby rights to use 
land are acquired. It also discusses the ways in which 
this system could inhibit essential agrarian development. 

Part I is primarily descriptive. It covers the 
main characteristics of the physical environment, and 
the historical background to the present situation in 
Swaziland. 

Part II starts with a discussion of the best way 
in which to describe and analyse a non-western tenurial 
system, and suggests a theoretical framework for this 
purpose. It moves on to deal with the different types 
of "land community" found among the Swazi to-day. The 
point is made that modern Swazi society does know "land-
lords" , but that these are communities and not individuals. 
Starting with the small Homestead Groups, larger and 
larger communities are examined in tarn; and the whole 
complex of customary rules which govern relationships 
between different levels in the land community hierarchy, 
and between different communities at the same level. 
The formal procedures through which rights to use specific 
parcels of land are acquired, and how these rights can 
be lost, are also described and discussed. 

Part III is concerned primarily with some of the 
results of this system, and the effects on the system of 
various agricultural innovations. The analysis is 
designed to show how these innovations have, on occasion, 
threatened the whole existing pattern of socio-legal 
relationships and social control, and how the acceptance 
of technical innovations has been governed by the need 
to maintain social order. In addition, the many roles 
that land plays in modern Swazi society are examined at 
some length. The point is made that "income provision" 
is only one of these roles and not necessarily the most 
important or most desirable one in the eyes of many Swazi. 

The main purpose of this section is to demonstrate 
clearly that radical changes (either in customary land 
law or in the ways in which land is used) which western 
economists or agriculturalists might consider "obviously" 
desirable might not seem so obviously desirable to many 
Swazi. Steps designed to speed economic development 
will serve no useful purpose if they merely result in 
social chaos. The fact that many simple and "obvious" 
methods of dealing with the current economic malaise of 
the Swazi rural areas could have these disasterous side 
effects must be appreciated by all responsible for devel-
opment planning. 



To be acceptable and effective, development plans 
must take account of these factors, and may necessitate 
complementary legislation, apparently quite unconnected 
with land matters, to take care of these unfortunate 
side effects. 

Part IV is primarily an expansion of this last 
theme, and discusses some of the techniques whereby 
development could perhaps be brought about through 
deliberate efforts to work with, or within the frame-
work of, Swazi customary land law. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Historical accident has boon responsible to a 
considerable extent both for the establishment and for the 
survival as separate political units of the three South-
ern African states which until recently were known 
collectively as the High Commission Territories. Lesotho 
(formerly Basutoland), Botswana (Bechuanaland) and 
Swaziland are all situated in areas where the interests 
of Boer and Briton clashed during the struggles in the 
nineteenth century for political control of the sub-
continent. In the case of Botswana and Lesotho the 
problem was resolved by giving these territories the 
status of British protectorates prior to the Anglo-Boer 
war; a status from which they have only recently 
emerged. Swaziland, however, remained technically 
independent until. 189^, when the South African Republic 
(the Transvaal) 1' established a protectorate over the 
country, as the result of an agreement reached with the 
British in 1893- it was only after the Peace of Very 
eeniging that the British assumed political control 

One of the former High Commission Territories, 
Lesotho, has been described as "an African Switzerland". 
If we were to use a similar analogy for Swaziland it 
could, with some justification, be called "an African 
Andorra". There are some interesting parallels which 
could be drawn between Swaziland, situated as it is on 
the mountainous border between the Transvaal, Mozambique, 
and Natal, and the minute Pyrenean state that has survived 
for a millcnium or more among the mountains along the 
Franco- Spanish frontier. 

For those unfamiliar with its history, it should 
be pointed out that Andorra provides a classical example 
of the political truism that divided rule means no rule; 
or, to be more exact, no effective rule by those appoint-
ed as its dual rulers. Founded according to tradition 
by Charlemagne, Andorra was from 1278 onwards under the 
joint suzerainty of the Comte de Foix (on the French side 
of the mountain barrier) and the Bishop of Urgal (in Spain). 

1) To avoid confusion I shall henceforth refer to 
the South African Republic which ceased to exist 
in 1902 as "the Transvaal"; and use the term 
"South Africa" to designate the present Republic 
of South Africa and its predecessor, the Union 
of South Africa. 

2) See Hilda Kuper, An African Aristocracy, pp. 27-
29 and pp. 50 ff, below. 



2. 

The rights of the former have now passed to the Presi-
dent of the French Republic; but it seems that neither 
Count nor President have ever been able to make suffic-
ient common cause with the Bishop to allow for any 
effective intervention by either of the co-rulers in the 
internal affairs of the little state. Nor, for that 
matter, has either been prepared to permit his partner, 
or any other power, to establish any undue influence 
there. Thus Andorra, although lying on what has 
frequently been an idealogical as well as a political 
frontier, has managed to survive under the protection 
(it could be said) of the mutual jealousies of its 
powerful neighbours. 

A similar situation existed with regard to 
Swaziland before the Anglo-Boer War. Both Britain and 
the Transvaal were constantly on the watch to see that 
the other did not establish too great an influence over 
this strategically vital area; a situation which persis-
ted even after the establishment of the Transvaal's 
protectorate in 189^. From 1902 onwards, the direct 
political conflict became of less immediate importance, 
but what we might call a state of "dual dependence" 
still existed. Swaziland was (and still is) included 
in the South African customs area, uses South African 
ourrf.^ty, cina is in many ways dependent economically on 
its .special relationship with South Africa; yet at the 
same time it was politically controlled by the United 
Kingdom until granted full independence in September 
1968 J-) . 

Swazi politicians have always been very conscious 
of tlie clause included in the South African constitution 
at the time of Union in 1910 which provided for the 
possible incorporation of the High Commission Territories 
into the Union at some later date. It is an open secret 
that during the discussions preceding the granting of 
the 1903 Constitution to Swaziland some Swazi argued 
that incorporation into South Africa would be preferable 
to accepting the constitutional arrangements favoured 
by the United Kingdom. Therefore, although there is 
now no official joint suzerainty over Swaziland similar 
t.o that in Andorra, there are some remarkable resemblances 
between the situation in the two territories, due to 
Swaziland's close ties with South Africa. 

l). Cf: J.G. Borcliert, Swaziland apart, A.O - Reeks, 
Amsterdam, 19b8. "Swaziland-Wedergeboorte van 
eon Afrikaans Koningkrijk" in Spiegel Historiael 
Sept. 1968, pp 478 ff. ^ ' 



One should not push this analogy too far. Any 
arguments based primarily on analogy (whether overtly 
or by implication) have their dangers; particularly 
when one is dealing with societies so fundamentally dif-
ferent from one another as those of western Europe and 
Bantu Africa. My purpose in drawing this parallel was 
to bring out, and highlight, one very important feature 
of the Swaziland situation; namely that the present 
system of indigenous Swazi social and political, organ-
ization has evolved in this atmosphere of "protection". 

I am well aware that many Swazi, and the Swazi 
National authorities, contend that this protection 
(whether provided by the mutual political, jealousies of 
Boer and Briton before 189^, or by the more formal 
relationships established with the protecting powers 
after that date) has not always operated to the benefit 
of the Swazi people „ Nor do X deny that in many cases 
they can produce a great deal of evidence in support of 
this contention. Here I am not particularly concerned 
with the question of whether it was "good" or "bad" from 
any particular point of view; but I am anxious to bring 
out the fact that this form of protection has existed, in 
one form or another for the best part of a century. 

I would submit that unless we appreciate this fact 
we cannot hope to gain an adequate understanding of the 
present Swazi way of life; nor of the way in which their 
indigenous governmental and social institutions have 
developed. 

LAND TENURE AND THE ECONOMIC SITUATION. 

Here we are concerned primarily with the tradition-
al Swazi system of land tenure. This is obviously close-
ly linked with the economic bases of their life. So, 
a brief outline of the main economic problems now facing 
Swaziland and its inhabitants might help to put the 
specifically "agrarian" aspects of these problems into a 
better perspective. 

The Swazi are faced with two difficulties that are 
common, in a more or less acute form, to the greater part 
of Bantu Africa; that of adjusting their traditional way 
of life to the technically-oriented exchange economy into 
which they are being drawn with ever-increasing rapidity; 
and that of accommodating an increasing population on a 
fixed (or nearly fixed) amount of land. Economic 
developments in the Territory since 19^5 have brought a 
host of new opportunities, but they have also brought 
into being an economic environment totally different 
from that in which the Swazi social system developed 
during the century or so before this. All the indications 
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are that the tempo of economic change will increase in 
the near future. This can only mean that the tradit-
ional Swazi system will be subjected to even greater 
strains and problems of adjustment. At the same time, 
there is ample evidence to suggest that its primary 
economic basis, subsistence agriculture1-) coupled with 
stock rearing, is already suffering from more direct 
strains. Soil erosion, over-grazing and falling soil 
fertility are all prevalent; and malnutrition and 
deficiency diseases are still lamentably common. 

The general picture is one of a population that 
could have a relatively brilliant and secure economic 
future; but which in fact seems to be moving rapidly 
into a malthusian nightmare of over-population (in 
terms of existing techniques) , hunger, poverty, and the 
continued dissipation of human resources between a 
thoroughly uneconomic agriculture and inadequately 
developed alternative economic outlets. 

It is pertinent to ask why this situation should 
have arisen, since the Swazi have access to natural 
resources which should enable them to avoid this fate. 
It is hard to escape the conclusion that the fault must 
lie in the manner in. wlii/ik. r?ia+cirra\ "resources are 
currently being exploited. In particular, the tradit-
ional system of land tenure has been blamed; both by 
experienced officials of the Administration and by 
numerous Swazi. Many of the latter have backed their 
opinion by moving away from areas in which traditional 
I enure operates and settling on plots or farms that 
1 liey have acquired elsewhere. 

Yet it is an anthropological truism that land 
tenure, particularly in technically unsophisticated 
societies, can never be considered in isolation, simply 
as an economic matter. In tribal African society the 
rules of tenure are normally most intimately linked with 
(lie whole system of social organization and social control 
Therefore, tenurial changes will inevitably have wide-
spread repercussions, a m will tend to be resisted by 
those who wish to preserve the traditional system. 
This view is formulated in precise terms by those Swazi 
who argue that any change in land tenure would result 
in the collapse of the wliole Swazi way of life, and 
would sound the death knell of the Swazi as a nation. 

l) That is, agricultural production designed 
primarily for home consumption, rather than fo 
the market. The many meanings that can be 
given to this term "subsistence" are mentioned 
below; pp. .?o7 ff. 



5. 
This, then, is the essence of the practical 

problem. Vast changes in the economic environment have 
already occurred; more are undoubtedly coining. The 
traditional system is showing signs of being unable to 
adjust adequately to these changes. 

The present density of population is not unduly 
high, being 35-9 persons per square mile for the whole 
country in lyob, and approximately 75 persons per square 
mile in Swazi Nation Land rural areas. J- / However, this 
population is not evenly distributed, and predictions 
suggest that it is likely to grow rapidly in numbers 
during the next few decades.^/ This will soon aggravate 
all the present problems unless the economy changes so as 
to allow for this increase. Even now the rural economy 
is clearly failing to fulfil its earlier function of 
providing for most of the needs of those who live in the 
rural areas. At the same time, the potential of the 
land as a producer is in danger of being drastically 
reduced as a result of the agricultural methods now in use 

With regard to cattle, which are so essential a 
feature of the traditional way of life, the position is 
already acute. There are already far more cattle in 
most parts of the Swazi Area than can be carried indefinit-
ely on the grazing available, 3) 

Some radical changes are clearly essential if this 
slide towards economic and ecological disaster is to be 
halted. Yet, it is also clear that little useful pur-
pose would be served by any changes that will bring social 
chaos in their wake. 

Today, the need for some changes in the traditional 
tenurial system is a very live issue indeed in Swaziland; 
and has been for some years past.^/ Any changes which 
may come are almost certain to be "guided" to a consider-
able extent by those responsible for framing governmental 
policy. My primary aim in this study is not to indulge 
in special pleading in favour of any particular course of 
action (or inaction). Rather, I wish to examine as ob-
jectively as possible the links between the present Swazi 

1) Since the modal size of Homestead Groups was 7> 
this would mean that each family would, on average, 
have access to approximately k2 acres of land. See 
H.M. Jones, Report on the 1966 Swaziland Population 
Census, pp. 84-86, 202. 

2) Jones, op. cit., p. 2lb. 
3) J.B. Mcl. Daniel, "The Swazi Rural Economy" in 

Experiment in Swaziland, (Cape Town 1964). pp. 236-250 
b) See pp. 237-238 



6. 
tcnurial system and other aspects of their social and 
political organisation; in the belief that any policy 
which is not based on an adequate appreciation of the 
nature of these links is most unlikely to succeed. 

LAND TENURE AND THE INDIGENOUS POLITICAL SYSTEM 

To describe these links we shall have to deal in 
some detail with the indigenous Swazi political organiz-
ation. In particular, we shall have to examine what we 
could call the "local governmental system"; that whole 
complex of arrangements and notions which are designed 
to define the formal pattern of relationships between 
local Chiefdoms (and sub-sections of these) and the 
Swazi Central Authority, l) the central tribal organiz-
ation for the whole Swazi People. -*-) 

Many of the rules governing land holding and land 
allocation are closely bound up with "small scale" group-
ings of people with relationships between close kin, 
neighbours and members of the same small, localized 
"face to face" territorial community, Yet land tenure 
is also the concern of the wider communities, of varying 
degrees of extension, to which these smaller groupings 
belong. Moreover, the Swazi Central Authority ba^ 
expres.s/?.̂  "•t̂ rr̂  'dio2ini'te views from time to time regard-
ing this matter, and the degree of control which they 
themselves should have. 

So, if we wish to study the "Swazi" tenurial 
system we shall have to look at the situation at all these 
levels, and also describe and examine many other aspects 
of the Jocal organization which are closely connected 
willi land tenure. 

The Swazi arc net an unstudied people. In 
particular, I must mention the works of B.A. Marwick / 
and Hi lda Kuper.3 ) These earlier studies made my own 
task immeasurably easier. Without access to Kuper's 
brill iant analysis of the workings of the Swazi Central 
Authority in An African Aristocracy it would have been 
impossible for me (in the time at my disposal) to have 
gained an adequate insight into the relationship between 
the Central Authority and the local Chiefdoms. Simil-

1 ) Definitions of the sense in which these terms 
arc used here are given below; see pp. 67-68, 
101 ff; 155 ff. 

.-) B.A. Marwick, The Swazi, (Cambridge), 19^0. 
3) H. Kuper, An African Aristocracy, (London), 19-' 

The Uniform of Colour, (Johannesburg), 19^7; r.r 
The Swazi, (London), 1952. 



arly, Marwick1s work gave many clues with regard to 
Swazi behaviour, particularly at the level of small scale 
local groupings. 

As these other studies are available, 1 have made 
no attempt to describe or analyse many facets of Swazi 
life which were not, in my opinion, of direct relevance 
to our central theme. This is intended to be an invest-
igation of the Swazi tenurial system; not a new mono-
graph on Swazi social organization as a whole. Never-
theless, it has been necessary to cover again some of 
the ground which has already been covered by these ear-
lier investigators. Diligent readers of Marwick1s 
and Kuper's works, for example, could undoubtedly piece 
together an adequate picture of the workings of the local 
governmental system. But in neither case was the main 
emphasis of these works on matters of local government, 
or on land holding, Marwick is concerned more with the 
minutiae of custom in certain specific situations; 
Kuper with the workings of the Central Authority. 

It was also felt that it was essential for this 
present work to be reasonably self-contained; having 
in mind in particular the reader who might not have an 
intimate knowledge of, or ready access to, these earlier 
authorities. 

Therefore, the political organization, at various 
levels has been described in some detail, and the 
functions of those political institutions which have a 
direct connection with tenurial matters analysed. 
Special attention has been paid to the local governmental 
system, and to the relationships between local institut-
ions (such as the Chiefdoms) and the Central Authority. 
In my opinion these are aspects of Swazi traditional 
life which have not been adequately covered in previous 
works. In addition, some space has been devoted to 
statistical analyses; to give an impression of the 
nature and sizes of the smaller social groupings with 
which we deal. 

These descriptions and analyses were essential, 
if the reader were not to be forced to refer constantly 
to other works. It is impossible to discuss Swazi land 
tenure without constant reference to various indigenous 
governmental institutions (both local and National). 
For these references to be meaningful, it is equally 
essential to have defined in clear terms what these 
institutions are, and what they do. 

FIELD WORK 

This was mostly carried out between April 1958 
and May 1960; on behalf of the Institute for Social 
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Research of the University of Natal (to which I 
belonged) and of the Swaziland Government. 

There were two reasons for the presence of the 
Institute and myself in Swaziland. Initially, we 
were commissioned by the Swaziland Government simply to 
investigate the indigenous Swazi system of land tenure. 
However, our early investigations soon brought to light 
a host of other research needs and the emphasis of our 
whole investigatory exercise was changed considerably 
after it was decided to mount a relatively massive 
sample socio-economic survey of the entire Swazi area. 
A pi J ot survey was conducted in mid—1959, and the main 
survey in mid-1960. Findings were incorporated in 
numerous reports to the Swaziland Government, and in the 
publication of the Institute for Social Research entitled 
Experiment in Swaziland. ) 

The sample survey was a combined operation between 
the Institute and the Swaziland Government. It also in-
volved members of the University belonging to many 
different disciplines. I, myself, as the only 
full-time servant of the Institute based in Swaziland, 
was deeply involved in the preparations for the two 
surveys that we carried out in that country; and also 
in the later processing and analysis of the data gath-
ered, which continued until 1962. The reports sub-
mitted to the Swaziland Government, and Experiment in 
Swaz.i land offered convenient vehicles for the rapid 
d i ssetn i.nation of scientific findings; findings gleaned 
not only from the cold, quantitative data collected dur-
ing Lhe sample survey, but also in part from my own 
f i e I dwo :rk . 0 

Where these data have a direct relevance to 
arguments advanced in this study they have been used 
again here; together with any other data that may have 
a hearing on the subject under discussion. In all 
ease-< full references to sources are given. Inform-
ation gathered from the sample survey was of particular 
value in that it complemented that obtained from my 
own intensive studies and has enabled a far more gen-

I ) J . F. Ho i leman (Ed ) , Experiment in Swaziland 
(O.U.P.), Cape Town, 1964. 

:j) IIo l l emon, op. cit„, pp. vi, 2-5 
')) rf. A.J.B. Hughes, "Incomes of Rural Homestead 

Groups" in Experiment in Swaziland pp. 251 ff. 
"Size and composition of rural Homestead Grou . 
pp. 121 ff; "Religious affiliations", op. ci 
pp. 151 ff. 



eralized picture of the situation to bo presented lxore. 

Where the 19bb Population Census of Swaziland 
covered the same ground as the I9bO sample survey, figures 
from this more recent study have been used. 

The results of iny earlier investigations were 
initially published in 19^^, in the fonn of a report 
of which only a limited number of copies were produced.!-) 
since 190 2 1 have been engaged, among other things, 
on similar investigations of traditional, systems of 
land tenure in other areas occupied by African tribal 
societies. These have convinced me that the general 
situation and the problems which I found in Swaziland, 
are certainly not unique to that country alone. I 
have endeavoured to keep abreast of the Swaziland sit-
uation through correspondence and regular perusal of the 
press and official reports. In March 1909 1 made a 
further visit to the country, to see whether my impress-
ions that, little had, in fact, changed with regard to 
the traditional tenurial system were justified. 

In the interim there had been considerable changes 
in other directions. Swaziland had aciii eved full in-
dependence in September 1968. Now enterprises had 
been established, and considerably boosted the gross 
national product of the country. A predominantly Swazi. 
Parliament, Swazi Ministers and Swazi senior officials 
have replaced the system of overall control by British-
appointed officials which 1 had known before. I was 
fortunate in that many of these Swazi were old friends, 
who readily granted my requests for interviews and 
answered my questions without any reserve, This 
frankness was sometimes frustrating, since there were 
some things which I was told in confidence which cannot 
bo recorded here. 

Many of these people knew the nature of the work 
on which I had been engaged before, and had read my 
196'j report. This simplified discussion greatly, 
since they knew in advance the type of things in which 
I was interested and were able to comment on these most 
meaningfully. 

The same applied to many senior expatriate 
European officials, whom I had known well and worked 
with in the past, and for whose assistance during this 
most recent "field tour" I shall be forever grateful. 

l) A.J.B. Hughes, Swazi Land Tenure, (duplicated) 
Institute for Social Research, University of 
Natal, 1964. 



I also took the opportunity of visiting parts of 
the "Swazi Area" 1) both those in which I had lived 
and worked formerly and others where I was unknown, and 
discussing the situation with ordinary Swazi cultivators. 
I was gratified to find that I had retained sufficient 
command of the siSwati language to be able to do so with-
out difficulty. I also had the opportunity of dis-
cussions with members of the Swazi National Council, and 
with Mr. Esau Nkosi, Rural Development Officer, who had 
been appointed by the King as his lincusa (Envoy) to ass-
ist mc in my field investigations from 1958 to 196O. 

Last, but certainly not least, I was fortunate 
to find that once again there was an anthropologist 
doing field work in Swaziland, Mr. John Allen, of 
Engineering and Power Consultants (a firm of consultants 
to F.A.O.) was primarily concerned with the sociological 
implications of recommended development schemes, but was 
Lnevitably also interested in traditional land tenure. 
I had the benefit of several most fruitful discussions 
with him, and was so enabled to avail myself of his 
recent experience in Chiefdoms remote from the National 
capitals. 

These investigations and discussions convinced me 
of one thing. This is that, despite the considerable 
economic and political changes which have occurred during 
the prist, few years, the situation with regard to tradit-
ional land tenure has virtually not changed at all„ 

A few new experiments have been tried; and some 
(.rends which were evident a decade ago may have become 
si ight. ly more pronounced. Where relevant, these are 
mentioned in the text of this study. However, the 
overal I situation with regard to land tenure, and the 
problems t.o which this system of tenure can give rise, 
wo re o.l early very much the same in 1969 as they had been 
in ,P)()0. 

Where 1 have departed considerably from the pattern 
of the earlier report is the greater emphasis on theor-
etical considerations, on agricultural possibilities 
and on possible directions which future agricultural 
extension activities could take. The 19^4 report was 
written primarily for agriculturalists, who (l was 
mo 1 1 aware) !iii£w what "sociological obstacles" were 
hindering their work. The present study is designed 
1110 re for the general, reader, and I have therefore soug\ 

l). it is gratifying for an ethnographer to find 
a word which lie originally coined (it was use 
my .1 (>oreport ) has passed into common usage; 
this now lias in Swaziland. In this study I 
"Swazi Nation Land" (or S.N.L) instead, a catc 
which had not been legally defined in 1964. 



to :!spell out" in slightly greater detail the connec-
tion between so esoteric a subject as the study of a 
traditional tenurial system and the highly practical 
question of whether a large number of people are going 
to have enough to eat in the near future. 

Techniques of investigation; Field studies of tenurial 
systems can be complicated by mistaken, preconceived 
ideas about what exactly is being studied. 

In Swaziland, as I explain later on, the question 
of land ownership arouses strong emotions, 1) When I 
was first introduced to the Swazi National Council, and 
given the services of an Envoy (lincusa) by the King to 
assist me in any work, it was suggested that I should start 
fieldwork at Lobamba, the main National capital. There 
was widespread belief there that my work was somehow 
connected with this question of land ownership; and that 
my main function was to make out a strong case for an 
increase in the area of the "communally" held Swazi Nation 
Land. 

There was a natural disappointment in certain 
quarters when I explained that I was not, professionally, 
very interested in the exact area of land over which 
the traditional system of tenure operated, but was more 
concerned with how this system worked. 

I adopted the traditional anthropological approach 
of settling in various rural areas and initially trying 
to get a general picture of "who was who", and how the 
total social system operated in that area. I had 
previously learned Rhodesian Ndebele (a dialect very 
close to Zulu), so it was easy to learn the minor 
differences of accent and terminology needed to speak 
Swazi (which is also very close to Zulu). I make no 
claim to being a brilliant linguist (though I did, as 
a test to satisfy myself, sit and pass the Swaziland 
Government's intermediate examination in the language); 
but I acquired sufficient fluency to be able to conduct 
much of my fieldwork without recourse to an interpreter. 

As a result, much of this investigatory work 
was not conducted in formal interview situations, but 
through the medium of casual discussions with a host 
of individuals. In due course, formal interviews 
became the most efficient method of acquiring informa-
tion, and these were undoubtedly made easier due to the 
fact that I had usually discussed the same matters in-
formally at some earlier date with many members of the 
group I was interviewing. 

l) pp, kk ff; 51 ff. 



In every area in which I and my family settled, 
we submitted to a great deal of questioning about the 
aims and objects of my work, and we became progressively 
more accepted as "part of the scenery" once these were 
understood. It also became possible at this stage to 
employ local Swazi as information gatherers. 

We adopted this approach in several different 
Chiefdoms apart from the Lobamba area. We lived in 
the Highveld near the South African border; in the 
Lowveld; in the Middleveld in Shishelweni District 
in the far South; in the Lomati Valley in the North 
and in other areas for shorter periods. 

In passing, I was intrigued in 19&9, to discover 
that I was still a "landholder" in at least one of 
those Chiefdoms. A hut which I built there in 1958 
is still standing; and I was told that this hut and the 
area immediately around were still regarded as my 
tindzala (old Homestead site) to which I could lay a 
claim at any time. 

Actual methods of study varied. Once I had 
established the general pattern of the traditional 
system of tenure I relied to a great extent on case 
studies; who had Required a pax'ticular set of land 
rights and by what, process. To facilitate this type 
ol' research I made a large number of sketch maps and 
then investigated the history of every field and every 
Homestead Croup shown on these maps. Much of the 
material gained .in this manner is not given here, be-
cause it. is repetitious. Nevertheless, this work was 
necessary before J' could make many of the statements 
which I do make in this study with complete confidence. 
Paler, 1 taught locally employed Swazi to use a 
prismatic compass for compass and pace surveying and 
so obtained some quantitative measures of arable 
ho Id ings. J ) 

t or my assistants attended numerous cases in 
Chief's courts and the National courts. Records of 
these cases gave me many insights into aspects of 
Swaz.i social organization which are covered in this 
st ud> . 

Once the pat tern of various aspects of the 
tetiurial situation had become clearer it became possible 
to operate on a more theoretical basis; to visit 
Chi efdotus which .1 had not studied in depth, and at 
meetings of know!edgeable men discuss the principles 
of the tenurial system. These meetings often pro-
voked .1 iveJ y discussion, and served to demonstrate i.r: 

i) pp. ff. 



13. 
which areas of customary law big differences of opinion 
existed, I was able to use this same technique on a 
limited scale during my visit to Swaziland in 19&9• 

In the case of this particular study, one 
further "research technique" has been possible. As 
I mentioned earlier, a report of mine on traditional 
land tenure was submitted to the Swaziland government 
in 196k. - I had made it clear to many people in Swazi-
land that any criticism would be welcome. This report 
has been criticised (primarily, I gather, because it 
did not provide a "do-it-yourself" manual for agrarian 
development), but I am still awaiting challenges regard-
ing questions of fact. 

Finally, X must stress that, although most of the 
points covered here have been discussed with many Swazi 
in all walks of life, and with many expatriate officials 
serving the Swaziland government, the responsibility 
for the interpretations and conclusions reached in this 
study is mine alone. 



H I . Cableway for ore-deliveries, Hhohho District. 
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PART ONE - THE BACKGROUND 

CHAPTER I 
THE PHYSICAL AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

GEOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE 

Swaziland has been succinctly described as being 
"compact in shape, the maximum distance iroin north to 
south being less than 120 miles, and from east to west 
less than 90 miles. Most of the country is between 
the 26th and 27th parallels of south latitude, and the 
31st and 32nd east meridians." 2) It is the smallest 
of the three former High Commission Territories, occupy-
ing a mere 6,705 sqaure miles 3) o n the eastern edge of 
the inland plateau of South Africa. On the north, west 
and south it is bordered by the South African province 
of the Transvaal; and on the east by Natal and the 
Portuguese territory of Mozambique. 

Internally it is divided into four very distinct 
physiographic regions. The locations of these arc shown 
on Map 1, Their boundaries all run approximately from 
north to south and, as all the regions are at different 
altitudes and the transition from one to another is norm-
ally marked by steep ascents or descents, we could descr-
ibe the country as being made up of a series of gigantic 
steps. Starting from the Transvaal border on the west, 
there are first three steps down; the Hi.ghveld, Middle-
void and Lowveld. ) These are followed by a further 
step up, the Lubombo range, in the extreme east of the 
country. Each region has completely different physical 
and climatic characteristics; and each offers a 
completely different type of challenge to the Swazi 
cult ivator. 

I) For a fuller description of the geography of the 
Territory see D.M. Doveton, "The Human Geography 
of Swaziland, London, 1937* Shorter descript-
ions appear in Swaziland Annual Reports. 

-) Swaziland Annual Report, (London, H.M.S.O.) 1958 
p.5. 

3) 4,291,000 acres. 

Usually called the "Bushveld" in Swaziland. 



The first of these "steps", the Highveld (Sw. 
inkangala) has an average altitude of between 3,500 
and 4,500 feet.l) It is a rugged, mountainous land 
of steep slopes, short grass and many bare rock faces. 
Its climate is temperate, and the rainfall high (from 
1016 to 2286 mm. a year).2) It is also frequently 
shrouded in mist. There are many mountain streams 
and springs, even near the summits of the ridges; so 
surface water is plentiful. The main rivers of Swazi-
land all pass through the Highveld in their upper reache 
and the majority of streams in these parts are perennial 
even those which are only a mile or so in length. 

Little natural forest cover has been left,3) but 
this has now been replaced in many areas by a multitude 
of wattle plantations. The natural grasses here are 
mostly "sour", poor in nutritive value for cattle, but 
they have been found to be adequate for the grazing of 
sheep. This region, with its thin soil cover in many 
parts, and its steep slopes, is not ideally suited for 
the type of agriculture traditionally practised by the 
Swazi. Gulley erosion is an ever-present menace, 
unless the arable lands are adequately protected. 

The next "step", the Middleveld, has nn 
namp. t+ ^ x̂iiipry live (the country), or live 
I akaNgwano (tiie country of the Swazi. )M Lying mostly 
between 2,000 and 2,500 feet above sea level, it offers 
considerably better grazing than the Highveld; and far 
larger areas of relatively flat ground suitable for 
cultivation. The rainfall is normally adequate (over 
7r)0 mm.), although there are drought years. 

1) The highest point in the Territory is slightly 
more than b,000 feet above sea level. 

2) All. rainfall figures refer to mean annual 
preclpitalion. 

i) Exports disagree regarding the question of the 
natural climax vegetation of the Swaziland 
Highvold. It is, however, noticeable that in 
certain inaccessible and broken parts there is 
a thick cover of indigenous trees and bush. 
Outside the 3.N.L. large conifer forests have 
been established. 

') Literally, "the country of Ngwane" (grandfather 
of Sobhuza i). However, since Swazi refer to 
t lionise vies as "the people of Ngwane" (bakaNgwi. ~ 
the t ranslation given above is acceptable to 
English speakers among them. 



The third region, the Lowvold, most of which 
lies at less than 1,000 foot above sea level, has been 
described as "almost tropical and definitely sob-humid, 
20 to 30 inches mean annual rainfall" '). This rainfall 
is also extremely erratic. Over large parts of the zone 
an annual fall of 30 inches (considered the minimum 
necessary for agricultural purposes hero) may occur in 
only one or two years out of ten.-') Surface water is 
rare. Only the few large rivers which flow down from 
the higher regions are perennial. 

The soils, however, are often remarkably fertile 
when rain falls at the right times, or when they can be 
irrigated. 

Physically, this is a relatively flat region, 
and it has retained in most areas a dense bush cover. 
It is also the only part of the country where game has 
survived to any appreciable extent. 3) 

Prom the eastern edge of the Lowveld rises the 
impressive barrier of the Lubombo escarpment. This 
culminates in a gently rolling plateau, with only a 
slight dip towards the east inside Swaziland. Down the 
dip slope, towards the Mozambique border, deeper dis-
section occurs,with poor soil cover except in the valley 
bottoms. In the north, near Nomaliasha, this dissection 
has produced true mountains and valleys. The best 
farming land on the Lubombo is towards the west, near 
the scarp face. Proximity to the sea makes for an 
equable climate, while the orographic rain and 
frequent mists makes agricuJture a far less hazardous 
occupation than in the nearby Lowveld, and aJ.so ensure 
adequate supplies of surface water. 

Rainfall and Temperatures: There are great differences 
in mean annual precipation from place to place, rangi rig 
from 500 mm. to 2286 mm. These figures, however, do 
not bring out the varying dates of the start of the 
heavy rains from year to year, nor the differences in 
annual rainfall recorded at the same stations. We 
have already mentioned the effect these annual variations 
have on the economy of the Lowveld, where most European 
farmers now only attempt crop husbandry on any large 
scale when irrigation is possible. Typical of these 

J ) Swaziland Annual Report, 1958, p.60. 
2) Swaziland Annual Report, 1958, p.6l 
3) A Survival due in part to the game-preservation 

policies of the present King. 
"0 Although the highest temperature ever officially 

recorded in Swaziland (49-05°C) was reported from 
Stegi, on the Lubombo. Swaziland Annual Reports, 
1958, p.62; 1966. p. 108. 



annual differences are the 2,716 mm. recorded by the 
Havelock Mine Station in 1955 and the 201.4 mm. record-
ed at Gollel (in the Lowveld) in 1935- The greater 
part of the rain falls in the summer, which is there-
fore the agricultural season for all dry-land farming. 

High temperatures are not common, due to Swazi-
land's location south of the tropics and the altitude 
of much of the country, except in the Lowveld, The 
lowest temperature ever officially recorded was -9.0°C. 
Snow occasionally falls in the Highveld. Night frosts 
are common in winter in the Highveld and Middleveld, and 
in valley bottoms in the other two physiographic regions. 

Water Supplies: Swaziland is one of the best watered 
parts of southern Africa. The abundance of surface 
WD tor in the Highveld has already been mentioned, and 
supplies are normally adequate in the Middleveld and 
the Lubombo. Only in the Lowveld does one regularly 
encounter the dry river bed, elsewhere so typical a 
feature of the southern African scene; and only here 
has lack of surface water proved a serious impediment to 
settlement. Water from the major rivers is increasingly 
being used for irrigation in the Lowveld and elsewhere, 
and is also now being used for the production of hydro-
electric power. 

Areas and boundaries of the four physiographic regions: 
There are some differences of opinion among geographers 
who have studied Swaziland regarding the exact bound-
aries between the different physiographic regions. 
No recent workers have based their classifications 
purely on altitude. Climate, geomorphology and the 
natural flora has also been considered. The fourfold 
division that we have adopted here does not allow for the 
transitional zones where one region merges into another, 
and which it is impossible to assign (except on the 
basis of purely arbitrary criteria) to one or the other. 
It also ignores the small intrusions of one type of 
country Into areas which are predominantly of another 
physiographic type; as in the Nkondo and Komati valleys, 
whore riverain strips of typical Lowveld country pene-
trate right into the Highveld; and the upper Usutu 
vaI ley, which is situated in the midst of the Highveld 
hut shows typical Middleveld characteristics. 

These atypical areas, however, cover only a small 
fraction of the country. While the regional boundaries 
given oil our map (Map l)1) do not show all these detaiJ-

!) Which follow the classification of G. Murdoch, 
An alternative classificati on is that of Harti; 
Bijl, "The concept of the physiographic regie 
applied to Swaziland", Journal for Geography, 
Vol.1, No. 7, September, 1960. 



jf the micro-geography, they do illustrate (lie spat la I 
relationships between the major physiographic regions. 
For our purposes this is sufficient, since :i t .is these 
major divisions (with their very different climates, 
flora and topography) that, dominate lite local geograph-
ical scene. 

Tables I and III show the areas and percentages 
of all land i.n Swaziland, occupied by each of these 
four physiographic regions. ^) 
DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION 

Cutting across all geographical divisions i.s the 
legal division between Swazi Nation Land (s.N.L.) and 
the rest of the country. Tenure of Swazi Nation Land 
is according to traditional Swazi law and custom; where-
as elsewhere it is on an individualized basis, and is 
based on the laws of Swaziland. It is wi lit the former, 
tiie areas of so-called "communal" tenure, that we are 
mainly concerned in this study. 

Until recently Swazi Nation Land was divided into 
three legally distinct categories; Nat ive Areas, Li l'a 
Land, and Swazi Land Settlement areas. ••) This break-
down is shown on Map 2 (as it existed i n I 900), since 
these differences are of historical significance; and 
there is a slight possibility that they could affect 
the tenurial situation in the future. 

Swazi Nation Land occupied 5h Jl-% of Swaziland in 
19^8. Its distribution during that year is shown i.11 
Map 1, and the situation is summarized d i ag.ramat lea I !y 
in Figure L. From the last and Table III it can be 
seen that slightly over half the SNL is Located in the 
Highveld and Middleveld with the largest a.reas being in 
the: Lowveld (38.9%). 

1) Different geographers have arrived at slightly 
different totals for the areas of the four 
physiographic regions. Murdoch points out, in 
relation to his own figures, that "Regions -

do not tally in area with calculations 
by Jones (1968). He makes the country 
6,700 square miles (to nearest. 10) of which 
Highveld 1,9^0; Middleveld 1,780; Lowveld 
2,^70; Lubombo 510. Considering that regions 
merge into one another, often over several miles, 
these disparities are trifling". G. Murdoch, 
Soils and Land Capability in .Swaziland, p. 10 1. 

2) See pp. 52-53: 230. 
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Table I 

Areas of SNL and other land in 
different physiographic regions 

(Square mile s) 

High-
veld 

Middle-
veld 

Low-
veld 

Lubombo Total 

SNL 770 1,190 1,420 270 3,650 
0 Lher 
L and 1,230 590 980 270 3,070 

/VII 
J ,and 2, 000 1,780 2 ,400 540 6,720 

Table II 
Percentages of SNL and other land 
in different physiographic regions 

High-
veld 

Middle-
veld 

Low-
veld 

Lubombo Total 

SNL 
0 I.I 1 r r 
Laud 

38. 5 

(> 1.. 5 

(}(><, 9 

33 01 

59 .2 

40.8 

50 .0 

50.0 

54.4 

45.6 

A 1 1 
1 Mil ! 

2 , 000= 
.lOO.Ô i 

1,780= 
1.00. 0% 

2,400= 
100„0% 

540= 
100.0> 

6,720= 
100.0$ 

Table III 
IVrroutages of SNL and other land 
Ln each physiographic regions 

High- Middle- Low- Lubombo Total 
v old ve id veld 

SM 2 1 . r> 32 8 3 38.9 7. ̂  3,050 = 
i he r 100.1% i he r 100.1% 

La ml 40. .1 19.3 31-9 8.8 3,070 -
100. 

A t I 
Land 20.8 20.4 35.7 8.0 0,720 -

99 • 
Iknsed 011 G. Mucdoch, So lis and Land Capabilii \ 
i n Swaziland, (Bulletin No. 23, Swaziland 
Ministry of Agiiculturc) , 19o8, p. 101. 
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rti fi 
Of the total SNL area approximately i'l 0 square 

miles are covered by cattle holding' grounds, agricult-
ural research stations and game reserves; where trad-
itional tenure does not operate. This lias .Led one 
authority to coin the term "Communal and National Land" 
(CNL), to overcome the terminological difficulties 
raised by the fact, that traditional tenure does not 
operate throughout, the entire aroa that i.s classed as 
SXL. 1) 

In this study I have retained the term SNL (or 
Swazi Nation Land) as a convenient find reasonab.l y self-
explanatory descriptive term for those areas in which 
traditional tenure operates. It must be remembered 
that it is normally used here in this particular sense, 
and that, unless the contrary is clear from the context, 
il is not intended to cover those small areas that are 
currently being used for the special purposes mentioned 
above. 

When Europeans first began to arrive in Swazi-
land the bulk of the population appears to have been 
concentrated in the Middleveld. Histories of Chief-
doms in the Highveld suggest that it was only in the 
last third of the nineteenth century that the Swazj 
started to occupy this region to any appreciable extent; 
subjugating or driving off the small Solbo clans that 
had been living there before. ' 

There also seems to have been Li I 1,1 e permanent 
settlement in the Lowveld at this time. This region 
was, however, used as a grazing ground for cattle, and 
hunting expeditions into it were apparently not uncommon 

It must be appreciated that although the Lowveld 
is the largest of all the physiographic regions, il is 
made up of a narrow strip of country, seldom more than 
30 miles wide. The traveller there is .seldom out of 
sight of one of the higher and more salubrious regions. 
Therefore, in those early times it was possible for cat-
tle posts or other settlements to be based near perma-
nent water at the edge of the Middleveld or Lubombo, and 
for cattle or humans to penetrate far into tbe LowveJ.d 
from these centres in search of grazing or game. 

1) Murdoch, op. cit., p. 71. - But the Swazi.land 
Annual Report, 1966, p. 33, states that SNL 
covered 56% of Swaziland in that year. These 
small discrepancies could be explained in many 
ways, and have no real relevance to the main 
line of argument in this study. 

2) See pp. 22; k2-h3. 
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The Middleveld still has the largest Swazi popu-
lation, but since the British occupation there has been 
a steady movement of people into both the Highveld and 
the Lowveld. Population pressure in the Middleveld has 
undoubtedly been one cause of this , while at the same 
time facilities for living in the other hitherto unfav-
oured regions have been considerably improved. The 
provision of water supplies (through the construction 
of dams), and the virtual elimination of malaria, has 
made the excellent grazing of the Lowveld more easily 
accessible to the Swazi cattle owner. Also the estab-
lishment of large enterprises, such as the irrigation 
projects at Big Bend and Mhlume, offer the possibility 
of permanent or seasonal employment to those living near 
them. 

Movement into the Highveld may also have been 
stimulated to some extent by the increased employment 
opportunities after the British occupation. But other 
factors, such as the ability to construct housing better 
suited to the climate and, above all, the opportunity of 
obtaining more suitable and wanner clothing, may well have 
been equally important. 

In 1960 over nine-tenths of Swaziland Swazi -0 
were resident on Swazi Nation Land2). About 13,000 
were living as squatters on European farms and a few 
thousand on Crown Land; while some 9,000 were permanent-
ly or temporarily (but mostly temporarily) resident in 
urban or peri-urban areas. 3) 

Since that date there appears to have been a con-
siderable drift towards urban areas and the I.T.H. 
(individual tenure holdings). The 1966 Census records 
that out of total "African component" of 362,36"^ (which 
includes non-Swazi Africans), 260,554 (72.0$) were liv-
ing in the "Rural Area" - which approximates to the SNL 
- 79,854 (21.9cjo) were on "Freehold Farms" and 21,959 
(6.1 <fo) were in urban areas. ^) 

1) It has been estimated that only approximately 
three-fifths of the total Swazi population live 
in Swaziland; the bulk of the remainder living 
in South Africa. Kuper, The Swazi, p.7. 

2) That is, what is now called Swazi Nation Land 
This category of Land had not been established 
in 1960. 

3) Holleman. Experiment in Swaziland, p. 34. 

H.M. Jones, Report on the 1966 Swaziland Popu-
lation Census, pp. 19, 85 
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Murdoch, using- a slightly different basis of 

calculation, states that "All 'nucleated sot Moment1 

in Swaziland accounted for 75,000 out of '19.-, 000 people 
enumerated at the 19t>0 Census. Tlio ronm ining ')17,000 
may be termed 'dispersed1 and occupy about (>,570 square 
miles. "l) 

THE TRADITIONAL ECONOMY^ 

Despite tlio totally different challenges thai the 
wide range of physical and climatic environments offer 
to the Swaz.i cultivator, the response to these challenges 
has been remarkably uniform in all parts of the country. 
From the crags and moors of the Higliveid to the arid 
thornbush of the Lowveld one finds the people living in 
i-ndividual family settlements (Homesteads); each with 
its own fields and stock, and e;ich family attempting 
to satisfy its own subsistence noods by Its own labour. 

Only in the Lowveld does one find some evidence 
of agricultural specialization. Swazi living there tend 
to concentrate on cattle rearing, and appear to realize 
that they may have to obtain many of their vegetable 
foodstuffs from other sources.2) But nonetheless they 
still plant considerable acreages of food crops every 
year, even though they appreciate that- i n most years 
their chances of getting a reasonable return are slight 
indeed. 

Agriculture: The cultivation of maize and the roaring 
of cattle are the principal elements in the traditional 
Swazi farming system. Maize is the staple food, and 
even in areas unsuitod to this crop efforts are st.i 1 L 
made to grow it. The more drought-resistant sorghums 
(emabele), which would offer hopes of a far more; sure 
return in the drier areas, are traditionally used mainly 
for the production of the local beer (tshwala); and 
there arc still only a small proportion of Swazi cult-
ivators who have made serious efforts to grow i. I. as a 
food crop in lieu of maize. 

l) Murdoch, op. cit. , p. 98 - These figures include 
non-Africans, and some 20,567 "temporary absentees" 
who were "partially" enumerated in the 19^6 
Census. Cf. Jones, op. cit., p. 81. 

I exclude those few Swazi living on organised 
settlement schemes (which are not strictly 
speaking part of the SNL) and growing specialised 
crops. 



Pumpkins, beans, ground beans and groundnuts 
are also widely grown; often inter-sown with maize. 
Sweet potatoes are another widely grown crop, but these 
are usually only produced on a "garden crop" scale, for 
use as a supplement to the diet. There is some product-
ion of recently introduced exotic crops such as potatoes 
and other "European" vegetables, usually in small irrig-
ated gardens (emagadi). These are grown mainly for sale; 
but they are now increasingly finding their way into the 
rural Swazi diet. Bananas and other fruit are also 
grown to some extent; again mainly for sale. 

Other cash crops grown, but not on a very exten-
sive scale as yet, include cotton and tobacco. The 
significance of these and other cash crops, in the 
economy of the Swazi rural areas is discussed later in 
this study.1 ) 

Formerly the fields (emasimi sing, ins imi) / were 
prepared for planting by hand, by women using hoes. 
The ox-drawn plough has now replaced this technique 
virtually everywhere; though hoes are still used for 
weeding (kuhlagula) among the standing crops, and for 
.land preparation in the small irrigated gardens (emagadi). 
Other ox-drawn agricultural implements (such as harrows, 
on I I. i valors and planters) arc becoming increasingly 
common. Tractor ploughing is known, but is not yet 
widespread. The same could be said of contract ploughing, 
bol.h willi tractors and oxen, The majority of families 
sli 11 plough, plant and (sometimes) weed their own fields 
wi 111 I ho i r own labour, and with the use of their own or 
bo rrowed draught animals. 

SIoek: Cattle still have for the Swazi much of the 
social, ritual and emotional significance that they had 
in t lie semi-migratory past, when they were virtually the 
only form of easily-transportable wealth. Nor has there 
boon much change in theories of cattle management. The 
Swazi still hold to the view that each independent Home-
stead should have its own cattle byre (sibaya) and cattle 
t o fill it ; and that these cattle should subsist on 
whatever grazing they can find in the communal grazing 
aioas. hi the winter, after the harvest, the fields 
are t radii ionally thrown open for grazing, and at this 
t ime the cat ! le are merely released from their byres in 
I lie mornings and left free to range. In the summer they 
are more carefully herded, to prevent them from damaging 
tho growing crops. 

0 See pp. 2')?; 271; 27I4 f f. 

) Or emasimu sing, insimu - Both forms are ir, use. 



Herding was traditionally the task of the boys. 
In some areas the traditional pattern has been complic-
ated by the desire of parents for their sons to attend 
school from an early age. Oil occasions this has assist-
ed the Administration's efforts to introduce systems of 
rotational grazing; either through the const ruction of 
fenced "camps" in the communal grazing areas, or by con-
vincing the men (who often take over the hording while 
the boys are at school) to combine forces (and their 
herds) to ensure that certain areas of grazing are "rest-
ed" during the summer months. 

Cattle have nowadays acquired a money value and 
new roles in the farming' system. These have t ended to 
reinforce traditional Swazi attitudes regarding the 
importance of cattle ownership. They are needed to 
draw the ploughs. Their manure is needed to maintain 
the fertility of the arable lands, which now usually have 
to be cultivated continuously, as against the older 
pattern of abandoning a field after a few years and carv-
ing a new one out of the grazing area. They are also 
still very obvious "value objects", which can be readily 
converted into money when the need arises, and which have 
the additional advantage of multiplying themselves 
without any great efforts on the pari, of their owners. 

They arc also, in their present numbers, one of 
the greatest menaces to the continued we.l 1.being of the 
Swazi rural areas. This is another matter which we 
shall be discussing at greater length later.') 

Many Swazi also keep some small stock and chickens; 
with an occasional horse to provide personal transport. 
Donkeys are kept by some and used as pack, animals, and 
occasionally as draught animals when their owners lack 
sufficient cattle for this task. Goats, much detested 
by those responsible for implementing the Administration's 
soil conservation policies, are kept in large numbers; 
partly because they are required on so many ritual 
occasions. 

Other raw materials: The rural environment also pro-
vides a host of other raw materials used by the Swazi 
in their day to day lives. Among these are grass for 
building, and for making mats and ropes; clay for pots 
and for the smearing of walls and floors; reeds for 
the wind-breaks; fibre for the making of strings and 
ornaments; wood for fuel and building. On the nutrit-
ional side it also provides many essential additions to 
the Swazi diet in the form of the various "spinachcs" 
(imbita) that the women gather from the veld. In earlier 
times it also offered the hope of additional protein in 
the form of game meat. The virtual extinction of game 

1 ) See pp. 29k . ff 
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i n in'. Hi parts of Swaziland has now reduced the signif-
icance of th.is particular role to virtually nothing. 

The rural Swazi can still obtain nearly all his 
building materials free; unless he insists on manu-
factured luxuries such as glazed windows or hinged doors. 
The traditional dwelling was the "beehive" hut, made of 
saplings and grass thatch tied together with locally-
made string. This had many advantages, including that 
of being easily portable whenever the family moved ^). 
it i s now being replaced by square or round huts with 
upright walls and separate roofs. Kimberley brick, 
very occasionally home-made burned bricks, or stones may 
be used for the walls, but one of the most popular 
techniques is to use sods (emasoyi) packed into a light 
wooden framework. These are then smeared with clay, to 
provide smooth walls inside the hut and a waterproof 
covering outside. Thatch is almost universally used for 
roofing. 

Up to the beginning of the 20th century the rural 
environment also provided most of the clothing of the 
people; the skin skirts (tidwaba) and goat skin aprons 
(tidziya) of the married women, the skin kilts of the men 
and most of the decorations and regalia required by a 
warrior. However, the adoption of the colourful 
"traditional" dress seen to-day has now made the Swazi 
dependent on bought textiles for their clothing, regard-
less of whether tiiey dress in the traditional or in west-
ern style*. 

'flllC PIPELINE OF SELF SUFFICIENCY 

In earlier times the rural Swazi Homestead G-roup^) 
as well as forming a recognized social and local govern-
mental unit., was also almost entirely self supporting. 
Virtually all its needs could be satisfied from the 
Immediate locality, and its members could supply all the 
necessary labour. The boys herded the cattle and small 
stock; the women tilled the fields; the men built the 
huts and other structures and the women thatched; while 
both sexes had assigned to them certain crafts designed 
Io satisfy other domestic needs. 

Swazi still pay lip service to the ideal of Home-
stead self-sufficiency, but their involvement in a money 
economy has greatly complicated the situation. New wants 
have been introduced, for articles which the rural Swazi 
cannot produce himself. New ways of satisfying these 
(and other) needs are possible, due to the increased 
opportunities for earning money. Now money is used r. 
only for "imports" which cannot be produced in the rur-. 
areas, but .increasingly for food and other things whir 
could. 

See pp. 72-7^4. 
See p. 69. 





CHAPTER 2 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SWAZI STATE 

An understanding of the history of the Svrazi state, 
and of the conditions under which their present system 
of social and political organization evolved, is absol-
utely essential for a true appreciation of the position 
with regard to land. 

It must be remembered that the state organization 
of the Swazi was still in a condition of flux, and of 
growth, when they first came under external political 
control in 189^. The relatively shallow historical 
depth of the phenomena that he is study! tig is constantly 
brought home to the research worker investigating settle-
ment histories. One hears time and time again how the 
grandfather or great-grandfather of the local Chief, 
usually accompanied by only a handful of followers, came 
into what was virtually empty country and settled there. 
In some cases there is the tradition of the subjugation 
or eviction of a few Sotho.-O In others it is claimed 
that the area was completely unpopulated- It was under 
these conditions, when land was abundant, and the 
possession of a large and loyal following was of far 
greater practical importance than greciso rights over 
clearly demarcated territories, that the Swazi state 
system develojjcd; and the traditional tenurial system. 

Some may find the concept of the development of 
the "traditional" puzzling. Let us, therefore, briefly 
examine the possible meanings of this much used, and 
much abused, term. 

Kuper has already made the telling point (also 
with reference to the Swazi) that "to split up each 
part of an existing culture and. apportion the constit-
uent elements to the !1 raditional' culture and to 
"western" culture gives as little idea of the real 
emergent culture as the dissection of a corpse would 
give of the personality of the individual, when alive".^ 
She is here referring specifically to the effect of west-
ern influences; but the same argument could be used with 
regard to those earlier periods when the Swazi were 
influencing, and being influenced by, other Bantu groups 
m southern and central Africa. For the ethno-historian 
-uch "dissections" can reveal very valuable material 
indeed; as have physical dissections for anatomists 
and physiologists. But this is not primarily an eth.no-
historical study. Therefore, when I speak here of 

: ) In at least one area the pre-Swazi inhabitants 
are said to have been of Bush stock (ticwe). 



the "traditional" Swazi way of life, I do not confine 
this term only to those customs and traits the origins 
of which are lost in some distant and unremembered past. 

Just as the present colourful "traditional" Swazi 
dress is known to have come in at the turn of the cent-
ury, so many features of the social and political organ-
ization may well have acquired their present forms at 
some relatively recent date. Nonetheless, they are 
specifically Swazi and traditional now. It is in this 
sense, therefore, that "traditional" is used here; to 
distinguish between what Swazi to-day consider to belong 
to their own culture, and that which the majority still 
regard as coming from alien sources. 

i'hases of Swazi History: It is possible to suggest a 
variety of ways in which Swazi history could be divided 
into significantly different phases. While it is true 
thai, all such divisions must be to some extent arbitrary,1 
they nevertheless do serve to provide a useful conceptual 
framework for our discussion. 

One division which has been suggested is into 
main eras; before and after "the initial recognition of 
the Native King as the leader of his people"2) The 
carl ier of these would presumably correspond to the so-
ra!led "time of the clans" 3) the semi—migratory period 
before the bantu-speaking peoples of southern Africa 
began to organize centralized states, and when political 
a IT i I i a I i oils depended primarily on agnatic M ties. 

I) of. Oswald Spongier, The Decline of the West, 
Pl>. 9 f., 172 ff., 238 ff. 

) Ktiper, An African Aristocracy, p. 11 
0 "Clan" is used for an exogamous unilineal kin 

group, in which the exact kinship links between 
all members are not necessarily known. Swazi 
clans are patrilineal and all members of a clan 
a re distinguished by bearing the same surname, 
(si bongo). 

0 Kin 1 inks traced through males only. 
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These two periods do, very obviously, correspond to two 
very different phases in Swazi history. The difficulty 
lies in establishing exactly when this "initial recog-
nition" actually occurred; in deciding when the gen-
ealogically senior male of the Nkosi Dlamini clan 1) 
became what we could reasonably describe as a "Native 
King" , as distinct from a mere clan leader. 

Another possible division is into three main 
phases; the pre-state period; The period of the 
politically independent Swazi state; and the period 
after that state came under external political control. 
A fourth period is just commencing with Swazi politically 
dominant in the independent state of Swaziland. 

However, for our study of the indigenous tenur-
ial system, neither of these is really suitable. 
Instead, it would be preferable to adopt a threefold 
division differing slightly from that suggested in the 
previous paragraph« In this break-down the three 
phases would be:-

(1) The time of the clans and the emergent state; 
up to the reign of Sobhuza I (died circa 1839); 

(2) The concessions period; from the reign of . 
Mswati (son of Sobhuza l) until the Partition^ 
of 1907; and 

(3) The Post-Partition period. 
THE CLANS AND THE EMERGENT STATE 

The Dlamini clan have been the politically dom-
inant element in the Swazi state since its beginnings. 
So, their family history (or as much of this as we can 
reconstruct) gives a picture of the early development of 
this state. 

l) Members of the Swazi ruling house say that their 
true surname (sibongo) is NKOSI; and that the 
more commonly used DLAMINI is merely a subsid-
iary surname (sinanatelo). However, since the 
Nkosi clan has now split into several branches 
between which intermarriage is permitted, I 
shall henceforth use "Dlamini" alone to disting-
uish the clan of the rulers. 

2 ) See Append ix A for a discussion of the meaning 
of this term "state". 

3) See p. 52. 
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At a time variously estimated as being between 

the fourteenth and the sixteenth centuries A.D. Bantu-
speaking peoples began to migrate in some numbers into 
the southern African region. One version of Swazi 
traditional history is that a man named Dlamini, of the 
Nkosi clan and Embo-Nguni stock, led his followers from 
the central highlands down the course of the Komati River 
to settle near where tourenco Marques stands to-day.1) 
Other versions suggest a more southerly migration route, 
through modern Zululand, and that there was a period of 
settlement further north along the East African coast, 
near Inhambane. However, there is general agreement 
that this period in the coastal lowlands lasted for 
several generations; and the Dlamini still on occasion 
refer to themselves as Tonga (ematonga), their name for 
the peoples living below the Lubombo escarpment to the 
oas t . 

Little is known of the detailed history of those 
times. There are vague traditions of the building of 
named Dlamini Homesteads, and of contact with other 
tribal groups. The names of some of the earlier 
DLamini rulers are remembered, but there is no agreement 
on tlie order of these before the latter half of the 
eighteenth century. The political organization appears 
to have .resembled that of other Nguni at this period, 
where there wore no large-scale state systems and 
agnatic kin groups provided the basis, or framework, of 
the | > c> 1 i. Ileal structure. One of these agnatic groups 
mi glil on occasion come to dominate others, as the Dlamini 
.seemingly did the ancestors of many other groups which 
eventually accompanied them to Swaziland. Also, from 
i ime to time, sections of the agnatic group might hive 
off and est ah.I i.sh partial or complete independence of the 
parent group. Since marriages were forbidden between 
individuals with the same surname, wives normally had to 
lie sought from other political units, thus producing a 
web of kinship ties which cut across political divisions. 

the "ever-dividing Homestead": These autonomous agnatic 
groups naturally tended to expand. Holleman has given 
us ,1 vivid picture of the mechanics of tills expansion 
among a similar people, the Zulu; and he shows how 
eventually Large political groupings could be based on 
the agnatic ties between the heads of a large number of 
Homesteads which were all ultimately derived from a 
single "parent" Homestead. 2) 

0 Kupor, An African Aristocracy, p. 11. 

.'2). J.P. Holleman, "Die Zulu insigedi" in Bantu 
Studies, XV. 2, June 19^1 and XV. 3 September 
Ld'tl „ 



The Zulu Homestead is internally divided into well 
defined sections of the "right hand" (lev i none) , the 
"left hand" (kohlwa) , and of the "great hut" (indlu 'nkulu) 
When such a family Homestead split up for any reason, 
the resulting segments would still be described as 
belonging to the "right hand", "left hand" ox" "great hut" 
section of the "parent" group. In some contexts these 
segments would be treated as if they were still members 
of that original group. Each "daughter" group could 
expand and split in the same way. By the same token, 
each "parent" Homestead was also a "daughter" of another. 
That is, it was part of a hierarchy of genealogically 
structured groupings; until one reached the widest local 
agnatic grouping, comprising all those Homesteads "desc-
ended" from the first Homestead of that agnatic group to 
be established in the area (the inzalamlz1, or "bearer 
of Homesteads"). 

Such genealogical structuring could also extend 
across political boundaries, as is evidenced by the claims 
of Nguni tribal groups to-day to kinship with other 
groups now politically independent; and to genealogical 
superiority or subordination in the original parent group. 

Whether the Dlamini ever had this clear-cut divis-
ion into "right","left" and "great hut" sections is a 
moot point. Thoy certainly do not h a v e it to-day."1-) 
When a modern Swazi Homestead divides, the relationships 
between the resulting segments are based on different 
principles. But there is ample evidence to suggest that, 
whatever internal divisions were recognisod in the past, 
the general principle of the "ever-dividing Homestead", 
and of a consequent genealogical structuring of politic-
al relationships, were an integral feature of the pro-
state system. 

Kinship ties and political organization: As in all such 
systems of which we have any record, this simple schema 
of a political organization based entirely on the genea-
logical structure of an agnatic group was complicated by 
two factors; the incorporation of males belonging to 
other clans, and the varying degrees of authority 
exercised by the heads of genealogically senior agnatic 
segments over those segments which were genealogically 
junior to them. There were apparently males belonging 
to other clans in the group under Dlamini political cont-
rol from the earliest times for which we have any reliable 

}) See pp. 92. 

2) Females of other clans were, of course, constantly 
being incorporated, but this was inherent in the 
whole system of exogamous clans. 



traditions, just as there were in the Zulu "elan" in 
pro-Shaken times, l) There was also a certain amount of 
hiving off of agnatic segments which ultimately became 
politically independentsuch as the Hlubi and Natal 
DJamini. Other groups remained under Dlamini political 
control, but came to rank as separate clans, often with 
a considerable degree of autonomy. 

The numerical strength of the group under Dlamini 
control in those times is not known, but it was probably 
small.2) This was a world of constant movement, of 
constantly changing political alignments and one in which 
subordinate sections of agnatic groups were expected to 
acquire a greater degree of independence as time passed 
and their numbers increased; especially when such a sub-
ordinate segment settled at some distance from its parent 
group. 

Secession was not necessarily regarded as an overt 
act of rebellion against the ruling section, as it would 
bo In a territorially-defined western state. It was an 
ever-present possibility, a "built-in" feature of the 
system of political organization based on the principle 
of the "ever-dividing Homestead". A genealogically 
senior segment might attempt to restrain a junior seg-
ment from asserting too great a degree of independence 
Co i' tbe senior group * s liking; but such assertions of 
increasing independence could always be expected, and were 
nil imatoly inevitable. What was treasonable, however, 
was an attempt to usurp the position of the senior male 
in t lie genealogically senior segment. Since there were 
frec|nenI differences of opinion regarding which section 
was senior, the histories of the Swazi and other Nguni 
abound with stories of armed conflicts resulting from 
Ihi.s cause. 

M i g m t ions : .1 have described the way of life at this 
i ime as " somi-niigra tory" . This is not meant to imply 
thai these people undertook the regular seasonal migrat-
ions of the true nomad, rigidly controlled as these are 
by the cycle of the seasons; but rather that they accept-
ed I he re1 a Iively frequent movement of dwelling sites and 
cult ivated lands as part of the normal pattern of living. 
The Swaz I material culture was well suited to such const-
ant moves. Their main wealth was in the conveniently 
mob i le form of cattle. Their beehive huts could be s 
eas i I y dismantled and carried a few miles to a new site.-'/ 

1) KrLge, The Social System of the Zulus, p. 217 
2) See p. 39-
3) Kuper, op. c i t. , Plate III 
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There was always ample unused land for new fields. 

Such a move might be only over a short distance, 
as when a family left fields that were showing signs of 
declining fertility to carve out others nearby. Or it 
could be over a distance of several miles. In extreme 
cases it could involve the migration of a sizeable group 
in search of a new home in distant parts. 

One of these longer distance migrations was under-
taken by the Dlamini towards the end of the eighteenth 
century. For some reason they and their followers of 
other clans left their home in the coastal lowlands, 
crossed the Lubombo range under the leadership of their 
ruler Ngwane, ̂ ) and finally settled on the northern 
banks of the Pongola River. Some versions claim that 
Ngwane first penetrated further south, and that there was 
a period of settlement at Magudu (in Zulu. Land) before the 
move to the Pongola. Other versions state that this 
settlement at Magudu was much earlier, before the Dlamini 
went to the coast, and there were two distinct crossings 
of the Lubombo range. Whatever the truth may be, these 
wanderings across the Lubombo impressed the Swazi trad-
itional historians sufficiently for the phrase "you who 
pushed back and forth across the Lubombo" 2) to be in-
cluded among the principal "praises" (tibongo) of the 
Dlamini family. 

The Sequence of Dlamini rulers: We have now reached a 
period when tradition becomes more reliable and detailed, 
and can be checked against the records and traditions of 
other groups. In order to put the remainder of this 
narrative into clearer historical perspective, I give 
the names of the various Swazi rulers from the time of 
Ngwane onwards, with the actual or approximate date of 
the death of each: 

Ngwane I 
Ndugunye 
Sobhuza I 
Mswati 
Ludovonga 
Mbandzeni 
Nunu 
Sobhuza II 

died circa. 1780) 
. 1815) 

Somhlolo) (c.1839) 
(18681 
|l87^ 
1889! 
^Ngwane li) (1899) 
still reigning) 

1) Sometimes called Ngwane I. 
2) Wena waqedza Lubombo ngekuhlehleiotela. 

Informants differed regarding the primary meani.ng 
of kuhlehleletela. Doke and Vilakazi (Zulu-
English Dictionary p. 325) include the following 
among the meanings of the Zulu equivalent 
(ukuhlehlelezela) "to push, push aside, to offer 
presents". Undoubtedly, this particular "praise" 
depends for its force (as do vernacular names 
given to Europeans) on its ambiguity. 
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We have already told how Ngwane led his followers 

into the vicinity of modern Swaziland and settled on the 
Pongola. While there, he quarrelled with Zwide,1) the 
powerful leader of the Ndwandwe, and was forced to move 
further north. He then settled at Eshiselweni, in 
Southern Swaziland, which is generally revered by Swazi 
to-day as the birthplace of their nation. 

Ngwane died at Eshiselweni, to be succeeded by 
Ndugunye, who in turn was succeeded by Somhlolo (Sobhuza 
l). To the south, the wars of expansion of Zwide, Ding-
iswayo and (later) of Shaka were throwing all south-east-
crn Africa into a turmoil. To the north of Eshiselweni 
the country was inhabited by small Sotho clans, with 
scatterings of Bushmen (ticwe sing, siewe) who had fled 
to the rugged hill country as refugees from the Bantu 
invaders. Near the Dlamini were settled at least one 
other major group of their agnates, the Mamba, who had 
broken off and taken another clan name (sibongo) , but 
who still recognized the authority of the Dlamini ruler. 

The general turbulence of the lands to the south 
was reflected here. Raids by Ndwandwe armies, and 
afterwards by the Zulu, dominated Swazi life until they 
W<MC finally checked by Shepstone at a much later date. 
After two devastating Ndwandwe raids, Somhlolo decided 
to leave Eshiselweni and move further north. This he 
did with a small following; finally reaching the Dlomod-
lomo ridge, near the modern town of Barberton. The Mamba 
remained behind, met the Ndwandwe army in the field, and 
defeated it. Then, tradition has it, the remnants of 
I he groups that had owed allegiance to Somhlolo wished 
to recognize the Mamba Chief, Mbatshane, as their over-
lord; but the latter refused to accept this arrange-
ment , on the grounds that Somhlolo was his genealogical 
senior and was still alive. 

Somehow Mbatshane discovered Somhlolo's where-
abouts, and sent a messenger asking him to return. 
This Somhlo.Lo did, and built his capital far to the 
north of Eshilselweni, on Nokwane Hill near the Little 
Usutn River. As a reward for their loyalty he granted 
the Mamba the right to hold their own First Fruits 
Ceremony (known as luselwa) and the right to have a 
"sacred enclosure" (inhlambelo) similar to that used by 

i) Known as Zidzein Swazi. 
:>)• To be strictly accurate one should say "rebuilt" 

since all the three royal Homesteads which 
Somhlolo established near Nokwane Hill (Lobamba, 
Ezulwini and Elangeni) had existed previously 
near Eshiselweni. 



tlie Dlamini in the national Incwala ceremony in their 
own principal cattle byre. The Mamba Chief is also 
the only subordinate Chief in Swaziland to have his 
own regimental system, quite independent of the Nation-
al system. 

In this instance it seems clear that; the principle 
of the "ever-dividing Homestead" had led to the Mamba 
acquiring something very close to complete independence, 
with the full agreement of the Dlamini ruler of the time. 

Histories of settlement of Chiefdoms in southern 
Swaziland show that the Mamba were not the only group 
to remain behind when Somhlolo fled northwards, Many 
others among his erstwhile subjects seem to have sought 
refuge independently; like the Khumalo of Enkwendzeni 
(a royal cattle post), who moved to their present home 
because it was sited conveniently close to a large cave 
in which they could conceal themselves and their cattle 
during raids. 

My own reconstruction of the course of events is 
that there was a period of confusion, during which the 
Dlamini lost contact with many groups which had formerly 
admitted their overlordship, and that it was only after 
Somhlolo had been summoned back by Mbatshane Mamba, and 
had re-established himself near the Little Usutu, that 
some sort of re-integration of the embryo Swazi state 
began, This interpretation is supported not only by 
evidence from the south, but also by traditional hist-
ories of settlement in the north of Swaziland. There 
Swazi settlements seem to have been thin on the ground, 
and cont rol slight, until at least the end of Somhlolo's 
reign; or possibly even the beginning of Mswati's. 

The first written estimate of the total Swazi 
population was made towards the end of Somhlolo's reign. 
Captain Gardiner in 1836 set the male population at 100, 
and the total number of persons at 1,200. He remarks 
that the population was "now greatly diminished" ; 
possibly due to the upheavals resulting from the earlier 
raids.1) Murdoch suggests that "with Pedi and other 
vassals perhaps 10,000 inhabitants of the country then 
is not an inflated estimate".2) 

Whichever estimate one prefers, it is clear that 
in these times the Swazi population was minute, compared 
with its present size. 

l) A.P. Gardiner, Narrative of a journey to the 
Zooloo country in South Africa, London, 1936, 

p. 167 quoted in Jones, op. cit., p. 10. 

2) Murdoch, op. cit. , p. 383. 



Gardiner also states that the population (under 
SomhloloTs direct control?) was confined to two villages 
old Lobamba, near the present site of Goedgegun and 
Elangoni, at the mouth of the Ezulwini valley. Jones 
remarks that this "is no more than indicative of the 
relatively small size of the Dlamini clan, and suggests 
a concentration of settlement not found to-day". -*-) 

Inevitably, different groups and different indiv-
iduals give different emphasis to various aspects of the 
traditional history of this time. Dlamini pnegyrists 
argue that Somhlolo did not flee, but was engaged on an 
aggressive exploring expedition when he went north. 
Yet there is a persistent story, repeated even by many 
living in the vicinity of the present Swazi capitals 
and indubitably "close to the fire", that he was so 
poorly supported that he was forced to offer allegiance 
to a small Sotho Chief when he reached the Dlomodlomo 
ridge, before his recall by Mbatshane Mamba. The same 
problem arises when one tries to fix a date for the begin 
ning of the Swazi state system in anything like its 
present form. The ancestors in the male line of the 
present ruler are remembered for many generations back, 
and are all described as "kings" (emakosi). One can 
hardly call this incorrect, since the Swazi term inkosi 
(p.I. emakusi) covers a far wider range of meaning than 
the English word "king".2) Yet the balance of the 
evidence is that the "kingship" of the ancestors of 
Somhlo.lo was something very different from the type of 
author!ty wielded by some of his descendants. 

Perhaps the situation is best summed up in the 
words of a reliable informant who stated that "before 
SoinhloLo there was no kingship (bukosi) . In those 
days people were ruled according to the "houses" to 
which they belonged" 3) This agrees with evidence 
aval table from many other sources. Hence my choice of 
I he re i.gn of Somhlolo as marking the end of what I have 
called the "p.re-state" period of Swazi history. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Jones, op. cit., p. 10 

See pp. 175-170. 

See pp. 88 ff. 
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CHAPTER 

CONSOLIDATION AND CONTACT 

THE CONCESSIONS 

By the end of the reign of Mswati, Somhlolo's 
successor, the power of the centralised Swazi. state was 
firmly established. Mswati continued his father's 
practice of demanding allegiance from the various small 
groups (mostly Sotho) which he found already established 
in the country, and of resorting to arms if this were 
refused. It was he who introduced the system of nation 
wide age regiments, modelled on the Zulu pattern, which 
cut across all local and kinship ties and formed the 
basis of the state's military organization. It was 
from him that the name "Swazi" ^) was derived. It was 
during his reign that the first regular contacts with 
whites occurred; and it was he who granted the first 
concession to these strangers. 

Thrs last move was to have momentous consequences 
as we shall see later. 

This was a period of nation-building in south-
eastern Africa. Much of the detai.l of the Swazi state 
organization, perhaps even the very idea of a central-
ised state, may have been borrowed from other peoples; 
possibly the Zulu.2) In particular, the idea of 
"kingship" (bukosi) must have come to imply some tiling 
rather different from whatever it had implied in earlier 
t imes. 

Mswati undoubtedly introduced many innovations to 
meet these changed circumstances. It was either he or 
Somhlolo who acquired powerful rain medicines from some 
of the conquered Sotho clans (principally from the 
Magagula, Mnisi and Maseko) and made ra Lnmaking royal 
prerogative.-') Even the Incwala ritual , l) nowadays so 

1) The Zulu form of his name is M.swa.z i . Most 
Swazi, the more traditionally minded i.n part-
icular, still refer to themselves as "the people 
of Ngwane" (BakaNgwane) 

2) Kuper, An African Aristocracy, p. I 5. fn. I. 
3) An activity in which the Ndlovukazi (Queen 

Mother) plays an important part. 
4) See Appendix B. 



closely associated with Dlamini rule, seems to have taken 
approximately its present form only in Mswati's time, 
and to have incorporated many elements borrowed from 
Zwide's Ndwandwe. ^) 

Mswati established his "bachelor's quarters" 
(i.l. 1 awu) , or personal capital 2) j_n the far north of 
Swaziland in what is now Hhohho District. The reason 
tor this choice may well have been the continuing Zulu 
raids. Those persisted into the life-times of the 
parents of people now living,3) and must have complic-
ated relationships between the Swazi rulers and their 
people. They certainly seem to have inhibited settle-
ment in some parts of the country. Many leading sub-
jects who had been granted control of territories in 
the Mdzimba area of central Swaziland migrated north-
wards with Mswati, and only appear to have started 
settling (or possibly resettling) their lands near the 
Mdzimba towards the end of his reign; or possibly even 
Later. 

Under such conditions, as in the pre-state period, 
land had little value in itself. It could only be 
exploited with a modicum of security if one had a reas-
nrt.'thiy powerful protcctor nearby; or a convenient, and 
i naccess i b.l e , refuge for both people and stock in the 
vicinity. These are factors which must be borne in 
ii'i nd when we consider the history of the concessions, 
'iid present-day Swazi attitudes towards land and rights 
over I and . 

I'lie expansion of Dlamini power: As a result of Mswati ss 
move to I ho north i t is here that nowadays one finds the 
greatest concentration of Chiefdoms under cadet branches 
ol' the Dlamiiri family.'4) This was one of the ways in 
which the Dlamini rulers physically extended the area 
over which they had political control. When a ruler 
died he no.nna.lly left a large number of sons by different 
wives; only one of which could succeed to the position 
id' supreme power. Swazi political theory holds that it 
would be most unwise to leave the other senior sons 
living near the chosen heir without any particular 
po 1 it ica.l role, since they might be tempted to usurp the.' 
!> I'D t he r1 s position . 

Therefore, on the analogy offered by the rules 
of inheritance operating in all Swazi polygynous familie-

I) Kuper, op. cit., pp. 197 ff• 
.',') Kuper, op. cit., pp. kl , ^7; pp. 
')) S.T.M. Sukati - personal communication. 
4) The Royals (bantfwabenkosi); see pp. 174; 175-1 
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tlicse other sons wore provided with fo I 1 o\\ i-ngs and 
territories of their own to govern. They were still 
subject to the overall control of the Swazi Cent raI 
Authorixy, but as far as the affairs of their own 
areas were concerned they had a considerable degree 
of autonomy . 

This political device served the triple purpose 
of giving these junior sons positions commensurate with 
their rank; of reducing the risk of dynastic quarrels; 
and at the same time providing nuclei from which Dlamini 
influence could spread to many different parts of the 
country. 

Another device for the physical extension of 
Dlamini political control was for the ru.Ler to found 
other Homesteads or cattle-posts (tinhl onhla) of his 
own; possibly place some of his wives in these; a.nd 
put them under the administrative control of chosen 
Lieutenants (t indvuna ).-*-) When the land became more 
thickly settled these "Lieutenancies" provided a con-
venient "pool" from which to provide territories, and 
subjects, for future generations of junior sons of* 
Dlamini rulers. 

Many of the Sotho and Nguni clan Leaders whom 
the Swazi found already established in the country 2) 
were allowed to retain control of their own groups and 
territories, provided that they admitted the overlord-
ship of the Dlamini. These, together with other 
groups that arrived in the country later under their own 
Chiefs and offered allegiance to the Diarnini,3) ultimate-
ly came to form the most numerous element in the Swazi 
population. 

The concession hunters: The Swazi state system had 
barely been established when a further complication 
was introduced by the arrival of Europeans. Apart 
from individual traders and hunters who happened to 
enter Swazi territory in the course of their wanderings, 
there were also organized parties of Voortrekkers, off-
shoots from those groups which were establishing repub-
lics in the South African highveld. These last wished 
to acquire land; sometimes only for winter grazing, 
but also sometimes with an eye to permanent settlement. 
Naturally, they also wished to gain as much control as 
possible over any land that they did acquire. 

1 ) See pp. . 
2) The emakhandzambili "those found ahead". 
3) Labafika emuva, "those arriving afterwards". 



This in itself' did not present any completely 
new problem of adjustment to the Swazi. They themselvc 
had undertaken several migrations in search of new homes 
and there were innumerable other groups in Africa at 
that time engaged on similar projects,, When the Swazi 
came into contact with such a group which was willing 
to offer them allegiance, or could be conquered, they 
absorbed them into their political system. Those who 
sought to conquer them, and were (like the Zulu) too 
strong to be defeated, could be evaded or placated. -U 
With those whom it was impracticable to attempt to 
conquer, yet who offered no immediate threat, amicable 
diplomatic relations could be maintained; such as those 
which the Swazi had with the Shangana state. 

The Bantu-speaking peoples recognised the right 
of a conqueror to the land and cattle of the conquered. 
So, if one wished to retain control of one's own land 
and cattle, it was politically wise to try and come to 
terms with any groups whose strength made them a potent-
ial menace. The Voortrekkers clearly had this strength 
and what they wanted was land, a commodity which at that 
Lime; was not in obviously short supply. Furthermore, 
most of the land in which they were interested lay on 
the chilly highveld plateau, where Swazi seldom pene-
trated; and to which their claims, in any case, might, 
often have been challenged. 

So the Swazi began to grant concessions. After 
the Voortrekkers came other whites, many seeking mirnr--
I s and the concessions needed to work them. In the 

reign of Mswati's soil, Mbandzeni, concession seekers 
flocked to I he Swazi capitals. They brought money, 
I rude goods, I iquor and even more exotic offerings such 
as peacocks and greyhounds, all designed to win the 
favour of an African monarch. This they did. Con-
cession after concession was granted, unt i.1 the Swazi 
had signed away (several times over) all rights to all 
land to which they could advance any conceivable claim.^ 

This was a good time materially for the Swazi 
ruler, and for all those in court circles. Any Swazi 
official who had the ruler's ear, or claimed to have it, 
could reLy on frequent and sizeable gifts from concess-
ion seekers. The income of Mbandzeni himself at the 
height of the "concessions rush" has been estimated at 
ho l ween .€13,000 and £.'>0,000 a year. 3) 

l) Kuper, An African Aristocracy, pp. 14, 15 fn.2, 
.'?) Kuper, op. cit . . pp. 20 ff. 
) Kuper. op. cit.. p. .2 
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The land concessions: While ii is true that the early 
concession seekers did not present the Swazi with a 
completely new type of problem of adjustment, they did 
introduce certain legal concepts that were completely 
foreign to them. Among these were the signed agreement; 
and the notion that the actual wording of such a written 
agreement (which was usually in a European language) 
should carry more weight than the memories of witnesses 
regarding the sense of what had been agreed. They a lso 
introduced the idea that once an individual had acquired 
rights over a specific parcel of land, lie automat ically 
had the right to exclude others from using it; regard-
less of whether or not he was actually occupying it at 
that time. 

Traditional African law recognizes the right of 
an individual to control the use of specific pieces of 
land; but there is also the implicit assumption (hat 
he will occupy and utilize that land, either in his own 
person or through his dependants. From this flows the 
complementary rule that if a right holder fails fo r an 
appreciable time to occupy or utilize land over which 
he has been granted rights, then any prescriptive right 
he may have is automatically weakened. 

Concessionaire (some of them governments) acquired 
large tracts of land from the Swazi rulers, and then left 
these lyinfc emptv for years. During their normal short 
distance migrations many Swazi settled on this land, 
being quite unaware (one assumes) that it was subject to 
a concession. They were horrified when the concession-
aires, many years later, claimed that land. In this 
way many Swazi found themselves living outside the Swazi-
land borders, when these were accurately demarcated.^) 

Nowadays, the "official" Swazi argument is that 
they assumed the concessionaires were acquiring their 
land rights "as Swazi". That is, that they were only 
granted the right to live on and make reasonable use 
of that land for as long as the Swazi community as a 
whole was agreeable to this; not any absolute, exclu-
sive right to the land as such. 

However, in many cases the Swazi at the time do 
seem to have accepted that they must relinquish all claims 
to land granted under a concession. Forbes records 
how the first Scottish settlers at Amsterdam (now in 
the Transvaal) were approached shortly after their 
arrival by a Swazi official, who demanded payment of the 
balance of the amount (calculated in cattle and trade 
goods) promised by the Transvaal government in exchange 

l) See page 2k fn. 1. 
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for the land on which they settled. Once this had been 
paid, the Swazi seem to have been satisfied, and appear 
to have made no claims to exert any form of political 
control either over the area or over any non-Swazi 
living there. ) Yet, at approximately the same period 
Swazi settlers were moving on to other land which had 
been granted to the Transvaal, but which was not occupied. 

In part this may have been due to a lack of 
appreciation of the exact boundaries of these grants; 
which were often most vaguely defined in the concession 
documents. However, an equally important reason may 
have been the inability of the Swazi to appreciate that 
anyone could claim empty land solely on the basis of a 
document signed many years before. 

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT. 

In the political sphere this period was marked by 
an increased involvement of the Swazi state in the affairs 
of its powerful neighbours; by the delimination (by 
those neighbours) of Swaziland's boundaries; and by the 
introduction of an intrusive element (the whites) into 
the population of the country. 

Though the number of whites resident in Swaziland 
was small, I heir economic and military power was consid-
erable. The Swazi rulers must also have realised that 
l.lieir own freedom to develop their newly established 
centralized political organization was due in a large 
degree l.o the unwillingness of either Boer or Briton to 
al low tlie ol hor to gain too great an influence in this 
part of Africa. Since most of the concessionaires 
belonged to one or the other of these groups, there were 
distinct advantages, from the Swazi point of view, in 
having sufficient from each camp with interests in 
Swaziland to keep the other party constantly on the 
a 1 ort. 

The Transvaal wanted an outlet to the sea; a 
development which the British were equally anxious to 
avoid. Swaziland lay right in the path of the former's 
natural, seaward expansion. Therefore, as I suggested 
earl Lor, it was effectively "protected" by these two 
powers* mutual jealousies for many years before the 
formal declaration of a protectorate in 189^. 

l) David Forbes, My Life in South Africa, London, 
19 38, pp. 2? ff. 



Another btmof.it the Swazi rulers derived from 
Thoi r .involvemoni in int ernational powe r-poli t i c s was 
;ho cessation of the Zulu raids. Those bad certain) 
inhibited the development of it strong centralized sia 
while they continued, and ultimately threatened its v 
existence as a separate political ent.it v. As oar.I > I \ 
1838 the Swazi had sought British protection. / Thi 
was refused, but later Sir Theophilus Sbopstono used 
influence with the Zulu to curb these raids into Swax 
Territory, 

1 <.1 
o l y 
a.-. 

h i s 

Theal records an instance when the Boors played 
a similar role. "North of the Pongola river was the 
Swazi tribe, in alliance with white men Panda"J feared 
to offend. In January 18^7 the Zulus attacked the 
Swazis, when Commandant-General Hendrik Potgioter, 
though not assisting either, used his influence in the 
interests of peace. In 1855 the Swazis coded a tract 
of land 3) to the District of Lydenburg, purposely to 
place Europeans between the Zulus and themselves." ̂ ) 

Military organization: The Swazi's own military 
machine, based on the age-regiment system, docs not 
appear to have been as regularly used for external raids 
as were those of the Zulu, the Rhodesian Ndebe.le and. the 
Shangana. Hemmed in as they were by powerful neigh-
bours on three sides, 5) far—flung raiding was virtually 
only practicable to the north. A number of raids were 
conducted against Sotho groups in what is now the north-
eastern Transvaal. It is also alleged that a Swazi 
army once reached as far as Rhodesia. Swazi tradit-
ion also tells of expeditions against the Venda and 
the Ndau. In the former case thoy were defeated; ?) 
and while they were victorious over the Ndau, their 
conduct is said (by the Swazi themselves) to have 
resulted in the appearance in Swaziland of a form of 

1) Kuper, An African Aristocracy, p. 19 
2) Mpandc, the Zulu ruler. 
3) The Pongola strip, now part of the Transvaal. 
4) Theal, A History of South Africa, Vol. TV, ]>Ji7? 

Cf. Kuper's statement that "only after Dinganc^s 
power was destroyed by Boers in 1836 did the 
Swazi fight a Zulu regiment on the open p I a i n s " 
Kuper, op. cit. , p. l4„ 

5) The Transvaal; the Zulu (later the British )and 
the Shangana. 

6) Kuper, op. cit. , p. 15. 
7) At the battle of Evesha. 



possession by vengeful Ndau spirits. This Mandzawe 
possession, as it is called, is still found today; 
and some informants claim that it caused the death of 
Mbandzeni, in whose reign this raid took place. 

During the period of British rule in the Trans-
vaal (before the battle of Majuba) they were assisted 
by Swazi in an attack on the Sotho chief Sekhukhimi. 
On another occasion Swazi joined the Boers in an assault 
on Mapoko, chief of the southern Transvaal Ndebele. In 
both cases they appear to have won the respect of their 
a .1 lies. 

Raiding was not a regular annual activity, as 
in other Nguni states. The centralized military 
organization appears to have been used by Swazi rulers 
mainly as a means of consolidating their power nearer 
home. Probably of greater significance than its actual 
military operations was its function of binding together, 
in pursuit of common aims, men from different parts of 
the country, owing allegiance to many different local 
leaders. It also provided a direct personal link 
between the inhabitants of the different subordinate 
Chicfdoms and the Central Authority. The full-time 
warrior, the umbuto, while he still retained his ties 
i I Li I I] rt r̂i .. r\ r\ 1 r\ n-P V» -i <= /t*.̂-* ^tiH 1 / V - - "r.'Hi-- ' -. , 

also served as a constant reminder to them of the wide-
Ioya I I ios implicit in the centralized state organisation 
thai the Dlamini had established. 

The Swazi we re , therefore, for some years before 
I Sd'l in the enviable position of being politically in-
dependent., and vol able to organize their state system 
free from the threat of external aggression. This is 
often overlooked by Swazi today, who are apt to remember 
only what I.hoy consider the iniquities of the concession 
period. However, this state of affairs was not to 
conti nuo i ndof iniIeIy. 

Crises and expedients: Mbandzeni began to challenge 
I he val idity of "western" interpretations of the con-
cessions as soon as an appreciable number of land con-
cessionaires began to exercise the rights that they 
considered llieir concessions gave them. He brought 
forward the arguments already mentioned; that the 
concessionaires had not "bought the country", and flint 
since I hey we re being settled "as Swazi" their concess-or 
eon Ul give them no rights not recognized by Swazi custom-
ary law. 

Nevertheless, despite his appreciation of the 
difference between Swazi and western views on this 
matter, Mbandzeni continued to issue J and coneess±o;:s, 
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Further complications were caused by the issue of 
concessions for land t lia t had already been granted to 
other concessionaires; and by the issue of mining 
concessions (mostly to British concession seekers) 
covering areas where grazing concessions had already 
been granted to Afrikaner sheep farmers. The legal 
position was further confused by the issue of "blanket" 
concessions; such as the Unallotted lands Concession, 
which gave the holder the right to all land not already 
allotted, and to all land held under fixed-period conces-
sions after these had lapsed or expired. Even mare 
sweeping was the delightful concession giving the holder 
the sole right to issue concessions] 

In terms of any law, Swazi or western, the sit-
uation was chaotic. The "concessions rush" had got 
completely out of hand. Concessions were being issued 
for every conceivable purpose, including such 11 un trad J t~ 
ional" activities as the opening of pawnshops and the 
control of railway refreshment rooms.-'-) Of more immed-
iate importance than the legal chaos was the obvious 
inability of the Swazi authorities to control the whites 
settled in the country. Free from the jurisdiction of 
either the British or the Transvaal, those whites quarr-
elled among themselves, and often resorted to violence. 
Though the Swazi might claim that everyone must consider 
themselves bound by Swazi customary law, their own 
authorities were clearly unable to provide the degree 
of control needed to make this, or any other law, 
effective. 

The White Committee: Since British protection had 
been refused, Mbandzeni finally gave the white group 
a charter of self government. A committee of concess-
ionaires, the White Committee, was formed and charged 
with the task of governing their own people. A western 
style court, the Concessions Court, was also established 
to settle disputes between concessionaires. The White 
Committee established a police force, and an embryonic: 
administration. For their part, the Swazi employed 
Theophilus Shepstone, son of Sir Theopliilus Shepstone, 
to act as their representative with foreign powers and 
the Committee. 

One thus had the anomalous situation of a single 
country, internationally recognised as being independent 
with what amounted to two separate governments. There 
was the Swazi ruler, with his administrative machine and. 
enforcement agencies; and the White Committee with 
their administration and police force. To complicate 
matters further, there was the Concessions Court, oper-
ating virtually as an independent entity. 

l) The first railway in Swaziland was only opened 
to (goods) traffic in 196^ ! 



This experiment was a failure. Quarrels contin-
ued between Boer and Briton (and between individuals of 
the same nationality), while no solution was found to 
the concessions muddle. Shepstone complained bitterly 
that Mbandzeni continued to issue concessions without 
consulting- him; but he himself has also been blamed 
for obtaining several concessions on his own behalf 
during his term of office, and for failing to protect 
the Swazi from the more unscrupulous concession seekers. 

The White Committee was abolished, when it became 
clear that it was serving no useful purpose. There 
followed an abortive attempt at government by a trium-
virate, to which the British, the Transvaal and the 
Swazi each appointed one representative. This also 
failed, and in 1893 it was agreed by the British that 
the Transvaal should establish a formal protectorate over 
the country. The Swazi were not consulted.1) This 
protectorate was established in 189^ and maintained up 
to the outbreak of the Anglo-Boer War. 

FORMAT PROTECTION. 

Though the British had agreed that the Transvaal 
might establish a protectorate over Swaziland, they in-
sisted that the complete independence of the Swazi people 
must be respected. This was the complete reverse of 
the situation when the White Committee, and the concession 
aire population they governed, had formed an imperium in 
i mpe r i o within the country. Now it was the turn of the 
Swazi to fil 1 this somewhat peculiar role» 

During the Anglo-Boer War, virtually all whites 
I eft Swaziland. After their victory the British took 
over its administration, and were faced with all the 
problems that their various predecessors had failed to 
solve; including that of resolving the conflicting 
claims of the Swazi and the concessionaires. 

1 I was obvious that no development was possible 
while this state of uncertainty continued. It was also 
obvious that unless economic development were encouraged 
there was a very real danger of Swaziland degenerating 
into a rural slum; a trend that had started when the 
flow of payments from concessionaires had begun to slow 
down. The British, therefore, appointed a Commission 
to investigate the whole matter. 

There was literally not a single acre of Swazi-
land that was not covered by a concession; and usually 
by more than one. The Commission recommended that some 



concessions be cancelled as being patently absurd; 
while others should be vested in the Crown. Further, 
as a result of their .findings, it was ruLed that one-
third of all land concessions should be deducted, and 
that this land should be set aside for exclusive occup-
ation by Swazi. In these areas (designated Native 
Areas) land was to be held according lo the tradition-
al tribal rules of tenure. In the remaining two-thirds 
of the country it was to be held on individual tenure, 
according to the provisions of the Roman Dutch Law of 
the Territory, 

The British reserved for their own Administrat-
ion (the Territorial Government) such functions as cont-
rol of the police, criminal jurisdiction, international 
relations and defence. They also assumed responsibility 
for various technical services with which the Swazi 
authorities had not hitherto concerned themselves; 
and took powers to tax both Swazi and non-Swazi. To 
rationalize their position in Swazi eyes, they followed 
the pattern evolved by Sir Theophilus Shepstone in 
Natal, and declared the Resident Commissioner to be 
"supreme chief" (irikosi enkulu) , while the Swazi ruler 
(in this context) ranked as "Chief" (inkosi). 

In practice, however, the British did little to 
disturb the political status quo. While the Transvaal 
had been the protecting power the British had insisted 
that the Swazi people were completely independent; and 
they also had the precedent of the White Committee days, 
when there had virtually been two governments in the 
country. The new Administration was, in a sense, heir 
to the White Committee; and they maintained the pattern 
of a quasi-diplomatic relationship between themselves 
and the Swazi Nation. 

They did not continue to pay the Swazi ruler, or 
the Nation, any rents in respect of those concessions 
taken over by the Crown, and rents paid by other con-
cessionaires were taken into the Territorial Treasury, 
not by the Swazi. In return, subsidies were paid to 
the Swazi rulers, 1/ and to the Nation, from Territor-
ial funds. The new government also decreed that all 
expired concessions should revert to the Crown. 

Justified as such steps might have been on the 
part of a government which had taken over at the request 
of the Swazi, and which had assumed full finanei.al 
responsibility for their well-being, these rulings 
continued to be a bone of contention between the Admin-
istration and the Swazi. 

1 ) i.e. The Ngwenyama and the Indlovukazi (Queen 
Mother). 



THIi POST-PARTITION PERIOD • 

The Concessions Partition Proclamation of 1907 
embodied the recommendations of the Commission regarding 
the partition of the Territory, but contained the 
"provision that for five years from July 1909, no natives 
actually resident on such land1) could be compelled to 
move, but that thereafter they could only continue to 
occupy the land on terms to be agreed upon between 
themselves and the concessionaires, these agreements 
being subject to confirmation by the Resident Commission-
er."2). 

The Swazi authorities have never accepted the 
validity of this particular legislative enactment. 
Their arguments are normally based on the contentions 
already mentioned; that the Swazi rulers had no right 
to alienate land to non-Swazi; that in any case they 
had assumed that the concessionaires were settling "as 
Swazi" (which meant that any rights they acquired could 
be modified, by the Swazi, at a later date), and that the 
only tonurial system which should operate throughout the 
whole Territory should be the Swazi traditional one. 

The development of these lines of argument can 
Krs. •vortiR ho/f̂ -ĉ -l. •î Ti/vwiAtA+viR.n.etfts Thus., it is 

always assumed that the rights of the Swazi Nation over 
any .Land that any Swazi has ever occupied are automatic-
al ly absolute; and Lhat they cannot be limited in any 
way by the rights of the wider community to which the 
Swazi Nation now belongs. In fact, these rights seem 
to he rega nled as akin to the most absolute concept of 
land "ownership" known to western law. At the same 
time there is the contrary assumption that the rights 
of everyone else - Swazi or white, individual or corpor-
ate body - are very limited indeed. 

Nevertheless, the feeling that they were unjustly 
deprived of their land rights has tended to dominate 
Swazi thinking regarding all tenurial issues ever since. 
I I has given rise to a highly emotional attitude towards 
I he differences, as seen by Swazi, between their tenurial 
system and ilie western one of individualized land hold-
ing. Since western legal concepts resulted in Partition, 
so the western system must be bad; or so the argument 
would seem to run. 

l) i.e. Land not included in the one-third trans-
ferred to Native Areas. 

2) Kuper, The Swazi, p.7. 



Positive reactions by tlie Swazi to tliis sit-
uation took two main forms. First the Ndlovukazi 
(Queen Mother)l) Gwamile, who was acting as Chief , 
Regent during the minority of the present Ngwenyama, ' 
urged her people to go out and seek work under Europeans; 
and to contribute part of their earnings to a fund which 
was to be devoted to buying back the "Swazi heritage" 
(lifa lakaNgwane). In l9^b this arrangement was made 
more formal, and the Lifa fund set- up, to which all Swazi 
families were bound to contribute. It was ruled that 
payments of this "tax" should, where possible, Lie in 
the form of cattle, which served to encourage destocking. 

The Swazi also sent numerous petitions to the 
British Government requesting a reversal of the Lartiti.oi 
decision. Lack of success did not inhibit tliem from 
continuing to ask for this. 

By 196k, farms totalling 268,000 acres had been 
bought with Lifa Monies and added to the Swazi area. 
A larger addition was the land provided by the Territor-
ial government, either by the purchase of European-owned 
farms or by grants of Crown Land. These Swazi Land 
Settlements, as they are called, total Led 31b, 700 acres 
in 1966.3) 

Title to the original Native Areas and the Swazi 
Land Settlement areas was vested in the High Commission-
er, in conformity with the practice in other British 
dependencies. Title to Lifa Lands was held by the 
Ngwenyama, as trustee for the Swazi Nation. The Swazi 
authorities objected to title to any of the Swazi Area 
being vested in a British official, and this arrangement 
has now been changed. 

1) Actually, the "Queen Grandmother", since she had 
been Ndlovukazi during the previous reign. 

2) At different periods the Swazi King has been 
officially described as "chief", "Paramount Chief" 
and "King". Currently, he is recognised as King 
of Swaziland (a constitutional monarch and offic-
ial head of state), and also as Ngwenyama of the 
Swazi. In this historical section I have delib-
erately used the indigenous term Ngwenyama since 
it lacks the overtones of the English terms ment-
ioned above. It is therefore preferable for 
analytical purposes, and it is certainly not in-
tended to imply any disrespect towards the office 
or person of the present King of Swaziland. 

3) See Swaziland Annual Report, 1966, p. 33 



All these three categories are now 
Swazi Nation Land; title being vested in 
"on behalf of the Swazi Nation".1-) 

classed as 
the Ngwenyama 

Swazi Nation Land now covers over half of Swazi-
land. Its distribution throughout the country, and 
between the four major physiographic regions, has al-
ready been examined in Chapter l.2/ 

Tenure: In the 38$> of the country set aside in 1907 
for exclusive use by Swazi, tenure was entirely accord-
ing to traditional law and custom. The same applied to 
most of the Lifa areas in fact, although, in a few cases 
the Central Authority has ruled that portions of such 
land shall be reserved for special purposes. 

It was originally intended that a different system 
should prevail in Swazi Land Settlement areas. This land 
was "vested" in the Swaziland Government and its use 
(was) governed by the provisions of Chapter 66 of the 
Laws of Swaziland".3) In a few of these areas arable land 
and residential sites were accurately surveyed, and grant-
ed to selected settlers on an individualized basis. In 
most of the land Settlements, however, no surveying was 
done, and the settlement patterns and rules of tenure 
became indistinguishable from those in the rest of the 
Swazi Area. ) 

Const, i I.ul. tonal Dovolopments: The constitutional position 
was further formalized when the Swazi Nation (defined as 
the Paramount Chief in Council) was declared a Native 
Authority in 19hh. This brought to the fore the 
differences of opinion between the Administration and 
the Nation regarding the position that had been created 
in 190.?. The latter objected to a clause in the legis-
lation setting up a Native Authority which stated that, 
in order to be recognised as part of this authority, the 
Ngwonyama of the Lime must have been recognised as such 
by the Administration. The Swazi argued that the 
decision regarding who was Ngwenyama rested with them 
alone. The legislation was subsequently amended to take 
account of these objections. 

A similar situation arose when the Administration 
wished to .introduce an African Immigration Ordinance. 
The Swazi argued that this was no concern of the Terr-
itorial government, since it concerned African affairs. 
For their part the Administration claimed that this 
clearly was a Territorial concern, since it concerned 

IJ Cmd. 2502, paragraph 51. 
2) Cf. Map 1; Map 2; Figure 1 and pp. 20 f. 
3) Swaziland Annual Report, 19b6, p.33 
4) See pp. 2 30. ff. 



ex t e rna 1 relationships. 

These two instances illustrate the delicate bal-
ance of power that existed between the two "governments" 
in Swaziland, The Swazi have jealously guarded what 
they regarded as their traditional rights, and often 
complained that these were being infringed by tht̂  Admin-
istration. For their part, District Commissioners 
complained of their lack of legal control; of having to 
deal with the Swazi authorities "through a sort of diplo-
matic link"; and of having to administer solely by 
"the power of the eye". Yet the Administration did, 
in fact, effectively exercise most of the powers held by 
colonial administrations in other territories. Sometimet 
for convenience, the Nation specifically delegated some 
of its own powers to administrative officers. In addit-
ion , a complex series of links was devised to provide 
liaison between the Territorial and National authorities 
at all levels, l) Despite the various disagreements 
about the "constitutional" position, open conflict betweei 
the Swazi and the Administration was most noticeable by 
its absence. Such difficulties as have arisen may have 
been due to the multiplicity of "diplomatic" Links rather 
than to any lack of these. 

INDEPENDENCE: 

In 1963 the position changed radically' when Swaz j -
land was granted a constitution which gave internal, 
self-government to the Territory. This introduced a new 
element on the political scene, a Legislative Council. 
A certain number of seats in this body (not sufficient 
to provide a majority) were reserved for "traditionally 
elected" Swazi. This constitution also confirmed that 
"the power to allocate or grant any right or privilege 
to any person in relation to Swazi Nation Land, will be 
vested in the Ngwenyama-in-Council." 2 ) 

Internal self-government vas followed by negot-
iations with Britain for the granting of complete inde-
pendence. British suggestions regarding the form of a 
constitution which could lead to this were not well 
received by the Swazi hierarchy. A number of political 
parties arose. There were civil disturbances, which 
led to the bringing in of British troops to assist in 
maintaining law and order. Finally, the Swazi author-
ities were compelled to accept a constitution which was 
not completely to their liking; although it did recog-
nise the Swazi Ngwenyama as King of all Swaziland. 
Arrangements were made to conduct elections, in terms of 
this constitution, for a parliament which would lead the: 
country into independence. 

1) 
2) 

See pp.156-158 ; 1 6 U - 1 6 6 . 

Cmd. 2052, paragraph 51. 
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The "traditionalists* "answer was a simple one, 

but one that could only complicate an already complex 
situation. They formed the Imbokodvo National Party, 
often familiarly called the "King's Party", and had an 
overwhelming victory at the elections. It was under 
an Imbokodvo government that Swaziland achieved the 
status of a fully independent state in September 1968. 

As a result of these developments, the Ngwenyama 
acquired three distinct roles. On the one hand he was 
the constitutional King of all Swaziland, the head of 
state and nominal head of the Swaziland government, but 
with little real political power in this capacity. He 
was also Ngwenyama of the Swazi People, and as such the 
Leader of a group that could find itself opposed to rul-
ings of the central government. At the same time he 
was also recognised as the leader of the political party 
in power. 

Contrary to the pious hopes voiced by many central 
government officials, the accession to power of a Swazi 
po I itical party did not mean the immediate end of the 
dyarchial pattern of government in the country. The 
Swazi National Council 1 ) remained in being; and re-
tained, among certain other powers, an overall responsi-
hi I i I.y for the Swazi Nation Land. 'The Central govern-
ment still found itself in a position where it had to 
maintain a quasi-diplomatic relationship with the Nation-
aI body. 

No i- has there been a complete absence of conflict 
between these two "governments". There would appear to 
have boon a certain polarisation of loyalties among 
individuals. Ministers and officials who were (and 
technically still are) important members of the tradit-
ional hierarchy have often backed measures designed to 
concentrate power in the hands of the central govern-
ment. National Council members, for their part, have 
complained that certain measures affecting Swazi (such 
as the introduction of the new Graded Tax in 1969) have 
been introduced without their approval, contrary to the 
accepted practice in pre-Independence days. 

There is one point that I would like to stress 
here. I have argued that this is a complex situation, 
and to expla til all the ramifications of these formal 
structural relationships certainly is a complex business, 
bul "complex" need not necessarily be read as a synonyr. 
for "undesirable". - If one regards the traditional Swazi 
organization as a large local government, it might ever, 
be that this division of powers between them and the 
central government is a trend which should be encourage. 

t) See pp. 103 ff. 
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I put this forward, as no more than a suggestion 

This is a contentious issue, and one that will certain 
ly remain contentious for some time to come. What rili 
be appreciated is that this is merely a local variant 
of a problem which besets every country in the w o r l d ; 
namely, how powers should be shared between a country' 
central government and sub-divisions of that country's 
population; regardless of whether or not these sub-
divisions happen to be defined on a purely territorial 
basis or in some other manner. 

This chapter, though concerned primarily with 
the consolidation of the Swazi state system, has had 
to be extended to the period after that state lost 
its independence, and to the period after the state of 
Swaziland gained its independence. This was essent-
ial to demonstrate that there was no sharp break be-
tween a "pre-colonial" and "colonial" period. Nor, 
for that matter, has the situation been changed radic-
ally as the result of the end of "colonial" rule. 

As far as land tenure is concerned, it could be 
said that the Swazi state (as distinct from the state 
of Swaziland) is still in existence. As things are n 
there is no reason to anticipate its early demise. 



PART II 

THE HIERARCHY OF LAND ALLOCATING COMMUNITIBS 

CHAPTER k 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN TENURIAL SYSTEMS 

TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS 

Having "set the scene" with these descriptions of 
the general background, we can now starl our examination 
of how the Swazi tenurial system actually operates at the 
present time. However, before embarking on yet more 
description and analysis, there would bo distinct advant-
ages in digressing for a moment to consider how to make 
these discussions most meaningful; and to examine 
the question of what theoretical framework would be most 
useful for this purpose. 

The traditional systems of land allocation and 
land holding found among the majority of the Bantu are 
often characterised as "communal", in order to dist-
inguish them from those other systems in which "private 
ownership" of land is the accepted norm. The latter 
are also frequently called systems of "individualised 
tenure". These terms are adequate if used merely as a 
succinct method of drawing a distinction between two 
very different types of system, and of giving some in-
dication of the salient characteristics of each. They 
do, however, have certain very real disadvantages if 
they are adopted as the starting point for a detailed 
discussion of any one system. 

Students of non-western systems of land holding 
are usually most unwilling to accept this simple dich-
otomy between "communal" and "individualised" tenure as 
a precise analytical tool; both because it tends to 
obscure the very real differences between various 
"individualised" systems and also because it leaves a 
large part of the story untold with regard to the so-
called "communal" systems. Even when used simply as 
descriptions, such terms are not strictly accurate. 
In cultures where individualised tenure is the rule the 
community (represented by the state of local govern-
mental authority) invariably restricts to some extent 
the rights of landowners. It normally retains the 
right to take land for public purposes, the right of 
access in order to maintain law and order, and often 
the right to restrict the use to which any particular 
piece of land may be put. 

On the other hand, even in systems of "communal" 
tenure there is invariably some individualization of 



rights in relation to specific parcels of land. 

Therefore, if one retains this twofold break-
down as a basis for analysis, there is always the prob-
lem of deciding which particular aspects of any one 
system are most important for classificatory purposes. 
Is a system where some rights over arable land are 
definitely held and exercised by individuals (whether 
on their own behalf or as "trustees" for a group of 
their kin), but where grazing is shared with others, 
properly to be classed as one of "communal" or "individ-
ualized" tenure? These are both features of the 
present Swazi system, but they were also widespread in 
Europe and North America until well into the nineteenth 
century. Yet one would hesitate to classify these 
European and American systems as types of "communal" 
tenure as a whole simply because the grazing areas, or 
fjarts of these, were not individually held. 

Any analysis of a tenurial system must also be 
to some extent a comparative analysis. If it be 
that of an alien culture the very words used to des-
cribe it have overtones of meaning; and their own 
associations, in the language used for that descript-
ion; which necessitates some "comparison" if complete 
confusion is to be avoided. 1 / Even in a study written 
in the language of the culture being studied, and deal-
ing only with its own system of tenure, some measure 
of comparison is again inevitable; comparisons between 
Ibis system at different stages of its evolution, and 
with other systems operating in similar cultures. 

If these two contentions are accepted, that our 
aim should be to compare different systems of tenure 
and that I tie "conmiunal/individualised" dichotomy does 
not provide an adequate analytical instrument for 
this purpose, it is necessary to consider what alter-
nat ivo methods of analysis would. 

The most satisfactory technique yet devised is 

I ) o.g. The employment of the word "feudal" in 
relation to non-western tenurial systems. If it 
is used as an analytical device (and is not merely 
designed to create an emotional reaction in the 
reader) then it will only serve usefully in this 
role if further qualified and explained; and a 
comparison made between the "feudal" features of 
the culture under discussion and the systems of 
mediaeval Europe. 

2) For example, a study of the land law of any 
western state. 
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an analysis based on tlie various types of RIGHTS thai 
individuals or groups can acquire over different types 
of land, and the produce of land. This method allows 
for direct comparisons between any two or more systems 
without the necessity of forcing any of them into 
artificial categories. 

Thus, in both the Swazi and western types of 
tenure, individuals can acquire rights to build on, 
plough and reap the crops off specific parcels of land, 
and to exclude other people from doing tiiese things on 
those areas. In most western systems individuals who 
have acquired ownership of any piece of land (and hence 
the right to do the various things just mentioned with 
it) can sell the land (and these rights) to other in-
dividuals of their own choosing. This a Swazi cannot 
do. Similarly, both a westerner and a Swazi can acquire 
rights to graze stock on specific pieces of land; but 
under the Swazi system this does not include the right 
to exclude others from using this land for grazing their 
s tock. 

"There is a common saying" runs the comment of oho 
authority, "that property is a bundle of rights, and to 
no form of property is this more applicable than to 
land." 1) Following this analogy, we can say that the 
rights included in such "bundles" may be very similar 
in different systems, but the composition of the bundles 
themselves may be totally different. 

Further, there may be completely different sets 
of rules with regard to how one acquires such rights or 
bundles of rights, and how one can lose them. 

CLASSES OF RIGHTS. 

In practice, rights over land are seldom, if 
ever, granted piecemeal. Each right is not carefully 
defined by the society, and then allocated singly to a 
particular individual or group. What is actually 
acquired is what we may call a general right from which 
other, more specific rights flow. For this reason, and 
also for convenience of exposition, there is a distincl, 
advantage in classifying rights into a number of broad 
classes; grouping a series of rights that are normally 
held together under a single head, and distinguishing 
generalised rights from the subsidiary rights derived 
from them. 

One method of doing this is shown diagrammatic-
ally in Figure 2. This particular classification shows 

l) C.K. Meek, Land, Law and Custom in the Colonies, 
London, 1946, p.l. 
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how specific rights over land (whether of occupation 
or use for other purposes) stein from more general 
rights. Individuals or groups acquire the latter by 
virtue of their membership of a community. How they 
acquire this membership, and of which communities in 
the Swazi system, are subjects which we shall be dis-
cussing in due course, l) 

The Right of Avail: This is a right hold by the 
community as a whole but in which every member of that 
community automatically participates. From this part-
icipation (one might say from this share of the Right 
of Avail) flows the right to make what the group con-
siders to be reasonable use of the natural resources 
available to the community, including land. 

Thus, individuals and sub-groups within the 
total community derive from their share in this gen-
eralised Right of Avail certain more specific rights; 
The Right of Accommodation (i.e. the right to some 
place to 1 ive and to plough); the Right of Pasture; 
the rights to make use of natural resources such as 
water, timber, clay, game and forest products. 

Other workers have sometimes referred to this 
right as the Right of Disposal, a usage which has 
been avoided here since it is "etymologically mislead-
ing, because no actual right of alienation is vested in 
the community".3) In view of the history of the conces-
sions in Swaziland it is clearly highly desirable to 
make use of some more neutral term! ) 

Speaking of the situation in Indonesia, tor Haar 
summarizes the main characteristics of this right in 
the following terms. "The collective community exercises 
its (Right of Avail)5) by taking profit from the land 
and such wild plant and animal life as are found on it. 
It limits the movements of its members on its land. 

1) For this schema, which is based on the work of 
van Vollenhoven but adapted to suit the African 
situation, I am greatly indebted to Professor 
J.F. Holleman, who played a major part in its 
development. 

2) cf. van Vollenhoven1s beschikklngsrecht, B. ter 
Haar, Adat Law in Indonesia, (n.d.) New York, p.8l 

3) ter Haar, loc. cit. 
4) See pp. 45 ff. above. 
5) He uses the term Right of Disposal, despite his 

own criticism of it (quoted above). 



The community (Right of Avail) is never static. It 
grows and shrinks in relation to the rights of individ-
ual members. Changes in social values concerning 
individual rights affect the strength of communal rights. 
And outside influences shape the operation of the commun-
al rights in all sorts of ways."l) In another passage 
this same author remarks "Soil and the communal group 
are closely bound each to the other. From the soil the 
group draws its nourishment. The soil receives its 
dead. It houses the ghosts of the departed ancestors 
and the protective spirits of the group. It is permeat-
ed by the spiritual, communal bond on which its life 
depends .... The groups as groups have rights in the land 
.... The group controls the use of land among its own 
members, and it regulates the rights and claims of each 
in such a way as to obtain for all their share of the 
common benefits to be derived from it."2) 

Although this refers to a situation in another 
continent, it also applies to the Rights of Avail among 
the Swazi. In passing, it is worth noting the comments 
regarding the growth and shrinkage of this right "in 
relation to the rights of individual members"; and on 
the way in which it can be affected by "changes in social 
values concerning individual rights." These both have 
pa rtieul a r relevance to the present situation and prob-
lems in Swaziland, and are points to which we shall 
return Later. So does the comment on the group's 
regulation of "the rights and claims of each (of its 
members) in sucli a way as to obtain for all3) their 
share of the common benefits to be derived from it." 

Another authority, speaking of the Southern Bantu-
s pea leers, describes the Right of Avail as involving "the 
tight of the legal community concerned to the free and 
undisturbed use of all land, water and other sources of 
livelihood within its territory for the benefit of its 
members and - provided this can be done without detri-
ment to its own members - also for the benefit of out-
siders. Consequently, the Right of Avail also involves 
the right to prevent, if necessary by force, all non-mem-
bers from participating in these interests should they 
act without the necessary permission .... Regarded in 
this way, the Right of Avail therefore involves, for the 
group member, a whole complex of specific and more in-
dividualised rights which pertain to the various vital 

1) B. ter Haar, op. cit., pp. 81-82 
2) B. ter Haar, op. cit., p. 81. 
3) My italics. 



o'l 
resources within the coninion territory 

For each group member the Right of Avail involves: 
a) The right to occupy such residential land as he 

requires for the huts or houses of his elementary, 
plural or extended family; 

b) The right to cultivate one or more parcels of 
arable land, which lie requires for the production 
of the necessary produce for Liis own and his 
family's subsistence. If such land cannot be 
supplied to him from the available landed estate 
of his kraal complex (Zulu) or household (Tswana), 
he moreover has 

c) The Right of Reclamation of a portion of the as 
yet unencumbered (communal) territory of his 
corporate community, in order to establish there 
his residential site or arable land." -L) 

The notion of the Right of Avail is not easy to 
grasp. As the basic right from which all other rights 
flow in this type of tenurial system it differs to some 
degree in kind, as well as in the extent of its coverage, 
from the other rights shown in the diagram. It is not 
something which individuals or small sub-sections of the 
community can acquire. For them, it i_s. What they can 
acquire is a share in this pre-existing right; a share 
which in turn leads to the acquisition of the various 
subsidiary rights. Yet, the Right of Avail is potent-
ially acquirable; not by an individual, but by a commun-
ity which gains a sufficient degree of autonomy, in an 
area where there are no other groups (other communities 
or the former "parent" community) which are strong 
enough to challenge this community's control of access 
to the Right of Avail in this area. 

How this degree of autonomy can be acquired will 
depend on the circumstances of the time. In Bantu 
Africa in earlier times, the classic technique was for 
a large sub-section of an existing community to migrate 
and settle far away. Nowadays, different mechanisms 
are involved. 

The Right of Accommodation: This has been defined 
earlier, in simple terms, as the right to some place 
to live and to plough. These last two are referred to 
in the diagram as the Right of Residence and the Right 
of Tillage. Neither of these, in themselves, establish 

l) F.D. Holleman, Het Bantoe-Grondenrecht in die 
Unie van Suid Afrika en omgering, Amsterdam, 
19^9, p. 36 
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a firm legal relationship "between an individual or a 
family group and a particular parcel or parcels of land. 
Recognition as part of a local community leads to the 
acquisition of a share in the Right of Avail. This, 
in turn, leads to the Right of Accommodation; and so 
to Rights of Residence and Tillage. It is still 
necessary to establish, with the permission of the 
Iocal segment of the land holding community what we 
have called Preferential Rights over a dwelling site 
and specific areas of arable land. 

Bantu Ownership: According to Swazi ideas actual occu-
pation (of a residential site) or cultivation (of arable 
lands) is necessary to change these Preferential Rights 
into the complex of rights Holleman has called Bantu-
Ownership. This has been defined as being "comparable 
with our own (i.e. western) right of ownership, but (it) 
has a different and much more communal character than 
the latter. For this reason Bantu-Ownership is, as 
a rule, still held by a group - and not by individual 
persons." 1) 

Anticipating slightly, we might remark here that 
the "group" holding Bantu-Ownership among the Swazi is 
normally the Homestead Group, the group of people living 
in a single Homestead. The functions, characteristics, 
sizes and compositions of these groups are discussed in 
i.lie next, chapter. 

Bantu-Ownership is analagous to the ownership of 
western law in that, once acquired, it gives the "owning" 
group the right to demand that anyone seeking to disposs-
ess I hem of it should show very good reason indeed for 
doing so. Moreover, it includes the right to exclude 
other members of the community from making use, without 
permission, of any land over which Bantu-Ownership has 
been acquired. It differs from western ownership in 
that it does not include the right to alienate the land 
to those who are not members of that land holding 
community; in that it can be lost through prolonged 
failure to use the land; and in that continued exercise 
of this Bantu-Ownership is entirely dependant on contin-
ued acceptance as a full member of the community. 

Rights derived from Bantu-Ownership: From Bantu-Owner-
ship flow the rights of various individuals and sub-
groups within the Bantu-Owning group to cultivate arable 
Land wi thin the area over which the whole group has 
acquired this Bantu-Ownership. This we have called 
the Right, of Use. The group may also permit outsider 
to cultivate part of this land on a temporary basis; 
this wo call the Right of Cultivation. Another righ 
derived from Bantu-Ownership is the Preferential Rigv 
to Re-occupv land once cultivated by members of the 
group, a right which sub-sections of the group can a 
require in respect of land once cultivated under a r 

l) F.D. Holleman, op. cit., p. 37. 
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A further right flowing from Bantu-Ownersliip is 
the Preferential Right of Extension; the right (not 
now commonly recognized in Swaziland, due to increasing 
pressure on the land) to reclaim, use and ultimately 
acquire Bantu-Ownersliip over parcels of Land Ly ing 
immediately adjacent to land currently Lield. This is 
dependent, of course, on this "new" land not already 
being held by another group. 

Other rights flowing from the Right of Avail: Apart 
from those rights which can lead to Bantu-Ownership of 
specific pieces of arable land, or of residential sites, 
participation in the Right of Avail also entitles mem-
bers of the community to make reasonable use of other 
available natural resources. These rights arc shown 
on the right-hand side of the diagram. Their nature 
is self-evident, so we need not describe each in detail 
here. It must be noted, however, that they do not lead 
to Bantu-Ownership of the natural resources as such; 
although they can lead to such ownership of the "product", 
anything extracted from this "pool" of available natural-
resources as the result of an individual's own labour. 

Finally, we have the right that we have called 
Extended Privilege. This is the right that the commun-
ity may grant to non-members to make use of the natural 
resources in the area under its control. It can load 
to a Preferential Right over specific parcels of arable 
land, and thence to the right to build on or cultivate 
such land. This we have called Tenancy on Suffranco. 

The use of this Schema: In this chapter we have des-
cribed a terminology, an analytical device, designed to 
assist our discussion of the traditional Swazi rules of 
land tenure. We shall see in the following chapters how 
this fits the Swazi's own formulations of those rules, 
and the present situation on Swazi Nation Land. It must 
be stressed that this is all that this schema is intend-
ed to be; a convenient conceptual tool. A precise 
and accepted system of terminology is essential for the 
meaningful discussion of matters such as these. But 
we must always beware of the danger of reification; of 
the tendency to confuse the word with the thing. 

We are not in this study concerned with such 
profound questions as the origin or nature of the law; 
nor with defining the precise boundaries between law 
and custom. We are interested only in describing 
certain aspects of an already existing system, and in 
attempting to isolate from the welter of available evi-
dence tlie main rules and principles which govern the 



operation of that system. For this limited purpose 
the schema which has been described would appear to be 
a good servant. 

LAND CONTROLLING COMMUNITIES. 

Central to all our argument so far has been the 
contention that, in tenurial systems like that of the 
Swazi, the community is all important. We have stated 
that acceptance as a full member of a community is an 
essential pre-requisite to obtaining any rights over 
land or its products. Yet, we have carefully avoided 
any precise definition of this community. We have 
said nothing about its extent, its organization, or its 
struc ture. 

What, then, is this "land community"?. Here I would 
like to make the suggestion (which may, at first sight, 
seem surprising in view of what has gone before) that in 
the Swazi situation any attempt to define the land-
holding community could only lead to confusion. Rather, 
I feel, we should think in terms of a hierarchy of such 
communities. In any real-life transaction involving 
land many communities at different levels in this hier-

ciw? dir different erdens ef <?jzteizsies, a re entitled 
to have some say. The extent to which each level will 
actually be involved will depend partly on the circum-
stances of ouch individual case, and partly on the type 
of transaction concerned. In the next few chapters we 
shall discuss in greater detail exactly how this hier-
archical arrangement operates. 

It could be argued, with some force, that this 
hierarchy is actually a continuum of smaller land 
communities within larger ones; with the entire Swazi 
people at (or near) ') the apex, and the smallest seg-
ments of family groups at its base. Yet the Swazi do 
recognise contain nodes within this continuum, certain 
levels at which both land controlling and governmental 
power iiro concentrated. For our purpose, the most 
important of these are the following, wdiich are listed 
in descending orders of magnitude. 

l) THE SWAZI PEOPLE. For practical purposes, 
tills group can be said to include all de jure 

•1) Whether the Swazi People is now the widest of 
these "land communities" is a debatable point, 
as we mentioned earlier. See pp. 53 f« above. 
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residents or potential residents 1 ) of the 
Swazi Nation Land. Xn this study we have 
used the term THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION to 
describe the formal governmental machinery for 
this group as a whole. 

THE CHIEFDOMS each with its own Chief, and 
with its own internal local governmental 
organization. 

THE WARD. A recognized sub-division of some 
(but not all) Chiefdoms, under a WARD HEAD; 
and with a less complicated internal local 
governmental structure than a Chiefdom. 

2) 

3) 

<0 THE HOMESTEAD, which is the basic residential 
unit, and also the basic unit in the local 
governmental system. 

Since one of our main interests in this study is 
the relationship between land and those who are directly 
engaged in its exploitation, we shall start our analysis 
with the smallest of these groupings, the Homestead. 
As we move on to examine the higher (or more extensive) 
elements in this hierarchy of land communities the emph-
asis will inevitably shift away from direct "man-to-land" 
links, and more towards "man-to-man" and "group-to-group" 
relationships. 

A proper understanding of the latter is, of course 
absolutely essential for a proper understanding of the 
whole system whereby direct "man-to-land" links arc 
established. 

l) The addition of "potential residents" is 
essential, since Swazi living in the Republic 
of South Africa and Mocambique are considered 
by the Swazi authorities to be members of 
their community. So are those living in 
Swaziland, but outside the Swazi Nation Land. 
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CHAPTER .5 

THE HOMESTEAD 

SETTLEMENT PATTERN 

The rural Swazi do not live in nucleated villages, 
but in small family settlements (which are here called 
HOMESTEADS) scattered over the countryside. 

Though these are often referred to as "villages" 
111 English, this word is likely to give an erroneous 
impression both of their composition and of their size. 
They have been more accurately described by Marwick as 
consisting "on the average of three to four dwelling 
huts, with one or more store and cooking huts attached 
to each," These are the physical units of settle-
ment that one sees on the ground when travelling through 
the Swazi rural areas; and they house the social group-
ings which have been described as "the unit in the terr-
itorial organization"2) and "the major social unit" in 
Swazi society. 3) 

To avoid any possibility of confusion between th e 
physical entity (the cluster of huts and other structures) 
and the social unit inhabiting this, I shall henceforth 
use the word HOMESTEAD for the former, and HOMESTEAD 
GROUP for the latter. HOMESTEAD HEAD will be used aw 
a direct translation of the Swazi word umnumzana, 
which is the title given to the head of a Homestead 
Group. 

Physically, a Homestead (urauti pi. imiti) consists 
of a group of huts (tindlu s. indlu) and various other 
structures located on a single, clearly defined, sit. 
The cattle byre (sibaya pi. tibaya) should be built close 
to the dwelling huts, preferably at or near the entrance 
to the Homestead. 5) There may be other byres for calves 
or small stock. Grain storage platforms are built us-
ually behind the cooking huts. Between the cattle byre 
and the dwelling huts lies the main courtyard (emabelcni 

1) B.A. Marwick, The Swazi, p.9. 
2) Marwick, op. cit. , p. 9. 
3) H. Kuper, An African Aristocracry, p. 36 
4) This is one meaning of the Swazi word, which can 

also be applied to the head of a wider grouping; 
or simply used as an honorific. See p. 172. 

5) Although probably about one-third of modern 
Homestead Groups have no cattle. See J.B. 
Mcl. Daniel, "The rural economy" in Experiment 
in Swaziland, p. 2^5. 
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etindlu) 1) of the Homestead. The reed windscreens 
T^maguma s. liguma) , which are normally built so as to 
shield the entrances of the huts , are a very distinct-
ive feature of Swazi domestic architecture. They may, 
on occasion, be extended to form a series of separate 
enclosures,, each containing several huts, which mark 
off sub-divisions within the Homestead Group. 

The physical unity of the Homestead is further 
emphasized by the custom of kucentsa; of clearing 
away all grass and bush from the immediate vicinity 
of the huts, with the possible exception of one or two 
shade trees. This leaves a precisely marked off area 
of bare earth, which is swept daily and soon becomes 
trodden hard, where most of the outdoor activities of 
I;he Homestead Group are carried on. 

Attached to the Homestead in a legal sense, but 
often widely separated from it spatially, are the arable 
lands allocated to the Homestead Group. Nowadays, there 
may also be one or more wattle plantations, and one or 
more irrigated gardens. In due course we shall be 
discussing how these lands are acquired; how they are 
sub-divided and how they are used. 

"Trad i t io na 1 " and modern Homesteads: In the past, 
Homes toads wore allegedly buil t according to a more 
standardised pattern than at the present time, and had 
considerably Larger populations. 

The older, "traditional" type of Homestead was 
approximately circular in shape with the main entrance 
on the downh.i 1.1 side whenever there was any appreciable 
s I ope to t he ground. The cattle byre was built in 
this out ranee, partially enclosed by the two "horns" 
formed by 1 ho cooking and living huts, as is shown in 
t lie diagram at Figure 3. Immediately above the cattle 
byre (inside the Homestead area) was the main courtyard. 
Across this, facing the byre, was built the Great Hut 
( i nd I u'nkulu) ; the principal hut of the Homestead. 
Traditionally, this Gi'eat Hut (which is still found in 
the smaller modern Homesteads) is the domain of the 
mother of the Homestead Head, if she is still alive. 

There were normally a number of other enclosures 
(each marked off by reed windscreens) on either side 
of the enclosure of the Great Hut. These formed the 
"horns" of the Homestead. Such enclosures (known in 
Swazi simply as t-indlu, huts) reflected, the various 

1) See Figure 3. 
2) D. Zi orvogel, Swazi Texts , Pretoria, 1957, pp. 
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internal divisions within the Homestead Groups. They 
housed the different wives of the Homestead Head and 
their families, or other dependants of his and their 
families. The huts of the youths and the older unmarried 
girls were placed at the extreme ends of the "horns", 
near the cattle byre. The young males were housed here 
to guard the Homestead (and particularly the cattle) 
against any sudden nocturnal attack by man or beast. 
The young girls were given huts in this position, Swazi 
say, so that they could be freed from the restrictive 
influence of their mothers' enclosures; and could meet 
their chosen lovers without causing any embarrassment to 
their elders. -0 

Figure 3 shows the ground plan of a Chief's 
Homestead in 193^> as described by Marwick. 2) It will 
be seen that, while various adjustments have been made 
to fit the terrain and personal preferences, the overall 
circular design is still clearly evident. 

Modern Homesteads are normally considerably small-
er in size. Swazi claim that this is because there is 
no longer any need for large groups to band together on 
a single site for defensive purposes, and also because 
nowadays "even a son is somewhat loth to remain at his 
father's once he has married." 3) That is to say, he 
is unwilling to remain subject to the will of his father 
or his father's brothers as far as day-to-day domestic 
and economic affairs are concerned. Exceptions to 
this pattern of dispersed settlement are the large royal 
Homesteads (such as the National capitals of Lobamba 
and Lozhita) and a few large Homesteads which some 
Chiefs and other conservative individuals still succeed 
in maintaining. - But the fact remains that, although 
many Swazi proudly point to these survivals as examples 
of the "real" Swazi way of life, they are most atypical 
to-day. 

Figure k shows the ground plans of three of these 
smaller, modern Homesteads. Comparing these with the 
plan at Figure 3, it will be seen that not only are 
they far smaller, but that there is also no longer the 
consistent emphasis on circularity. The "courtyard" 
of these modern Homesteads, the cleared area surrounding 
the huts, is as often rectangular as circular. In the 
same way the cattle byre is not invariably placed at 
the front, and it may be built completely outside the 
courtyard area and at some distance from any huts. 

1) Ziervogel, Swazi Texts, p. 99 
2) M arwi ck , The Swaz i , p. 12. 
3) Marwick, op. cit. , p. 9-
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A rchltecture: The same tendency towards rectangularity 
js noticeable in the huts themselves. We have already 
mentioned that the traditional beehive hut is rapidly 
disappearing, and being replaced by round or rectangular 
huts with straight walls and separate roofs. Large 
rectangular huts, internally divided into two or more 
rooms, have a distinct prestige value, and are tending 
to be used more than the "rondavel" type for living or 
sleeping quarters. Another thing having great prestige 
value is western-type furniture, and there are few 
Homestead Groups to-day that do not possess a number of 
beds, tables, chairs, dressers and cupboards; which are 
so disposed as to make a more permanent distinction 
than was common in the past between huts or rooms used 
for sleeping and "living rooms". 

Although these modern buildings cannot be picked 
up and moved to a new site as the beehive huts could, 
it must be appreciated that their construction involves 
little monetary outlay. Members of a Homestead Group 
are usually capable of building walls out of sods or 
stones; or even making Kimberley (sun-dried) bricks if 
they have decided to use this material. The poles and 
thatch used for roofing are also normally available, 
for nothing, in the locality. - So if a Homestead is 
abandoned i<5 .still often done) it involves no great 
monetary loss for the Homestead Group. Manufactured 
articles such as doors or windows can be taken to a new 
silo and the Group can, by its own efforts, provide 
itself with a new home there. 

With regard to the uses of huts in modern Home-
steads, a sharp distinction is drawn between sleeping 
huts and kitchens. The number of sleeping huts will 
depend on the composition of the Group. It is not 
considered suitable for older children to continue to 
share their parents1 sleeping quarters, so where there 
a re such children there should be at least one "bachelor1 
hut" (1llawu) for the older boys, and another hut for the 
g.itds (an intanga). Figure 4 gives some indication of 
the various types of huts that one might expect to find 
in a modern Homestead. 

Another innovation often found is the manufact-
ured grain tank, made out of corrugated iron, used for 
storing crops after reaping and shelling. The use of 
t liese is actively encouraged by the government's agric-
ultural extension service, due to the allegedly high 
rate of loss of grain if it is stored in pits dug urdr 
the cattle byre (tingungu); or in baskets in the ki . 
huts or on storage platforms. 

A few Swazi in the rural areas have built v. 
style multi-roomed houses on their residential sit 



Iii such cases the individual rooms are described as 
"liuts" (t indlu) ; while the house itself is usually 
described as a Homestead (umuti). 

THE HOMESTEAD GROUP 

Sociologically, the Homestead Group (the in-
habitants of a single Homestead) forms a distinct legal, 
political and economic entity with respect to the out-
side world. Most modern Homestead Groups are made 
up largely of a "core" elementary or polygynous famiLy, 
with possibly a few other kin;^' and (lie father of 
this "core" family is normally regarded as the Home-
stead Head, the umnumzana. He is responsible for the 
behaviour of all the inhabitants of his Homestead; for 
their well-being; for their debts; for the overall 
co-ordination of their economic activities; and for div-
iding the arable land available to the whole Group among 
them. 

He should represent his Group at the council 
(libandla) of the Chiefdom. If one of them is involv-
ed in a law case, he should attend the court (if it be 
a traditional one) to "speak for" his dependant. When 
a tribute labour gathering (ummeino)') is summoned or a 
levy made, 3) this is usually done on a Homestead basis 
and the Homestead Head is responsible for ensuring that 
his Group make their contribution. 

Formerly, each Homestead also had its own dis-
tinctive name; such as Emoyenl, in the? windy place. 
This custom appears to be dying out now, but most 
Homesteads founded a generation or more ago did have 
such names. These names survive the physical transfer 
of the Homestead from one site to another and the death 
of the Homestead Head; so that, once founded, a Home-
stead known by that name can in theory survive in perpet-
uity. It can also spawn numerous "daughter" Homesteads 
a development that we discuss in greater detail later 
.in this chapter. 

In view of the importance of these groupings in 
the Swazi system of social and political organization 
it behoves us to say a little more about their sizes and 
compositions, before turning to a discussion of their 
various roles. 

Sizes of Homestead Groups: Little definite informat-
ion is available regarding the exact sizes of Homestead 

1) See pp. 79 ff. 
2) See pp. 108f. 
3) See pp. 109-110 
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TABLE XV 

SIZES OF HOMESTEAD GROUPS 
(Rural Sample Areas) 

Percentages of Homesteads 

No „ of 
Pe rsons 

in 
H/std 
Group 

H M L LEB. TOTAL1^ 

1 2.9 1.8 2.8 2.9 2.5 
2 2.9 4.6 7.6 8.8 5.1 
3 6.7 7.1 9.0 7.8 7.3 
4 9.8 7-5 12.5 9.8 9.3^ 
5 8.6 11.5 13.9 11.2 10.7 
6 12.9 11.0 6.9 13.7 11.6 
7 11.0 11.0 7.6 11.2 10.7 
8 9.6 12.6 7.6 10.2 10.6 
9 8.4 7-5 5.6 6.8 7.5" 

10 6.5 7.3 2.8 2.4 5.7 
11 3.8 3.5 4.2 4.4 3 = 9 
12 4.3 3.8 4.2 4.9 4.2 
11 2.6 2.4 2.8 1.0 2.3 
1 4 2.2 1.3 4.2 0.5 1.8 
I r) 1.4 1.1 - 1-5 lol 
1 (> 1.9 1.3 2.8 - 1.5 
17 1.7 0.7 2.1 0.5 1.1 
1 8 1.2 0.7 2 o 1 0.5 1.0 
19 0.5 0.2 0.7 0.5 0.4 
20 0.2 - - - 0.1 
2 1 - 0.7 - 0.5 0.3 

0.5 0.2 - 0.2 
2'J — 0.2 - - 0.1 
2/| 0.2 0.4 - - 0.2 
2 r> - 0.2 - - 0.1 

o r mo re - 1.3 0.7 1.0 0.7 
4.17 
99.8 % 

453 
99. 

144 
100.1^) 

205 
100.1$) 

1219 
100.0^ 

l) Unweighted totals. 
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Groups in the past, except that till the evidence sug-
gests that they were considerably larger than is common 
today. We know considerably more about the sizes and 
familial compositions of modern Groups; principally 
from information gathered in the course of the _L9bO 
sample survey of Swaziland. 1J 

Table IV shows the range of Homestead Group sizes 
in the four random samples drawn for tills survey; each 
sample being from one of the four major physiographic 
regions of the Territory. ) These figures show that 
there is a tendency for these Homestead Groups to be 
relatively small. The modal size is from b to 7 persons, 
(including children) with little variation between the 
four physiographic regions. While the overall range is 
large (from 1 to 5b persons), the inter-quartile range 
(within which the "middle 50^" of these Homestead Groups 
fall) is only from 5 to 9- The median size in all 
four samples is 7-

These figures are summarised in Table V below, 
and are represented diagrammatically in Figure 3(a) at 
the end of this chapter. 

In assessing the significance of the figures in 
Tables IV and V, it must be remembered tliat when they 
are given in this form there is a certain "built-in" 
bias against the larger Homestead Groups. The home of 
a conservative Swazi who has succeeded in keeping his 
agnatic group together only shows as one Homestead, 
albeit one with a large population. The same number 
of kin of his less conservative neighbour may be scat-
tered over a half-a-dozen or more Homesteads thus in-
creasing the number of small-sized Homestead Groups. 

In order to obtain some idea of the possible 
effect of this factor, Table VI has been compiled. 
This shows the percentages of the total population 
in each sample belonging to Homestead Groups of various 
sizes. Figure 5 (b) at the end of this chapter gives 
the same information in diagrammatic form. 

1) Cf. A.J.B. Hughes, "Sizes and Compositions of 
rural Homestead Groups" in Experiment in 
Swaziland, pp. 121 ff. 

2) These samples covered nearly all the Swazi Nation 
Land, and there is no reason to believe that 
Homestead Groups living on farms (which were not 
statistically examined for these characteristics) 
differed markedly either in composition or size 
from those elsewhere in the rural areas. See 
S.E. Cruise and J.P. Holleman, "The Statistical 
Frame" in Experiment in Swaziland; pp.26 ff. 
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TABLE V 

SIZES OF HOMESTEAD GROUPS 
Percentages of HOMESTEADS in each class 

Homestead 
Population H M L Lub 0 

C om— \ 
bined 

1 2.9 1.8 2.8 2.9 2.5 
2 - 4 19.4 19.2 29.2 26.3 21.7 
5 - 7 32.6 .33.6 28.5 36.1 33.1 
8 -10 24.5 27.4 16.0 19.5 23-7 

11 -13 10.8 9-7 11.1 10.3 10.3 
1.4 & over 9.8 8.4 12.5 4.9 8.8 

417= 
100.0% 

453= 
11.1% 

144= 
100. 1% 

205= 
100. ofo 

1219 = 
100„1$ 

1.) unweighted totals. 

TABLE VI 
IVvi'cenLa^o of the sample POPULATIONS living in various 

sizes of Homestead GroupsD 

Homes toad Com-
INjimi 1 a t. i.ons H M L Lub. bined 

1 o.h 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 
2 - 4 8.4 7.8 12.2 11.6 9.1 
5 - 7 25.6 25.8 21.7 31.3 26 « 1 
8 -1 0 28.0 30.9 18.4 24.2 27.4 
li - n 16 .6 14.8 17.4 17.3 16.1 
14 & ove r 21.0 20.6 29.9 15.2 21.0 

3229 = 3534 = 1090= 1419= 9272 = 
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0$) 100.0$ 

Figures obtained by Jones in 1966 reveal very 
murU t ho same pattern. Although the median Homestead 
population in that year was 8.1; the modal class was 
7 and the mean size of these populations was 6.9* 
A summary of the figures obtained from 1966 population, 
census is given in Table VII. 
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T A B L E V I I -1) 

Homestead Population by Region 

H M L 1 .ub. Swaziland 

Mean 0 . 0 l.h 6.14 O.h b. 9 
Modal 
Class 7.0 7.0 7.0 5.0 7.0 
Median 7.8 8.5 7.3 7.5 8.1 

These figures support the general impression 
gained from Tables IV and V that there is a considerable 
predominance of small Homestead Groups. 

Approximately four-fifths of all Homesteads in 
these samples have populations of 10 persons or less, 
and approximately four-fifths of the population sampled 
belonged to Homestead Groups with less than members 
(except in the Lowveld sample, where only "jQPjo did so). 

There is some evidence to suggest that this 
practice of living in small Homestead Groups has been 
prevalent for several decades; despite the insistence 
of some conservative Swazi that it is a recent innovation, 
and one which threatens the whole traditional way of 
life. There is the statement by Marwick, already 
quoted, that in the 1930's Homesteads had only three or 
four huts. Similarly, Kuper's census in the Matapha 
area shortly afterwards showed that the average size of 
"commoner" Homestead Groups was 7.2 persons, and 22.5 
in the case of Homesteads controlled by "princes and 
chiefs". 

Therefore, it would seem that the small Homestead 
Group is no transitory phenomenon. It is not just a 
by-product of rapid social change, but an essential 
feature of the modern Swazi way of life. 

The familial composition of Homestead Groups: The 
casual impression gained by a visitor to any Swazi 
rural area might well be that most m o d e m Homestead 
Groups are elementary families, and that they are 
virtually the same as the "family groups" in western 
society. Yet, when one enquires further it becomes 
evident that a great many Homestead Groups contain 
individuals who do not belong to the elementary family 
of the Homestead Head. 

l) H.M. Jones, Report on the 1966 Swaziland Popu-
lation Census, p. 202. 
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Kuper, referring to tlie situation some decades 

ago, remarks that a "Homestead is seldom occupied by a 
single biological family. For economic and/or ritual 
benefits, additional kinsmen or even unrelated depend-
ants attach themselves to the immediate family. Single 
men stay with older brothers on the parents' death; 
widows sometimes return to their fathers or brothers; 
children of relatives or friends are often 'borrowed* to 
assist in the herding of cattle and nursing of infants; 
married sons often remain on the patriarchal estate"!). 

Information gathered in 1960 suggests that this 
description does not correspond very closely with the 
realities of that time.2) Approximately kofy of some 
small sub-samples which were investigated in detail do 
appear to have been occupied "solely by a single bio-
logical (elementary) family". Kuper's catalogue of the 
other types of kin of the Homestead Head that one might 
expect to find in a Homestead Group covers many of the 
situations actually encountered; and certainly agrees 
with the statements of more conservative Swazi regarding 
what they feel the composition of a Homestead Group 
should be. But it would be quite wrong to imagine that 
nowadays it is common to find Homestead Groups where 
distant kin outnumber members of the Homestead Head's own 
immediate family. 

Since the 1960 sample survey was an extensive 
exorcise it was not practicable to make a detailed 
analysis of the kinship structure of every Homestead 
Group in our samples. We did, however, record how 
every individual in these 1,219 sample Groups was related 
to his or her Homestead Head. Table VIII shows the 
percentages of the various types of kin linkages record-
ed . 

These figures are summarized in Table IX. In 
this we have grouped all the kin links recorded into five 
classes. The term "nuclear family" is used to denote 
a member of any nuclear family which also included the 
Homestead Head; so it could, on occasion, also include 
individuals who were actually members of polygynous 
families. "Other agnates" covers all kin linked to the 
Homestead Head through male links only; but who were 

1) Kuper, An African Aristocracy, p. 3 7 • 
2) Or of the present, for that matter, since there 

is no reason to believe that there has been any 
reversal of the trends noted here since 19b0. -
For a fuller discussion of information obtained 
in the course of the 1960 sample survey, see A 
B. Hughes, "Size and composition of Homestead 
Groups" in Experiment in Swaziland, pp. 121- . 
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clearly not members of any elementary family to which he 
belonged. Mothers and classificatory "mothers"1-/ have 
been grouped together, but we encountered few of the 
latter in our sample. The terms used for the other two 
classes are self-explanatory. 

TABLE VIII 
SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF 
RURAL HOMESTEAD GROUPS 

Relationship of Subjects to Heads of their Homesteads 
(Rural Sample Areas) 

(Pe rcent age s) 

Relationship H M L Lub. Total 2) 

Head 11.8 11.9 12.2 13-5 12.1 
Wife 11.8 12-7 14.4 14.4 12.9 
Son 22.9 21.8 21.2 24.9 22.6 
Daughter 20.9 19-2 19.0 20.1 19.9 
Mother 3.1 3.6 2.8 3.3 3.3 
Classificatory 
Mother 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 

Brother 2.7 4.0 3.0 3.7 3.4 
Sister 1.8 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.4 
Son's Son 1.8 2.2 3-7 2.0 2.2 
Son's Daughter 2.3 2.2 3.2 1.9 2.3 
Brother's Son 1.2 3.3 2.2 1.5 2.2 
Brother's 
Daughter 1.2 3.1 1.5 1.8 2.0 

Father*s Brother 0.03 0.1 - — 0.1 
Daughter's Son 3.3 1.6 1.8 0.8 2.1 
Daughter's 
Daughter 3.6 1.7 1 . 2 0.6 2.1 

Sister's Son 1.8 1.0 1.5 0.8 1.3 
Sister's 
Daught e r 1.6 1.3 0.6 1.1 1.3 

Son's wife 1.7 2.1 3.7 2.7 2.3 
Brother's wife 0.8 2.1 0.9 1.8 1.5 
Other kin 5.3 4.2 5.9 3.6 4.7 No kin _ 0.1 - - o.o4 

3229 3534 1090 1419 9272 
99- 100.0$ 100.1$ 100.0$ 100.1$ 

l) i.e. Female kin who, in the Swazi system af kin-
ship terminology, would be called by the same 
term as that used for one's biological mother 
(Mama) . 

2) Unweighted totals. 
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TABLE IX 

RELATIONSHIPS TO HOMESTEAD HEADS 

Percentages of sample populations 

Nature of kin 
link 

H M L Lub. Com-
bined! ) 

Nuclear 
family 67.4 65.6 66.8 72.9 67.6 
Mother or 
classificat-
ory mother 3-4 4.0 3.1 3.8 3.7 
Other agnates 11.0 16.3 14.6 11.9 13.6 
Other kin 18.1 l4. 0 15.6 11.4 15.3 
Non-kin - 0.1 - - -

3229= 
99.9$ 

3534= 100.0$ 1090= 
100.0$ 

1419= 
100.0$ 

0272= 
100.0$ 

l) Unweighted totals 

This table shows that approximately two-thirds of 
the individuals in our samples were either the wives or 
cJi i ] dren of their Homestead Heads. A proportion vary-
ing from .1.1 $ to 16$ were other types of agnates, mostly 
unmarried siblings or granchildren, less frequently 
brothers' children. There were some other kin (from 
I 1 to 1.8$) but non-kin were only recorded in one of the 
four strataj and then only in negligible numbers. 

While this method of analysis shows that the major 
ily of individuals in our samples were either spouses or 
children of their Homestead Heads, it does not indicate 
whether more remote kin were to be found in nearly all 
of the Groups; or whether they were concentrated in only 
a few of these. Nor does it show the proportion of 
Homesteads that were inhabited by polygynous families. 

To find out more about these aspects of the matter 
wo drew four small sub-samples (each comprising 60 
Homestead Groups) at random from the main samples for 
each of the four rural strata. The familial composit-
ion of the Homestead Groups in these sub-samples were 
then examined in detail. The incidences of the various 
types of familial groupings found are tabulated in 
Table X. 
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TABLE X 

FAMILIAL STRUCTURES OF HOMESTEAD GROUPS 
Percentages of Homesteads 

Familial Type H M L Lub. Com-
bined! ) 

Simple 
monogamous 41.7 ^0.0 45.0 41.7 '42.1 
Simple 
polygynous 6.7 6.7 3.3 10. 0 6.7 
Extended 
agnatic 10.0 21.7 20.0 25.0 19.2 
Complex. 41.6 31.6 31.7 23.3 32.0 

60 -
100.0$ 

60 = 
100.0$ 

60 = 
100.0$ 

60 = 
100.0$ 

240 = 
100.0$ 

l) Unweighted totals. 

The classification adopted for this table was 
based on four main types of familial group. 

1. The Simple Monogamous Family: A Homestead Group 
comprising a Homestead Head, one wife and his 
children. Since the "mother-son" family is a 
traditional feature of the Swazi way of life, 
Groups containing the Homestead Head's mother 
have also been included in this class. 

2 Simple Polygynous Family: A grouping similar to 
the simple monogamous family, but where two or 
more of the Homestead Head's wives are living in 
the same Homestead. 

3- Extended Agnatic Family: A Group containing other 
agnates of the Homestead Head in addition to 
his children. 

Complex Family Groupings: All other types of fam-
ily groupings. 

A more complicated system of classification 
would have served little useful purpose. The Swazi are 
patrilineal and virilocal, and affinal kin of the Home-
stead Head are virtually never found living in a Home-
stead Group (except, of course, for his own wife or wives, 
or those of his male dependants. ) 

The figures in Tables IX and X give an indication 
of the relative proportions of Homestead Groups in our 
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samples which, were, in fact, either simple monogamous or 
simple polygynous families, and of those which had more 
complicated familial make-ups. In round figures, we 
can say that about half fell into each of these two 
broad classes. 

The low percentage of polygynous family groupings 
is interesting. This could, of course, simply reflect 
a tendency on the part of polygynous males to house 
their wives in different Homesteads. However, we do 
have evidence from other sources that approximately four-
fifths of married Swazi males are monogamous.^) So, 
bearing in mind that in Tables IX and X, many polygynous 
families will be "hidden" in the "extended agnatic fami-
J ios" and "complex family groupings", the balance of 
the evidence would seem to be that the "traditional" 
type of Homestead Group based on a polygynous fajmily is 
nowadays relatively rare. 

Finally, let us examine the composition of those 
Homestead Groups which we have classed as "complex family 
groupings". 

Table XI gives some indication of how these "com-
plex family groupings" in our sub-samples were made up. 
It will be seen that a relatively high proportion of 
thorn contained only one individual who was not an agnate 
of tho Homestead Head (excluding their wives and mothers) 
II also shows the proportions of these groupings in which 
the only "outsiders" were actually quite close non-agna-
tie l< i.n of the Homestead Heads; children of their 
sisters or- daughters. These data should be considered 
in conjunction with those given in Tables IX and X, which 
bring mil the relatively small proportions of these 
"distant" kin that there were in our full samples. 

TABLE XI 
Percentages of complex family groups showing various 

charac teristics. 

H M L Lub . 

Containing- only one non-agnate 
(oilier than wives or mothers) 24$ 70$ 33$ 50$ 
Containing children of sisters 
of the Homestead Head 40$ 37$ 5$ 36$ 
Containing children of 
daughters of the Homestead Head 29$ 45$ 53$ 7$ 

l) J.F. Holleman, "Marriage" in Experiment in 
Swaziland, pp. 132-133 
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General characteristics of Homestead Groups: Tliese 
figures have been cited, and commented, on at some 
length, in order to give some impression of what Home-
stead Groups are. We shall be dealing with their 
sociological role, and their role in the tenurial system, 
throughout this study; and foi1 an adequate understand-
ing of these roles it is very esse lit i a 1 to ha v e some 
idea of the sizes and compositions of the groupings under 
discussion. From what has been said above, it can be 
seen that they are in most cases actually "made up large-
ly of a 'Core' elementary or polygynous family"; but that 
they do vary quite considerably both in size and member-
ship. We have tried in the preceding sections to give 
some idea of the range of these variations; and in 
Figure 5 an attempt has been made to summarise the 
most important of this quantitative information in the 
form of diagrams. 
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CHAPTER o 

THE HOMESTEAD GROUP AS A LAND HOLDING UNIT 

SUB-DIVISIONS OF HOMESTEAD GROUPS 
At the end of Chapter 4 the point was made that 

the Homestead Group was one level in the hierarchy of 
what we could call "land communities"; those communit-
ies of which Swazi must be members if they are to acquire 
a share in the Right of Avail. This Right of Avail, it 
will be recalled, is that generalized right (held by the 
community as a whole) over all the natural resources in 
its territory, from which flow all more precisely speci-
fied rights to use particular pieces of land for partic-
ular purposes. -0 

It will also be clear from the quantitative data 
which we have just been discussing that the normal method 
of acquiring membership of Homestead Groups is by the 
simple device of being born into them! Moreover, in 
view of their sizes, it is obvious that only in a min-
ority of them will there be more than two or three males 
actually using land for economic purposes; and that in 
many there will be even fewer than this. Therefore, 
it might at first glance seem that to class them as 
"land communities" is stretching the moaning of the 
term "community" too far. 

However, it must be appreciated that these Homo-
stead Groups are not merely amorphous conglomerations of 
individuals, all of whom are exact social equivalents 
of each other in all contexts. They not only have an 
internal structure, but are linked with other Groups to 
form wider units of various kinds; and have within 
themselves, due to the fact that they are family-based 
groupings, the potentiality for expansion. 

Another point made earlier was that in this type 
of society one could not consider questions of land ten-
ure in isolation; that they could only be meaningfully 
discussed, as facets of the total socio-political organ-
ization. > Therefore, before going into details re-
garding the exact ways in which members of a Homestead 
Group can utilize their share in the Right of Avail which 
they derive from this membership, a few words must be 
said about the internal structures of these Groups: about 
the effect of this structure on their economic organiz-
ation; and about how new Homesteads come into being. 

1) pp. 60-64 above 

2) p. 4 above. 



The genesis of new Homesteads: Starting with the last 
of these, it will be recalled that we have already men-
tioned the importance of the principle of the "ever-
dividing Homestead" in the social organization of many 
of the Nguni-speaking peoples.1) In the Swazi variant 
of this system one of the earliest stages in this process 
of fission, of the splitting of one Homestead Group into 
two or more "daughter" Groups, is the growth of recog-
nized sub-divisions within the original Group. Swazi 
cal l such sub-divisions "huts" (tindlu sing, indlu). 
Here, to avoid confusion, we shall translate this Swazi 
term as "Houses" or "House" when it is used in this sense, 

One of the simplest examples of this process is 
seen in polygynous families, where each of the main wives 
of the Homestead Head, together with her children by 
this man, form a separate House (indlu) within the Home-
stead Group. When such a Homestead splits up (which is 
common after the death of the Homestead Head) each of 
these Houses can hive off and establish a new Homestead 
of their own. According to Swazi theory, the ideal is 
that such a new Group should comprise one of the dead man® 
wives, all of her sons and their families, and all her 
unmarried daughters. The eldest son in the House is 
known as its "prince" (inkosana) , and he would become 
the Homestead Head of the new Homestead; although his 
mother would exert a considerable influence on the con-
duct of the Group's affairs for the remainder of her 
I i fe time. 

Various factors can complicate this simple seg-
mentary pattern. A wife may be an attached co-wife 
( i iilihiii l,i) of another one, in which case both will be 
regarded as belonging to a single House within their 
husband's Homestead Group. Later, however, if this House 
hives off and establishes its own Homestead, the child-
ren of (hose two women may be regarded as belonging to 
different Houses within this G r o u p . I n other cases 
only one of several Houses in a Homestead may actually 

1 ) pp. f. above 
) In many cases the attachment of a co-wife results 

from the continued childlessness of the main wife 
to whom she is attached. Some traditionalist 
Swazi argue that, if the main wife later does have 
children of her own, it is still impossible to 
make any sociological distinctxon between th>rs 
and those of her co-wife; that all are 1 T 
the offspring of the main wife. Others di 
saying that biological parenthood is aiw;u 
into account; and that such a situation • 
ultimately inevitably lead to the recegr : 
of two Houses. 



hive off and establish a nev home, while the rest re-
main as part of the original Group. Nowadays further 
complications may be introduced by the tendency of young-
er sons to set up their own Homesteads shortly after 
they marry, instead of staying with their father or 
elder brother. In such cases a new House and a new 
Homestead Group are established almost simultaneously, 
instead of the latter "growing" out of the former. 

Regardless of these variations in practice, the 
fact remains that this is the type of internal struct-
uring of Homestead Groups which is expected in Swazi 
society; and for which legal provision is made in 
their traditional law and custom. It is important to 
appreciate that it is a process which is going on con-
tinuously. Even a Homestead Group comprising only a 
single elementary family has the potential for this type 
of growth. Furthermore, eveiy Homestead Group in 
existence today has sprung from a House group in some 
earlier Homestead. These ties are still remembered, 
and in some contexts (as when some legal matter concern-
ing a wide segment of the agnatic group is under di s-
cussion) such a Homestead Group can be treated as no more 
than a House in this original "parent" Homestead; and 
be referred to as such. 

Furthermore, from the moment such a House divis-
ion is first recognized within a Homestead Group, the 
process can start whereby this House begins to gain a 
greater and greater degree of independence (including 
economic independence) from the "parent" Group. 

We have already mentioned how these sociological 
divisions within the Homestead Group arc reflected in the 
physical division of a Homestead into a number of dis-
tinct settlements, each normally surrounded by its own 
windscreen. Good examples of this are to be seen in 
Figure 3° Even in the smaller Homesteads that are 
common today this type of physical division is quite 
often met with; despite the tendency of young men to 
establish their own Homesteads before they have father-
ed a new House within their parental Homesteads. 

One does have cases where several married bro-
thers stay together in the same Homestead; or a son 
may elect to follow the old custom and stay in his 
father's Homestead after he has married; or a widow of 
a polygynist whose own children are still young may stay 
in the same Homestead as one of her co-widows who has 
adult sons, capable of doing a man's work. 

The Economic significance of House affiliations: One 
way in which a House can gain a greater degree of in-
dependence from its "parent" Homestead Group even while 
it is still a part of that Group is by acquiring recog-
nition of the right to control its own economic affairs 
to some extent. Thus, in a polygynist's family each 



House can start building up its own "estate" of cattle. 
A husband in such a family will often allocate one or 
more beasts to a particular House as part of its "Portion", 
as Swazi call such a House estate (the Swazi word 
1ipakelo is the same as that used to describe a helping 
of food that an individual receives at a meal). These 
animals will normally continue to be herded together 
with the rest of the Homestead's herd, but all members 
of the family will know that they are part of the Portinn 
of such and such a House; who now have a claim over the 
beasts themselves, and their offspring and milk if they 
are cows (which they usually are).1) 

Another source of cattle to swell a House's estate 
is from the bridewealth payments made for daughters born 
to that House. 

These payments should always include one beast . 
(known as the isulyambeti - the "wiper away of tears")2) 
which is taken by the girl's mother; that is to say, 
goes to her House's Portion. There are no hard and 
fast rules regarding the fate of the other emabheka 
(bridewealth cattle); since it is held that the father 
has the right to "eat" these if his need is great enough 
(for example, if he has to supply bridewealth for one of 
his sons born in another House). But if any remain in 
the Homestead herd the House from which the girl will come 
will, probably lay a claim to them, and their offspring, 
sooner or later. 

One thing which the husband cannot do without the 
permission of a House itself is to transfer animals 
from one of his House's Portions to the Portion of 
another one. To do this arbitrarily could involve him 
not only with his own wife and her children, but also 
with tier agnatic kin; who would regard this as a wrong 
done to one of their own family. 

The economic significance of House divisions 
becomes more obvious after the husband's death. When 
a man dies one of his sons is appointed his General 
Heir (indlalif a - the "eater of the inheritance")-^) 
in a polygynist's family this should be the first son 
of his highest-ranking wife; the decision regarding 
which wife this is resting with a group of the dead 

1) Ziervogel, Swazi Texts, p. 55 
2) cf. Kuper, An African Aristocracy, p. 98 

Marwick, The Swazi, p. 110 
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man's clos; agnates, his Lusendvo. ̂  ) 

The General Heir succeeds to his father's pos-
ition as head of the Homestead Group, ") and also becomes 
responsible for that part of his father's estate which 
has not been allocated to the Portion of any particular 
House. This also implies that he has a duty to ensure, 
to the best of his ability, the well-being of all Houses 
in the Homestead Group. 

In all these functions he should be assisted by, 
and listen to the advice of, his father's first-born son, 
who is known as the "First Circumcised" ( Lisokacanti) . 
The latter is selected purely on the basis of his age, 
regardless of the House to which he belongs or the rank 
of his mother's family. 

In each House the eldest son of that wife, the 
"prince" (inkosana) of that House, becomes what we can 
call the House Heir. That is, he becomes the controller 
of any property inherited by that House, or any which 
may accrue to its estate later on. In the past, it is 
said that the House Heir and his descendants normally 
took the lion's share of this property; but of course 
he also had the complementary duties of making provisions 
for the bridewealth payments for the first wives of any 
of his full brothers who were still unmarried at the time 
of their father's death; the overall responsibility 
for any debts, obligations of fines incurred by any 
member of the House; and the responsibility of making 

l) In theory, any male agnate of the dead man could 
form part of this group. In practise it usually 
only comprises his brothers (both full and half 
brothers), the senior sons of any of these who 
may have died, any of his closely related class-
ificatory fathers who are still alive, and 
possibly one or two more distant agnates if they 
have maintained close contact with this branch of 
their family. cf. Kuper op• cit., pp. 89, 115-

2) Including any Houses which may have; hived off and 
established separate Homesteads before the father's 
death. 

3) Most Swazi abandoned circumcision during the time 
of the Zulu raids, since these were often timed to 
coincide with the incarceration of boys in the 
circumcision schools. The name First Circumcised 
has been retained. 

k) It is supposed to be a duty of a father to find 
bridewealth cattle for each of his son's first 
wives; although not all Swazi fathers nowadays 
accept this. 
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1) provision for his mother's maintenance,"1"'' and for the 

general well-being of all those belonging to the House. 

The General Heir and the First Circumcised "wear 
two hats", in that they are also House Heirs in their 
own Houses. In this type of segmentary system it is, 
of course, quite possible for an individual to have more 
than two roles of this nature; since apart from being 
the General Heir of his father and the House Heir in his 
own House he may also succeed to his father's position 
as the genealogically senior member of a wider agnatic 
grouping. 

Although true polygyny (being legally married to 
two women at the same time) is rarer today than it was 
in the past, the internal division of Homestead Groups 
into Houses is still common. Such Houses can, of 
course, arise from causes other than polygyny. They can 
come into being when a man whose wife has died or left 
him2/ marries a second wife, or when a widow is "inherit-
ed" by a younger brother of her late husband according 
to the custom of the levirate (kungena) . / Further, 
it must always be remembered that every one of a man's 
sons, even those of a monogamist, is a potential pro-
genitor of a new House. 

The important thing to bear in mind in connection 
with land tenure is that in virtually every Homestead 
Group there is always the possibility of this type of 
internal segmentation; quite regardless of whether or 
not a particular Group is divided into distinct Houses 
at any one moment in time. We shall be discussing 
later how this factor can affect the nature of rights 
given to individuals to use particular parcels of land. 

"Right Hand"'and "Left Hand" sides of a Homestead: 
While on this subject we should perhaps mention again' ) 

>) 

•0 

3) 

<0 

Traditionally, it is the duty of the youngest son 
to maintain a home for his mother, but the House 
Ilcir has an obligation to see that he is in an 
economic position to do so; and if necessary 
make some provision from the House Estate for this 
purpose. 
Whether or not divorce is possible at all accord-
ing to strict Swazi custom is a much argued point.. 
If one accepts the view of many traditional!:.;; -. 
a man who has married again after his first K. . 
has left him would be a polygynist, regardir - : 
his actual domestic arrangements, or those c. 
departed wife. 
Marwick, The Swazi. p. 49. 
Ziervogel, Swazi Texts, pp. 6? ff. 
See page 3.5 above. 



\for the benefit of those with knowledge of other Nguni 
peoples) that in ordinary Swazi Homosteads there is no 
formal division into segments of the "Right Hand", the 
"Left Hand" and the "Great House". Among the Zulu and 
Xhosa an individual's status depends to a large extent 
to which of these segments of his father's Homestead he 
comes from. With the Swazi completely different princi-
ples are used to determine such relative statuses.') 

LAND RIGHTS 

Rights of cultivation: In their formal relationships 
with the wider land communities which we shall be dis-
cussing later (i.e. the Wards, Chiefdoms and the Swazi 
people)2) Homestead Groups are treated as single units. 
Grants of rights over specific parcels of arable land 
and a residential site are usually made to the Homestead 
Head.3) He is then expected to ensure that members of 
his Group requiring land for cultivation have a reason-
able share of that which has been allocated to the 
Group as a whole. 

In earlier and more spacious days the practice 
was for a Homestead Head to be shown a residential site, 
and the general area in which his people would be ex-
pected to plough. Very often this was an area stretch-
ing from the Homestead site down to the nearest river or 
stream, with no definite boundaries on either side. 
Nowadays, however, the precise limits of these arable 
allocations are usually indicated and marked in some 
manner. 

Exactly how a Homestead's arable area is divided 
among members of the Homestead Group depends on many 
factors; the Homestead Head's own views on how the 
economic life of the Group should, be organized, the 
number of adults in the Group who want land for culti-
vation, and the internal structure of the Group. 

Thus, if there are two or more different Houses 
the general principle is that each should have its own 
arable allocation. In a polygynous family each wife 
should be given her own field or fields. The produce 
of these will be stored in that House's own granaries, 

1) For a fuller discussion of this point see Appen-
fix C. 

2) See pp 67-68 above. 
3) See pp. 128 f f. below, 
4) See p. 132 below. 
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and the ideal is that each House should be able to 
supply its own requirements of vegetable foodstuffs 
(of which the most important is grain) from its o w n 1\ 
land, and part of the husband's food needs as well. ' 

If Houses have come into existence through other 
means (e.g. by the continued residence of a married son 
and his family in his father's Homestead) these should 
also be given their own arable allocations. A Homestead 
Head may also make allocations of land to members of his 
Group who do not belong to distinct and separate Houses; 
to his mother; to his unmarried sisters if they are 
still living with him; or to his unmarried daughters. 

A Homestead Head may (and often does) retain dir-
ect control over part of the Homestead's arable area. 
If his mother is still living with him, he may make no 
specific arable allocation to her, but refer to all the 
unallocated arable area as "mother's fields"; so implying 
that his whole Homestead is in a sense no more than a 
House in his own father's one. The produce from these 
fields comes under the direct control of the Homestead 
Head himself; who may sell it, use it to feed any 
dependants of his who do not belong to Houses with their 
own fields, or to make up any shortfall in the grain 
supply of any of the Houses in his Homestead. 

A wise man will retain sufficient land in this 
"general, estate" to enable him to make up such shortfalls 
wi Idiout having to ask another House to give some of 
(die i r grain for this purpose; a move which could easily 
lead to discord within his Group. 

Although in a multi-House Homestead each House is 
responsible for their own arable lands, in practice one 
often finds that other members of the Homestead Group 
will assist in their cultivation. 

The Homestead Head may accept responsibility for 
seeing that till Houses' lands are ploughed, and he will 
usually expect all members of the Group to work on those 
seed ions of the Homestead's lands which come under his 
direct control. Weeding and reaping on lands allocated 
to different Houses, and to individuals such as adult un-
married daughters, may also he done by all the available 
members of the Homestead Group. 

Much depends on personal preferences. Today one 
finds many Homesteads containing a number of Houses to 
which no separate arable allocations have been made; 

l) In polygynous families it is a common practi 
for the wives to cook for the husband in ro 



The Homestead Head maintaining full managerial eontrol 
over all the Group's agricultural activ.il ley, and alloc-
ating a share of the produce to each House after the 
harvest. An argument often advanced in favour of this 
way of doing things is that, in addition to making for 
greater efficiency, it is less likely to lead to compli-
cations and altercations after the Homestead Head's 
death; since if no section cf the Group lias become used 
to regarding any particular lands as belonging to them 
in particular it will be easier for the dead iniui's 
Council of Agnates to arrange an equitable distribution. 

The Right of Avail at this level; In these relatively 
informal arrangements we have the beginnings of the 
process whereby individuals (on behalf of the groupings 
they represent) can ijaove towards Bantu-Ownership of 
arable land. 

Each member of a Homestead is, by virtue of that 
membership, also a member of the various higher levels 
in the hierarchy of land communities that we have ment-
ioned. They therefore have a share in the Right of 
Avail, from which flows the Right of Accommodation; 
the right to some place to live and to some place to 
plough on Swazi Nation Land. Individuals exercise 
these rights through the medium of the Homestead Group 
to which they belong; since as far as the outside world 
is concerned it is the Group which has a residential sit 
and arable lands from which it has the right to exclude 
others. So, in the framework of this wider world, of 
the more extensive land communities, it is the Homestead 
Group as a whole which has Bantu-Ownership of these 
arable lands and this residential site. 

From this Bantu-Ownership flow the Rights of 
Cultivation and the Rights of Use of part of the resi-
dential site which are exercised by individuals and sub-
sections of the Group. These Rights of Cultivation may 
in time grow into full Bantu-Ownership; if a House hive 
off from the Group and establishes its own Homestead, 
but remains within the territory of the next level in 
the hierarchy of land communities (the Ward, or Ch.i.efdom, 
as the case may be). If, however, such a sub-section 
of the Group dies out before establisirig its own Home-
stead, or moves away to another Chief'dom, these rights 
lapse and may be re-allocated by the Homestead Head. 

The degree to which the rights of the whole Home-
stead Group over arable land are affected by such alloc-
ations to sub-sections within it depend on the nature of 
the sub-section, and on its potential ability to perpet-
uate itself as a sociologically distinct entity. So, 
when a polygynous Homestead Head allocates certain 
fields to one of his wives, he thereby restricts to a 



considerable extent the rights of the rest of the 
Group over those particular parcels of land. Unless 
this woman dies before bearing sons, and no "replace-
ment" is provided by her agnatic group, it would be 
extremely difficult to deprive this wife's House of tho 
fields without their agreement. This is one of those 
cases in which Rights of Cultivation are granted in the 
expectation that they will ultimately grow into Bantu-
Ownership . 

However, when a Homestead Head "gives" a field t 
his mother, sister or a daughter the situation is com-
pletely different. This field would normally ultim-
ately revert to the Homestead Group; on the death of 
the mother or the marriage (and departure to her hus-
band's Homestead) of a sister or daughter. These indi 
viduals do not have the potential ability to found soc-
iologically distinct sub-sections of this Homestead 
Group, so grants of land rights to them are assumed to 
be of a relatively temporary nature, as are the limit-
ations of the rights of the Group as a whole over the 
land in question. 

Here we must anticipate slightly and make the 
point that Homestead Groups are only granted exclusive 
land rights (i.e. Rights both to use and to exclude 
others from using) over arable land and residential 
silos. So, naturally, it is only in respect of these 
thai it is neeessaj*y for the Homestead Head to make for 
Dial a rrangements for any re-allocations to sub-sections 
oT his Group, 

However, every member of such a Homestead Group 
has a share Ln the Right of Avail, and from this flow 
more rights than those derived from the Right of Accom-
modation. There are such things as the Right of 
Pasture, the Right of Water, the Right to Hunt, and the 
Right to Delve. Every member of a Homestead Group can 
exercise these rights, which on occasion can yield con-
siderable material benefits (such as cattle reared on 
the communal grazing or timber cut for building). 
While In a sense it. might bo true that individuals der-
ive these rights from their membership of Homestead 
Groups (since unless they were permitted to live and 
keep their stock in particular areas they could derive 
tittle benefit from them) they do not exercise them 
through the medium of a Homestead Group in the same way 
that they do those rights relating to arable lan and 
residential sites. 

This difference, it will be appreciated, r. * 
primarily concerned with the formal procedures tha< 
be gone through before a particular right can be e:-: 
cised; and do not necessarily reflect any deep Swr. 



conviction that there is seine fundamental difference 
in kind between these two types of rights. Doth 
are based on the assumption that community membership 
gives one an inalienable right to a fair share of the* 
natural resources available to the community as a 
whole.!) 

Inheritance of land rights: Traditionalist Swazi in-
sist that land cannot form part of ttie estate (lifa) which 
is inherited by a dead man's heirs. When pressed, many 
argue that in earlier times the only important element 
in this estate was cattle; apart from a few minor 
chattels which a dead man's immediate family usually 
divided up among themselves without involving his 
Council of Agnates.2) 

Nowadays, it is agreed that money and other 
valuable movable property is inheritable; but land 
is still excluded from this category. 

To admit that land itself could form part of an 
individual's estate would, of course, be to give it 
many of the attributes of a personal chattel; some-
thing which an individual or small group can dispose 
of at will. This would be quite contrary to the Swazi 
doctrine that only the community can grant rights over 
land; and that only to its own members. 3) 

Yet, when one examines how rights over specific 
parcels of arable land are distributed after a man's 
death, it does seem that they are usually "inherited" 
in much the same way as cattle or other property. 
The customary legal basis for these arrangements is 
actually quite clear, and quite simple to grasp. It 
depends on the fact that the death of an individual (even 
of a Homestead Head) does not mean the end of a Homestead 
Group. The Head was granted land(or himself inherited 
it) on behalf of his Group. The Group is still there, 
and it is therefore its responsibility to ensure that, 
the land available to it is satisfactorily divided 
among its members. In normal circumstances wider land 
communities would not interfere. 

In large polygynous families the distribution of 
land rights after the father's death resembles the in-
heritance of cattle in the distinction which is made 
between the General Heir (indlalifa) and the other sons. 

l) cf. Report of the Mangwende Reserve Commission 
of Enquiry. Salisbury, 1961, p.35. 
Lusendvo. See p. 91 above. 
There are certain exceptions to this rule. 

2) 
3) 
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The former usually receives the largest allocation; 
but he also has the responsibility of seeing that the 
other descendants of his father are catered for. It 
is to him that the latter should apply first if they 
require land. Also, as with cattle and other property, 
it is the responsibility of the dead man's Council of 
Agnates to decide how rights over the arable land held 
by his Homestead Group should be distributed. Land 
which is already being cultivated by a particular House 
is regarded in the same light as cattle in that House's 
Portion, and except in unusual or special circumstances 
would be retained by them. 

The transition from the Right of Cultivation en-
joyed by a House to full Bantu-Ownership of that land is 
a gradual process. In earlier times, when Homestead 
Groups tended to stay together to a greater extent, the 
distribution after a Homestead Head's death was only a 
stage in that process; not necessarily its culmination. 
The General Heir merely succeeded to his father's posit-
ion as head of the Group, and sub-sections within it 
continued both to enjoy the rights over specific parcels 
of land that had been allocated to them and at the same 
time had a right to share in the produce of land retain-
ed in the general estate of the Homestead if they need-
ed i t. 

The growing scarcity of land, the virtual elimin-
ation of the right to reclaim arable land from the graz-
ing area without special permission from leaders of wider 
land communities and the tendency of men to establish 
their own Homesteads immediately they marry have all 
had an effect on how land rights are passed on; and on 
the rate at which Rights of Cultivation grow into Bantu-
Ownership . 

In one of the passages by ter Haar quoted earlier, 
this authority remarks that "changes in social values 
concerning individual rights affects the strength of 
communal rights".^/ Among the Swazi one of these 
"changes in social values concerning individual rights" 
is the increasing acceptance of the right of men to est-
ablish a considerable degree of economic independence at 
a relatively early age. One symptom of this is this 
tendency of young men to "contract out" of the economic 
unit formed by their father's Homestead Group by estab-
lishing their own Homesteads elsewhere; and the lack of 
resistance by fathers to these moves. This has inevit-
ably tended to weaken "the strength of communal rights" 
over land that is held by the parent Homestead Group, 
It creates a situation in which there could be some 
doubt as to which Group actually held the Bantu-Owne" 

l) See pp. 62-63 above. 
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fieies cultivated by the "da ugli tor,r Group*, 

Nowadays , it is not uncommon f or a Homos t oad 
Group1 s fields to be finally dividod among l.lie various 
sons of the Homestead Head shortly aflor his death, 
I caving no land in the general cstat e of tlie " parent " 
Homestead. This is tantamoiuit to recognising i hat tlie 
various "daughter" Homesteads have now acquired fuI I 
Bantu-Ownership of any fields thai they hold. 

When we speak of Bantu-Ownership being held by a 
Homestead Group it must be appreciated that this does 
not preclude the possibility of the re being very c ony id-
arable variations with regard to who actually controls 
what rights over which pieces of land. Nor does it 
necessarily mean that the wider, "parent" Group have 
lost all rights over any land held and cultivated by a 
"daughter" Group. Much wi11 depend on relative ages 
and statuses of the various individuals involved. 
Thus, if a man dies leaving a young boy as his General 
Heir, his Homestead Group's ri'ghts over their land, and 
.its allocation to various sub-sections, would be far more 
limited than if the General Heir were a mature man. 
They would be limited by the greater amount of control 
that the dead man's Council of Agnates would be able to 
exercise over these matter's. 

Moreover, whether or not a particular sub-MOO lion 
of a "parent" Homestead have hived off and established 
their own Homestead is not the only factor which decides 
how much control they have over land that has been alloc-
ated to them. If, for example, a particular Homestead 
Group consists of the families of three brothers, each 
may in practice exert as much control over their own 
House's lands as they would if they had left and set up 
their own Homesteads. 

Furthermore, it would be true to say that "inherit-
ed" rights over parcels of land never really die; though 
they may be weakened by the allocation of a parcel to 
another sub-section within one's Homestead Group. One 
often hears the argument that, since "my mother p l o u g h e d 
that land", the speaker has a claim to it„ Such 
claims survive through time, and if the House to which 
land has been allocated ultimately moves away (even many 
years after it has become an independent Homestead) some 
distant agnate may advance a claim on the grounds that 
"those lands were ploughed by my grandmother". Such a 
claim might well not be successful (since, as we shall 
see later, the ultimate right to decide who shall have 
what rights over which specific parcels of land rests 
with wider land communities than the Homestead Group), 
but it is sufficiently frequently advanced to inhibit 
these wider land communities from allocating such fields 
to a completely different agnatic group when this can be 



avoided. 

To sum up, we may say that rights over arable land 
are inherited, in fact, in much the same way as cattle 
or other movable property. 

According to the principle of "the ever-dividing 
Homestead" Bantu-Ownership of such land can be passed 
down in the male line. Though the change from a Right 
of Cultivation to Bantu-Ownership is normally a gradual 
process, wider land communities would normally regard a 
House within a Homestead Group as having acquired Bantu-
Ownership of the fields they use when this House has 
established its own Homestead. Decisions as to how a 
Homestead's "estate" of land rights should be distributed 
after the Homestead Head's death depends on what House 
divisions there are within his Homestead Group; what land 
allocations have been made to these Houses during his 
lifetime; and on the decisions made by his Council of 
Agnates when discussing the disposal of his whole estate. 

However, unlike the situation with regard to 
cattle or other property, the continued enjoyment of 
such inherited land rights is dependant on the heirs 
remaining members of the various wider levels in the 
hierarchy of land communities to which the original 
Homestead Group itself belonged. 

THE ROLE OF HOMESTEAD GROUPS IN THE TENURIAL SYSTEM 

In this chapter we have explained how land rights 
are allocated within Homestead Groups; how these alloc-
ations can be affected by the internal structure of 
these Groups; and how the Right of Cultivation which 
a Homestead Head can grant over a particular parcel of 
arable land can in time grow into Bantu-Ownership of 
that parcel. 

We must now examine the nature of land commun-
ities of rather wider extent; the roles that these 
play with regard to land, and the influence they can 
exert when it comes to deciding "WHO shall have WHAT 
rights over WHICH parcels of WHAT types of land". 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE CH1EPD0M 

II will bo clear from what has ho en said about 
the internal structure of Homestead Groups, and of the 
means whereby new ones come into being, I ha I there must 
be a whole series of agnatic ties linking t J torn together 
to form agnatic groupings of much witter extent. However, 
these are far from being the onLy type of forma L 1.ink 
between one Homestead Group and another. Nor, at the 
present time, are they necessarily those which prove 
most important in day-to-day life. 

Quite apart from these (and other) kinship links, 
each Group is also part of a series, or hierarchy, of 
territorial groupings; and has a number of recognised 
rights and obligations in respect of other Groups in 
the same units. Immediately above the level of the 
Homestead Group itse l.f is the unit that we have here 
called the NEIGHBOUR CLUSTER; then comes the WARD; 
and then the CHIEFDOM. Chiefdoms are themselves, of 
course, part of that yet wider (and not exactly "Jocai") 
community which we have called the SWAZI PEOPLE. 

Wards are found mostly i.n the larger Chiefdorns. 
In many of the smaller ones there are no such cLoarly-
defined sub-divisions; but even in these careful, anal-
ysis will often reveal embryonic territorial groupings, 
larger than the Neighbour Cluster and smaller than the 
Chiefdom, which show some of the characteristics of 
Wards but may lack others. These we can call PROTO -
WARDS. 

There are no precise vernacular terms for 
"Neighbour Cluster", "Ward" or"Proto-Ward". The 
Chiefdom, however, does have a generic title i ri Swazi 
and is known as a sive. 

We started our analysis of the Swazi system of 
local organization with the smallest clearly definable 
unit, the Homestead. Now it might be preferable to 
reverse this process, and examine next, the largest of 
the local communities that we have listed, the Chiefdom. 
Once we have some appreciation of the structure and 
functions of these, it will be easier to understand 
those of the other, smaller local groupings that have 
just been mentioned. 

THE CHIEFDOM. 

Chiefdoms (nowadays) have clearly defined 
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1) geographical boundaries, x> and equally clearly defin-
able populations. They are recognized as local govern-
mental units by the Swaziland Government and National 
authorities, 2) a nd have a formal and relatively stand-
ardised internal organizational structure. They are 
ruled by officials that we have here called CHIEFS; about 
whose rights, powers and duties there is a large measure 
of agreement, i) 

However, before we can discuss this subject with-
out risk of confusion there are some terminological points 
that must be clarified with regard to these words "Chief-
dom" and "Chief". 

The Swazi word sive refers both to the territory 
controlled by a Chief, and to the group of people who 
owe allegiance to him. Swazi purists insist that the 
latter is the true meaning of the Swazi word, and that 
its use to describe a territory is secondary, a subsid-
iary connotation which it has only acquired in recent 
decades.^/ In this study the English word "Chiefdom" 
is used in this same double sense, to describe both the 
territory and the people ruled by a Chief. Where it is 
necessary to distinguish between these two meanings, the 
one intended will be specified, unless this is already 
obvious from the context. 

The situation is rather more complicated with 
regard to the word "Chief". There is no single Swazi 
term which can be applied, without fear of contradiction, 
to ail those territorial authorities that are here 
called "Chiefs". In Chapters 2 and 3 I described how 
(die Swa/. L st ate came into being; and how the various 
Co mis of territorial authorities were created, or 
brought, into formal relationships with the Dlamini 
overlords. Of those subordinate politcal authorities 
there we.re three main kinds; the Royals (bantfwabenkosi) , 
sc i.ous of the Dlamini clan who were granted territories 
and fo blowings; Lieutenants (tindvuna), who were given 

) 

3) 

That is to say, they should be clearly defined. 
Nowadays, there are many boundary disputes between 
Chiefs, but never (as far as I know) any serious 
disputes about whether Chiefdoms should have 
geographical boundaries or not. 
pp. 171 ff. below. 
And also (inevitably) some disagreement. See 
pp. ff. below. 
cf. Doke and Vilakazi, Zulu-English Dictionar-
p. 902. 
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control over royal Homesteads and the people and lands 
attached to these, and the Clan Chieftains (tikhulu),1/ 
who retained varying degrees of independence, but admit-
ted the overlord ship of the Dlamini.'-/ 

In Chapter 12, we shall be discussing the pattern 
of formal relationships between these Local Chi efdoms and 
the Swazi Central Authority. 3) Here, however, we are 
concerned mainly with their internal organization. As 
far as this is concerned there is sufficient resemblance 
between Chiefdoms under each of these three types of 
rulers to make it unnecessary to treat each separately. 

Therefore, following current practice in Swazi-
land, I use the word "Chief" for any of these three 
types of rulers who is actually in a position where 
controls a definite territory and a definite group of 
people.b) 

THE FORMAL P O L I T I C A L S T R U C T U R E O F A C H I E F D O M . 

The Chief and his Council: At the apex, of the 
formal local-governmental organization of a Chiefdom is 
the Chief himself; who in the vast majority of cases 
has acquired this position through hereditary right. 
He, however, is not expected to rule as an autocrat. 
Swazi are most insistent that a Chief should aLways 
rule with the assistance of his Council (libandla). 
This Council has two aspects; which is probably a bet-
ter way of describing the situation than saying that in 
each Chiefdom there are two Councils. 

The Great Council (libandla lcnkulu) is an open 
forum, where every adult male in the Chiefdom is entit-
led to air his views. 

1) Though whether or not this term Tikhulu (which 
is a relatively recent importation) can be 
applied to all types of Chiefs is a much debated 
point. See pp. 171-172 below. 

2) See pp h2 ff. above; and A.J.B. Hughes, Swazi 
Land Tenure, (duplicated), University of Natal 
1963, pp. 143 ff. 

3) See p.160 below. 
b) This qualification is necessary, since there are 

officials with the same Swazi titles as Royals 
(Bantfwabenkosi) and Lieutenants (tindvuna) wbo 
do not exercise such territorial jurisdiction, 
see pp. 172 , 175-176 below. 
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In practice, the views which usually carry most 
weight are those of men who also belong to the Little 
Council (libandla Lencane), or Inner Council of the 
Chiefdom.1) This is a far smaller body, usually numb-
ering ten or so persons, made up of men whom the Chief 
has personally selected from among the more influential 
of his subjects to act as his personal advisors. 

It is generally recognised that the Great Council 
is far too cumbersome a body to deal with all the day-to-
day decisions that have to be made. So, issues are 
first debated in the Inner Council (meetings of which 
are not ofjen to the general public), and only the most 
important, or those most likely to lead to controversy, 
are brought to the Great Council. Many Swazi argue that 
the Inner Council is only really a debating body, which 
in itself has no power to make decisions unless these 
have been ratified by the Great Council of the Chiefdom. 
Nevertheless, it is also accepted that (human nature 
being what it is) members of the Inner Council are un-
likely to bring a decision to the Great Council for rati-
ficatinn unless they are reasonably sure that their views 
will be supported by a large and influential proportion 
of those attending that particular meeting of the Great 
Counc il. 

Regardless of the particular procedures that have 
been adopLed for debating such issues, it is the Chief 
himself who has to formally pronounce the decisions 
reached. 

This is an excellent example of the "balancing 
of power" which is so characteristic of all Swazi trad-
itional political organization. At this level these 
three elements in the local-governmental organization 
(Chief, Inner Council, Great Council) are supposed to 
interact in a manner likely to produce decisions that 
will have the maximum of general support and give rise 
to the minimum of controversy. Much will depend on 
personalities, and a strong Chief can do a great deal to 

1) Marwick uses the term 1iqoqo for this Inner 
Council of a Chiefdom, while Kuper speaks of 
the Chief's council of Agnates (lusendvo) as 
fulfilling this role. My informants defin-
itely preferred libandla lencane to describe 
this body in a Chiefdom; arguing that liqoqo 
referred properly to the National Inner Council 
see pp. ie>3-lo4 below), and that even a Chief's 
Council of Agnates, meeting as such should be 
primarily concerned with family affairs, not 
local governmental ones. See Marwick, The 
Swaz i, p. 2 0 8. 
Kuper, An African Aristocracy, p. 05. 



control the decisions of his Inner Council through his 
power to choose its members; and can rely on their 
support for getting his decisions accepted by the Great 
Council. However, if he goes too far; any powerful 
pressure group in the Chiefdorn opposed to his policy can 
make their influence felt through the medium of the 
Great Council. Since the principle of voting, and 
the taking of decisions on the basis of the will of a 
simple majority of those present at a particular mooting 
are anathema to the traditionalist Swazi, a Chief seldom 
makes a major ruling of any kind unless he and his close 
advisors are convinced that it will be supported by the 
most influential of his subjects. 

This emphasis on the importance of unanimity, or 
near unanimity, also naturally tends to inhibit the 
introduction of changes, even when these are wanted by 
the majority of the inhabitants of a Chiefdom. 

Despite these variations that there can be in the 
balance of power, the formal structure is clear. The 
ruler is the Chief, and it is at his headquarters (which 
may be his own Homestead, or one founded by a previous 
ruler) that both the Inner Council and the Great Council 
meet. Orders and rulings are given in his name, and he 
is the main formal link between the people in his Chief-
dom and the National authorities. From the point of 
view both of members of a Chiefdom and of outsiders 
the Chieftaincy is thus a unity; made up of the Chief 
and his Council. 

Therefore, when we speak of "the Chief" later in 
this study it must be appreciated that, unless otherwise 
specified, reference is intended to this whole complex, 
not solely to the individual who currently ho ids this 
position. - Nor is it of great moment for our purposes 
whether the individual acting as Chief is the rightful, 
hereditary Chief, or one of the many regents that are 
found in Swazi Chiefdoms; temporarily holding office 
during the minorities of the actual heirs. 

Other officials in a Chiefdom: Apart from this complex 
of "Chief and Council" there are certain other officials 
in a Chiefdom who have a recognized authority and 
recognized duties. 

The first among these is the Chief's Deputy 
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(indvuna \ He is expected to assist the Chief in his 
task of ruling the Chiefdom; to attend and organize 
all meetings and courts; and to "screen" all business, 
complaints and requests that individuals wish to bring 
to the Chief. 

The position of Chief's Deputy is an hereditary 
one, and is almost invariably given to a member of a clan 
other than the Chief's own. This is another example of 
the principle of the "balancing of power". 

The insistence that a Chief should rule through 
his Deputy, and the latter1 s selection on an hereditary 
basis from another clan, emphasize the Chief's own role 
as leader of all his subjects; as distinct from his 
other role as the genealogically senior member of his own 
agnatic group in the C h i e f d o m . T h o u g h the Chief and 
his Deputy should always apparently be in accord, and 
the latter*s main role is said to be to carry out the 
Chief's instructions, the vesting of so much power in 
another clan must provide a check on the influence that 
the Chief's own agnatic kin can exert over the affairs 
of the Chiefdom. 

Other officials bearing the title of indvuna, are 
thr- local eommariders of the age-regiments. The senior 
of these (known as "commander of the warriors," indvuna 
yomajaha; or "commander of the regiments", indyuna 
yomabuto) has the overall responsibility for maintaining 
the age-regiment organization in functioning condition; 
and for seeing that members of the appropriate regiment 
or regiments report for duty when summoned by the Nation-
al authorities or the lo.cal Chief. 3) Under him are the 
captains (also tindvuna) 4) of each particular age-regiment 
which still has surviving and active members. 5) 

1) 

2) 
3) 
M 

5) 

This is yet another use of this Swazi term indvuna. 
Its general sense is "Deputy" ;"Lieutenant" , but it 
is usually only used for individuals with clearly 
defined functions, such as the Lieutenants appoint-
ed by the Ngwenyama to rule areas attached to Royal 
Homesteads; the Deputy in a Chiefdom; or officials 
in the regimental organization. It bears some 
resemblance to the English "Captain", as this was 
used from the 15th to the 18th century; a conven-
ient term to denote command and some official 
recognition. 
Kuper, An African Aristocracy, p. 65. 
See pp. i+1, ff.above and pp. 188 ff. below 
For those unfamiliar with Bantu languages it 
should perhaps be mentioned that tindvuna is 
the plural form and indvuna the singular. 
See p. j 00 below. 
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Another category of officials bearing this title 
of indvuna are the Ward Heads; who are found in Chief-
doms which have recognized Ward divisions. Their 
positions are also normally hereditary; and we shall 
describe their functions and duties when we come to our 
discussion of these Wards. 

In some Chiefdoms there may be yet more types of 
tindvuna, A man skilled in law may be made "indvuna 
of cases"; and Kuper mentions the possibility of a 
Chief creating a special indvuna solely to supervise hi 
Homesteads.-'-) This practice is not universal however, 
and such individuals could be regarded primarily as 
"agents" of the chief, appointed to meet a particular 
and possibly localised need, rather than as "permanent 
officials" in the local governmental structure. '-) 

Finally, in every Chiefdom there should be a 
Runner (umgi,jimi ) . He has no executive power but is 
employed to summon people to meetings, court cases or 
tribute labour gatherings; and as a general assistant 
for the Chief and his Deputy. 

To summarize, we may say that the "permanent 
officials" that one would expect to find in a Chiefdoin 
are the Chief himself; his Deputy; Ward Heads (in 
some Chiefdoms); the Commander of the Regiments; the 
Captains of the local sections of each age-regiment; 
and the Runner. To these we might add all the members 
of the Inner Council. 

There may be others whose official positions are 
recognized on special occasions, or in connection with 
special activities. Examples are the "princesses" 
(tinkosatana) who lead the local contingent of young 
girls at the National Reed D a n c e 3 ) ( w h o are usually dau-
ghters of the present Chief); and people such as the 
chairman of the local agricultural committee. These, 
however, only play transitory roles on particular 
occasions, or are concerned primarily with the activit-
ies of particular interest groups in the Chiefdom. 

Rights and powers of a Chief: Among the most important 

1) Kuper, op. cit., pp. 65-66. 
2) An indvuna1s official assistant has the title of 

liphini. A Chief's Deputy may refer to the Run 
as his liphini; or choose another individual fo 
this task; or (as is the case in many Chiefdoms 
he may have no full-time assistant of this kind. 

3) Not all Chiefdoms send contingents of girls to 
this ceremony. 
See p. 194 below. 



powers left to a modern Swazi Chief are the right to 
decide who shall be permitted to join the land community 
(i.e. the Chiefdom) under his control; the right (now 
somewhat limited) to decide who shall be permitted to 
remain a member of that community; and the right (again 
subject nowadays to many limitations) to control land 
allocations to members of that community. 

These are matters which we shall be discussing 
at length in subsequent chapters, so it would be pre-
mature to go into details now. However, Chiefs do 
also have certain other powers, which are not so inti-
mately and directly connected with questions of land 
tenure. 

One of these is the right to demand a limited 
amount of tribute labour from their subjects. In each 
Chiefdom there is usually a field known as "the field 
of the Great House" (insimi yendlunkulu). This, strict 
ly speaking, is not the Chief*s field, but belongs rathe 
to the Chieftaincy. It should be ploughed, planted, 
weeded and reaped by the whole Chiefdom. Special 
tribute labour gatherings (imimemo sing, ummemo) are 
called to perform each of these tasks. These are 
summoned by the formal procedure known as kumemeta. 
Literally, this means "to shout", and the truly tradit-
ional method of issuing this summons would be for the 
Runner to tour the Chiefdom and shout out the details 
within the hearing of every Homestead (who should come, 
when, and with what implements). 

The reasoning behind the use of tribute labour 
gatherings to cultivate this "field of the Great House" 
is that the crops reaped from it are supposed to supply 
the Chief with the means to entertain official visitors. 
Traditionalist Swazi consider it the height of discourte 
not to offer a visitorfood or beer (or both) to show 
that- lie is welcome. For a Chief to fail in this would 
be a reflection not only on him personally, but also on 
his whole Chiefdom. Therefore, all subjects are ex-
pected to make some contribution towards these charges, 
and the traditional way of doing so is through these 
tribute labour gatherings at the "field of the Great 
House". 

At the present level of agricultural yields, the 
crops produced by this process are seldom impressive, 
and many Chiefs complain that they are quite inadequate 
to cover the extra outlay which their position iuvolv-
Nonetheless, the right to call out tribute labour f 
this purpose is jealously maintained, and failure it 
attend when called can result in a heavy fine. 
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In theory, if a Chief eaLLs a work party to-

gether to work on any of his other fields lie i s not 
permitted to "summon" them (kubamemeta), but must 
"invite" them (kubancusa), just as an ordinary individ-
ual would. Further, such a work party should not: be 
described as an urnrnemo (which implies tribute Labour), 
but as an ilima; the term used for the sort of volunt-
ary work party which any private individual can call, 
at which it is customary to provide beer or some other 
refreshment for those who attend. 

Practice varies considerably from Cliiofdom to 
Chiefdom. In some, the Chiefs regularly summon tribute 
labour gatherings to work in a number of their fields, 
not only in that of the "Great House". Similarly, it 
is generally accepted that tribute labour may be summoned 
to repair the Chief's cattle byre; since it is, after 
all, the one which houses the "cattle of the Great House" 
of the Chiefdom. There are Chiefs who have extended 
this to cover any building work that may have to be done 
in their own Homesteads, and even expect specialist 
craftsmen (such as builders or thatellers) to give of 
their skills on the same basis. 

Nevertheless, these tribute labour obligations of 
a subject to this Chief are seldom particularly onerous. 
Many hands are usually summoned to perform comparatively 
small tasks , and sucli gatherings are of ten accompanied 
by considerable ceremonial. The warriors dress in their 
traditional finery, and may spend far more time parading 
and singing in front of the girls than Lhey do working. 
It is clear that most Chiefs regard the work actually 
done on such occasions as being of onl y secondary import-
ance; and are far more interested in using them as a 
means of stressing the unity of the Chiefdom, and in 
asserting their traditional rights to summon people to 
co-operate on "public works". 

Most Chiefs also claim the right to make monetary 
levies on their subjects for various purposes. Once 
again, practice varies considerably from Chiefdom to 
Chiefdom. In some of the big Chiefdoms in southern 
Swaziland ruled by Clan Chieftains levies have been 
raised for such purposes as paying a Chief's fines, 
repairing his car, or paying his hospital expenses. In 
another instance, five Chiefs in central Swaziland 
decided to make a monetary contribution towards the 
building of a school in their area. A levy of a beast 
(or ten rand) was made on each Homestead Group for this, 
later, when a celebration was planned to mark the open-
ing of this school, each Homestead Group was ordered to 
provide a further sum of 25 cents to finance these 
festivities. Small levies may also be made to finance 
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a Chief's visit to the National capitals to attend 
meetings or any of the National ceremonies.^-) 

Formerly, Chiefs also had the duty of trying 
all civil cases brought by their subjects, and court 
fees and fines formed an appreciable part of their 
income. . The establishment of the Swazi National 
Courts ^ J has deprived them of this source of revenue; 
and they are now given subsidies by the National author-
ities instead. 

These rather limited rights and powers are the 
main ones, apart from those over land, which it is gen-
erally agreed that a Swazi Chief derives simply from the 
fact of being a Chief. In addition he has the theoret-
ical right to make any local rulings, with the consent 
of his Council, that he sees fit to, providing that 
these do not conflict with law of Swaziland or the 
edicts or policy of the National authorities. In 
practice, however,this is not often done, because of 
the difficulties that might arise in enforcing such 
rulings. 

The duties of a Chief: A Chief also has a considerable 
load of duties, and definite obligations towards the 
people of his Chiefdom. 

Swazi use the word kupatha (of which the passive 
Conn is kupa thwa) to describe this relationship between 
Chief and subject. Its primary meaning is "to carry", 
but it can also have the senses of "handling", "contain-
ing", " superintending" , or (in the passive) "suffering 
from". Kupatha ngetandla is to carry in (with) the 
hands; ipethe nglomlomo can be said of a dog who has 
picked up some thing (and "enclosed" it in his mouth); 
while kupa thwa umkhuhlane is to be suffering from fever. 
So, when Swazi say of the people of a Chiefdom that 
ha pa thwa kahle (by their Chief) the direct translation 
would be that they are treated well, or looked after 
well by him. There is, however, also something of 
the sense of "being carried"; similar to the English 
usages when we speak of a ship "carrying" its passengers 
safely to port, or of a woman "carrying" her unborn 
child. 

These various meanings of kupatha give as good 
an indication as any of what a Chief's duties and oblig-
ations are conceived to be. As far as land holding is 
concerned, he has the right to control land allocati r-

1) See pp. J cn-10b below 
2) Sec pp. LQ2-J.93 below. 
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among his subjects, but also has the riut\ of ensuring 
that all have sufficient for their needs. He has the 
right to decide whether or not to accept a newcomer 
wishing to join his Chiefdom; but in practice this is 
often limited by the duty of making some provision for 
his own kin or those of his subjects. "How could we 
deny the child of so-and-so's sister (or whatever it 
may be) a place to live?" is an explanation one often 
hears when a newcomer is accepted into a community where 
the pressure on the land is already heavy. We have 
already mentioned the duty of a Chief to offer enter-
tainment to visitors; a duty which many Chiefs today 
are finding increasingly onerous, and many are accused 
of neglecting. He should, of course, also make his own 
time available to discuss the purpose of their visit, 
and their requirements. This last obligation also 
operates in respect of his own subjects. 

It is now customary for Chiefs to hold a general 
meeting on a fixed day every week; usually a Saturday 
or a Sunday. These are technically meetings of the 
Great Council of the Chiefdom. They may act as courts, 
if there are any cases to be heard; -0 or merely as 
"moots" to discuss matters of moment to the Chiefdom as 
a whole. Ordinary people are only expected to attend 
occasionally, or when they themselves or one of their 
close kin is involved in a case; but the Chief is 
always expected to attend. 

With respect to the outside world, a Chief also 
lias obligation both to the National authorities and to 
the government authorities. Both expect him to act as 
their agent in certain matters, and to provide a link 
between their organizations and the people in his Chief-
dom. He is expected to attend the national Incwala 
ritual in mid-summer; the meeting of the Great 
Council of the Nation in the winter; 3) and any National 
tribute labour gatherings that may be summoned. If the 
turn-out from his Chiefdom is inadequate on any such 
occasion, he is expected to arrange for the collection 
of any fines that may be imposed on his subjects. 

He has the further general duty of maintaining 
law and order in his Chiefdom; the duty of collecting 

1) Despite the institution of National Courts 
many civil cases are still discussed at these 
Chiefs Courts. 

2) PP. 194-195 below 
3) p. 163 below. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUB-DIVISIONS OF CHIEFDOMS 

WARDS 

In the larger Chiefdoms, and in some of the 
smaller ones, there are recognized territorial sub-
divisions controlled by officials bearing the many-
meaninged title of indvuna, which we have already had 
cause to discuss. When recognized by the administrat-
ion these officials are officially styled "Headmen". 
Here, to avoid confusion, we call them WARD HEADS.1) 

A Ward Head's territory is known as his "Land" 
(umhlaba), or his "country" (live); but never his 
sive (Chiefdom) . Informants in southern Swaziland 
when pressed for a generic name for these Wards, may 
offer such Zulu forms as Sifundza, sigodzi or sigaha.") 
But it is quite clear that the majority of Swazi do not 
give so precise a connotation to any of these three 
terms, If one uses them in conversation to mean "Ward" 
confusion usually ensues, since they are usually used 
in the broader sense of "a piece of country" or "a 
group inhabiting a particular a r e a " . 3 ) 

Many Ward Heads are the genealogically senior 
members of cadet branches of the Chiefly families of 
their Chiefdom. Others are the leaders of formerly 
autonomous groups, often of Sotho origin, that were 
incorporated into the Chiefdom at some time in the 
past. The histories of Ward development in different 
Chiefdoms follow a fairly standardised pattern. Tin-
first Chief (recognized as such by the Swazi National 
authorities) was granted or acquired a territory with 
vaguely defined boundaries, in which he settled with 
a small following. Some of his junior sons (who did 
not succeed to his position) settled in various parts 
of this territory, and exercised authority over their 
own immediate followings in these areas. Newcomers 
going to settle near them were expected to seek their 

1) Other authorities use "Headman" for what we have 
called a Homestead Head, cf. Kuper, An African 
Aristocracy, p. 36. 

2) The Zulu forms are isifunda, isigodi, isigaba. 
In southern Swaziland the so-called zunda form 
of spoken Swazi predominates; which is closer 
to spoken Zulu than the forms used further North. 

3) But see pp. 116 ff. below for another use of 
sigodzi o 



approval before doing so. In the course of time, as 
the country became more densely settled and precise geo-
graphical boundaries came to have a greater significance, 
these men (or their successors) began to be regarded as 
having control of specific areas, and of all their own 
fo blowings residing in these. 

A similar situation arose in the case of the 
Leaders of other agnatic groups which came and settled 
in the Chiefdom. Originally, they were simply told 
that they could live "over there", and were expected to 
act as leaders of their own group. In time, "over there" 
became a definite territory, and the mere fact that one 
Lived in this territory was sufficient reason for one 
to bo regarded as coming under the control of its Ward 
Head. 

So, nowadays Wards normally have weJ 1 recognised 
boundaries, and there is seldom any doubt regarding who 
belongs to which Ward. As far as the local governmental 
organization structure is concerned, there are certain 
definite parallels to the organization of a Chiefdom. 
There is usually a Ward Council (libandla); and some-
times even a Great Council and an Inner Council similar 
to those at the Chiefdom level. These also act as 
courts, to which cases brought by Ward members are taken 
before be tug passed on to the Chief's court; and many 
are sett Led there and then, without ever being passed on 
to (lie Chief. Wards are now used by the Territorial 
administration as units for tax collections, and this 
has tended to reinforce the feeling that Wards are 
distinct, local governmental units. 

The position of Ward Head is normally hereditary, 
tbe same rules of succession applying as in the case of 
Chiefs; which are also the same as those that we have 
already described as operating within the Homestead 
Group. hi both eases the General Heir of a deceased 
incumbent also succeeds his father as leader of the 
local governmental unit. 

In many ways Wards are merely smaller editions of 
Chiefdoms; with tlie same type of administrative struct-
ure and with the Ward Head having much the same role on 
bis Ward as a Chief has in a Chiefdom. Yet, informants 
are all most insistent that a Ward Head's position is 
very different indeed from that of a Chief, and that 
his powers are very much less. The points usually 
mentioned are that he has no right to "summon" Ward 
members to tribute labour; that he cannot impose fines 
011 his "subjects"; that he does not have the right to 
raise Levies in cash or kind; and that he cannot bani.-
anyone from the Ward territory, but- must ask 'die Chief 
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remove the offending person or persons.1-) Further, 
the organizational structure of a Ward is normally far 
simpler than that of a Chiefdom.. There is seldom a 
hereditary line of Deputies; often no official. Runner 
and no local officials of the National age-regiment 
organization. 

Tenurewise, one of the most significant differ-
ences between Wards and Chiefdoms is the lack of formal-
ity involved when a person moves from one Ward to aiiothei 
within the same Chiefdom; as contrasted with the con-
siderable number of formalities when he changes Ills 
allegiance from one Chief to another. ^) However, the 
Ward has been classified as one level in the hierarchy 
of land communities because in Chiefdoms where there 
are Wards one must be a member of a Ward community before 
one can be granted rights over any specific parcels of 
arable land or a residential site. The Chief, having 
established that one has been accepted by the Ward Head, 
would leave these details to him. 

From this point of view it can be said that a 
Ward in a large Chiefdom and a small Chiefdom lacking 
Wards are virtually exact equivalents; the land commun-
ity immediately above the level of the Homestead Group 
to which these Groups must belong before they can o ('.('<•<• I • 
ively exercise the Right of Accommodation.') 

Proto-Wards: One sometimes encounters groupings of 
people that show many of the characteristics of Wards 
(a hereditary leadership, a recognised territory arid 
some sort of formal "Ward Council") whose leaders are 
not recognised as Ward Heads by the government» 

Apart from this question of official recognition, 
the boundary between these PROTO-WARDS (as we call them 
here) and Wards whose leaders are recognized i s not 
very sharp. In the past, of course, new Wards were 
constantly coming into existence; a Chief might grant 
a territorial Portion to one of his brothers; or inform 
a leader of some other powerful agnatic group in the 
Chiefdom that he was in charge of all the people l i v i n g , 

in a particular area. Whether or not such an ind.i.vi dua i 
was recognized as having any particular title (e.g. 
indvuna) was not of great moment; since the extent of 
his influence and powers would be dependant on such 
things as the number of his own agnates livxng i n that 
area, and whether or not the Chief of the time was 
agreeable to his acting like a Ward Head in that area. 

l) See pp.146 ff. below. 
• ') See pp. 130-132 below. 
3) see pp. 129 ff. below 



Most present-day Wards themselves started off in this 
manner. 

This situation has changed as a result of the 
increased emphasis now laid on territorial boundaries, 
and due to the practice adopted by the government of 
granting official recognition to some (but not all) of 
these leaders. Though it is possible for an unrecognis-
ed leader of a Proto-Ward to gain recognition as an offic-
ial. ward Head (and so create a new Ward) the mere fact 
that this "line" has been drawn has tended to create a 
distinction between these two types of leaders where none 
existed before. 

As far as land tenure is concerned, this question 
of official recognition is of little importance. What 
does matter' is whether these groups are locally recog-
nised as forming distinct land communities, whose leaders 
have the right to say who shall have what rights of which 
pieces of land in their territories. So, when we speak 
of "wards" later it must be understood that this also 
includes those Proto-Wards which are treated as "de facto" 
Wards in their own Chiefdom, 

Both Wards and Proto-Wards, it must be appreciat-
ed are primarily administrative conveniences. They are 
found particularly in large Chiefdoms, where regular 
face-to-face contact between all members is not always 
possible.1) They could not be omitted in this descript-
ion of live indigenous Swazi system of local governmental 
organization, but their importance should not be overest-
imated. That these units are primarily conveniences 
rather than essential elements in the social structure 
is suggested by the fact that there is no generally 
accepted vernacular term for them. 

"TIGODZI" and "FLANK MEAT TRIBUTE" 

In southern Swaziland one finds another type of 
sub-division within Chiefdoms and Wards that does not 
seem to be found in the rest of the country. These 
are called T1G0DZI (t-ing. sigodzi) . 

Wo have already mentioned that in most of Swazi-
land this term sigodzi has the general sense of "a piece 
of country" or "a valley". In certain contexts it 

1) As a rough guide one could say that few Chief-
doms containing fewer than 200 Homesteads are 
divided into Wards. 

2) As it does among the Rhodesian Ndebele also, 
where isigodi has a geographical sense, not 
a sociological one. 



may be applied to Chiefdoms or Wards, but it. is not a 
generic term for either of these political groupings 
as such. In Zululand, however, the equivalent term 
isigodi refers to a very clearly defined type of socio-
political unit, l) As used in southern Swaziland the 
term sigodzi does seem to have something of the Zulu 
sense, in that it refers to a group of people; and, 
like the Zulu i sigodi 2) these are centred around a "core 
group of agnates. 

These sigodzi groupings have names, recognised 
senior members, recognised geographical "centres" 
(usually where the senior member lives), and clearly de-
fined memberships. In any one Ward it is usually possibl 
to establish the si godzi affiliations of nearly every 
Homestead group (though there are usually also border-
line cases where these affiliations are uncertain). 
Tigodzi are not geographical units, however, in the same 
sense that Wards are. Members of a single sigodzi may-
live and plough anywhere in the Ward, intermingled with 
members of other like groupings. 

Membership of a sigodzi is hereditary in the male 
line provided that one remains resident in the same Ward 
(or the same Chiefdom, if this is too small to have 
Wards). In each such grouping there is the "core" 
agnatic group, comprising Homesteads "descended" from 
the original "parent" of the sigodzi, and also Homestead 
Heads of other agnatic groups that have become "attached'1 
to the sigodzi at some time in the past. When a man move 
his home (even from one Ward to another in the same 
Ohiefdom) he invariably goes and settles somewhere whore 
he has a close kinsman or a close friend. 3) !n southern 
Swaziland he would also join the s.igodzi of this individ-
ual, and this affiliation would be passed on to any 
Homestead Groups that hi ved off from his Group latex' on. 

"Flank meat tribute": Closely connected with these 
tigodzi is the institution known as ethula luhlangoLs1. 
Ethula (in this sense) means to show respect through a 

1) cf. Holleman, "Die Zulu Isigodi". 
2) Since Zulu and Swazi are only dialectal variants 

of the same language, isigodi and s tgodz i are 
essentially the same word. The plural in Swazi 
is tigodzi. It was deemed preferable to use the 
vernacular terms in this section, rather than to 
attempt an English translation that might give ;<r. 
incorrect impression of the functions and nature 
of these "lineage based" units. 

3) See p. 130 below. 
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gift; and luhlangotsi is the flank meat of a beast -0 
specifically, in this case, the flank meat of the "beast 
of the ancestors" (ihkomo yemadloti), the ox or bull 
dedicated to his ancestors which every established Home-
stead Head should have in his cattle byre. I shall 
henceforth use the term "Flank Meat Tribute" as the 
nearest (though still imperfect) English translation for 
this Swazi phrase. 

When one slaughters this Beast of the Ancestors 
(as one may do when advised by a diviner, or when the 
Homestead Head dies) this Flank Meat Tribute should be 
sent to a particular individual. Within the agnatic 
group, genealogical considerations decide who this 
individual should be. Thus, a man who is a junior son 
in a particular House should send his Flank Meat Tribute 
to the senior son of that House, the House Heir. The 
latter should send it to his father's General Heir. He, 
in turn, should send his to the House Heir of his father's 
Ho us e (the House to which the father belonged in his fath-
er's Homestead Group). This continues until one reaches 
the Ward Head and, through him, the Chief. 

It should be stressed that this does not mean that 
the same piece of meat is passed all along the line. 
Each of these transactions mentioned above is complete 
in itself. When any .individual passes his Flank Meat 
Tribute to another, the latter consumes it. Protocol 
has been satisfied. 

Figure 6 shows how this operates within the agnatic 
group. We have assumed, for the sake of simplicity, 
thai we are concerned with the agnates of the Ward Head, 
and that a 1 1 the individuals concerned are still resident 
in 1 he same waixl. We have shown only males, and senior 
Houses are placed to the left of junior Houses of the same 
generation. The arrows show the line that the Flank Meat 
Tribute should follow. 

Start ing from 'A' it goes to 'C' , who is the 
General Heir of X. 'C' sends his Tribute to 'D«, who 
is the senior member (General Heir) of all the agnatic 
segment descended from T. rD' sends his to *G', who 
derives his seniority to the segment descended from »T' 
from his own descent from S. 'Gf would, as the senior 
membe r of the segment to which both 'S' and 'T! belong, 
send Iris Tribute to d, the Ward Head. 

.In the case of other agnatic groups the same 
pattern is followed, until one reaches the genealogic-
al lv senior member of that group who is still residen-

l) Since English lacks a convenient word for "one 
head of cattle" I have followed southern Afric 
usage and employed the word "beast" for this. 
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The passage of "flank meat tribute" 
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in the Ward. If he himself is not a sigodzi head, he 
will pass his Tribute to some member of the "core" 
agnatic group of the sigodzi; whence the "Tribute Lines" 
will continue until they converge at the leader of that 
sigodzi. The latter will have a tribute relationship, 
either direct or indirect, with the Ward Head, 

North of the Great Usutu River one can also find 
a similar segmentary pattern in the complex of Flank 
Meat Tribute relationships, but there it is regarded by 
Swazi as a continuum, without any recognition of sigodzi 
d ivisions. 

There is seldom any doubt regarding the Flank Meat 
Tribute pattern within an agnatic group; but there may 
be disagreement as to exactly where one such group "nicks 
in" to the Tribute pattern of another. Thus, the geneal-
ogically senior member of a small agnatic group in a 
sigodzi may claim that he is direct Tribute relationship 
with the head of the sigodzi; while one of the latter's 
genealogically junior agnates might claim that the 
"Tribute Lines" should pass through his House first, and 
have historical justification for this claim. The same 
often happens with regard to Tribute relationships between 
leaders of tigodzi and the agnatic group of the Ward 
Bmri v Oiw even meets individuals who actually pass 
the i )• Flank Moa I, Tribute to a kinsman living in another 
Ward; thus violating tho principle that this is a prim-
arily po.l i t i cal relationship, which one should only have 
with people in the same political unit, as oneself. 

These anomalies , and the fact that one does find 
Homestead Groups that informants (even members of these 
Groups themselves) cannot assign definitely to any 
s igodzi, suggest that these groupings are tending to have 
less and less influence on personal and political relat-
ionships in the present day context. They definitely 
suggest survivals from the system of social and political 
organizai ion that was in vogue before the Swazi state 
system was firmly established. It must be remembered 
that this .is a type of organization that has only been 
reported from southern Swaziland; which is near to the 
Zulu borders (from where many of the ancestors of the 
present inhabitants originally came), and was an area 
that was left very much to its own devices for some time 
after Somh.l o 1 o withdrew to the north, i) 

N E I G H B O U R C L U S T E R S . 

This is the smallest of the "aggregations" abr 
the Level of the Homestead Group that we mentioned a 
the beginning of this chapter. It differs from tin 
others not only in terms of size, but also in the w? 

l) See pp. 18-39 above. 



whereby Homestead Groups are "recruited" into it, and 
the type of obligations which membership entail. 

There is apparently no Swazi word for this group-
ing of Homesteads as such; but every Homestead Head 
can name a number of others whom he calls " 110 ighbours" 
(makelwane). These are usually those whoso Homesteads 
are nearest to his own, but he may include one that is 
"next door but one", if it is close. Similarly, one 
that is "next door" in a particular direction may be 
excluded if it is some distance away. One cannot lay 
down any hard and fast rules as to who should be includ-
ed in this category of "neighbours". Yet tliere is 
seldom any doubt in specific instances. If one asks 
a man who his neighbours are he will give a precise list. 
If one asks why particular Homestead Groups were includ-
ed and others excluded the explanations will invariably 
be in terms of the spatial relationships of the Home-
steads concerned. 

Neighbourly duties : Neighbours have various definite 
obligations towards one another. It would bo a grave 
neglect of neighbourly duty to fail to raise the alarm 
when one sees cattle amongst one's neighbour's standi.ng 
crops. One should constantly be on the watch for any 
sign of fire in one's neighbour's Homestead, and be ready 
to dash to his assistance if fire does break out. When 
men are summoned to a tribute labour gathering Involving 
prolonged absence from home,1) neighbours should consult 
together and appoint one of their number to remain behind 
and watch over the interest of those who go. The fact 
that one has been selected for this task is regarded as 
a valid excuse for not attending one of these gatherings. 

Neighbours should always be included among those 
invited to drink "smoke beer". This is a portion of 
any beer brewed in the Homestead (whether for sale or 
for any other purpose) which should be set aside for 
free distribution. The term kunata intutu (literally 
"to drink the smoke") is an allusion to the f i rewateh. ing 
duties just mentioned. Fire is a real and terrible haz-
ard in the dry winter season to those who Live in huts 
made of thatch and poles, and prompt action by a large 
group may be the only hope of saving lives. 11, is not, 
surprising, therefore, that many Swazi argue that this 
particular "neighbourly" duty is the most important of 
all. 

"Good neighbourliness" : In addition to these specific 
duties, there is also the more diffuse obligation to 

l) In practice, this would normally only apply to 
National tribute labour gatherings (imimemo). 
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behave in a "good neighbourly" way in general. This 
covers everyone living nearby, not only those people in 
one's own "Neighbour Cluster", but it is considered 
particularly important in the case of the latter. 

Swazi lay great stress on the need for this 
"good neighbourliness", and usually phrase their argu-
ments in the language of witchcraft beliefs. In brief, 
they argue that the practice of witchcraft (kuloya) 
invariably stems from "hatred" (kutondza) or from "envy" 
(umhawu). People labouring under either of these 
emotions are potential bewitchers; or so the theory runs. 
Therefore, to permit open friction to continue between 
members of a local group is tantamount to inviting an 
outbreak of witchcraft. 

"Good neighbourliness" involves more than simply 
refraining from witchcraft. One should always strive 
to ease any tensions which might arise, to remove any 
risk of witchcraft. 

When a man wants to build a Homestead on a new 
site, it is the local political authorities who will 
actually give him permission and point out the place to 
him.2) These authorities, however, will always first 
consult the Homestead Heads who will become part of the 
now arrival's Neighbour Cluster if he does build there. 
If (hose1 people object to the new man, the local author-
i t. ios wi 1.1. usual ly accept their decision. As this is 
wo I 1 understood, a Swazi wishing to move to a new site 
will normally first ensure, by preliminary probing, that 
I he local bobabe, the "fathers" of nearby Homesteads are 
p.repa red t o accept him; and only then will he approach 
the authorities of the Chiefdom. 

There are also definite limits on the obligations 
flowing- from membership of a Neighbour Cluster. One Swazi 
i nformant explained the situation in the following terms. 
"1 must caLl my neighbours to drink 'smoke beer', and they 
must call me; I must watch for cattle in their fields 
and fire in their Homesteads; but I will not go to their 
work parties unless I am invited, or unless I particular-
ly wish to go". 

In short, one should never be one's neighbour's 
enemy, but one is not bound to make him one's closest 
friend. Similarly, although members of a Cluster are 
often kin, there is no formulated Swazi theory that they 
should be any particular type of kin. 

1) of. A.J.B. Hughes, "Some Swazi views on land 
tenure", Africa, XXXII, 3, July 1962. 
pp. 2o7-20l>. 

2) See p. 120 below. 
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Neighbour Clusters, it must be noted, do not 

form discrete geographical sub-divisions of the country. 
One could not make a map of a Ward, say, and then draw 
lines so as to sub-divide this into a number of mutually 
exclusive "Neighbour Cluster Areas". This is because 
each such Cluster is defined in relation to a particular 
"reference Homestead" ; any one Homestead niciy be a member 
of a number of different Clusters. Thus, in the 
diagram (Figure 7)» the Cluster of Homestead *A' com-
prises B, C, D and E. D is part of the two Clusters 
centred 'A* and 'I1 but neither of the latter belong 
to any Cluster containing the other. So, Neighbour 
Clusters could not be legitimately regarded as analogous 
to the "villages" or "hamlets" which have been identified 
in other African societies. 1 ) 

The diffuse society: Before leaving our description 
of the units of territorial organization, mention must 
be made of the contention, often heard, that there must 
be local groupings among the rural Swazi larger than the 
Homestead, but smaller than the Ward, and that such 
"villages" must be geographically definable, and describ-
able by a well understood vernacular word. 

This question became of particular importance 
during the period that I was in the field in Swaziland 
because of the government's interest in introducing 
community development. The technique of community 
development aims at motivating local communities to sat-
isfy their own "felt needs" as far as possible by their 
own efforts; with some assistance from the central gov-
ernment when this is needed. Administratively much 
stress is laid on what is called the "village level wor-
ker". His function is, initially, to urge and motivate 
"villagers" to co-operate on public works to benefit 
themselves. 

The Swazi, aggravatingly, had no villages! 
Instead, they have these "chains" of Neighbour Clusters. 

It is not altogether surprising that many western 
investigators appear to make the tacit assumption that 
geographically discrete "villages", made up of "hamlets", 
are an essential feature of organized rural life every-

1) M. Gluckman et. al. The Village Headman in 
British Central Africa" Cape Town, 19^9 5 J. 
Barnes, Politics in a Changing Society, Cape Town, 
195*1, PP. 129 ff. 
A.J.B. Hughes, Kin, Caste and Nation among the 
Rhodesian Ndebele, Manchester, 1956 pp. 27 ff. 
J.F. Holleman, Shona Customary Law, Cape Town, 
1952, pp. 3 ff. 
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where. Apart from the fact that nucleated vi 1 Lagos arc 
found in a very large number of non-western societies, 
we must also bear in mind the cultural heritage of the 
investigators, and of the languages in which their 
analyses are usually made. 

For example, the English word "village" is, in 
common speech, applied to what is essentially a Saxon 
institution. Originally, it meant more than "a group 
of people living in reasonably close proximity to one 
another". It referred to an institution which was an 
integral part of the Saxon system of local government. 

We must be on our guard against assuming that 
this is the only possible basis for rural social and 
local governmental organization. ' ) 

It is not generally realised that even in the 
western world there are rural societies which are organ-
ized on totally different lines. Roes cites the case 
of rural Wales, which has often baffled observers reared 
in the Saxon tradition and language. Visitors to 
Wales in all ages" he comments "have boon impressed by 
the lack of visible signs of community life. The re-
action arises from the assumption that social isolation 
is inevitable where people do not live close together, 
or where they are not within easy reach of a village or 
town. But there exists in upland Wales a diffuse form 
of society which is not only able to function without 
a unifying social centre but seems to be opposed to all 
forms of centralization. The hearth of the lonely 
farm itself i_s the social centre. The farms are not 
outlying members of a nucleated community, but entities 
in themselves; and their integration into social 
groups depends on the direct relationships between them 
rather than upon their convergence on a single centre. 
The traditional social unit does not consist of the 
environs of a town or village; it is the cefn gwlad, 
the neighbourhood in the countryside". 

.1) In Rhodesia, where Community Development has been 
adopted, this problem has been solved in the 
"villageless" tribal areas (such as much of 
Matabeleland) by encouraging groups that will 
benefit from a specific project to co-operate on 
it, regardless of whether such co-operating 
groups are also traditional local governrnen tal 
units. 

2) Alwyn Rees, Life in a Welsh countryside, Cardiff 
1950, p. 100, 



Much, of this description could be applied also to 
rural Swaziland. It is a diffuse society; lacking 
neatly articulated territorial segments between the 
levels of the Homestead Group and the Ward or Chiefdom. 
Nonetheless, local ties are an extremely important ele-
ment in the indigenous system of social organization; 
more important, in some contexts, than ties of kinship 
or common interest. 

Reverting to the Swazi Neighbour Cluster, it 
would seem that as units of local organization they have 
only a limited importance; apparently not sufficient 
for them to have earned a vernacular title. If, however, 
they are regarded as a mechanism for social control, 
the important part they play is clear. 

It has been said that one could cover the whole 
length and breadth of Bantu Africa by following the 
small paths which wind from one settlement to another. 
Neighbour Cluster ties are of the same nature as these 
paths; at least as far as Swaziland is concerned. 
One could go from almost any Swazi Homestead to another, 
anywhere in the country, always being passed on by one 
individual to another whom he calls "neighbour". This 
network crosses all local governmental boundaries, and 
serves to link the local community to the rest of the 
S w a z i p e o j ) l .e . 

1 t n l.so serves as a device whereby pressure may 
be I) rough I. l o bea r on any individual to conform to 
tribal mores. Even if a man's own neighbours are will-
ing to accept any particular deviation from these, 
tin' i i- ne ighbours might object; and urge that the man 
be told lo mend his ways. In theory, the range of 
this sane I ion could cover all Swaziland, through the 
"fire bucket" method. In practice, of course, Swazi 
do not so IomnLv work out chains of Neighbour Cluster 
1 inks, and send formal protests through these. This 
is a diffuse method of applying sanctions possibly not 
often invoked, but one of which every Swazi in the 
rural areas must be constantly aware. 



CHAPTER 9 

ACQUIRING LAND RIGHTS IN A CHIEFDOM 

SWAZI FORMULATIONS OF THE RULES OF TENURE 

It is now necessary to examine how a Swazi gains 
membership of a Chiefdom; what land rights flow from 
this membership and the circumstances under which these 
can be exercised. 

When asked to do so, Swazi informants summarise 
the main rules governing their tenurial system in very 
simple terms. Ttius, one explained the situation in 
the following manner. First, he made the point that 
individual Homestead Groups are only given exclusive 
rights to arable land, a residential site and to land 
for a cattle byre. Initially, these rights must be 
given by a Chief. Once given, they never completely 
die. Even if a man has voluntarily relinquished land 
by moving to another Chiefdom, or has been banished (with 
the consequent loss of all land rights), his heirs or 
other close agnates could return at any time and claim 
it again. In such a case, say Swazi, anyone who had 
subsequently been given rights over the land in question 
would have to relinquish them to the original holders. 

Many informants qualify this summary by stating 
that after a Homestead Head has been " Placed" (kubokwa) ; 
formally and publicly been given rights Lo inhabit a 
specific dwelling site and to plough specific fields ') 
- the right only becomes full.y vested in his Homestead 
Group after use; after the residential site has been 
occupied and the fields ploughed, and planted . In 
terms of the scheme outlined in Chapter k, wo could say 
that the formal Placing only leads to a Preferential Right. 
Use alone can convert this Preferential Right into Bantu-
Ownership. 2) 

Kuper, speaking mainly from the point of view of 
the Central Authority, sums up the rules of tenure in 
a single sentence. "The Ingwenyama (Ngwonyama) allots 
land (through his main officials) or sanctions the hold-
ing of land by Chiefs, who in turn distribute fields 
among the headmen to divide among their wives, married 
sons and grown daughters." 3) 

1) 
2) 

See pp.132 ff. below. 
See Figure 2. 
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Neither of these summaries could be said to be 

incorrect. But, as is invariably the case when complex 
legal relationships are governed by so simple a set of 
principles, complications arise in their practical 
application. In addition, when stating these principles, 
Swazi also make a number of complementary assumptions; 
assumptions which are too obvious to them to need to 
he stated explicitly, but which are not necessarily so 
obvious to the western observer. 

In passing, it is noteworthy that Swazi inform-
ants usually start any discussion of their own tenurial 
system in terms of the role of a Chief, as the represent-
ative! of the Chiefdom-level land community. In part, 
this undoubtedly reflects the increasing importance of 
ChLefdoms in this sphere, but it also highlights the 
tendency to make these complementary, unstated assumpt-
ions of further knowledge on the part of the listener. 
Thus, i.i is taken for granted that he will appreciate 
that Chiefdoms form part of a wider land community, 
comprising all Swazi. It is also assumed that he will 
appreciate the role of the Homestead-level land community, 
and its responsibility for arranging land allocations 
for its own members. 

Tiie Right of Avail: Analysing the position in terms 
of our schema, wo can say that the Right of Avail (which 
en!ilIos anyone who participates in it to make reason-
able use oT some Swazi Nation land to satisfy the needs 
of himself and his family) is, in its widest application, 
ex I ended <o a I I Swazi. In practice this means nearly 
a I I I he African inhabitants of Swaziland. The exceptions 
are I he few I i v i ng in townships or on farms, who have 
never oil her admitted allegiance to a Chief, nor made any 
formal at tempi lo be recognised as Swazi. The Right of 
A.vu i I was a lso, until recently, extended as a matter 
id' course to Swazi from outside Swaziland who came into 
I 1 ie count rv and wore prepared to offer allegiance to 
the Ngwonyama. 

The Right of Accommodation stems from the Right 
of Avai I. In order to make use of the former, however, 
it is not in most cases sufficient merely to offer 
a I I eg i a ne e to the Ngwenyama. One must also offer alleg-
iance to a I oca I Chief, and be accepted as his subject, 
so that one may participate in the more localized Right 
of Avail covering that particular Chiefdom. 

The only except ions to this rule are the few r.1,--
agiiai es of the Ngweiiyama who are of sufficiently high 
rank to qualify for a royal Portion (liphakelo ) L i 
These might be said to have (or to be able to acquir. 
the subsidiary right s stemming from the National Rig' 

l) Sec pp. !? 1 . 17o below. 
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of Avail without tile need to become subjects of a 
local Chief, For the vast majority, however, accept-
ance as a member of a Chiefdom is an essential prelim-
inary to acquiring the Right of Accommodation. 
Exercising the Right of Accommodation: Swazi d isting-
uish between land allocated as a residential site and 
that allocated f r r cultivation. Thus, one informant 
explained that, while it would be considered most improp-
er for a supplicant for arable land to indicate exactly 
which piece he wanted, he is expected to indicate his 
own choice when it is a question of a residential site. 
This will not be granted to him until his future neigh-
bours have been consulted and have a g r e e d . I n 
practice, no grants of either type of land are normally 
made until everyone liable to be affected has had ample 
opportunity of giving his opinion, either in public or 
in private, to the local political authorities; and 
the latter have gathered whether or not the supplicant 
has any particular preferences. 

There are four ways in which rights over arable 
land may be acquired. These are: 

1. By direct grant by a Chief. 

2. By direct grant by another individual. 

3. By inheritance. 

h. By being "lent" land by another individual. 

Any individual, whether a newcomer or an old 
inhabitant of the Chiefdom, may acquire land in any of 
these ways. The first three lead to Bantu-Ownership. 
The last only to a Right of Use; the Bantu—Ownership 
remaining vested in the lending group. Both of the; 
first two methods (direct grants by a Chief or by an 
individual) are referred to in Swazi as Placing (kubekwa) ; 
which is sharply distinguished from the fourth method, 
"lending" (koboleka) . 

In earlier times it appears that a fifth method 
of acquiring Bantu-Ownership of specific parcels of' 
land was available. That was by what we may call 
Reclamation; simply taking up unclaimed Land and culti-
vating it. The extent to which this is still actually 
practiced in some of the more thinly settled parts of 
the country (such as in the Bushveld) is not certain. 
The balance of modern Swazi opinion, however, appears 
to be that this no longer gives the reclaimer any rights 
over the land reclaimed, unless his action is sanctioned 
by the local political authorities. 

l) See pp. 122 ff. above. 
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DIRECT GRANTS ISY A CHIEF. 

These- can occur either in the case of newcomers 
to a Chiefdom, or when a Chief allocates additional 
land to those who are already his subjects. In both 
cases the procedure is referred to as Placing (kubeka) ; 
and a man allocated land in this manner is said to be 
Placed (kubekwa) on that land. The main principles 
involved emerge most clearly from the procedure which 
should bo followed in the case of the newcomers. It 
should be appreciated that most Bantu-Ownership of land 
in Swaziland today has resulted from such initial 
Placings in the not very remote past; seldom more than 
two or throe generations ago, and often even more recent-ly. 

First steps: A newcomer seeking acceptance in a Chief-
dom is known as a slkhonti: from kukhonta, to offer 
allegiance to a Chief and to be accepted as his subject. 
Normally, when a man wishes to settle in another Chief-
dom lie will go to one in which he has close relations, 
or c.loso friends. Those from which one's mother or one's 
wife originated are particular favourites. A man going 
to these goes not to strangers but "to the place of his 
mother", (okayabonina) or "to his in-laws" (ekakhakhe). 
At either place he should traditionally be welcomed, and 
can expect a certain degree of favoured treatment as 
"our child" or "our son-in-law", whichever the case may 
be . 

The first, official move which should be made is 
an approach to 1 ho Chief's Deputy (indvuna). It would 
be most improper, Swazi argue, for the first approach to 
be made direct ly to the Chief himself. Nor should the 
applicant go alone to the Deputy. He should be intro-
duced by an "Envoy" (1incusa), who may be anyone resident 
in I lie Chiefdom (and admitting allegiance to that Chief); 
but who is often, of course, the relation or friend 
responsible for the new arrival's presence there. 

The Deputy should take both the applicant and the 
envoy lo the Chief. Then, in the words of one informant, 
"the Chief 1 istens to what the applicant (sikhonti) has 
to say. rep I ies lhat lie and his people will think the 
matter o\er, and goes on to speak about other things." 

In due course, the Chief should inform his council 
( 1 ihaiid la) of the application. If there is general 
agreement thai the newcomer may be acceptable, the next 
step is to establish exactly why he is leaving his 
present homo. For this purpose the Chief should appo.i 
an Envoy (1incusa) of his own, who is despatched to 
interview the newcomer's present Chief. The main a:, 
is to discover whether the man is leaving of his own 
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accord, or has boon banished. 

Traditionally, this Envoy was entitled to be 
rewarded with a beast for this service, which the appl.ic 
ant had to supply. 

Nowadays, as one Chief pointed out, instead of 
sending an Envoy, a letter can be written to the other 
Chief, and instead of having to provide a beast, an 
applicant is only expected to give a small sum of money 
(of the order of fifty cents) to the Envoy who original! 
took him to the Chief's Deputy. 

"Bidding Farewell": If these reports are satisfactory, 
and the Chief and council agree to accept the man as a 
member of the community, two further formalities are 
necessary. The man must sever his formal ties with 
the Chief whom he is leaving, and he must be formally 
"Placed" on a residential site and arable lands. 

Groat importance is attached to the first of thes 
two formalities, which is known simply as "bidding 
farewell" (kuvalelj sa). It involves a payment to the 
Chief being left, nowadays normally two rand. By this 
act, the man formally ceases to be a member of that 
community, and so relinquishes his share in its Right of 
Avail. As a result of this relinquishment, be can no 
longer, in his own person, exercise Bantu-Ownership overt" 
any lands that he held there. Unless this Bantu-Owner-
ship is transferred to someone else before he leaves 
(which it very often is) these; wi l l revert to the commun-
ity. This is one of those cases in which the Right of 
Avail may be said to have increased as a result of a 
change in the relationships between certain individuals 
and the general "pool" of resources available to that 
community. Swazi say that these fields "come back Lo 
the Great House (of the Chiefdom)" (kubuyela end 1 u'nku.Lu 

Placing of the applicant on land in his new 
Chiefdom is often preceded by the allocation of a temper 
ary residential site, frequently close to the Homestead 
of the Chief, or to that of one of his regional Deputies 
(if the Chiefdom is large enough to have these). In 
many histories of settlement one hears how a family's 
first Homestead was built sufficiently close to the 
Chief to allow the newcomer to "greet" (vusela) him 
every morning. This also gives the Chief an opportun-
ity of assessing the character of his new subject, and 
allows the latter to explore the Chiefdom and decide 
where he would like to have his permanent home. A man 
may remain at such a temporary site, ploughing lands 
which he has been "lent" (kubolekwa) for a year or more 
before he is formally Placed anywhere. 
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PJ ac inf;: vhe-n the time for Placing comes, the Chief 
shoul d i us I, nic t his Deputy to arrange this 0 He him-
self may also attend, but this is not essential. The 
set 11 e r w i 1. f norma lly have expressed, a preference for 
a particular dwelling site, and discreet inquiries will 
a J .ready ha ve I; eon made among the neighbouring Homestead 
Heads as to whether they are agreeable to his living 
near Ihem 0 

These rie i. glib ours should be represented at the 
Placing. Together with the Chiefrs representatives 
they w LL I indicate where the man may build; where his 
cattle byre should be; and the boundaries of land al-
ready c ) a.i mod by other people . Knots may be tied in 
t he g rn s s ( kufj.nya luf indo ) to indicate the boundaries 
of the Homos toad si te and where the main gatepos t (lisika) 
of the ca. I t le by j-e should be placed. Nowadays , similar 
knots may bo tied to indicate the boundaries of any 
arable .1 and a 1.1. oca ted; but formerly, when land was not 
in such great demand, a general area of grazing (sigotsa) 
would be pointed out within which the new settler might 
carve out fields. It was generally accepted in those 
times that a settler had a preferential right to extend 
Jiis fields within that area as far as the nearest river 
or small s tream.' ) 

Opinions differ as 1, o exactly who should tie the 
knot.-; in the f;r,iss. Mo s L a rgue t ha t some, a t I e a s t, 
should In- I led by people appointed by the Chief for 
this I ask; ;hkI he usually selects those who are going 
to bo I lie iieu set t ler's neighbours a This act is said 
lo in.ikc him "one of ihei. r cattle" (inkomo yekubo) , 
which doe.--, iiul have the sense of inferiority implied in 
Kng I i s 11 1 >\ ph ra so. I t impl ies rather, that he 
should on I lu> one hand be guided by them, and. on the 
oilier thai he should be well treated by them, since he 
is nou an integral part of their local community, just 
as a oou is pa ri of t ho herd to which it belongs, 

1 u nia n \ cases nowaday s no kno t s are tied at all. 
The Chief':- - e p re s e u I a t i v o s me rely point out the area 
and t he\ "lie u i Hi stones" (bayafmyq ngomatshe) , as 
Swa/. i sa\ ; put i i ng stones to mark off the borders. 
Some i n I\m hi. mi equa i e t he " tying of kno t s " with the 
later Iius 1 I ea ! ion of I ho Homes t cad site (kubcisela) , 
performed In a ri1uaI specialist, primarily to make the 
homes t e a d safe rpoiii 1 i-gh tiling« 

i) 



The actual Placing is attended with little 
ceremony. Tlie important thing is that there should 
be sufficient witnesses. A man ma> brow or purchase 
some beer for the witnesses and official representatives 
and provide food, but there is no absolute compulsion 
on him to do so. 

Rather more ceremonial is associated with the 
commencement of building, particularly if tlie Chief has 
summoned people to attend and assist the new arrival 
(kumcabela - to help him build). In such a case the 
settler is expected to slaughter a boast for the helpers. 
If his old home is nearby, these may eilso help him to 
transport his huts, which, if they are of the tradition-
al bee-hive type, can be easily dismantled and carried 
by a few persons. The main gate-post (lisilea) of the 
cattle byre should always come from the man's old home, 
and he should place it in position himself. He should 
also pour a small quantity of beer either on to the 
ground in the gateway of the byre, or into the hole whore 
the main gate-post is to be placed, to inform the ancest-
ors that this is now his home, l) 

Traditionally, this should bo the first stage in 
the building process, followed by the construction of a 
"bachelor's hut" (lilawu) for the lie rd boys. Now, a 
new tradition appears to be developing whereby a single 
hut is built first, when the neighbour's assist, and the 
rest of the Homestead is built later. '') 

The arable land allocated to the new arrival might 
be virgin grassland, never cultivated within anyone *s 
memory, and so with no Bantu-Owner. It might be part 
of the Chief's own arable area, or it might be an aban-
doned field (lifusl) previously cultivated by someone 
else. Since relatives of this previous cultivator might 
at some future date attempt to re-assert their Preferen-
tial Right to Re-occupy the land, Placings on such abandon-
ed fields are normally avoided, unless the agreement of 
those who might assert such a claim can be obtained 
first. 

Once a man has been Placed and occupied the 
dwelling site and cultivated the arable land, be acquires 
Bantu-Ownership of these. That is to say, ho and 

1) The latter appears to be more traditional but now-
adays most people appear to pour the beer on the 
ground after the building of the byre has started, 
cf. Marwick, op. cit. , p. 3k. 

2) For more details regarding the building and 
medication of a new Homestead, see B.A. Marwick, 
op. cit., pp. 33 ff. 
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his heirs have the right to use both, and to exclude 
others from using them for as lor̂ g as they remain in the 
Chiefdom. Even if they leave and so lose these rights, 
they still have a Preferential Right to use any land 
they have used, or to Place other individuals of their 
own choosing before their departure. 

Payments made by a new settler: At the Placing the 
new settler should hand over a beast "to thank for the 
land" (tnkomo yekubonga). This should go to the Envoy 
who was sent to his old Chief. Nowadays in many Chief-
doms it has become customary for a second beast or a 
money gift in lieu, to be given to the Chief. This is 
also known as a "beast to thank." 

Thus, at present a new settler in a Chiefdom may 
be expected to produce three head of cattle; one for 
the Chief, one for the Envoy and one for those sent to 
help him establish his home on its new site (kumcabela). 
In addition he; must pay two rand to "bid farewell" to 
his old Chief, and possibly give a small money present 
to the man who first takes him to see the Deputy. 

Nearly all Swazi agree that the gift to the Chief 
is a recent innovation. In some cases it appears that 
Chiefs take for themselves the beast that formerly went 
to the ICnvoy, now replaced by the postal services. In 
other Chief'doms it seems to have become accepted that 
both Chief and Envoy should receive something. 

This is still a delicate issue, in view of the 
ex I reine emo I i.vo significance attached to an accusation 
that anyone in authority is "selling the country" (kudayisa 
limit l.nba) ; an emotive significance resulting partly from 
the concessions and the subsequent Partition. Most 
individuals, particularly the Chiefs themselves, insist 
that there is no absolute obligation according to Swazi 
customary law for a new settler to give a "beast to 
thank" to (he Chief; yet in most cases of recent Placings, 
such a gift appears to have been given and expected. It 
is not usualIv actually a beast (though referred to as 
such), but more often a sum of money of the order of 
two rand. 

In some Chiefdoms it is generally accepted that 
such payment shou.l d be made, and informants when asked 
direct ly whether this is siswati, the Swazi customary 
way of doing things, simply state that this is the 
custom today, though not in the past. 

It is impossible to say with any degree of cer-
tainty when this new custom started. It could be argv 
that it is no more than a regularization of a situati-
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that has always existed. Generosity lias always been 
considered by Swazi as an essential characteristic of 
anyone aspiring to be recognized as an important member 
of the community; and generosity to a Chief was undoubt-
edly more likely to lead to this recognition than that 
shown to anyone else. This iimovation could also tie 
regarded as a sign of the greater commercialization of 
all economic relationships that has resulted from 1 be 
Swazi being drawn into a western style" mo.uoy-excha.ngo 
economy. 

Acquiring additional land: A new arrival in a Chiefdom 
is normally given a relati.vely small area of arable land 
at first. After he has settled he has opportunities of 
increasing his holding in various ways. "It is callously 
said", Marwick remarks, "that if his beer is good and 
plentiful then he has a better chance of increasing his 
fields." !) 

If, as a new arrival he has no hope of inheriting 
any fields, he can still obtain more in the other throe 
ways mentioned above; through further direct grants by 
the Chief, by being Placed on land already held by nil-
other individual or by being "lent" a field by another 
man. 

Any man wanting additional land to meet the re-
quirements of an increasing family, for a Limber pi nida-
tion, or for one of the small irrigated gardens Ilia L 
are becoming increasingly popular, is entitled to go to 
the Chief and ask for it. If Lhe latter agrees, be can 
Place the man on any unclaimed land in the Chiefdom, and 
this will again lead to Bantu-Ownership of that land. 
Even less formality is observed than in the case of a 
newcomer, but witnesses should be present at the Placing, 
and the Chief or his Deputy should appoint men with 
claims to adjoining pieces to "tie the knots" to mark 
off the extent of the new allocation. No "beast to 
thank" is required in those cases. 

Since Chiefs are often sparing .in al lor;, i i ng such 
additional land, a man can also approach a private 
individual (normally a kinsman) and ask for -nine of his 
holding. The latter may Place (kubeka) him MII a field, 
or merely lend (kuboleka) it to him. There i no need 
for the Placer or lender to ask permission from the local 
political authorities before doing this, even uhen the man 
to whom the grant is being made comes from another Chief-
dom. Only if the latter wishes to sett le and bu i Id a. 
Homestead in the Chiefdom must the Chief a i id tns council 
be informed first. In the case of Plfje inf., which may 
mean that the Bantu-Ownership will pass 10 a member of 

l). B.A. Marwick, The Swazi, p. 58. 



a different agnatic group, the granter should ensure 
that all members of his own group who might have claims 
to the land are agreeable to the transfer being made. 

No ritual or particular ceremony seems to be 
necessary when such transfers are made. Witnesses 
should be summoned in case of disputes later, and the 
man receiving the giant would normally be expected to 
provi.de some beer for their entertainment. 

This right to Place another man on part of one's 
own holding frequently results in Bantu-Ownership passing 
into an agnatic group through women. A man whose wife's 
family have extensive lands may beg a field for his wife 
from them, and be formally Placed on this. In later 
years his children by this woman will be able to advance 
one of the strongest claims in Swazi customary law to 
Bantu-Ownership of the land, that it was the "field that 
mother ploughed", 

Swazi are insistent that no payment or gift of any 
kind is necessary in the case of these private trans-
actions. In practise such gifts are frequently made. 
There is a tendency for those who have made private 
grants of land to deny that any gifts received at the 
time were in any way connected with the transaction, due 
again to the strong prejudice against anything that smacks 
of "so I 1 i tig the land". Yet many men who have recently 
received such grants can and do say exactly what they 
gave or paid to I he grantor. 

CASK H I S N M l i e s OP I N L T I A L PLACXNGS 

Accurate quantitative information regarding the 
exact financial arrangements made when newcomers to 
Ohiofdouis a re first Placed is not easy to obtain on 
any extensive scale, for the reasons given above. As 
any form of direct payment in exchange for rights over 
laud is bold (o be entirely contrary to Swazi custom, 
Chiefs are usunLly most unwilling to admit that any 
such payments have been made in any particular case. 
Those Placed, on the other hand, frequently cite as 
Ihoir "beast to thank" small gifts that a Chief might 
legitimately have regarded as no more than a tribute to 
bis exalted position, or as an expression of gratitude 
for obtaining an audience. Since hospitality and 
generosity are regarded as essential virtues, what a giver 
might state was a payment could legitimately be regarded, 
by others inoreLy as an attempt to impress his future 
neighbours with the fact that he has a generous nature, 

However, some actual case histories, based on 
information gained from reliable informants, may give 
a better impression of what, the abstract rules that J 
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have given above mean in practise. 

CASE 1: 
The newcomer had formerly been Living on the 

mission farm. When he decided to move to the Svazi 
Area, he first approached the Chief (through the recog-
nized channels outlined above). The Chief summoned a 
man who had been Placed many years earlier in a small 
valley, before there were any other Homesteads or fields 
cultivated there. To this last mentioned individual, 
who was described as the applicant's Envoy (1 L ncusa.) , 
the Chief delegated the task of pointing out a building 
site and ploughing lands. The Envoy and the newcomer 
agreed on suitable sites (in tlie s;ime small valley), 
and the former was given a few shillings by the la t tor. 
who also gave a beiist to the Chief. 

The newcomer was later Placed on another field 
by the Chief's successor, and no payment of any kind 
was given. 

CASE 2. 

Informant's mother, who was a sister of the 
Chief of this Chiefdom at that time, returned to her 
parental home after her husband's death. Lnfo.rina.nl 
was still a child. His mother was Placed on a block 
of arable land by the Chief in person, and was also 
given a site on which to erect a Homestead. Later, 
after the informant's marriage, he was allocated four 
other fields by the Chief in person. Neither ho, nor 
the Chief, could remember exactly who else had been 
present at the different Placings. No knots were tied 
in the grass, natural features being used instead to 
indicate boundaries. No payment of any kind was, 
allegedly, ever made. 

CASE 3. 

Informant was a widow living near the National 
Capital, Lobamba. She and her husband originally lived 
near the royal Homestead of Zombodze, about eight miles 
away. While her husband was away at work she herself 
became very ill, and was forced to neglect the upkeep 
of the Homestead. Her husband approached the Ngwenyama, 
to ask for another place to live; the implication being 
thai lie feared his wife was being bewitched, and that 
only by moving his residence to a distance could he remove 
this threat. The Ngwenyama suggested that he move to 
the Chiefdom in which his widow now lives. 

The large field granted to him in the new Chief-
dom had originally been held by a family that had left, 
so the field reverted to the Chief. Later, the Queen 
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Mother of Lhat time ploughed part of it. It was the 
Queen Mother ivho suggested an exchange; that the 
informant's husband should take this field and hand his 
land at Zombodze over to one of the present Ngwenyama's 
ha If—brothers who wanted land there. 

Informant stated Lhat she had heard of no "beast 
to thank", for of any Envoy. If, she pointed out, her 
husband had given any gifts to the Queen Mother (and he 
often had), they were given because of her position; 
because she was his "mother" and not merely in return 
for land. 

CASIO h . 

Tin? newcomer was Placed on his present dwelling 
site and the field he ploughs by the Chief in person. 
There was only one other man present, one of the estab-
lished inhabitants of the Chiefdom, who was described 
as the Envoy. The latter appears to have received 
nothing, but the newcomer gave the Chief two rand. 

CASE 5. 
The newcomer had gone to beg for land from the 

fl'gwehyuma and' I'lad' been sent! to the C h i e f of his pres-
e 111 Chiefdom (one near Lobamba ruled by a Lieutenant, 
I he same Cbiefdom as in Case 3 above). The Chief's 
brother and the Runner 1) of the Chiefdom were appoint-
ed to show him wltcrc he could build and where he could 
plough- They indicated the boundaries of the fields 
by pegs of wood. Ho described these two individuals 
as his Envoys, but states that he gave them nothing. 
No other witnesses were present, 

Informant expects to give a "beast to thank" to 
the Chief when he has been given more land, (which he 
has boon promised) but has so far paid nothing. He 
claimed to have been placed on the fields he was using 
when quest ioned, but the consensus of opinion among 
his n e i g h b o u r s i s that they have only been "lent" to 
hi in as a temporary measure. 

CASE P: 

Informant came to settle in his wife's Chiefdom. 
The Chief of the time, a progressive business man, 
employed informant to manage a butchery tliat lie had 
established. later, the Chief, out of gratitude for 
his services, Placed him on one of his own fields* 
No Envoy of "beast to thank" was involved. 

1 ) See p, I 07 above. 
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CASE J: 

Informant came from another Chiefdom in 1958, 
after two of his children had died in quick succession, 
(inevitably giving rise to the suspicion that the 
infomant and his family were being bewitched). For 
some reason, not clearly established, his original 
Chief had asked bio present Chief to find a place for 
him. Only he, his Envoy and the Chief were present 
at the Placing. Fifty cents was given to the Envoy. 
No "beast to thank" had been given in late 1959> but 
informant expected to give something (he himself sug-
gested two rand in money) at a later date, when lie 
was given other land. 

CASE 8: 

Informant came from South Africa in 1925 and 
settled on a farm near the Chiefdom in which he now 
lives. He had then, as he put it, to "admit alleg-
iance" both to the farmer and to the Chief, but, only 
gave fifty cents to the latter so that he could bo 
registered on his tax register. In 1937 he decided 
to move into the Swazi Area, and the Chief appointed 
an Envoy. He gave a beast to the Envoy, and another 
to the Chief. Since no warriors were appointed to 
"help him to build",!) n o ( ha.vo to slaughter 
a beast for this purpose. 

Later, as his land was poor, the informant was 
Placed on another field by a private individual living 
nearby, to whom he gave RIO.00 in cash. To another 
individual who transferred Bantu-Ownership of a field 
to him he gave a beast. 

The cases cited hero, it must be remembered, have 
been selected primarily to give an impression of the 
range of variation that there can be in the actual 
details of ini tial Placi.ngs of newcomers to a Chiefdom; 
not because they were necessarily "typical", in any 
quantitatively measureable sense, of all cases investig-
ated. Thus, while other instances similar to those 
cited in Case 8 were reported (where a series of sub-
stantial payments had been made for rights over land), 
such case histories were far rarer than ones resembling 
Case k. To cite numerous case histories that were 
substantially identical would be repetitious in the 
extreme. On the other hand, I have already pointed out 
the difficulties of making any valid quantitative 
generalization for the Swazi Area as a whole on the basis 
of a straight count of any simple characteristic, such 
as the amounts paid "to thank for the land". Apart 
from the fact that the cases investigated were not, 
and could not be, a scientifically selected random 

l) See page 133 above. 



sample, other factors must be taken into account; 
such as Lho known differences in practice in differ-
ent Chiefdoms; or between the reign of one Chief and 
another in the same Chiefdom; differences in inter-
pretation (as l,o what was a payment to "thank for the 
land" and what was simply a gift); the circumstances 
under which each newcomer arrived in that particular 
Chiefdom; and his relationship to the local chiefly 
family. 

Nevertheless, there were signs of some apparent 
regularities . For example, out of 4 5 cases of new 
settlers in. one Ilighveld Chiefdom, 20 reported payments 
in cash or cattle Lo the Chief, and of these, 15 gave 
exactly R2.00. Among the remainder, there were a 
number of cases where it was impossible to establish 
what had been given, if anytLiing, while a number of 
Homestead Heads who had so far paid nothing, stated 
thai it was their intention to give something later "to 
thank for the land." 

Other regularities are suggested by the numerous 
cases where apparently only the Cliief (or his represent-
ative), the supplicant for land and an Envoy chosen by 
the Chief were present at a Placing. This implies that 
the Envoy f .i .1 Is the roJ.e vf an J?ffilial 3P2to W w 
transarl ion; and thai, unlike other parts of Southern 
Africa whore a I a i "go number of witnesses are required, 
this is normally considered as an adequate safeguard of 
the rights of the community. 

The frequency of payments of two rand to "thank 
for I.lie land" suggests that this amount was chosen be-
cause i t was t ho same as tlie payment required to "bid 
farewell" to a Chief wtiosc Chiefdom one is leaving; to 
give fonna I recognition to one's "contracting out" of 
that community. These payments cannot, in fact, appre-
ciably augment a Chief's income. Politically signif-
icant though these payments may be, as an explicit and 
formal admission by the newcomer that the Chief has the 
right to grant or withhold access to the local Right of 
Avail, they do not in tliemselves provide any real evi-
dence of the increased commercialization of land. 
This view is supported l>v the fact that no payment is 
allegedly oxpoelod (despite the exceptions mentioned) 
when a man who is already resident in a Chiefdom is 
granted additional land there. 

RIGHTS TO OTHER NATURAL RESOURCES. 
Part i c i pa t ion in the Right of Avail gives a Home-

stead Group a right to make use of the various natural 
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I'i'scurcej available to tlie community. Arable land 
is only one of these. Others are such things as grass 
(for grazing, thatching or other purposes), indigenous 
timber, clay, water and wild game. Rights over these 
other resources are not allocated to sub-divisions with-
in the community, as are those over- arable land and 
building sites. With the few exceptions mentioned 
below, they are stiil regarded as "free goods", to 
which any Swazi may have access as and when he wishes 

The Right of Pasture: Swazi informants normally contend 
that this is not confined to the Chiefdom in which one 
lives; that any Swazi is entitled to graze his stock 
anywhere in the Swrazi Area. J-) In practice, the exer-
cise of this right is limited by the restrictions on buil-
ding a cattle byre, which can only be done with the 
permission of the local political authorities. In 
addition, the boys who herd the cattle often claim their 
own grazing territories from which they seek to exclude 
others, by force if necessary. Such quarrels are 
supposed to be left to the herd-boys themselves, the 
adults only interfering in exceptional cases. 

The Right of Pasture implies a corresponding duty, 
that of restraining one's stock from damaging the stand-
ing crops of others. After the harvest, stock are 
traditionally not horded, but left to range where they 
will, even in the fields (the Right of Stover). In 
many areas they gain a considerable amount of their 
sustenance during the lean winter months from the crop 
residues. Complications have been caused when individ-
uals have fenced their fields, or started growing winter 
crops under irrigation. Others frequently complain 
(qurte logically, in terms of Swazi customary law) that 
by so doing they are depriving the rest of the community 
of part of the winter grazing to which they are tradition-
ally entitled. 

In an increasing number of Chiefdoms idle tradit-
ional Swazi theory that all grazing is available to 
everyone has been modified to the extent of accepting 
a simplified form of rotational grazing. The grazing 
area is divided into two or more "camp-" by moans of 
fences, and all cattle are untitled to g raze only in 
the "camp" current J y in use. Elsewhere, no fences have 
been erected, but t he herd-boys have been instructed to 
confine the cattle under their control to different 
areas at different times of the year. Traditionalists 
are frequently strongly opposed to these measures, and 

l) Many argue ih.al they should have the right to 
graze cati ie nnywhere in Swaziland. 



have often gone to the lengths of cutting the wire of 
the fences in order to assert their right to graze 
their cattle where they will when they will. 
The Right to Exploit Indigenous Vegetation: As with 
the Right of Pasture, Swazi argue that this right is 
not confined to the Chiefdom in which one lives, but 
that in theory, any Swazi may make use of any grass, 
any indigenous timber or other indigenous flora, any-
where in the Swazi Area. This is frequently qualified 
by a statement to the effect that, of course, no one 
would ever go into a completely strange area without 
first approaching the local inhabitants. 

Both rights are of limited value in many areas 
nowadays. Except in the Bushveld, indigenous timber 
is relatively rare, and the needs that it formerly 
satisfied are now met from plantations of wattle trees. 
These, as a plantation crop, are regarded as the proper 
ty of their Bantu-Owners, and are not freely available 
to other members of the community. -*-) Similarly, gras 
of sufficient length to be useful for thatching is ofte 
only found in areas protected from grazing stock, and 
in practice this means in the grass strips between the 
fields, or on portions of allocated arable land which, 
while they have not themselves been ploughed that year, 
have been sufficiently close to standing crops to have 
been protected from grazing stock during the summer. 

The general rule is that indigenous vegetation 
growing on land that lias been allocated as arable land, 
close to a Homestead site, should not be cut down or 
gathered without the permission of the Bantu-Owner of 
that land. Otherwise, it may be taken by anyone. 
Once sticdi vegetal ton litis been gathered or felled, the 
gatherer or feI Ier has established Bantu-Ownership of 
it, and has a right to exclude others from taking or 
usi ng i I . 

Wa ter: Trail i I i onally, water has always been regarded 
by Swazi as a tree good. Until recently it was only 
required in small quantities for human consumption, 
watering slock, or other domestic uses; and in most 
parts of Swaziland permanent supplies of open water 
are more I li.tn adequate for these purposes. 

A new factor has now been introduced as a result 
of the increasing popularity of small scale irrigation. 
How the traditional tenurial system has been adjusted 
to deal, with this is discussed later. ^) 

l) See pp. ff. below. 
.'-') See pp. ?2-'+ below 
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Clay and other inorganic natural resources: These 
are also regarded as free goods. The discovery or 
opening up of a deposit of pot-clay, say, does not 
automatically give one any right to exclude others 
from using the same deposit. While it might be consid-
ered courteous to inform a woman who had opened up and 
habitually used a particular deposit liiat one also 
intended to use it, informants were insistent that the 
mere fact of having opened up the deposit gave no 
exclusive right to any clay still in situ. 

One possible exception may have been iron ore. 
In the days when Swazi still smelted iron, this craft 
was confined to certain families. These normally 
settled near deposits of ore, and it seems that no 
other than members of these families was expected to 
exploit these. Such families relied largely on secrecy, 
and seldom showed the source of their ore to outsiders. 

Hunting Rights: There were two traditional methods of 
hunting; organized drives, in which the grass was 
deliberately fired to force the game towards the hunters, 
and independent hunting without any burning. The 
Ngwenyama and local chiefs reserved certain areas of 
veld in which no-one but themselves or their nominees, 
were permitted to hunt with grass-burning. Many in-
formants argue that these rulers had no power lo exclude 
small parties hunting by other means in these reserved 
areas, but some of the rulers appear to have taken a 
different view. 

Elsewhere, hunting, whether or not accompanied by 
grass-burning, appears to have been permitted Lo anyone. 

The traditional regulations regarding hunting 
rights today are only of academic interest in most of 
the Swazi Nation Land, due to the virtual elimination 
of game. The situation has also been complicated by 
the introduction of fire-arms, Territorial game Laws, 
restrictions on grass-burning and the attempts by the 
Ngwenyama and certain chiefs to retain certain areas 
a> shooting reserves of their own. The last has in-
evitably entailed reliance on the alleged restrictive 
powers granted to rulers by "Swazi custom" on one side, 
and heated denials by would-be hunters that such restrict 
ions are, in fact, sanctioned by tradition on the other. 

The delimination of hunting areas, where hunting 
with grass-burning was practised, served also to estab-
lish the territorial boundaries of Chiefdoms. Enquir-
ies regarding such boundaries before the Partition 
frequently elicit information regarding the limits of 
the areas that the people of adjoining Chiefdoms were 
permitted to burn when hunting. Some Chiefs later 
deliberately burned fire-breaks along the boundaries 
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of the areas they claimed in order to establish 
these. 
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CHATTER 10 

THE LOSS AND REriTMJT'l ON OF LAND RIGHTS 

Voluntary re 1 t nqu i slunent of Land: Ac t Lv o pa it i c i pa I i o 11 
in the Right of Ayai1 is dependent on membership of 
the community. therefore, loss of that membership 
entails Losing the rights stemming from the Rig!it of 
Ava11, 

Swa/.i , of course, do not formulate the rules of 
their tenurial system in these terms. They say thai, 
one must be a subject of a Chief before one can obtain 
any rights over arable land in his Chiefdom, and that 
these rights fall away as soon as one moves and becomes 
a subject of another Chief; or if one is forced to do 
so as a result of being banished. One can also Lost" 
rights over specific parcels of land by voluntarily 
transferring them to someone else, even while remaining 
a member of the community. 

The situation is complicated by the Preferential 
Right to Re-occupy which both Bantu-Ownership and a 
Right of Use give; and by the Right of a Bantu-Owner 
to I ransfor this Bantu—Ownorslii p (by the procedure of 
Placing) to another Homestead Group without necessarily 
consulting the local political authorities. Informants, 
when discussing hypothetical cases, almost invar Labiy 
state that a man who is leaving a Chi ofdom sJioul d place 
a relation or friend who is remaining behind on his 
land before he leaves. It is also held by most. Swazi 
that a Bantu-Owner has a right Lo Place anyone, and 
thereby transfer Ban I. u-Ownership to the person Placed; 
regardless of whether or not the latter is a member of 
the same Chiefdom. 

This seems to conflict with the principle that 
rights over arable land can only be exercised by a mem-
ber of the local community. But most informants were 
most insistent tha t Ma ri tu-Ownersh ip did confer this 
right to transfer such Bantu-Ownership to any other 
Swazi (though not to a non-Swazi). Nevertheless, it 
is worthy of note that no clear cut cases of this having 
occurred without the agreement of the local po I i ileal 
authorities were actually encountered during field 
i nv -ligations. 

The formalization of the "bidding farewell" 
process, and the duty of a Chief accepting- a new sub-
ject to "bid farewell for him" (kumvalelisela) - that 
is, to apprise the? man's old Chief of the impending move 
and to ensure tha t all the proper formalities are ob-
served - seem designed to make it impossible for anyone 



to retain full membership of two different Chiefdoms 
simultaneously. Yet this type of double allegiance 
does occur, although it is normally frowned upon. 
Swazi refer to it as kuhlehia kabili, to dance the 
tribute labour dance in two different places; a refer-
ence Lo the obligation of a subject to perform tribute 
labour for his Chief,l) a procedure normally accompanied 
by a considerable degree of ceremonial and dancing. 

One way in which this can occur is when a polygy-
nist has two Homesteads in different Chiefdoms. This 
is not uncommon, even in the case of Chiefs themselves. 
In such a situation what one has is two separate Home-
stead Groups, each exercising Bantu-Ownership over their 
own lands, who only happen to be linked through the 
fact that they have the same person as Homestead Head. 
This j.s only an anticipation, as it were, of the type 
of split which will inevitably occur later, when the 
various Houses within the polygynist's family hive off 
and establish their own Homesteads. 

One often finds that when a man is leaving a 
Chiefdom lie seeks to strengthen his, or his immediate 
family's, Prefcrential Right to Re-occupy the arable 
Lands thaL he is leaving by telling the Chief that he 
is only going to "take away the bad air" (kukipa umoya); 
a ouphomisl ir way of saying that he thinks that he is 
being l>ew I Irhed, and is leaving temporarily so as to 
he farther away from his bowitcher. This is referred 
to as "placing a root" (kubeka icempe); as is the 
device of Placing a relative or friend on one's fields 
before leaving. This analogy agrees well with the 
not ion thai rights over land are not static, but can 
grow and heroine stronger with the passage of time; 
and, if revived from a small residual "root", can 
re—grow . 

However, e\ on if one does "place a root" , physical 
departure to set t lo in another Chiefdom automatically 
involves the loss of Bantu-Ownership of any arable land 
held in I ho Chiefdom being left. This can only be 
re-assumed if one returns and is accepted as a full 
member of that community. 

Ha II i shinon I : One can also Lie deprived of one's member-
ship of a community, and so lose all rights (including 
Laud rights) derived from that membership. AIL Swazi 
Chiefs, ho tlicy Royals, lieutenants or Clan Chieftains, 
claim (hat they have the right to decide who shall, and 
who slui 1 1 not . belong to the communities under their 
control; and that they are entitled to "chase away" 
(kneosha), to banish from their Chiefdoms, any of their 
subjects who displease them. 

1) See pp. |OS f. above. 



rile power of the Ghiefdoni, as a community, to 
banish one of its members is not absolute. Anyone 
against whom a sentence of banishment has been passed 
lias a light of appeal to the Ngwenyama, l) as the 
leader of a wider land community to which members of 
all Swazi Chiefdoms are deemed to belong. In this 
context, one could say, the "community" to which a 
Swazi must belong before he can claim land rights 
ceases to be the Chiefdom; and becomes a far larger 
one comprising all Swazi.^ ) 

Though this is possibly primarily a terminologic-
al distinction, it does illustrate the point that in the 
Swazi situation there is actually a hierarchy of land-
controlling communities. As we shall see later, 
the "land community" with which an individual has to 
deal can changc according to the circumstances of each 
case. Furthermore, there are considerable differences 
of opinion regarding the exact extent of the powers 
which each of these various levels of land community 
can exercise.3) 

The existence of this right of appeal has un-
doubtedly prevented a great number of banishments. One 
often hears that a Chief has tried to "chase" a partic-
ular man several times, but has failed to do so. Pre-
sumably, what has happened in such cases is that dis-
creet enquiries have revealed that a sentence of 
banishment would not be upheld if it were appealed 
against; so the Chief has taken the matter no further. 
However, once such a sentence has been confirmed, it 
acquires the force of law, and the banished man is 
bound to leave the Chiefdom. The Swaziland Police (an 
organ of the Territorial Government) have on occasion 
been requested to assist in enforcing these decisions. 

The unit affected by a sentence of banishment is 
the Homestead Group. It is said that if a man is 
banished, any of his sons or brothers who have estab-
lished their own Homesteads are not automatically 
banished too. If the Chief wishes them to leave as 
well, separate sentences must be passed in respect of 
each Homestead. 

Only Chiefs have the power to pass a formal 
sentence of banishment from the Chiefdom. However, 
in some of the larger Chiefdoms, Ward Heads also in 

1) Not to that body which, in this study, has been 
designated the Swazi Central Authority. See 
pp. 160 ff. 

2) i.e. The Swazi people. See pp. 6 7 - 6 8 

3) See pp. 246 ff. 



effect have the same right in respect of their own 
Wards. Such a decision must be ratified by the Chief 
but, if the man is permitted to settle in another Ward 
in the same Chiefdom, no reference to any higher author-
ity is necessary. Even a smaller community can ask the 
Ward Head or Chief to move one of their number of whom 
they disapprove strongly. 

When a Homestead Group is banished it is assumed 
that they will never be permitted to rejoin the commun-
ity, and so will never be able to exercise the Prefer-
ential Right to Re-occupy their arable lands. These 
therefore "come back" to the Great House (kubuyela 
endlunkulu); that is, revert to the community. In 
effect, this means that they revert to the Ward; or to 
the Chiefdom if it lacks Wards. Agnates of the banish-
ed Homestead Head may claim that they also have a Pre-
ferential Right to Re-Occupy them, (particularly if they 
were originally cultivated by a Homestead Group from 
which they themselves are descended); but whether they 
will be permitted to do so depends on the Chief. 

Apart from any other consideration, few people 
would have the temerity to oppose the Chief's decision 
when one of their own agnates had recently had a sen-
tence of banishment passed on them. 

The banished Homestead Group is, however, per-
nti 1.ted to reap any of their crops planted before the sen-
tence was confirmed. In one case investigated, a banish-
ed man had a considerable area under irrigation, and 
attempted to defer his departure indefinitely by arrang-
ing- lo have some crops constantly growing there. The 
local poI iIicaJ authorities accepted this for several 
months, but finally insisted that this rule could not 
appLy to crops obviously planted after the confirmation 
o (' b i s s on I e uco . 

While actual banishments are rare, the possibil-
ity of being banished is always there. It is, in fact, 
the ultimate sanction making for conformity to locally 
approved social, norms. If a man becomes too rich, he 
may arouse the envy of his Chief, and be banished. If 
be antagonizes h i.s neighbours, they may seek his banish-
ment. The reputation of being a "person who hates" 
(uinunt f n oty.ondzako) ; that is to say, a potential witch, 
is easily gained by anyone who fails to make sufficient 
concessions to reduce inter-personal tensions existing 
between himself and his neighbours. Therefore, the 
twin fears of being accused of witchcraft and of being 
banished provide a strong incentive to strive to reduce 
these tensions, rather than aggravating them by a stiff 
necked insistence on what one regards as one's rights-



This possibility also colours all other aspccts 
of the traditional tenurial system. Swazi may argue 
that a Chief has no right to evict a Bantu-Owning Group 
from any of their arable lands. Yet:, if part of these 
a re unused, and another member of the community, or a 
new arrival requires land, the Chief may suggest a 
transfer of Bantu-Ownership. Refusal might not load to 
immediate banishnv\m , but could start a conflict, which 
could lead to "hatred" and accusations of witchcraft, 
and so to banishment. Similarly, anyone who starts to 
commercialize his land in a manner of which a substantial 
section of the community disapprove does so at his own 
peril. Swazi may argue, as they do, that once Bantu-
Ownership has boon acquired the community cannot take if 
away; but in practice the community can, simply by 
banishing the Bantu-Owner. 

It is within this framework, and with the ever-
present possibility of the sanction of banishment being 
used by the community to enable it to resume control 
over any particular parcels of land, that the whole 
system of land tenure operates. Banishment, as well as 
being the ultimate sanction, is also in a sense the 
keystone of the whole edifice. It makes possible the 
reconciliation of what might appear to be completely 
contradictory regulations. It provides a constantly 
available "negative feedback" (if wo may use the lang-
uage of cybernetics), which enables tlie tenurial system 
to persist in a state of reasonable equilibrium, and as 
an effective system for allocating land rights between, 
different members of the community. 

Abandonment of arable land: Swazi informants insist 
that mere failure to cultivate arable land does not 
lead to loss of Bantu-Ownership, provided that the Home-
stead Group in which this is vested remains in the same 
Chiefdom. Nonetheless, such failure to use does un-
doubtedly tend to weaken this right. If any other 
member of the community requires land, the political 
authorities might suggest that Bantu-Ownership of any 
such unused land should be transferred to them, and a 
refusal could antagonize both the supplicant's kin and 
the Chief. In the light of what we have already said 
regarding the possibility of banishment, and the effect 
of this on the day-to-day behaviour of individuals,it 
can be seen how this could, in effect, force the present, 
Bantu-Owning Homestead Group to admit that they had no 
right to insist on retaining this Bantu-Ownership. 

Much depends on the present land position in the 
particular Chiefdom concerned. If there is no obvious 
shortage in the grazing area, a Homestead Group which 
has abandoned a field or fields is less likely to be 
asked formally to relinquish Bantu-Ownership of these. 



By the same token, if they themselves can hope to 
acquire new arable land from the grazing area with 
relative ease, they are less likely to strive to retain 
Bantu-Ownership of the fields which they have presum-
ably abandoned for some good reason, 

if, on the other hand, there is an obvious short-
age of arable land, a field is less likely to be com-
pletely abandoned. As we mentioned, a man requiring 
additional land is expected first to approach his own 
agnatic kin to see if they can assist him. Under 
conditions of land shortage (such as are common in many 
parts of southern Swaziland) there is usually no lack 
of close kin who can be Placed on this land, or to whom 
a Temporary Right of Cultivation may be given (the process 
Swazi refer to as kuboleka, to lend land). 

One result of this general acceptance of the 
principle that abandonment of land can lead to a weaken-
ing of the Right of Bantu-Owners hip is that migrant labour-
ers, and others who may be away for some time, often 
give a temporary Right of Cultivation to kinsfolk who 
may not particularly need any additional land. All 
that is required is that some attempt should be made to 
cultivate it, so that the migrant's rights may not be 
impaired. 

In some areas a considerable amount of land is 
"locked up" in this manner, under the control of people 
who often cultivate it very indifferently. From the 
technical point of view this is a most undesirable 
state of affairs; but from the point of view of the 
absent Bantu-Owner this may be of little importance. 
Acting within the framework of the existing tenurial 
system, he may have made the wisest economic choice 
which is available to him. 

THE RELATIVE WEIGHT OF VARIOUS RIGHTS. 

It might: seem, at first glance, that the applica-
tion of all the various principles outlined above would 
soon lead to an impossible situation. If Bantu-Ownership 
automatically gives a Preferential Right to Re-Occupy, 
which never dies and will in time come to be shared among 
a large group of agnates, why is not every inch of the 
Swazi Area covered with layer upon layer of conflicting 
rights? How is it that there are still grazing areas, 
where no arable lands appear to have been established 
w i thin living memory? And how can some place to live 
and to plough still be found for newcomers in the major-
ity of Chiefdoms? 
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Part of the answer .Lies in what we might call 

the Princi pi e of Good Neighbourliness . We must also 
remember bun membership of a community, of a Chiefdom, 
only eniliies one to what that community considers to 
be a reasonable share of the natural resources. in a 
society where only prior membership of, and acceptance 
by, a community can entitle one to a share in the local. 
Right of Avail, g^od neighbourliness is far more than 
an abstract ideal. It is essential for anyone who 
wishes to retain his share in this right. 

We have already mentioned that the immediate 
cause of banishment is nearly always an accusation of 
witchcraft; and how lack of good neighbourliness can 
lead one's neighbours to believe that one is a "person 
who hates", and therefore a witch (umloyl) . Elsewhere 
1 have suggested that a widespread belief in the efficacy 
of witchcraft may be an essential part of the social, 
mechanism making for the cohesion, internal peace and 
continued survival of the rural African community.-0 
Wilson's penetrating analysis of witchcraft beliefs 
among the Nyakusa of Tanganyika suggests that thev 
certainly have this function among these people.^) 
There is little doubt that they play a similar role in 
Swazi life. 

We have also pointed out how the fear of banish-
ment acts as a constant "negative feed-back", discourag-
ing too great an insistence on personal rights as again-
st those of the community. It is this same "negative 
feed-back" which has operated to check the development 
of the type of situation envisaged in the first para-
graph of this section; the covering of the whole land 
in the Swazi Area with layer upon Layer of conflicting-
rights. When one asks a Swazi why this has not occurred 
his answer is simply that no one Likes to "dispute 
land" (kubanga umhlaba). Therefore, whenever there is 
a conflict of opinion as to who should exercise what 
rights over any specific piece of arable land, the strength, 
or "weight", of each party's claim is dependent on many 
factors other than the manner in which the rights in 
question were originally acquired. 

For example, a man may have acquired Bantu-Owner-
ship of a field, and subsequently gone for many years as 
a migrant labourer. The Chief may have Placed another 
man on the same land in the interval, without consulting 
the migrant labourer's agnates. If this labourer then 
returns, and establishes the fact that he has never 

1) A.J.B. Hughes, "Some Swazi views on land tenure" 
Africa, XXXII, No. 3, duly 1962, p. 269. 

2) Monica Wilson, Good Company, London, 1951. 



relinquished his membership of the community, he is, 
according to the strict letter of Swazi customary land 
taw, entitled to resume Bantu-Ownership of the field he 
abandoned. But the second man has also acquired Bantu-
Ownership of the field, by virtue of the fact that he 
was Placed on it by the Chief. 

This might seem to be one of those "impossible" 
situations to which the traditional rules of tenure 
could give rise, and which could undermine the whole 
system if they occurred too frequently. In practice, 
such a situation is not uncommon, and does not cause any 
undue upheaval. What would probably happen in such a 
case is that the Chief would offer the returned migrant 
new land elsewhere in the Chiefdom. If the man refused 
and demanded his old field, he would be expected to give 
good reasons fox" his intransigence. In the last 
resort, if he insisted on evicting the later arrival 
against the wishes of the community, it might be 
suggested that his claim to have retained his member-
ship of that community should be re-examined. 

Normally, before it came to this, the Chief and 
his Council would have discussed the relative "weight" 
of the rival claims, and made a decision which they 
would expect both parties to accept. 

Factors which can affect the "weight" of any 
person's right Lo a particular parcel of arable land 
arc his relationship to the previous cultivator, its 
previous bi story, the present use to wlrich it is being 
put , and ouch claimant's status in the community. A 
man has a pa r I i.eu Larly strong claim to any piece of 
land thai was once cultivated by his own mother; that 
is, was ai located to his own House within his father's 
Homestead. Ho has a weaker claim to land which was 
formerly cul l i.voted L>y another House, or by some more 
distant agnates. If fliere have been many Bantu-Owners 
in recent years any Preferential Right to Re-Occupy 
will bo "I i.ghter" than if it has remained in the hands 
of the same agnatic Group for as long as can be remem-
bered. II is easier, obviously, to assert a Prefer-
on I in I Right to Re-Occupy land not being currently 
cultivated. It is accepted that a person of high 
rank should, if possible, have an arable holding large 
enough to maintain the large family, and the dependants, 
that he is expected to acquire. 

Despite the emphasis on the need for "good neigh-
bour 1 i ness" , and of adjusting to the needs of other mem-
bers of the community, there is not always general 
agreement as to what the relative "weights" of various 
rights are. Land disputes do occur. One frequent 
result (and an unfortunate one from the view of produ: 
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ivity) of tlio st rong objection to openly "disputing 
land" (kubanga umhlaba) is that a piece of land to which 
there is more than one claimant may lie idle. None 
of the claimants are prepared to risk cultivating it; 
yet none are prepared to surrender their own claims. 

RIGHTS OF IRE INDIVIDUAL AND OF THE COMMUNITY: 

In our ealier theoretical discussions the point 
was made that, in this type of society, the best way of 
analysing the tenurial system was in terms of how 
RIGHTS over land were acquired. In brief, it was 
suggested that what we needed to know was "HOW WHO 
could obtain WHAT rights over WHICH types of land". 

Further emphasis was laid on the importance of 
rights acquirable by the individual in our theoretical 
schema based on the Right of Avail. It was argued 
that a share in the Right of Avail was an essential 
pre-requisite to obtaining any rights over land; that 
this share depended on an individual's acceptance as 
a member of a community; and that it was true to say, 
therefore, that all land rights exercisable by individ-
ual's flowed from the Right of Avail. 

However, in our discussion of how a man obtains 
land rights within a Chiefdom mention has been made on 
several occasions of yet another type of rights; those 
exercisable by the community over its members. Those 
of course, in a sense merely reflect the complimentary 
duties which an individual assumes when he acquires 
rights from his share of the Right of Avail. Nonethe-
less, for analytical purposes it is probably preferable 
to regard them as a separate class of rights; quite 
distinct from those exercisable by an individual member 
of a land community. 

At the end of Chapter the point was also made 
that "as we move on to examine the higher (or more ex-
tensive) elements in this hierarchy of land communities 
the emphasis will inevitably shift away from direct 
'man-to-land' links, and more towards 'man-to-man7 and 
'group-to-group' relationships" . 

It will be noticed that this has, in fact, been 
happening. The whole question of the benefits that an 
individual can acquire through community membership 
and the sanctions that the community can employ to 
enforce conformity to local mores is clearly concerned 
with "man-to-man" links. Moreover, we have touched on 
"group-to-group" relationships in our discussion of the 
limitations on the right of the Chiefdom-level land 
community to banish one of its members. 
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CHAPTER 11 

THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION 

THE TWO "ADMINISTRATIONS11 : 

In Chapter ) we discussed the coining of Bri t ish 
administration to Swaziland after the Anglo-Boer War; 
and the survival, side by side with this western-style 
government, of an indigenous Swazi governmental system. 
Mention was also made of the "quasi-diplomatic" pattern 
of relationships that was established between these two 
administrations. 

As time passed the spheres of responsibility of 
each became more precisely defined. The paramount 
power, the United Kingdom, reserved to itself such 
powers as it considered essential for the maintenance of 
good government, but other-wise the Swazi were left in 
control of their own affairs; including the allocation 
and control of land in the Swazi areas. ) The trad-
itional authorities also retained judicial powers in res-
pect of cases regarded as "civil" in terms of western 
law; the right to raise levies, in cash or kind, from 
their own people; to demand tribute labour; to impose 
fines for breaches of customary law; the right to appoint 
individuals to traditional offices; and the right to 
organize their own administrative system. 

There were, naturally, many areas of uncertainty. 
The question of which of the two administrations had 
what rights over whom was often debated. Although the 
United Kingdom was the paramount power, Swazi were not 
British subjects, but "British Protected Persons". It 
would seem that the idea, first advanced by the British 
when the Transvaal was the protecting power, that control, 
over the territory of Swaziland by another government 
was not incompatible with the continued political in-
dependence of the Swazi people never really died. 

Inevitably, there has always been some over-
lapping of functions between these two hierarchies. 
An individual might, in different contexts, be involved 
with either. If a Swazi committed a crime like theft, 
failed to pay his poll-tax, or entered into a financial 
agreement with a non-Swazi, Territorial law definitely 
operated. If he wanted land, or had a normal civil 
dispute with another Swazi, he was subject: to traditional 

1) Now known as Swazi Nation Land (see pp. 2.2-22 (a) 
above), but at the time of Partition known as 
"Native Areas". 



law and custom, which was administered by the tradition-
al authorities. However, sometimes the boundaries 
between these two types of involvement were very blurred 
indeed. There were situations where individuals can 
take complaints or cases to either the traditional or 
to the Territorial authorities. 

Swaziland now has complete independence. The 
Swazi ruler, the Ngwenyama, has been officially recog-
nised as the King of all Swaziland. Nevertheless, 
despite these constitutional changes, the legacy of the 
former dyarchial approach to government remains. 

As already mentioned, the King has two very dis-
tinct legal roles, and in the present situation a third 
role as the head of the governing political party.l) 

It may be argued that recent constitutional devel-
opments presage an early end to this dyarchial pattern 
of rule in the Swazi tribal areas. However, in relation 
to the development of customary land law, the continued 
existence of two parallel administrative systems simply 
cannot be ignored. 

There are two completely different systems of 
land law operating in the country; and that covering 
Swaz; Nat; of! band cannot be explained or understood 
without an appreciation of the workings of the indig-
enous Swazi go ve rnmontal system. At the sane time 
this customary land law has also been affected by actions 
of the "other" administration, that of the central govern-
ment ; so some tiling must also be said about this. 

Til 10 TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENT: 

During; the period of rule by the United Kingdom 
the Territorial governmental and administrative struct-
ure developed along lines very similar to those found in 
other Hi i I ish dependencies. 

The country was, and still is, divided into a 
number ) of administrative Districts, each under the 
control of a District Commissioner. These officials 
each had, and still have, their own staffs of government 
servants. In addition to this administrative arm, 
other departments of the central government have their 
own country-wide networks. 

Figure 8 is given as a matter of historical 
interest, since it shows the pattern of relationships 

l) See p. ;>3 above. 
2) . Currently four, but the numbers of Districts 

has varied from time to time. 
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between the Swazi authorities and Territorial govern-
ment as those had crystallized at the end of the period 
of direct British rule. It shows how, for historical 
reasons, the Unifeed Kingdom's authority was exercised 
through the medium of the Commonwealth Relations Office 
and the British ambassador to the Republic of South 
Africa (formerly known as the British High Commissioner). 
Now, the authority of the United Kingdom government and 
the Resident Commissioner has been replaced by that of 
the Swaziland Parliament. Administratively, this body 
exorcises its authority through a system of ministerial 
responsibility for the affairs of the various govern-
ment departments. 

This diagram also shows some of the formal links 
that were established between the Territorial government 
and the Swazi National authorities. 

The tradition of consulting the National authorit-
ies with regard to any legislation liable to affect the 
Swazi was established in the early days of the British 
regime. This consultative machinery was later formal-
ized by the appointment of a senior official of the 
Territorial government, the Secretary for Swazi Affairs, 
whose task it was to maintain liaison between the two 
administrations. His counterpart, the Lisolenkosi 
(eye of (lie Ngwenyama), was a paid official appointed by 
the Swazi National authorities for the same purpose. 

At the District level, each District Commissioner 
had his Pol. .it. icaL Messenger, to maintain contact with 
Swazi I oca 1-governmental authorities in his District. 
The Swazi authorities, for their part, appointed what 
I have he re called District Liaison Officers (officially 
sly l.od " r i ndnbaza bantu", literally "the affairs of the 
peopLe") to represent them at this level. 

From t i.mo to time other types of formal links were 
established, such as the appointment of officials styled 
Rura 1 Development Officers. These were in the anomal-
ous pes id ion of being appointed by the National author-
ities but paid by the Territorial government. In addit-
ion, t hoy had 1 he most "untraditional" role of encourag-
ing soil conservation and the adoption of improved agri-
cultural and pastoral methods; and so in practice found 
themselves working mostly in collaboration with offic-
ials of the Territorial government's Department of Land 
Ut i 1 i za t ion. 1 ) 

The acquisition of complete independence in 1968 
simplified the situation considerably as far as the 

1) 
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contra! government was concerned. There is no longer 
a series o I' complex links to an ultimate controlling 
authority elsewhere. But, as can be seen from Figure 
9, little has in fact changed with regard to the formal 
pattern of relationships within Swaziland itself. 
There have boon cortain changes in titles, but otherwise 
the position is much as before. 

For the purposes of this study it is not necessary 
to examine the workings of the central government in 
any greater detail. Figure 9 shows the general struct-
ure. What is important for our subsequent discussions 
is to remember the following things. 

First, that this Territorial government and its 
agents exist; second, that as Swazi economic life be-
comes more sophisticated the influence of its actions 
on the rural Swazi will inevitably become greater; 
and third, that over the years there has developed a 
complex pattern of quasi-diplomatic relationships, as 
1 have calLed them, between this government and the 
Swazi authorities. 

This is a situation which the present Swaziland 
government has inherited from its predecessors. The 
fact that, under the present system, many individuals 
hold high positions in both "governmental" structures 
may (or inn \ no I ) reduce the risk of any serious con-
fliel arising; he I ween the two. Nevertheless, from the 
purely administrative point of view it is not easy to see 
how Ui i s d\a roliial system can be brought to an end for 
as long as there are two completely different systems 
of land law in the Territory. Even the triple role of 
1 lie King, does not mean that the dyarchial pattern of rule 
is noeossari ly weakening. 

TIIIO SWAZI CENTRA! AUTHORITY: 

l)e f i n i. t Ions of I e rms : The term "Swazi Nation" has 
been in use si.nee at least the time of the White Committee 
II is s I i I 1. of I en used to describe tlie central Swazi 
governmental organization. Earlier in this study I 
have used "National Authorities" in almost the same 
sense. \ol, it will be noticed that in Figure 9 the 
term "Swazi Nation" does not appear at all. Instead, 
1 have referred to the "Central Authority" and the 
"National Administration", which are shown as having 
overlapping spheres of responsibility. 

One reason for the avoidance of "Swazi Nation" 
Ls that this term, and its Swazi equivalent "BakaNgwan 
have both come to be used in a variety of rather diffe 
out senses. Since the British High Commissioner's 
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Proclamation in , (later replaced by Proclamation 
79 of 1950) which recognized the "the Ngwenyama-in-
Council" as a "Native Authority" many official pro-
nouncements have tended to use "Swazi Nation" as if it 
were synoimnous with that officially instituted Native 
Authority, and with that alone. In other instances 
it has been used to refer to all the Swazi People; 
every swazi who r.amits allegiance to the Ng-wenyama. 

Away from the National capitals, the Swazi 
version BakaNgwane is often used in a far more restrict-
ed sense; to refer specifically to what we have here 
called the Central Authority or its agents, as distinct 
from the local Chiefs and their people. It is also 
used in an even more restricted sense to distinguish 
between members of the Nkosi Dlamini clan and the 
remainder of the Swazi People. 

Desirable as such a wide range of possible mean-
ings may be as a device for the fostering of a sense of 
Swazi unity, and of identifying the Dlamini rulers with 
the interests of all their subjects, this ambiguity of 
meaning has distinct disadvantages when one is seeking 
a precise analytical tool. 

To avoid any possibility of confusion, I will 
therefore use CENTRAL AUTHORITY to refer specifically to 
the central Swazi political organisation, based on the 
two National capitals of the day; currently, Lobamba 
and Lozhita. NATIONAL ORGANIZATION will be used to 
describe the whole administrative complex directly and 
regularly controlled by the Central Authority through tin 
medium of the various Central Councils (described below) 
I shall use SWAZI PEOPLE to refer to all Swazi inhabitan 
of modern Swaziland who admit allegiance to the Ngwenyam; 
and accept the rule of the traditional authorities. I 
exclude from this last category those of Swazi who, al-
though they may admit allegiance to the King of Swazi-
land, have chosen to live "under the government", as 
Swazi say; who live outside the Swazi Nation Land and 
admit allegiance to no Chief. 

The Monarchy: In Figures 8 and 9, the Swazi Central 
Authority is shown as comprising many elements, and as 
having a definite structure, in the sense that some of 
these elements are definitely subordinate to others. 
At the head of this hierarchy is the "dual monarchy", as 
it might be called, of the Ngwenyama (King) and the 
Ndlovukazi (Queen Mother) . The former, as we have said 
is also recognized as King of Swaziland; and we shall 
therefore refer to the King in this context as the Ngwen 
yama. 



Ndlovukasi literally means "She-elephant", but 
here I shall use the term "Queen Mother" as the English 
equivalent. Though, ideally, the "she-elephant" should 
be the biological mother of the Ngwenyama of the day, 
exceptions can be made. During the present Ngwenyama's 
minority this dignity was held by a lady who was actually 
the "Queen Grandmother", the "Queen Mother" of the 
previous reign. Cn^iontly this title is held by another 
member of the same clan as the present Ngwenyama * s late 
mo the.r. 

Kuper has explained in detail the delicate bal-
ance of power between these two monarchs; and how 
Swazi. political theory holds that an Ngwenyama should 
Julc with the Queen Mother; both striving to reach 
mutually acceptable decisions, and neither trying to 
over-rule the other. -0 Most knowledgeable Swazi inform-
ants are unwilling to admit that either is actually the 
senior; though there are some who argue that the rank 
of Queen Mother is superior to that of Ngwenyama. 

For our purposes, however, it is not necessary to 
explore all the niceties of the constitutional position; 
which, in any case, has already been dealt with in earl-
ier wo rks.2) In the wider framework of the total trad-
itional political organization the two rulers may be 
concoived, for our purposes, as a single unit; the 
Monarchy. 

Each ruler has his or her own principal Homestead, 
or capital. The Queen Mother's (Lobamba in this reign) 
is the larger, and rs generally regarded as being the 
main National Headquarters. The Ngwenyama's, Lozhita, 
is referred lo as his 1 ilawu, "bachelor's quarters" or 
"barracks". This is the seat of the principal tradit-
ional court, and it is here that the semi-traditional 
Higher Nat i otia I Court of Appeal has now been established. 3 
Ho I h cap i lal.s have sections of the army attached to 
I belli. 

The Ngwonyama ranks as supreme commander, but 
the next highest ranking military officer (the "lieut-
enant of t he Regiments",) (indvuna yemabutfo) is attach-
ed to the Queen Mother's capital. In modern times the 
main offices of the National Administration have been 
built at Iobamba; but Lozhita is the regular meeting 
place of the Executive Committee of the National Council, 

l) Kupor, the Swazi, p.35. 
« ) Of. Kuper, An African Aristocracy, pp. 5^ ff. 
3) See p. | O'j below. 
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and subsidiary ol'fices liave been constructed there. 
Lobamba, however, is the site of the now Houses of 
Parliament. 

The Councils: The Monarchs were traditionally expected 
to rule with the assistance of a council (libandla); 
a tradition that was carried on when official, recognition 
was given to tlie g w e ny a ma - and - C o imcil as a Native 
Authority. In earlier times there were two main coun-
cils, or sections of the council; on the same pattern 
that one finds in the Chiefdoms. ) The Inner Council 
(licoco or J i.bandla loncane) was a group of selected 
councillors, many of them close agnates of the Ngwen-
yama, that met at frequent intervals. The Queen Mother 
was o n e of this group, and the only female admitted to 
its deliberations. It was this Inner Council which 
dealt with all the day to day business of government. 

The General Council (libandla Jomkhulu) only met. 
occasionally, and membership was technically open to 
every adult male Swazi. Nowadays, this General CounciI 
assembles regularly once a year (in mid-winter) in the 
great cattle byre at Lobamba; to discuss matters of 
moment, to voice complaints, and to receive reports 
from National officials. 

Some Swazi claim that in Llie past- no decisions 
of the Inner Council were valid unless approved by the v 
General Council, and that this still ho Ids good today.') 
In practice, however, the modern General Council seems 
to have little or no legislative or executive power, 
and is little more than a forum where matters can be 
discussed, and a means whereby the Central Authority 
can (in theory, at least) keep Swazi in other parts 
of the country informed of developments that may concern 
them. 

Every Chiefdom in the country should be represent-
ed, by the Chief or someone sent in his place, at this 
annual meeting. Chiefs are expected to come in person 
if possible. Kuper states that "in former times failure 
(by a Chief) to attend without good reasons was heavi.lv 
fined, but today Chiefs stay away with impunity".3) 
The fact that the annual subsidies now paid to Chiefs by 
the Central Authority are distributed on this occasion 
doubtless offers nearly as strong an inducement to 
attend as did the fear of a heavy fine in the past. 

l) See pp. 103-105 



Extraordinary meetings of the General Council 
may also bo called at other times; to discuss matters 
of great importance, or to hear announcements of devel-
opments that may affect the whole Swazi People. 
Modern Developments. This system of two Councils has 
been modified in some respects to meet present-day re-
quirements , 

The Inner Council (licoco) still exists, but 
many of its functions are becoming merged with those 
of a body known until recently as the Executive Committee 
of the Swazi National Council. Swazi sometimes 
distinguish this from the old, traditional Inner Council 
by using licoco only for the latter, reserving the term 
"little Council" (libandla lencane) for the Executive 
Committee. The latter usually meets once a week at 
Lozhita throughout the working year, 2) and has a 
membership very similar to that of the Inner Council, 
but not quite the same. It also includes various ex 
officio members, and representatives from each of the 
central government's administrative Districts; persons 
who are not necessarily members of the older body. 

The position seems to be that any member of the 
.Inner Council has a right to attend meetings of the 
Executive Committee, and to speak at these; but that 
members of this Committee do not, automatically, have 
the same right at meetings of the Inner Council. There 
also appears to be an increasing acceptance in official 
Swazi. circles of the distinction between central govern-
ment legislation and administrative business, which is 
now specifically the concern of the Executive Committee; 
and the domestic and. dynastic affairs of the Dlamini 
family, and certain ritual matters, which are dealt 
with by the older and more traditional Inner Council. 

In earlier times the function of the Central 
Authority socius to have been conceived primarily as 
that of i nte rpro1 i ng the law (umtetu), rather than 
that of in!reducing constant changes in it. "Deliberate 
legislation was formerly rare" says Kuper, "but was 
always promulgated by the r u l e r s " . 3 ) This tradition was 
later formalized by the introduction of "Paramount Chief' 
0rders—in-Counci.L" ; written enactments (in both English 
and Swazi) which, when promulgated, had the force of law 
for all Swazi owing allegiance to the Ngwenyama, These 

1 ) See pp. lo/ ff* below. 
:i) Meetings are suspended for a considerable time 

before and after tire Incwala, and during the 
annual meeting of the General Council. 
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orders appeared at relatively infrequent intervals, and 
dealt mostly with matters such as agriculture, conserv-
ation or the maintenance of law and order (e.g. the 
carrying of knives of more than a certain size.) They 
certainly have not completely replaced the verbal orders 
still issued by the Ngwenyama, which are also held to 
have the force of law for all Swazi. 

SUBORDINATE ORGANS OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL 

The Executive Committee sets up sub-committees 
to deal with specific matters, and also had two perma-
nent sub-committees; the Standing Committee and the 
Finance Committee, each with twelve members. The 
Standing Committee's primary function was to maintain, 
regular liaison with the central government, and it 
used to hold regular meetings with representatives 
of the latter. Since the granting of internal self-
government some years ago these regular meetings have 
tended to fall away. 

The Finance Committee, as its name implies, is 
responsible for the control of the National Treasury. 
This was set up in 1950; with a Treasurer, Assistant 
Treasurer, and a small clerical staff. It derives its 
revenue from various sources, including a share of the 
tax payable by Swazi to central government funds. 

To deal with general administrative work, there 
is also a full-time National Secretary, based at Lobatuba. 

The Swazi have had a National Secretary since 
before the time of the establishment of the first Pro-
tectorate in 189^; but there can be no doubt that th* 
various elements in the administrative structure just 
mentioned are based on western models. Yet, at the 
same time, there has been a deliberate effort to assimi-
late these obviously new elements into the older pattern 
of the indigenous Swazi governmental organization; and 
to retain as much of the latter as possible. Hence 
the impossibility, already mentioned, of drawing a 
precise and sharp distinction between what is "tradit-
ional" and what is "new". 

For example, officials of the National Treasury 
and the National Secretariat are paid regular salaries, 
provided with official houses, and their accounts are 
audited by the (central) Government Auditor. To class 
them as part of the traditional governmental machine 
might, therefore, seem to be stretching the meaning of 
the word "traditional" too far. Yet, they are under 
the control of the National Council, which is undoubtedly 

1) See pp. 167 ff. 



based on a traditional model which has changed little 
with time. 

Similarly, the Executive Committee, despite its 
western-style title, does not always slavishly follow 
western procedure. It acts as a single body, all 
members being entitled to speak on all issues and does 
not rely on a formal system of voting to reach its 
decisions. Swazi traditionalists argue that decision-
making by "head counting" is alien to their whole govern-
mental system, and that the introduction of anything of 
this nature would only tend to destroy the unity and 
effectiveness of their Councils. It is held that it 
is far better for matters to be discussed until it become 
obvious what the opinion of the majority is; and that 
after that the aim should be to reach unanimity, to 
reach some decision (albeit a compromise one) on which 
all can agree. - This attitude towards the reaching of 
group decisions has been excellently summarised by the 
Ngwenyama in his statement that "The Swazi custom was for 
all matters to be brought to the Libandla (council) for 
discussion, and for the proper position to be arrived 
at by all men putting their heads together." ^) 

In addition to these organs of the National 
Council based at the National capitals, there are various 
officials that are based in other parts of the country; 
such as tbo Rural Development Officers and District 
Liaison Officers. 

To sum up, there is an entity known as the 
National Council (.libandla laka Ngwane) which, together 
with the Monarchs, is the supreme indigenous ruling body, 
In theory this consists of two parts, the General Council 
(1ihandla lomkhulu) and the Executive Committee (libandla 
1 one alio) , while the older Inner Council (licoco) is avail 
able to deal with specialized problems. The last 
mentioned may also play the role of a "party caucus", 
as it were, which can influence the decisions of the 
Executive Committee. In practice, it is the Executive 
Committee which is recognized as the "Council" by the 
central government. Nevertheless, the members of this 
Committee are well aware that many Swazi regard the 
General Council as the superior body; as the National 
Council. They are, therefore, careful to avoid taking 
any action which might unduly antagonize the latter. 

Swazi informants (particularly if they are of 
the Dlamini clan and closely connected with the 
National administraiion)usually argue that land matters; 

l) Times of Swaziland, l6th May, 1959 
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such as boundary disputes between Chiefs, do not strict-
ly fall within the purviews of any of these bodies; 
but should be settled by Ngwenyama himself, in consult-
ation with yet another Council (or selected body of 
advisors). However, as we shall see, "land matters" 
impinge on many fields in which these Councils, and the 
local-governmental authorities in the Chiefdoms are 
concerned. 

Recently, attempts have been made to re-allocate 
responsibilities within this complex of bodies comprising 
the National Council. These have resulted in changes 
in nomenclature which do not necessarily reflect immed-
iate major changes in function; but certainly do reflect 
an appreciation of the need for some changes in the whole 
machinery of the Swazi National Organization. 

The Standing Committee began to lose its import-
ance as a "spokesman" for the National authorities once 
the regular meetings with central government officials 
became less regular; and some of its own erstwhile 
members became ministers of this central government. 
Shortly before independence it was divided into two 
sub-sections. One of these was known as the "King's 
Advisors", while the other retained the title of the 
"Standing Committee". It was envisaged that the latter 
body would concern itself with matters that were clear-
ly "traditional", and of no particular interest ^^ the 
central government, The"King's Advisors" were suppos-
ed to deal with less "traditional" affairs, such as 
economics and general development; and very recently 
the National authorities have taken to referring to thorn 
as the "Executive Committee". 

The larger body formerly known as the Executive 
Committee, the (libandla lencane) is, according to my 
informants, still regarded as being distinct from the 
more traditionally-oriented licoco, or Inner Council ; 
but due to the fact that many individuals belong to both 
of these bodies, there has been a continuation of the 
tendency for the functions of each to merge into one 
ano ther. 

The whole system is clearly in a state of 
transition. Some indication of the pattern which may 
emerge is given by the expressed desire of many members 
of the Inner Council to set up a "cabinet system" within 
their own organization; with a Member for Agriculture, 
a Member for Education, and so on. The designation of 
a sub-section of the old Standing Committee as the 
"Executive Committee" is consistent with this trend. 
This small body of men could provide such a "cabinet"; 
which would be responsible in the first instance to the 
Inner Council, and ultimately to the annual meeting of 
the Great Council. 
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Some Swazi officials of the central government 
are opposed to this trend; on the grounds that the 
National authorities should concern themselves exclus-
ively with "traditional" matters, and that their funct-
ions should not overlap into spheres already covered 
by central government agencies. 

If, however, we regard the National organization 
as a large "local government" (as I have already suggest-
ed we could regard it), then there is a certain logic 
in the suggestion that it should provide itself with 
a "cabinet". Basically, the argument boils down to 
one of where certain powers should be vested; at the 
central or local governmental level. 

What the final pattern of formal relationships 
between these two levels of government will be, only 
time can tell. 

THE NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND THE CENTRAL AUTHORITY. 

The institutions described above are all part of 
the officially-recognized machinery of the National 
Administration, and they have been shown as such on the 
diagram (figure 9). The formal structural pattern of 
this section of the indigenous governmental system is 
relatively easy to understand. It can be represented 
d i.agrammatically as a simple pyramid; with the Monarchy 
and the National Council (or Councils) at the summit, 
while below those come the various subordinate institut-
ions which are directly controlled by the National 
Council., and provide official links between this body 
and the rest of the country. 

Admittedly, this simple picture is confused to 
some extent by the many facets of the National Council. 
My argument that this is comprised, in theory, of the 
General Council and the Executive Committee (of the 
General Council), but that it is effectively the Execut-
ive Committee; while the Inner Council (licoco) to 
which most, member's of the Executive Committee belong, 
also has considerable influence, may strike the tidy-
minded western reader as smacking of the Dyophysite and 
Monophysite controversies of early Christendom. The 
explanation for this confusion is, however, quite 
simple. The situation _Ls confused. There are "Mono-
physite" and "Dyophysite" factions among Swazi political 
theorists. There are those who argue that one coun.cH 
or the other is the "real" National Council (libandla Laka 
Ngwane); while others take the view that the National 
Council is an amorphous body (with neither a strictly 
defined nor an unlimited membership), and that its 
decisions should be the "resultant" of interaction 
between the two principal councils and any other be 
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or individuals that have a traditionally accepted right, 
to a say with regard to particular issues. 

These differences of opinion have not hitherto had 
much practical significance. For the purpose of our 
analysis here they are not of paramount importance. 
We may, as I have already suggested, regard the National 
Council as a single entity which, together with the 
Monarchy, forms the apex of the organizational pyramid 
of the National Administration. 

The situation is more complex when we come to 
consider those elements of the indigenous governmental 
organization which are shown on the diagram as 
belonging to the Central Authority, but as not forming 
part of the National Organization. If we take the 
legalistic stand that the Proclamations of 19kk and 
1950 provide the only legal basis for the present Swazi 
administrative system, then these various bodies can 
only be regarded as subordinate organs of the National 
Council. If, however, we take the view (which I person-
ally prefer) that these Proclamations formalized a set 
of pre-existing relationships between the Swazi and the 
British administration of that time, then these other 
institutions could legitimately be regarded as lying 
outside the sphere of responsibility of the National 
Administration. 

In practice many of these institutions have 
acquired (or retained) a semi-autonomy of their own. 
They also provide alternative channels for contact be-
tween the Monarchy, and the individual Swazi, without 
going through the National Council. It is for these 
reasons, rather than any consideration of legal tech-
nicalities, that I have drawn this distinction between 
the National Organization and the Central Authority. 

THE SWAZI PEOPLE AS A LAND COMMUNITY 

At the end of our theoretical discussion in 
Chapter 4, the question was raised as to what were the 
"communities" to which Swazi individuals or small family 
groups must belong before they could claim or exercise 
any land rights. It was there suggested that in this 
society there was no single type of "land community", 
but rather that there was a whole series, or hierarchy, 
of such communities. Specifically, it was suggested 
that the most important and those whose structure would 
best repay further investigation, were the Homestead 
Group, the Ward, the Chiefdom and the Swazi People. 

In our investigations into what membership of 
these communities entails, we have had to touch on 
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many aspccts of their structure which, at first glance, 
might seem to have little direct relevance to the appar-
ently simple question of" How WHO obtains WHAT rights 
over WHICH categories of land". However, our discussion 
of the situation at the levels of the Homestead Group, 
Ward and Chiefdom should have demonstrated that one 
cannot simply isolate "the land side", and disregard all 
other aspects of th^se people's social organization and 
life; not if one wishes to gain any real insight into 
the workings of their system of land holding and land 
allocation„ 

Further, we noted that as we moved "upwards" in 
this hierarchy, as the land communities we were investig-
ating became wider in scale, that the emphasis was 
tending to shift away from direct "man-to-land" links, 
and that we were increasingly having to consider "man-
to-man" and "group-to-group" relationships. 

In this chapter I have described a few aspects 
of the formal organization of the widest of the land 
communities that were defined earlier; namely, that 
of the Swazi People. However, the Swazi People, by 
definition, consists of rather more than the few "top 
level" institutions mentioned here. The main signif-
icance of those, for our study, must lie in the effect 
lhat Lliey have on "group-to-group" relationships in the 
.land community hierarchy. 

In the next chapter, we must investigate how 
tlie Swazi Central Authority (the "governing body" 
as it wore, of the widest-scale land community that 
we are investigating here) interacts with smaller-scale 
land communities at the Chiefdom level and below; and 
through I. lu; so, with the individual Swazi. 
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CHAPTER 12 

THE CHIEFDOMS AND THE CENTRAL AUTHORITY 

TYPES OF CHIEFS. 

During- our earlier discussions of the manner in 
which the Swazi uate was built up we mentioned three 
ways in which the Dlamini extended the territorial limits 
of their authority. These were the acceptance of 
allegiance from groups which they found already settled 
in the country; the establishment of subsidiary Home-
steads of the Ngwenyama under the control of royal 
"Lieutenants"; and the granting of "portions" (territor-
ies and followings) to the junior sons of successive 
Swazi rulers. 1) 

Later, it was argued that the internal social 
organization and local-governmental systems of the 
land communities which developed from these three pro-
cesses were sufficiently similar to allow us to regard 
them as a single type of group, as far as land law 
within these communities was concerned. We have 
classified such communities as CHIEFDOMS; and their 
leaders as CHIEFS. 2) 

However, when we come to examine the formal 
pattern of relationships between these Chiefdoms and 
the Central Authority the case is altered. Then it 
does become important to consider how the Chiefdom was 
established; and what type of Chief leads it. 

Another point made earlier was that there is no 
single Swazi term which can be applied, without fear 
of contradiction, to all the territorial authorities 
called "Chiefs" in this study. 3) The word s ikhulu 
(pi. tikhulu) is often used loosely in this sense; 
but Swazi purists argue that this is an alien term 
imported from Zululand by the early British adminis-
trators, b) where it was used for the rulers of the 

1) See pp. 42 ff. above. 
2) See pp. 101-103 above. 
3) See p. 102 above. 
b) More specifically, some Swazi blame the Zulu 

interpreters brought in by the British admin-
istration for popularising this particular 
word. 
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thirteen petty Chiefdoms into which Zululand was divided 
after the Anglo-Zulu war. Prior to this, such purists 
argue, there was no generic term in Swazi for all the 
various types of subordinate political authorities under 
the Ngwenyama. There were, so they say, no "Chiefs" 
tikhulu), but only emaduna (Clan Chieftans), tindvuna 
Lieutenants), bantfwanabenkosi (Royals), and abanumzana 
heads of agnatic groups). 

The English translations I have given here are, 
inevitably, only approximations. For example, the 
observant reader may have noticed that the term abanumzana 
(s. umnumzana) is translated in the previous paragraph as 
"heads of agnatic groups", whereas I have already (in 
Chapter 5) used "Homestead Heads" as an English equivalent 
for this same Swazi word.-'-' 

To explain this apparent discrepancy we must digress 
slightly, and return to the borderland between linguistics 
and sociology. Among some of the Nguni the word umnumzana 
can be used for the head of a single Homestead, for the head 
of a more widely-dispersed agnatic group, or even (in extreme 
cases) for the ruler of a whole country. "The territory of 
the king or chief", says Gluckman of the Zulu, "may be 
referred to as umzi (sic) kaMpande (the Homestead of Mpande) 
or umzi kaZibebu (the Homestead of Zibebu) .... The 
children of the king are not supposed to refer to him as 
"father", for is not the king the father of his people, not 
of his family only?"2J So, when Swazi use the word 
umnumzana in this context they are, in conformity with the 
principle of "the ever-expanding Homestead", referring to 
men who were recognised as leaders of reasonably large agnatic 
groups, which presumably had a considerable degree of local 
au tonoiny. 

Similarly, the term emaduna (s. liduna), which I 
have lie re translated as "Clan Chieftain" , has a fairly 
wide range of meaning. It can mean no more than "important 
men". It can also (and rather confusingly) be applied to 
territorial Chiefs other than Clan Chieftans, such as the 
more important Lieutenants (tindvuna) in charge of royal 
Homesteads. Informants also disagree as to which of the 
Clan C hi oftains are properly entitled to the designation 
of .1 iduna, and which are merely abanumzana, (heads of 
agnatic groups). 

l) See page 69 above. 
•') M. Gluckman, "The Kingdom of the Zulu", in African 

Political Systems: (eds. M. Fortes and 
E. E. Evans-Pritchard), p. 29. 
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One has the same trouble with the word indvuna 

(pi. tindvuna), hero translated "Lieutenants", The 
Swazi word lias the general meaning of "deputy" or 
"assistant-Ln-charge". It can be applied also to a 
host of other "Lieutenants of the Ngwouyama" (tindvuna 
tonkosi) who do not have specific territorial respons-
ibilities; to the Deputies of local Chiefs, and to 
Ward Heads 0 One uin speak of the indvima of a royal 
Homestead, the indvuna of the regiments(for the whole 
country), tire indvuna of a particular regiment in a 
particular Chiofdom, or the indvuna in charge of a Ward. 

The point to .remember is that there is no real 
need in Swazi for a precise terminology to distinguish 
between these various types of "lieutenants" or "deput-
ies". It is normally obvious from the context to whom 
reference is intended; and it is usually well known to 
all hearers exactly what this individual's responsibil-
ities and rights are. Similarly, while we need to 
differentiate between the Lieutenants of important royal 
Homesteads and Clan Chiefdoms, the Swazi use of the term 
liduna for both serves to stress the approximate equi-
valence of their ranks in the political system. 

To summarize, I use the word CHIEF in the sense 
that it is now used by the Swaziland administration, as 
a generic term for all the recognized local political 
authorities who have definite territories and are classed 
as "Chiefs" by that Administration. 

Furthermore, although it could be argued that the 
relationships of each and every Chiefdom to the Central 
Authority are unique and different from that of every 
other Chiefdom, I have followed modern Swazi usage and 
sub-divided these Chiefs into three broad classes; namely 
1. Lieutenants (tindvuna), those Chiefs whose 

territories are derived from subsidiary Home-
steads of an Ngwenyama. In this study they 
will be distinguished from other types of 
"lieutenants", without territorial responsi-
bilities, by the initial capital "L". 

2. Royrals (bantfwabenkosi) , Chiefs whose 
territories were originally established as 
Portions granted to a junior son of an 
Ngwenyama; and 

3. Clan Chieftains (emaduna), Chiefs who fall 
into neither of the other two categories. 

Lieutenants: In theory, these are no more than 
appointed agents of the Ngwenyama, who have been given 
administrative control over royal Homesteads (imiti 
yenkosi) and the territories attached to these. They 
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are never drawn from the Dlamini Clan, l) There should 
be a Lieutenant in charge of each of the current 
National capitals, and others for old capitals estab-
lished in previous reigns. There are also Lieutenants 
in charge of lesser royal Homesteads which never ranked 
as capitals and of royal cattle posts (tinkhlonhla sing. 
inhlonhla)» 

Some such as the Lieutenants of Hhohho in the 
north and Old Zombodze in the south, who rank among the 
biggest Chiefs in the land in terms of the sizes of 
their followings. There are others whose followings 
and territories are far smaller; like the Lieutenant 
of Mbekelweni (Mbandzeni's administrative capital,2) 
who in 1966 had control over a mere 566 followers.3) 
In general, old capitals tend to decline in importance 
with the passage of time and as new ones are built in 
each reign. The earlier ones tend to become "further 
away from the fire", as the Swazi say. The opposite 
process is represented by some of the royal cattle 
posts, originally of minor importance, but which have 
now become sizeable Chiefdoms due to immigration into 
their territories in recent generations. 

Although Lieutenants are in theory merely appoint-
ed officials, holding their positions only at the 
Ngwenyama's pleasure, there is a tendency for the rank 
to become hereditary. Thus, the present senior council-
lor of the National Authorities, the Lieutenant of Zom-
bodze (the main National capital during the reign of the 
present Ngwenyama's father) 4) inherited his position 
from his father. In the north of Swaziland the Ngwen-
ynma has built a new royal Homestead, and Hhohho (Mswati's 
administrative capital) has declined considerably in size. 
However, the senior Lieutenant in the area is still a 
descendant in the male line of the man originally appoint-
ed by Mswati. Lieutenants may be deposed, but are 
usually replaced by a close agnate. Such a replace-
ment is often regarded by the people as no more than a 
regent (umbambeli), a temporary incumbent until a suit-
nble heir of the deposed Lieutenant is old enough to 
take over, 

Kuper argues that "the post is not necessarily 
given to the main heir of the former indvuna; an insig-
nificant son or even a brother's child may be a p p o i n t e d . 4 ) 

1) Of. Kuper, The Swazi, p. 3 6 ; An African 
Aristocracy, p. 60, 

2) The equivalent of Lozhita in the present reign 
3) dones, Report on the 1966 Swaziland Population 

Census, p. 611. 
4) Kuper, An African Aristocracy, p. 50. 



True though this may be in theory, the hereditary 
principle appears to be accepted in practice as having 
considerable force. I was once told by one Lieutenant, 
while discussing certain difficulties of another, that 
the latter had a hard task in his area "because he was 
not truly the Lieutenant of so-and-so." He was regard-
ed by most people in his Lieutenancy as just a regent, 
acting on behalf - f ilie main heir of his predecessor, 
who \\-as still a schoolboy. In another instance, a 
senior Lieutenant had shown signs over a considerable 
period, of not being very capable. yet he had not 
been deposed. "It is not easy", as one informant re-
marked, "for the Ngwenyama to depose so important a 
Lieutenant as so-and-so." 

The territories of Lieutenancies are often re-
ferred to as "Lands of the Great House" (umhlaba 
wendlunkulu). The reference in this case is to the 
Great House, or senior line, of the Dlamini clan. 
There is general agreement that this land is more 
directly under the control of the Ngwenyama than that 
in other kinds of Chiefdoms. It thus provides a use-
ful "pool" from which Portions can be exercised to 
provide for junior sons of deceased Ngwenyamas. For 
example, it is known that certain Chiefdoms now under 
minor Lieutenants will become the Portions of certain 
sons of the present Ngwenyama. - It seems to be accept, 
ed that the Lieutenants of former capitals would not 
normally be superseded in this way, although some of 
their territory might be taken for this purpose. 

Royals: The Royals (bantfwabenkosi) are the second 
major class of Chief listed above. The term 
nrntfxvanenkosi literally means "child, of a king". It 
is also nowadays given to more remote descendants of 
past Ngwenyamas; to all Chiefs who are Dlamini; and 
even to Dlamini who are genealogically far removed from 
the senior line and who are not Chiefs, but who have 
acquired some other important position. Where it 
ceases to be a title borne as a right and becomes no 
more than a courtesy title is a moot point. Swazi 
informants are certainly not all in agreement regarding 
this. Each tends to draw "the line of demarcation 

1) Though this is not officially public knowledge. 
The details of such arrangements should not, 
according to Swazi custom, be made public until 
some time after the death of the Ngwenyama who 
is the father of the Royals concerned. 

2) A shortened form of umntfwana wenkosi. Many 
Swazi in ordinary speech habitually use the term 
with far less elision than in the officially 
accepted written form used here. 



immediately below his own heels", as a student of a 
similar phenomenon in another culture puts it. l) 

To complicate the issue further mntfwanenkosi 
is also used in Chiefdoms ruled by Clan Chieftains for 
the off-spring of those Chiefs, and other close agnates 
of theirs. 

So, this term can be used, quite legitimately, 
for a number of completely different types of persons. 
A better, though clumsier, translation than that given 
above might be "child or close agnate of either the 
Ngwenyama or a Clan Chieftain" (since if we always 
translate inkosi as "king" we must then admit that there 
are many "kings" in Swaziland, a difficult terminology 
to reconcile with the type of centralized political 
organization that the Swazi have). It is because of 
the danger of falling into such terminological and logic 
al pitfalls that I have not employed terms, used in earl 
ier studies, such as "prince", "princess" or "principal-
ity" ; with all the overtones of meaning that these 
words have in English. Hence the use of the more neut-
ral "Chiefdoin" instead of "principality" (since most 
Chiefdoms are not, in fact, ruled by "princes"); of 
'Ngwenyama' for the Swazi ruler; and this attempt to 
distinguish between the different types of " cjjiJLdxSB of 
a ruler". 

Here, therefore, the term Royal is used only for 
those D'loinini known as bantfwabenkosi who are also 
Chiefs; rulers of defined groups of people and delimit-
able territories. Chiefdoms of this particular type 
may be conveniently classified as APANAGES; to disting-
uish them from Lieutenancies and Clan Chiefdoms. 

We have already explained how such Apanages are 
originally formed; through the granting of territories 
and followings to junior sons of deceased Ngwenyamas. 
Some Swazi argue that it is not the Ngwenyama's sons 
themselves to whom these grants are made, but to their 
mothers. This is merely an extension of the principle 
of Swazi customary law that no man inherits anything, or 
succeeds to any position, purely as an individual. On 
the contrary, he always inherits or succeeds as the 
representative of some House (indlu), 2) At the same 
time another principle is involved. This is that an in-
dividual's rank (sigaba) depends not only on that of his 
father, but also on that of his mother's family. 

in these cases the importance and size of a 
Portion granted to an Ngwenyama's son is decided by the 
rank of his mother, which could explain the content!c~ 
that it is actually granted to his mother; but for hi 
to administer as the senior male in that House. 

1) 
2) 

Eve 1 >11 Waugh, Noblesse Oblige, 1960, p, 67, 
See pp. 91 ff. 



For our purposes, these nice distinctions are 
actually of little moment. The end result is that, 
through ihe grant of an Apanage, a Royal and his Main 
Heir acquires a territorial authority analogous to that 
of any other kind of Chief. 

Some Chiefdoms under Dlamini were not original Iy 
granted as Portion-- but as what the Swazi cail einakhomo 
This could bo roughly translated as "rewards". Some-
times the founders of these Chiefdoms were members of 
cadet branches of the Dlamini family who were sent to 
guard border areas, and given their Chiefdoms for this 
service. This is how the Ekupheleni -w Chiefdom near 
Mbabane came into being. In another case, the leader 
of a group which had broken away from the Swazi later 
returned (with his following) and was accepted as a sub-
ject by the Ngwenyama of the day on more or less the 
same terms as the leaders of other clan groups which wer, 
entering Swaziland at that period. 

The people of such Chiefdoms tend to stress the 
difference between their own position and that of 
people in Apanages. "Our Royal is truly a Chief 
(siklrulu)" one often hears, with the imported word 
sikhulu emphasized. "He did not merely eat the Portion 
given to his mother. He was given a country (sivc)" . 
In the case of the returned emigranls just mentioned 
(the Chiefdom under Tekwane Dlamini, in the south) the 
distinction between their Chiefdoni and an Apanage is 
enshrined in a proverb. "Leave him Lo speak with his 

P \ Zulu accent. He was born at Tokwano's." 

Royals, then, differ from the other Chiefs in 
bearing a special title, and in holding their lands 
through a special type of grant. Their agnatic ties 
with the Ngwenyama inevitably colour their relationships 
with the Central Authority. As members of cadet 
branches of the Dlamini clan they cannot claim the tit.I. e 
of tnkosi within their own Chiefdoms, as many a Clan 
Chieftain does. 

Unlike Lieutenants, but like Clan Chieftains, 
they hold their positions as of right. They are not, 
even technically, mere appointees of the Ngwenyama. 

l) Literally "at the end (of the country)". This 
is a name of some historial significance, as 
this Chiefdom was founded in Mswati's reign, 
and given this name then, 



Clan Chieftains: Many Swazi informants argue that 
Clan Chieftains are the only Chiefs entitled to be 
called tikhulu. l) Kuper favours this usage in her 
analysis of the Swazi political system. 2) j, myself, 
have avoided using this particular vernacular term as 
a classificatory device because of the differences of 
opinion among Swazi regarding its meaning; and, whether 
in fact, it is even now ?. Swazi term at all. 

One characteristic of all Clan Chieftains is the 
negative one that they are neither Royals nor Lieuten-
ants. The ancestors of some were deliberately estab-
lished as territorial rulers by earlier Ngwenyamas, 
In at least one case (that of the Ngometulu) the Chief-
tainship was first extinguished by the Dlamini, and later 
restored, 3) The majority, however, were either the 
leaders of Sotho groups which accepted Dlamini overlord-
ship; or of groups which migrated into the country later, 
and were permitted to settle under the control of their 
own leaders, and to retain a considerable degree of 
local autonomy. 

The sizes of the followings and territories of 
Clan Chieftains varies considerably. So does the degree 
of independence that they claim. Some groups are 
recognized as "having their own kingship (bukosi)", and 
perform their own First Fruits ceremonies. These are 
not on the scale of the National Tncwala, and should 
only be performed after the latter has been completed. 
Many claim the title of inkosi in their Chiefdoms, and 
that of Mntfwananenkosi for their children. One, the 
Mamba Cli:ief, lias his own regimental organization; quite 
independent of the National one. He and a few other 
Clan Chieftains also formerly claimed the right of 
executing their own subjects, without reference to the 
Swazi Central Authority, 

Another mark of special status concerns the 
wearing of the feathers of the Purple Crested Lourie 
(11 gwnlagwnla) within their own Chiefdoms. These are 
regarded as a mark of royalty, and on National ceremonial 
occasions only the Ngwenyama and his close kin are per-
mitted to decorate themselves profusely with them. 
Clan Chieftains respect this limitation with regard to 
National ceremonies; but when a ceremony is held within 
their own borders many extend this privilege to their 
own kin; and have precise rules regarding how many of 

1) See pp. 103, 1?1 f. 
2) kuper, An African Aristocracy, pp. 46, 65. 

3) Kuper, op. cit., pp. 16-17. 



these feathers can be worn, depending on the individual's 
relationship to themselves. 

Some Clan Chieftains are among the largest in 
the country, such as those of the Mamba and the Simelane. 
At the other end of the scale there are some Clan 
Chieftains with followings of only a few hundred. 

The 11 constitutional" position of Clan Chieftains 
vis-a-vis the Central Authority is in many ways more 
clearly defined than that of either Lieutenants or Royals. 
Yet, it is also true that differences of opinion regard-
ing exactly what this position is have given rise to many 
of the conflicts and struggles for power that are evident 
today. Nevertheless, despite these differences of opin-
ion, the role of the Clan Chieftains is easier to describe 
and possibly easier for the non-Swazi to understand, 
than is the case with either of the other two types of 
Chiefs. How this role is affected by various other 
agencies within the modern Swazi body politic we shall 
see later. 

Unrecognised Chiefs: Since we have already adopted the 
criterion of recognition by the Territorial adminis-
tration as an essential pre-requisito for being regard-
ed, for the purposes of this study, as a "Chief", this 
sub-title may appear to be a contradiction in terms. 

However, there are a certain number of leaders 
of groups of various sizes who claim that they should be 
recognised as Chiefs in their own rights, but who have 
not received this recognition. Some? of these are 
Royals, but the majority appear to be leaders of small 
groups of makandzambili; people of Sotho ancestry who 
were already settled in the country when the Dlamini 
arrived. In many cases they are recognized Chief's 
Deputies, and in practice have considerable autonomy 
in their own areas. 

No accurate estimate can be made of their numbers, 
nor of the sizes of their followings. All the indicat-
ions are, however, that there are probably only a few 
who are making serious efforts to break away from the 
Chiefdoms to which they are at present attached. 
Though the numbers and influence of these would-be 
Chiefs are probably both small, it is necessary to 
remember that they exist, and so complicate to a cert-
ain extent the simple threefold classification outlined 
in this section. 

There are also some Chiefs listed in the 1966 
Census with absurdly small followings. One in Lubombo 
District (whose father bought his own farm in the ITH 
many years ago, and subsequently started agitating for 
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recognition as a Chief) is listed as having only one 
subject. 0 These atypical cases are also excluded 
from our discussion here. 

DISTRIBUTION AND POPULATIONS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
CHIEFDOM. 

Some impression of the geographical distribution 
of these different types of Chiefdoms can be gained 
from Map j. It must be understood that, since these 
vary greatly in size, there is no necessary connection 
between the density of Chiefdoms in any particular area 
and the density of population there. Nor has it been 
practicable to indicate boundaries; since these are 
not recorded in any documentary form, and in many cases 
are in dispute. 

Where a single Chief rules two or more spatially 
separate territories, the symbol has been placed in the 
one with the largest population. 

It will be seen that, although Chiefdoms of all 
three typos occur in all Districts, there is a greater 
concentration of those under Royals in the northern 
and western parts of the territory; and a greater con-

fr.T i!d! dVP U ,r Cx ;uT ojfri e it&i. n s in the south and east. 

Map -I shows only Apanages, and the Ngwenyama from 
whom the Royal ruling each one is descended. This 
reveals iiow the majority of Apanages south of the Great 
Usiitu River were granted to sons of Somhlolo; so that 
their rulers are now "far from the fire", genealogically 
relatively distant from the present Ngwenyama. - This, 
together with the high proportion of Clan Chiefdoms in 
the south, may perhaps explain in part why these south-
erners are 1 he most frequent exponents of the view that 
there are very definite limits to the traditionally-
sanctioned rights of control of the Central Authority 
over the people and rulers of the Chiefdoms. 

Ma]> 3 also brings out the relative sparsity of 
areas under Lieutenants. These are the "lands of 
the Groat House of Ngwane"; which are still indisput-
ably under the control of the Monarchs and the Central 
Aut hor i ty. 

In circles close to the Central Authority one is 
often given the impression that Royals are by far the 
most important and influential of all Chiefs; and 
that tlie whole pattern of local governmental organiz-
ation in Swaziland could be satisfactorily explained 

l) dones op. cit., pp. 196, 615. 
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MAP 4: SWAZILAND 
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TABLE XXI 
ESTIMATED POPULATIONS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF CHI.EFDOMS 

APANAGES LIEUTENANCIES CLAN 
CHIEFDOMS 

OTHER TOTAL 

Estimated 
number of 
inhabitants 

1960 

1966 

88,000 

118,745 

kz,000 

56,165 

88,000 

116,389 16,980 

213,000 (Est.) 

308,279 

Percentages 
of total 
population 

1956 
1960 
1966 

39 • 8$ 

38. 
19. 
18. 2$ 

36. k^ 

37.8^ 5*5$ 

230,000 (Est.) 
218,000 (Est.) 
308,279 
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in terms of the genealogy of the Dlaraini family. A 
similar impression is sometimes given by the literature. 
Thus, Kuper makes the point that "from among 169 Chiefs 
listed by the government, 75 are Dlamini; the number 
would be even greater if a number of the leading princes 
of the past had not been killed or banished." 1) 
In a later work by the same author the total number of 
Chiefs listed is 152; of which 69 were Royals, 56 were 
Clan Chieftains, and 27 Lieutenants. 2) According to 
Murdoch's assessment of the position in 1960, there were 
then 159 government-recognised Chiefs; of which 73 , 
were Royals, 63 Clan Chieftains, and 23 Lieutenants.-5/ 

The latest figures are those obtained by Jones 
in 1966. He lists 67 Royals, 21 Lieutenants, 55 Clan 
Chieftains and 11 "others". The last are described 
as "Chiefs whose appointment cannot be readily identi-
fied with any of the three previous categories."^) 

Despite the small discrepancies in the totals 
(probably duo to the fact that they refer to different 
periods) all these sets of figures do suggest that 
Royals are the predominant element among the Chiefs. 
However, if we examine the population distribution among 
the different types of Chiefdoms a slightly different 
pictu.ro emerges. 

In Table XII I give my own estimates of the 
numbers of subjects of different types of Chiefs in 
L960, 3) ; 1 nil Jones's figures for I 9 6 6 . 6 - ) In the 
second part of the table these figures are expressed as 
percentages of the total population involved. With 
regard to the numbers of individuals, the 1960 estimates 
wore based on an assumed population of 218,000; and 
out i.m;t l ed total, based on the findings of the 1960 Sample 
Survey ; /') Jones has suggested that this figure may 
have boon too low; possibly because "random choice of 
(sample) areas excluded the main areas of population 
concontra I ion and favoured the least densely populated 
parts." 8 ) 

1) Kupor, An African Aristocracy, p. 57. 
2) Kupor, The Swazi, pp. 60 ff. 
3) G-. Murdoch, unpublished map, October 1960 
h) Jones, Report on the 1 9 6 6 Swaziland Population 

Census, p. 196 
3) Hughes, Swazi Land Tenure, pp. 1 6 1 - 1 6 3 . 

b) Jones, op. cit. , p. 1 9 9 

7) Hoi toman, Experiment in Swaziland, pp. 3^ £"-
8) Jones, op. cit., p. 19 



If this contention is correct, then the absolute 
increase in the numbers of followers of different types 
of Chiefs may in reality have been fax- less than indic-
ated by this table. Of greater interest are the per-
centage figures in the second part of the table, which 
also indicate the position at the 195b Census. These 
suggest that there wn: j-ittle change in this respect 
during the decade between these two censuses. 

These figures indicate that although Royals out-
number the Clan Chieftains, the latter have approxim-
ately the same number of people under their control as 
the former. Further, since we have included among 
Royals all Chiefs with the title of Mntfwanenkosi, an 
allowance must be made fot those whose Chiefdoms are not 
true Apanages. Thus, we have included under the "Apanages 
heading in the 1960 figures, the subjects of the return-
ed emigrant, Tekwane Dlamini, whose subjects probably 
numbered about 9>000 persons at the time to which these 
calculations refer. 

The purpose of giving these figures here was 
primarily to give some idea of the numbers of people in 
Chiefdoms of different kinds; to demonstrate that one 
must not under-estimate the importance of the Clan 
Chiefdoms; and to indicate how relatively few Swazi 
(about a fifth of the total) are actually living on 
"Lands of the Great House of Ngwane" ; that is, in 
Lieutenancies. 

From the tenurial point of view it is important 
to bear this in mind. Lieutenancies, it could be argued 
with some force, are only administrative conveniences; 
and are in terms of customary law integral parts of a 
single land community controlled by the Swazi Central 
Authority. However, the situation of the other two 
types of Chiefdom, in which an estimated four fifths of 
the rural population actually live, is rather different. 

UNIFYING INSTITUTIONS 

There are a number of institutions whereby the 
Central Authority exerts control over the Chiefdoms and 
their inhabitants. Some date from the early days of the 
Swazi state. Others are more recent innovations. The 
origins and methods of functioning of a few of these have 
already been mentioned, such as those of the regimental 
organization. However, a slightly fuller description 
of the more important of these institutions may help to 
put the traditional Swazi governmental system, and the 
relationships between different levels of land community, 
into a clearer perspective. 
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Attachment of Chiefdoms to Royal Homesteads: Every 
Chiefdom in Swaziland is officially "attached" to 
one of a small number of royal Homesteads. In some cases 
this attachment is direct to one of the capitals. In 
others it is indirect, to a royal Homestead that is in 
its turn, attached to a capital. Thus, in the south 
one finds all Chiefdoms attached to Old Zombodze, which 
in turn is attached to Zombodz^, which is directly con-
trolled by the Ngwenyama. 

The resultant groupings do not (except in the 
atypical south) form geographical units. Chiefdoms 
adjacent to one another may be attached to completely 
different royal Homesteads; and a single Homestead 
may have Lieutenancies, Apanages and Clan Chiefdoms 
among those attached to it. 

This attachment is primarily an administrative 
devicc, and does not imply that the Lieutenant of one of 
these royal Homesteads is necessarily superior to the 
Chiefs attached to him. With regard to Royals, Swazi 
describe the relationship by saying that they should 
address this Lieutenant as "father" (babe), and he should 
also call them "father"; thus implying that this 
relationship is not one of subordination and superordin-
^•tAw, .tWv r.rui'riTj" uiia:t erf iVd individuals with different 
but definite roles, rights, and duties to one another. 
Lieutenants of such Homesteads have stressed that they 
can only give instructions to Clan Chieftains attached 
to them when they are acting as "the mouth of the 
Ngwonyama". 

Any Chief has the traditional right to summon 
(k utile me ta ) 1 / his subjects to perform certain kinds of 
tribute labour. The Lieutenant of a royal Homestead 
to which otlior Chiefdoms are attached can summon labour 
from these to perform tasks directly connected with the 
Homestead itself; but in such cases he must summon 
I hem in i lie name of the Ngwenyama, who should be informed 
before such a summons is issued. Lieutenants of lesser 
royal Homes 1eads to which no other Chiefdoms are attach-
ed can onl\ "summon" members of their own Chiefdoms. 
Subjects of other Chiefs can only be "requested" 
(kiunema , k uncus a) to assist. 

These attachments are significant in legal 
matters; in the organization of the regimental system; 
and in the organization of National tribute labour 
gatherings. Before the establishment of the Natio;:1; 
Courts,") eases going beyond the Chiefdom, to the • 
of the Ngwenyama or the Queen Mother, were suppos:: 

.l) See pp. 108 f. 
2) See pp. 102 f. 
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be reported first to the Lieutenant of the royal Home-
stead to which the Chiefdom was attached. This should 
still apply to land cases with which the National Courts 
are not competent to deal. Similarly, a Chief wishing 
to accept a foreigner (a man not a Swaziland Swazi) 
as a subject should approach the Central Authority for 
permission to do so through the Lieutenant of his royal 
Homestead„ News of Ine death of a Chief should be 
sent through the same channel, as should the beast that 
the people of that Chiefdom should send to the appropriate 
National capital on such occasions. 

These links between Chiefdoms and royal Homesteads 
produce a number of groupings that are not dependant on 
physical propinquity. So, they undoubtedly serve to 
emphasize the importance of National affiliations and 
loyalties, as against those based on locality. In earl-
ier times this was probably one of their greatest uses 
to the Swazi Central Authority. Nowadays, however, 
there are a number of other institutions which bring the 
Central Authority into contact with Swazi in all parts 
of the country; and the importance of this particular 
institution has inevitably grown less. 

The Age-Regiments: In former times all major royal Home-
stead had barracks (emalawu) attached to them. Every 
Swazi male when he reached the appropriate age automatic-
ally became a member of an age-regiment (libutfo pi. 
emabutfo). In each age-regiment there were two groups; 
the majority of men who remained at their own homos and 
were only called up for regimental duties on special 
occasions, and those who went and lived semi-permanently 
at these royal barracks. This last process was known 
as kubutheka: and those who took this course bore the 
proud title of umbutfo, which could be translated as 
"regular soldier". 

A young "regular" normally aspired to serve at 
the National capital to which his Chiefdom was attach-
ed. Other men went and settled at other royal Home-
steads, nearer to their own homes, and also called 
themselves imibutfo; though those based at the National 
capitals might question their provincial, fellows1 
right to chis title. 

These "regulars" not only provided a permanent 
military establishment, but also acted as police and 
a labour force in times of peace. From their ranks 
promising individuals could be drawn to fill posts of 
responsibility in the National Organization. Great 
rewards might await the enterprising and loyal warrior 
who chose this way of life, and full-time service 
attracted many men who could hope to inherit little 
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from their families."'') 

The Regimental System Today: The regimental system still 
survives, but in a much attenuated form. The regiments 
ceased to have any real military function after Swazi-
land lost its political independence; although this was 
temporarily revived during the political inter-regmun 
when the Transvaal administration left the Territory 
during the Anglo-Boer War, and again when volunteers 
were sought from the Emasot.ja and Sikhonyane regiments 
during the 1939-19^5 war. Now they are used only for 
ceremonial purposes, and for the occasional performance 
of tribute labour. Very rarely they may be used to en-
force the decisions of the Ngwenyama or the National 
authorities.~) 

Up until the fourth decade of this century there 
were many "regulars" living at the National capitals. 
Those who were among this group have assured me that 
even at the time of the annual Incwala ceremony, which 
hundreds of warriors attended, this hard core was suffic-
ient for nearly all ceremonial purposes. 

The demands of modern education have contributed 
much to this decline. Boys are now still at school at 
an age when their fathers went to live in the barracks. 
Tlx: increased need for money has also made unpaid 
services of this kind unpopular. Today, regimental 
officers only sleep in the barracks on the rare occas-
ions when they a re summoned for ceremonial or other 
duti.es. The changed conditions have been accepted; and 
I. hose who aspi re to wear the simohlwane, the beads of a 
regular, are now more in the position of members of a 
club. They are expected to come to their barracks when 
called up to perform certain duties, and can be fined for 
falling to do so; but such summonses are rare, the 
diil. i om are not onerous, and permanent residence in 
barracks is no longer required. 

1) far11 cularly middle sons, who could neither hope 
to be General Hiers, or even Main Heirs of their 
mothers' Houses, nor to have the youngest son's 
task of maintaining his father's Great House 
after the latter's death. H. Kuper, personal 
communication. Sec also Holleman, "Die Zulu 
Isigodi", on the role assigned to a youngest 
son among the Zulu. 

2) As was the case when one of the Clan Chieft;= 
In the Luboinbo District was deposed recently 
an impi of Swazi warriors was sent by the 
Ngwenyama to reinforce the Swaziland Polic; 
the deposition ceremony. 
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In ivory Cliiefdom there still is, or should be, 
an official known as "commander of the warriors" 
( incvuna yi ma jaha) , and also "captains" (also tindvuna) 
for e;ci age-regiment which still has surviving and 
active members. There are also commanders for each 
age-regiment at those royal Homesteads to which Chiefdoms 
are attached, and two senior officers for age-regiments 
at tht National capites; one for the sections attached 
to Lobamt a. another for those attached to Lozhita ' 
Above these is the overall commander, based at Lobamba, 
while the Ngwenyama himself is regarded as the commander-
in-Chief. 

The parade of age-regiments on such occasions 
as the Incwala is certainly impressive, but one must 
accept with some reservations the claims by enthusiastic 
traditionalists that all active males who are not away 
at work are expected to attend. A rough count made 
at one Incwala showed that there were approximately 
1,000 warriors present, or approximately 2 - 3 ^ of all 
male Swazi of the appropriate age-groups. 

Many of the men who attend the Incwala do not 
join their regimental groups, for a variety of reasons. 
They may belong to a Christian denomination that frowns 
on participation in a "heathen" ceremony . They may be 
too shy to attempt to take part in an intricate ceremony 
of which they do not know the details. Or they may sim-
ply lack the appropriate uniform. One item of the 
Incwala dress, a leopard skin, may cost over R̂ iO to buy. 

Attendance at the Incwala is allegedly compulsory 
for all males; but in practice all that is required is 
reasonable representation from each Chiefdom. What is 
"reasonable" is variously interpreted. 

l) The Zulu influence on the development of the Swazi 
regimental system is suggested by the use of the 
term makhandza (sing, likhandza) to describe these 
sub-sections of an age-regiment; either those 
coming from a particular Chiefdom, or those belong-
ing to a group of Chiefdoms attached to one royal 
Homestead. The equivalent Zulu term amakhanda 
(which Gluckman translates as "heads") refers to 
barracks, erected by Zulu rulers in different parts 
of the country, which provided local centres for 
their regimental system. In Swazi the normal term 
for "head", as a part of the body, is lihloko, 
(pi. emahloko) and makhandza is only apparently 
used in this sense of "administrative division", 
See M. Gluckman, "The Kingdom of the Zulu in 
South Africa" in African Political Systems, pp. 28f, 
36f; A precis of Information regarding the Zulu 
Country, War Department (United Kingdom ), 1879-
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Thero have been attempts to introduce the regi-

mental organization into the schools.-*-) Opinions vary 
regarding the success of this move. 

The system of age-regiments, particularly in 
the form that it operated in the past, stressed National 
ties as against local ones. The umbutfo, the regular, 
retained his kinshin ties, and his allegiance to his 
Chief; but he was also an integral part of the National 
organization; and so served as a constant reminder 
to his kinsmen and erstwhile neighbours that they, too, 
belonged to the wider world of the Swazi People. 

Envoys: There are nowadays various other devices where-
by the Central Authority seeks to exert direct control 
over, and maintain contact with, the people in the Chief-
doms. One of these is the despatch of special "Envoys" 
(emancusa sing, lincusa) to any area where a particular 
problem has arisen. Thus, a special committee of 
Envoys was sent to Shiselweni District in 1936, to exam-
ine a spate of land disputes which had developed there. 
Envoys are also sent to look into such things as attemp-
ted banishments by a Chief, when the individual threaten-
ed with banishment has appealed to the Ngwenyama. 2) 

Such Envoys are chosen whenever an occasion for 
intervention by the Central Authority arises. But another 
category of agents of this Authority who are often styled 
"Envoys" are those permanent officials whom we mentioned 
earlier; the District Liaison Officers (Tindabazabantu) 
and Rural Development Officers. 

District Commissioners also on occasion act as 
agents of the Swazi Central Authority. The latter has 
formally delegated certain powers to them, and frequently 
calls on them (and the Territorial police) for assistance 
in enforcing its rulings. The Central Authority also 
exerts its influence through agents of the Lifa Fund 3) 
and through the "National" and "tribal" schools. The 
distinction between these two classes of schools is a 
technical one, and both are in fact financed partly by 
the territorial government, and controlled by a School 
Board which works in very close collaboration with the 
Territorial education authorities. Nevertheless, they 
provide yet another opportunity for the Central Author-
ity to be "seen to concern itself" with the day to day 
life of Swazi in all parts of the Territory. 

1) II. Beemer, "The development of the military-
organization in Swaziland", Africa, X.l. Igf 

2) See pp. 1^6 - 1^9 
3) See p. 52-53. 
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The National Courts: After the British occupation the 
judicial powers of the Swazi authorities was restricted 
to dealing with cases regarded as "civil" by western law. 
Most such cases were, in fact, heard and settled in the 
Chief's courts; and the Chiefs retained the right to 
levy hearing fees and to levy fines on their people. 
There was a right of appeal to courts at the National 
capitals. 

This situation was altered by the Native Courts 
Proclamation.!) National Courts were set up at all 
administrative centres, and at the National Capitals. 
Each capital also had an Appeal Court, and a National 
Higher Court of Appeal was established at Lozhita. 
These courts have limited criminal jurisdiction; and are 
staffed by a salaried j u d i c i a r y selected by the Central 
Authority. They apply Swazi customary law, but have 
adopted many items of western legal procedure. They 
are courts of record, and judgments must be confirmed 
by the Judicial Commissioner, a central government 
official. Pines are paid into the National Treasury. 

Many Chiefs complain that this re-organization 
has deprived them of powers that were always tradition-
ally theirs, and that the loss of income from court 
fees has made it increasingly difficult for them to 
meet all their traditional obligations. 

Tinkundla: In 1953 the Central Authority formally 
decided to adopt a new administrative device, known 
as an inkundla (pi. tinkundla). This is occasion-
ally translated as "regional committee", but in pract-
ice the Swazi form (which has the basic meaning of 
"courtyard, meeting place") is virtually always used. 

These tinkundla bear some resemblances to the 
royal Homesteads which Swazi rulers were accustomed to 
establish in various parts of the country. They are, 
in fact, sometimes described as imiti yenkosi.^) Each 
has its own "lieutenant" (indvuna), who is appointed by 
the Ngwenyama. Here, however, the resemblance to the 
older-style subsidiary royal Homesteads ends. No wives 
of the Ngwenyama have been sent to live at these places. 
No territories have been allotted to them. Nor do the 
"lieutenants" in charge of them have any subjects 
directly under their own control. Instead, a number of 
Chiefdoms have been attached to each inkundla. The avowed 
aim of the originators of this system was to develop 
it into a new method of local government. The centres 
were designed to provide, among other things, a place 
where delegates from all the Chiefdoms attached to each 
one could meet to discuss and settle common problems; 
and where they could be summoned to meet representatives 

1) Number 80 of 1950. 
2) i.e. "Homesteads of the King". 
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of the Territorial and National administration. 

The system was started after the 1939-^5 War, 
during which a fund (the Enyakato or "Up north" fund) 
had been created through a levy of RIO made on every 
member of the Emasotja age-regiment. It was intended 
to use this fund for development loans to tinkundla. 
In conformity with the idea that they should have a 
developmental role, each of these centres has a field 
attached to it, and the lieutenant in charge was em-
powered to summon labour from the Chiefdoms attached 
to his inkundla to cultivate this. Labour can also 
be summoned for other purposes directly connected with 
the inkundla. 

Unfortunately, there were considerable diver-
gencies of opinion regarding what the functions of these 
centres was. Government officials often tend to regard 
them merely as convenient places for meeting people 
from several different Chiefdoms at the same time. 
Lieutenants in charge of them often saw their own role 
as that of only transmitting orders from the Central 
Authority direct to people in the Chiefdoms. Many 
Chiefs undoubtedly regard them as yet another attempt 
by the Central Authority to increase its power at their 
expense. The people, now subject to yet another set of 
demands for tribute labour, often complain that they are 
no more than a cunningly disguised form of extra tax-
ation. 

Under the present Constitution tinkundla have a 
now role, as part of the electoral machinery. This 
appears t,o bo a more positive and easily comprehensible 
function than any that they had prior to this. Never-
theless, Lit 19b9 it appeared that there was still dis-
satisfaction on the part of many officials about the lack 
of any really functional role for these tinkundla, and 
a continuing suspicion on the part of people in the 
Chiefdoms about the role thai they might come to have. 

Other Links: Apart from these formal channels of 
communication between the Central Authority and the 
Chiefdoms there are other institutions which emphasize 
the importance of the Monarchy. 

One of these is the marriage of female agnates of 
the Ngwenyama to important Chiefs. Kuper explains the 
position succinctly in the following words. "Female 
relatives of the King are politico-economic assets 
judiciously invested. The most important princess; 
are given as wives to foreign rulers and non-Dlan 
Chiefs. In this way they link the King with impo: 
local units, and serve as useful informants on lc-; 
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politics and interests." ^ 

Since who becomes a man's General Heir depends 
on the rank of his mother, these women arc also certain 
to be the mothers of llie future Chiefs. Even before 
this, such a union places the Chief who marries one of 
the Ngwenyama's female kin in the position of a son-in-
]aw (tunkwenvana) to the Dlamini family. Though this 
is a position of honcv.i , it also, by custom, gives the 
"parents-in-law" (in this case the Dlaminis) the right 
to reprimand the son-in-law for behaviour which they 
consider shows insufficient respect towards themselves. 
Thus, many a powerful Clan Chieftain of the present day, 
when he visits one of the National capitals is going 
not only to an administrative centre but also, more 
personally, to "the place of his mother" (ekhayabonina) 
For a Swazi, these are both places where he can expect 
kindness and help, but towards the people of which he 
is always supposed to show considerable respect. 

Rituals are also used to reinforce the ties 
between rulers and people. Of these the most import-
ant is undoubtedly the incwala; a series of rituals 
centred around the two Monarchs, and associated with 
the earth, agriculture, the bringing of rain: and the 
general well-being of all the Swazi people.2) There 
are clans other than the Dlamini who claim that their 
own rulers had rain-making powers in the past; but that 
they were forcibly deprived of the necessary "medicines" 
and ritual objects when they were conquered by the 
Dlamini. This particular ritual, with its connection 
both with the Monarchy and with the regimental organiz-
ation, stresses in rather an obvious manner the assoc-
iation of all adult Swazi males in an organization (the 
military organization) which cuts across all local loyal-
ties, all types of Chiefdom, and all kinship ties. 

As mentioned earlier, there are some Clan Chief-
tains (such as those of the Mamba and Simelane Chiefdoms) 
who still have their own First Fruits Ceremonies, which 
they are not supposed to perform until after the com-
pletion of the Incwala. 

The ritual uniqueness of the Ngwenyama is stress-
ed in many other ways; by the special ritual assoc-
iations of the harem quarters (isigodlo) at Lobamba; by 
the insistence on the avoidance by himself and his close 
kin of any contact with all forms of death; 3) and by 

1) Kuper, An African Aristocracy, p. 58 
2) Kuper, An African Aristocracy, pp. 197> 221, ff; 

S.T.M. Sukati, The Incwala^(Swaziland Govern-
ment) - mimeograph. 

3) When a daughter of the present Ngwenyama went to 
train as a nurse many traditionalists were 
horrified. 
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the extreme veneration accorded to all royal graves. 
Each Ngwenyama also establishes a special ritual relat-
ionship with two clans; the Matsebula and the Motsa, 
from whom he must take his first two wives, (known as 
tesulyamsiti, wipers away of body dirt);1/ and from 
which his first two "blood brothers" (known as tinsila, 
body dirt) are drawn. Later, other tinsila are appoint-
ed from other Clans. 

Other rituals which serve the purpose of emphas-
izing the unity of people from all Chiefdoms under the 
Monarchy are the annual Reed Dance (umhlanga) of the 
girls, the annual dance of young men at the royal Home-
stead of Entonjeni in the north and the occasional 
gatherings of warriors summoned to repair the cattle 
byres at the National capitals. Technically, these are 
tribute labour gatherings. Nowadays, however, the 
ceremonial aspect has become of far greater importance 
than the work done. 

One is often told that people from "all the 
country" attend on these occasions; and given the 
impression that only the sick, halt or blind would be 
found at their homes at these times. In point of fact 
these gatherings, though impressive, are not nearly so 
n 1 I inc 'l iis i vo. 

In 1958 off icials in charge of the Reed Dance at 
Lobaniba (at which girls first gather reeds to repair the 
wind-screens at the capitals, and then stage a dance 
lasting two days) supplied information about the various 
makhandza (local contingents) participating in this cere-
mony, and (he girls making up these contingents. ^) 
This infonnation is shown on Map 5, which gives an imp-
ression of where those participants came from. 

Another similar device is an umcwasho (pi. imi-
ewasho), which is a temporary association of unmarried 
girls under I he patronage of a daughter of the Ngwenyama 
or a Chief. These girls adopt a distinctive dress 
(normally a lasscLlcd woollen head-dress now); 3) lay 
down .rules of behaviour (breaches of which are punishable 

1) kupor, The Swazi, p. 21.f. 
2 ) Checks and counts made at this ceremony, by 

myself, my wife and by literate male Swazi of 
an age in which the ability to discover the 
antecedents of any unknown girl is highly devel-
oped , suggest that this information was remy rk 
ably accurate. 

3) One speaks of "carrying the umcwasho of so-
so" (the patroness). 
See Kuper, An African Aristocracy, pp. 13C-
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by a fine); and gather together at irregular inter-
vals to perform token tribute labour. 

THE CENTRAL AUTHORITY AND THE INDIVIDUAL 

The individual Swazi is thus brought into contact 
with the Central Authority in a host of different ways. 
Apart from the direct channel through the Chiefs, Ward 
Heads and Homestead Heads, there are also all the other 
channels described in this Chapter. 

No attempt has been made here to analyse the 
effect of each of these institutions in detail. To have 
done so would have been tedious, and not always strict-
ly relevant to the main theme of our investigation. 
Where any institution does have a direct effect on the 
indigenous tenurial system, this will be discussed when 
wo deal with that particular aspect. However, in 
order to give some impression of the number and variety 
of these influences, an attempt has been made in Figure 
10 to show this diagrammatically. 
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VII. Agricultural extension at work. 

VIII. Mpetseni Settlement Scheme. New scheme on 
I. T. H. where tenure is leasehold. 
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PART III - DEVELOPMENTAL PROBLEMS 

CHAPTER 13 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF ARABLE HOLDINGS 

In the Introduction -0 the point was made that 
Swaziland possesses adequate natural resources to ensure 
a far higher standard of living for its inhabitants than 
is common today. It was also suggested that the 
various agrarian and economic problems of the Swazi areas 
might be due to the manner in which these natural resourc-
es were being exploited. 

Before we can discuss whether the Swazi system 
of tenure is good or bad from the developmental point 
of view, and whether economically essential changes 
would or would not inevitably destroy the whole tradit-
ional way of life, we should examine what effects it has 
actually had, in terms of the pattern of rights existing 
at the present time. To begin with we will deal with 
one of the more important classes of rights that flow 
from a share in land community's Right of Avail, those 
covering the holding and use of arable land. 

THE DATA AVAILABLE: 

No extensive study of the sizes of arable hold-
ings of Homestead Groups, and the spatial relationships 
between these, has ever been conducted over all Swazi 
Nation Land. Even the exact sizes of Chiefdoms are 
seldom documented; let alone the acreages over which 
sub-sections of these Chiefdoms have acquired Bantu-
Ownership or other rights. During the course of this 
study we did not have the resources available to conduct 
studies in depth in more than a few selected areas. 
Some surveys have been conducted in the past by officials 
of the Swaziland Government. In addition, from data 
collected during the 1960 Sample Survey it is possible 
to make estimates of the total amount of cultivated 
and fallow land in each of the four physiographic 
regions, and of the average amount available for each 
Homestead Group. 2) 

While we therefore have little in the way of 
valid statistical information regarding arable hold-
ings (as distinct from land cultivated) for the Territ-
ory as a whole, investigations in a number of areas with 

1) See pp. 3ff. 
2) J.B.McI. Daniel, "The Swazi Rural Economy" in 

Experiment in Swaziland, pp. 209-212, 2lk ff. 



different population densities and in different physio-
graphic regions suggest that there is little variation 
in the overall pattern throughout most of the S.N.L. 
Population density may affect the actual sizes of hold-
ings to some extent, and the degree of movement between 
one holding and another. But in all areas which were 
investigated there was the same pattern of fragmentat-
ion, of the demarcation of all the boundaries of an 
arable land, and of the inheritance of land rights by 
Houses within the Homestead Group. 

Map 6 and Map 7 give some indication of the 
pattern one actually sees on the ground. The former 
covers parts of a Chiefdom in the Highveld; the latter, 
part of one in the Middleveld, in Shiselweni District. 
The Highveld Chiefdom was relatively thinly populated, 
with an estimated density of the order of 40 persons per 
square mile; the estimate for the other Chiefdom was 
of the order of 80 persons per square mile, 2) 

The maps, naturally, cover areas where settle-
ment and cultivation was relatively concentrated. The 
same numbers have been used for Homesteads and the 
fields of those Homestead Groups, to indicate which 
fields belong to which Homesteads. There are the in-
evitable cases where some of a Homesteads' fields lie 
outside the area mapped, while some fields shown belong 
to Homesteads which arc outside this area. 

Not all. fields are plotted exa.ctly to scale; to 
have done so in the case of the smaller ones would have 
made thorn virtually invisible. These are sketch maps, 
it must be remembered, designed primarily to give an 
overall impression of the situation. Calculations for 
the various tables given below are based on more exact 
mea suroments„ 

Gathering the data: The method used to gather the 
information on which these sketch maps are based was to 
approach each Homestead Group in the selected area, 
to ask them to indicate which were "their fields" 
( emas i niu abo) , to establish the location of at least 
iwo corner points of each of these by the compass and pac 
method, and then to use the same method to establish 
the shape and area of the field. The bearings and 
distances were then plotted on a relatively large 
scale (one, two or four millimetres to the yard) to 

1) 

2 ) 

Sec pp. 97 ff. 

These are very approximate estimates indeed. 
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MAP 6: DISTRIBUTION OF A R A B L E H O L D I N G S . 
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M A P 7: D I S T R I B U T I O N O F A R A B L E HOLDINGS 
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establish whether this simple survey "closed" with 
sufficient accuracy to be accepted; and to enable 
areas to be measured with reasonable accuracy, As a 
further check, the field was plotted on a 1 : 10,000 
sketch map of the area. 

If any inconsistencies were observed after these 
two processes, the boundaries of the field in question, 
the locations of the corner points used to locate it on 
the 1 : 10,000 plot, and the boundaries of neighbouring 
fields, were re-investigated. This was only necessary 
in a small number of cases. 

With regard to what we may call the "sociological" 
status of each field, the method employed was to enquire 
how the Homestead Group concerned had originally acquir-
ed rights over it. If it was a question of inherit-
ance (as it often was), we enquired how the first 
member of the family had been "Placed"; what claims 
other individuals or groups were known to have over that 
land immediately before this Placing occurred; who had 
been present; who had boon the Envoy and what "beast 
to thank" (if any) had been paid. 

In both the areas shown on the sketch maps 
field investigations had been under way for some time 
before any mapping was attempted. I (; was, therefore, 
relatively easy to establish which other Homestead Groups 
might have claims over any particular field, and to ob-
tain their version of the tenurial position in any part-
icular case. In only a very few instances did these 
other versions not agree with that given by the Home-
stead Group currently cultivating or claiming the field. 

HISTORIES OF SETTLEMENT. 

The Highveld Chiefdom: This Chiefdom (which we shall 
henceforth refer to as Chiefdom A) was originally estab-
lished by the grandfather of the present Chief. The 
latter, though a Dlamini, was not a Royal in the sense 
in which we have used this term in this study. He was 
not sufficiently "close to the fire" , of sufficient 
genealogical seniority in the Dlamini family, to have 
a Portion of his own to rule.l) On the other hand, 
he was a sufficiently doughty warrior to have been sent 
by the Ngwenyama Mswati to occupy this part of the 
country (which was then beyond the area of Swazi settle-
ment) and to guard what was then - and still is - one 
of the Swazi borders. 

1) 
2, 

See pp, 173, 175, ff. 
See pp. 37, bl f. 



He originally settled in the area of Square D„3 
on the map. This site was chosen because of its defen-
sive advantages (it was on the edge of the valley, with 
a precipitous stretch of mountain country immediately 
behind it) and because of the presence there of a large 
cave which could be used as a place of refuge. The only 
inhabitants of this part of the country were a few scat-
tered Sotho groups, who were evicted. He was accompan-
ied by a few followers, including one of the surname 
(sibongo) Masuka, whose descendant is now the Deputy of 
the Chiefdom. This man originally lived in the same 
Homestead as the Chief, On marriage he moved to 
another site (still in the area of Square D.3) from 
which he was able to vusela, to greet, his Chief every 
morning. Later he moved to a site that is now on a 
farm (to the west of Square A.2), and his descendants 
later moved back to a site not shown on the sketch map, 
to the north of Square D.l. 

Among the first settlers, it appears that only 
the Masukas and the original Chief have descendants who 
are still living in the Chiefdom, In fact, the names, 
surnames and even the total number of those forming part 
of the original party are now forgotten. All that is 
known is that some time after the original settlement 
other individuals desirous of settling in this area 
approached the Chief and asked for permission to con-
struct Homesteads there. When this was granted, the new 
settlers were shown actual Homestead sites and areas of 
arable land they could use. They were not given exten-
sive areas which they themselves would then further sub-
divide as they wished, nor were they permitted to allow 
any new Homesteads to be established in the vicinity of 
their own without referring to the Chief, who then per-
sonally arranged the Placing of the new arrivals. 

Later, two royal cattle posts were established 
to the north and east. In due course the three Chiefs 
established the exact boundaries of their various domains, 
and marked these by burning firebreaks. 

It is significant that no similar arrangements 
were made with regard to Chiefdoms lying to the west or 
to the south. In 1885 a concession was granted over 
these areas, and such boundary disputes as are remember-
ed were with concessionaires, not with neighbouring 
Chiefs. It was impossible to establish the exact date 
at which the original Swazi party arrived in this part 
of the country-, but since the first Chief survived until 
aft er the end of the Anglo—Boer War it is obvious that 
this Chiefdom only developed during the period after 
contact had been established between Swazi and Europeans 



part of what is (in terms of population) the largest 
Chiefdom in Swaziland, that of the Siinelane. The area 
between the rivers in squares 13.1'; B.3 and C.2; C. 3 and 
C.4, is in dispute between the Simelaue and the Chief 
(a Royal) whose territory lies to the east. All Home-
steads marked on this map, however, belong to subjects 
of the present Simelane Chief. 

This is a Clan Chieftaincy. The Sinielane 
migrated from Zululand some time towards the middle of 
the last century. They still practise their own First 
Fruits ceremony (luselwa) , and fox- this purpose send 
messengers to collect water from rivers running through 
the country from which they came. No definite inform-
ation was available regarding the occupants of this 
particular area before their arrival. The balance of 
the evidence is that these previous inhabitants had been 
dispersed as the result of the Zulu raids, and that the 
Simelane selected only those parts which were either un-
populated, or only thinly populated. They contacted 
the Swazi Ngwenyama of the time (probably Mswati) to 
whom they offered allegiance (kukonta). This was 
accepted, and they appear to have been .Left a considerabl 
degree of local autonomy. 

In the early days of their settlement the 
Simelane rulers migrated considerably over the region 
which now forms their Chiefdom. One built a Home-
stead (not shown in the sketch map) in square A.l. 
before moving elsewhere. This still survives as a 
named unit. Later, a member of a cadet branch of the 
Simelane family was made the Ward Head (indvuna) of the 
people in this area. Also living here are some Home-
stead Groups which owe allegiance to another branch of 
the Simelane who have established a separate Chiefdom 
further to the east. 

Settlement histories of individual Homestead Groups: 

In the case of the Chiefly family (in Chiefdom A) 
and that of the Ward Head (in Chiefdom B) and of a few 
other groups, there was a history of residence in the 
area of three to four generations. Among the remainder 
(amounting to about half the Homestead Groups investi-
gated) this period of residence only extended over one 
or two generations (that is, either the present Home-
stead Head or his father had been the first to settle 
in the area). 

With regard to fields, it was seldom possible 
to discover the exact status of any particular one prior 
to the time of the father of the present Homestead Head. 
The sites of the few fields cultivated by the very early 
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settlers were often remembered, but when one enquired 
about others one was merely told that so-and-so (some-
times a private individual - sometimes the Chief or 
Ward Head) had Placed the informant's father on an old 
field (lifusi); and seldom did anyone remember how the 
Placer had acquired this land in the first place. The 
same thing occurred in the case of inherited fields, 
"I t was possible to discover that the present Bantu-Owner 
had acquired the field from his father; but not how 
the latter had gained possession of it. 

Such things were not remembered, and were obvious-
ly of little importance to Swazi informants. Provided 
that one's own claim to Bantu-Ownership was good 
(through having been formally Placed on the field) and 
that the earlier claim of the Placer had been generally 
recognized, why should one enquire any further? 

FRAGMENTATION OF HOT,DINGS . 

A study of the maps will reveal the extent to which 
Homestead Groups' arable holdings are fragmented. The 
juxtaposition of holdings of different Homesteads in the 
area (as in Square C.3 on Map A), while these same Home-
steads also have fields in other, relatively distant 
areas, gives an impression of the lack of "family estates" 
within the Chiefdom. The "estates" are there, in the 
form of arable lands over which agnatic groups have 
very definite rights, but they are not localised in any 
particular areas. Just as in the case of fields allocated 
to individual Homesteads, they are usually scattered over 
the countryside, and between them lie parcels of arable 
land over which other agnatic groups have equally strong 
rights. Tills supports the contention of Swazi informants 
that Hantu-Ownersliip of fields does not (nowadays) lead to 
any Preferential Right of Extension. 

A good example of this fragmentation is provided 
by the holdings of the close agnates of the Chief in 
Chiefdom A (Map 7 ) . There, these inhabit the Homesteads 
numbered 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 1.5, 21, 23, 2k, 28, 3^ and 
3f:>. A11 examination of the location of the fields 
bearing these numbers will reveal the extent to which 
they are scattered. 

In many cases this fragmentation seems to have 
resulted from members of Homestead Groups seeking extra 
fields in areas that they for some reason considered 
particularly desirable; presumably because they con-
sidered it more fertile, or more likely to yield a crop 
in a dry year, This was allegedly the cause of many 
Homestead Groups in Chiefdom A seeking extra land along 
the banks of the main river in this area (Squares B 02 ? 
B.3 and C.3). 
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Some quantitative measure of the degree of 
fragmentation is given by Table XIII below. In this we 
have included not only data referring to selected 
samples drawn from the two Chiefdoms that we have been 
discussing so far, but also figures obtained from two 
surveys conducted in two other Chiefdoms (C and D) in 
southern Swaziland by the Land Utilization Department. 
These, being complete surveys of the entire Chiefdoms, 
provide a useful comparison with the data obtained 
from our two selected samples. The latter, incident-
ally, only included Homesteads with fields. 

TABLE XIII 

Number of Fields per Homestead 

Number 
of 

Fields Chiefdom 

Percentages 

A Chiefdom B 

of Homesteads. 

Chiefdom C Ch iefdom D 

0 _ _ 3.3 2.6 
1 28.3 30.2 10.3 6.6 
2 23.9 39.5 20.6 23.7 
3 15.2 14.0 23.8 10. 5 
4 10.9 7.0 19.2 19.7 
5 8.7 4.7 7.9 14. 5 
6 4.3 2.3 5.6 6.6 
7 - 2.3 3.3 5.3 
8 4.3 - 3.7 6.6 
9 - - 0.9 -

10 2.2 - — — 

Over 
10 2.2 - 1.4 3.9 

46= 
100. yfh ' loo. 1) 2 l 4 = 

' 100.0% 
76= 
100.0$ 

l) Some Homesteads shown on the sketch maps were 
not included in the totals as there was doubt 
as to the exact total of the fields they 
claimed, and were recognized by the community 
as having rights over. 

Table XIV shows the percentage of Homesteads in 
the four samples having three or more fields in and 
five and more fields each. 
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TABLE XIV 

Percentages of Homesteads with 
various Numbers of Fields 

Chiefdom 
A 

Chiefdom 
B 

Chie fdom 
C 

Chiefdom 
D 

With 3 or 
more fields 53.8 30.3 65-8 66.9 
With 5 or 
more fields 21.7 9.3 22.8 36.9 

Both these tables, while showing the very con-
siderable vai'iations between different areas, also 
give some impression of the degree of fragmentation 
which has developed. In three of our samples over 
half the Homestead Groups have three or more fields, 
and between 21$ and 37$ have five or more. It is 
interesting to note, also, that the figures for 
Chiefdom A, which is in the Highveld and relatively 
thinly populated, correspond more closely with those for 
Chiefdoms C and D than do those for Chiefdom B, although 
these last three are all in the same physiographic 
region, in the south of Swaziland, and all are relative-
ly densely populated. 

Sizes of Arable Holdings: Figures obtained during the 
1960 Sample Survey enabled e s t i m a t e s to be made of the 
average (arithmetic mean) acreage of cultivated and 
fallow land available to each Homestead in the four 
different physiographic regions. These are given in 
Table XV A and XV B below. They should be compared 
with the figures in Table XV C, which show the average 
size of holdings in Chiefdoms A and B and also in three 
other Chiefdoms which (since they are not the same as 
C ami D of Tables XIII & XIV) we have designated E, F 
and G. The figures relating to the last three were 
obtained from surveys conducted some years before in-
vest igat.ions were carried out in Chiefdoms A and B, 
but there is no reason to believe that the situation 
changed to any appreciable extent in any of the five 
areas in the intervening period. 
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TABLE XV 

Acreage per Homestead 
(Arithmetic means - 1960 Sample Survey) 

H M L Lub1 ̂  

A Cultivated 
and fallow 13.78 21.39 24.70 10.96 
Cultivated 
only 6.69 9.40 7.15 5.97 

Acreage per head of populat. ion 
(Arithmetic means - 1960 Sample Survey) 

H M L Lub 

B Cultivated I . 7 8 
and fallow 

2.74 3.26 1.58 

Cultivated 
only 0.86 1 .21 0.94 0.86 

Average (arithmetic mean) acreage of arable holdings 

Chief- Chief- Chief- Chief- Chief-
dom A dom B dom E dom F dom G 

C Per 
Homestead 8.04 7.53 5 . 0 1 8.39 4.07 
Per Head 1.03 0.85 0 . 6 5 lo09 0.70 

l) The letters H, M, L and Lub designate the four 
physiographic regions; Highveld, Middleveld, 
Lowveld and Lubombo. 

The samples for which figures are given in Table 
XV C were not selected on a random basis, Therefore, 
there is no a priori reason for assuming that the dis-
crepancies between these figures and those given in 
Tables XV A and B necessarily reflect great differences 
between the situation in these Chiefdoms and that in the 
rest of the country. There is, nevertheless, ground 
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for some interesting conjectures. The figures in the 
first two tables were obtained as the result of an aerial 
survey and so take account of all land which is currently 
being cultivated and which has obviously been cultivated 
in the past; but we can only estimate when this last 
cultivation actually occurred. 

Taking the Middleveld figures (since Chiefdoms 
B, C, D and E are all in this region) it appears that 
the overall average acreage of land that was classified 
as "cultivated plus fallow" was from approximately three 
to five times as large as that claimed by Homestead 
Groups in the samples. We cannot say definitely why this 
should be so. But one possibility is that no one is 
currently claiming Bantu-Ownership of an appreciable 
amount of arable land which was, in fact, cultivated in 
the relatively recent past. This is obviously something 
which requires further investigation. 

Equally interesting is a comparison between the 
Sample Survey figures for cultivated land and the areas 
claimed by Homesteads in all five samples, for which 
figures are given in Table XV C. To some extent the dis-
crepancies may be explained by the large areas known to 
be cultivated in those parts of all physiographic regions 
which are thinly settled because of their inaccessibility. 
However, this is another aspect of the problem which would 
obviously repay further quantitative investigation. 

Size of Fields: The areas of the parcels of arable land 
which our informants designated "fields" (emasimi) varied 
very considerably, ranging from under a quarter of an 
acre to over twenty acres in the samples from Chiefdoms A 
and B„ The distribution table below (Table XVl) shows the 
percentage of fields in these two areas which fell into 
each size class. 1) No similar data was available from 
other parts of the country. 

l) These figures are not directly comparable with 
those in tables given earlier since the make-up 
of the samples differed slightly. 



Areas of Fields 

Acreage C;v' i [ • * s::c \ Ch:iefdoui 8 
0 _ 0.50 0 
0. 51 - 1.0 0 1 ° * - 0, 
1.01 - 1 . 5 0 IS t, 

/ - '•» 

1.51 - 2.00 8, ̂  • > )< - • ' •• 

2.01 - 2.50 8 , 4 > j i. 
2.51 - 3.00 •J 4 v 
3.oi - 3.50 k . 8 8 . 6 
3.51 - 4.00 3.6 2 , ^ 
4, 0 1 - 4.50 2,4 , • i 
4. 5 1 - 5.00 1.8 V. 
over 5 acres .114 

3.67 -- 10()„ )f •• 100 

Acreages of Homesteads Arab 1 e_JI. cutdi.np;s : •' ;i>1 e A.V.::! A 
s how s the perc en t age of* Horn e s t e a d & w i t h tot a 1 ar a!.1 e 
holdings of various si.-'.oo, In this instance infoiTiP-
t i on was avai 1 ab 1 e f or 11;e Chi e f d oms wh 1 ch e nave 
designated E, F and G „ In T;.:: 1 e XVI j ii various para-
meters of the distribution table have been extracted 
for ease of reference. 

One point of interest is that in all five srunp.los 
the median acreage is considerably less than the arith-
metic mean. In the three samples in which all Home-
steads were included (E, F and G) this modi.an varies 
from 2.0 to 4.3 acres. This suggc;-!.-: that it would 
not be wise to use the "average i i^ure for arable 
available to assess the agn cultural potential of the 
"average" Homestead Group. These figures suggest that 
well over half the Homestead Groups in the Swazi area 
have less than this "average" acreage. 

TABLE XVII 
Acreages of Arable Holdings Percentage of 
of Homestead Groups Homestead Groups 

A 

Acreage Chief- Chief- Chief- Chief- Chief-
dom A dom B dom E dom F dom G 

0 — 1.0 6.8 — 27- 6 4.7 33.7 
1.1 - 3.0 29.6 23.3 26. 8 33.8 37.0 
3.1 — 5.0 11.4 25.6 9. 5 19.7 16.3 
5.1 — 7.0 4.5 16.3 17. 4 14.2 6.4 
7.1 - 9.0 11.4 9.3 2. 9 3.9 2.2 
9.1 - 11.0 6.8 4.6 5. 1 3.1 1.1 

11.1 — 20.0 27.3 16.3 8. 1 13.4 1.1 
Over 20 acres 2.3 4.6 2. 8 7.1 2.2 

44 = 43 = 138 = 127 = 92 -
100.1% 100.0% 100.2% 99.7% 100.1% 



TABLE XVT1 

B 

Acreage Chief-
dom A 

Chief-
dom B 

Chief-
do;n E 

Chief-
dom F 

Chief-
dom G 

First 
Quartile 2.3 3-2 0.9 2.3 0.8 
Median 6.6 5.6 2.6 4.3 2.0 
Third 
Quartile 13 oh 9.1 6.4 3.7 3.7 

X 8.0 7.5 5«0 8.4 4.1 
Largest 
Holding 
Rec orded 33.2 28.8 45.0 160.0 160.0 
Percentage 
Homesteads 
with 1.1-5. 
acres. 

of 
41.0$ 

0 
48.95' 36.3% 53.6$ 53.3$ 

GENERAL CONCLUS.J ONS 

Theso figures and maps give some indication of 
the degree of fragmentation of Swazi arable holdings. 
Al the same I i.mo, the laws governing the inheritance of 
land rights (by different Houses witbxri the original 
Bantu-Owning group) 1) would appear to encourage the 
ultimate fractionation ) of any large consolidated hold 
Lugs that there might be; its splitting up into a large 
and larger number of smaller holdings. 

To some extent the effects of fractionation have 
hitherto been offset by the relative ease with which 
newly-established Homestead Groups new arable alloc-
a t ions of their own. - In passing, it is interesting 
to note that this is one of those instances where the 

1) See p. 97 ff. 
2) FRAGMENTATION refers to the state of affairs 

where single holdings are split up into numer-
ous and widely dispersed parcels; and can also 
be used for any process which would lead to 
this state of affairs. FRACTIONATION refers to 
splitting up, in the course of time, of single 
larger holdings into far greater numbers of 
smaller ones. 



lack of any ênst- e" -.u . ~ ' e k -.. ; : > t - a ree 11 {<.: f 
panicular parcels e: aii . 1 ' • - . . e . i\ deriv-
able resnl r s . - lie • • v - a . ' a -' ' 1 e ' a a..: i.; •. ! • .H'V 
ly -hort supply, the .- • . .. a : \ «.- ou,.^-, Th< 
any tendency to fraci • a.: • • el' • i - a c o n ) d beeome 
a real danger for the eeo.u.a: — , , v h thia pop.: I a t ion 

Fractiona 1 ion ; i; J en ( t la e of noid .1. u . : ee 
both unpopular with t h v- • .â a pe>i e .'i a fee l ha ;)_!> 1 m • < a 
of agrarian developmer ; -Vial. ;a a; ! io:i ha.-- the e:.\ i . a. • 
disadvantage that hoJe.;iae; .-e.-e. . a. . •.u.- e;; r loo ama t'i 
t o suppo rt a f ajni .!. v a- 0.... • • . \; t w.-. - a a h of i e' t .â  
a large proportion of the a ̂ able i and i a i hand:-' of 
the holders who must , pe rf o jTo, I ;t cai- i 1 u i r i'a ni!> ev' as 
a " spare time " ac tiv i ty , and. ,-;e ok i he : • ^a i..' i neaau-
elsewhere. 

Problems pos ed by f ra grnei'i. i. a t ; o i 1 a • :- < . e i .f'f Lc 11 L 1 
ies of overseeing agriculture ; op, ;- ; iocs o. • ; a rge 
number of scattered plots and i he t i./ne nofniei ;»ovo 
workers and implements trom one piei. lo a an titeru in 
addition, conservatio.:;. ensures ae-o • v difficult to 
implement and maintain .-.hen 1 1 via t, i \ e i 3 smaj 1 parcel s el" 
land are controlled by a la: <• .icfiiihce at different 
holders.. It can a.J so /; i v a . is a to p aoblcniH in the pa.e r 
of weed and pest control . 

Swazi eul L iva to • as do rot a ppe a r- to be und 11 ! y 
conscious of those d i 11 i eu ) : • a. . uu urcis i ojih they 
will even argue that fragment;-* tion ha;- o or tain advant-
ages . Taking into account the s imp. I e ua 1. it re of mos t 
Swazi agriculture, the leisuj^oJ.y pee- .>.i life in the 
Swazi rural areas, and the fact 'h,:!. at present there 
is little obvious connection between the agricultural 
and pastoral sides of Swazi farming, i t would seom that 
fragmentation is not currently a major problem. It 
could, however, seriously inhibit the introduction of 
more sophisticated and productive agricutural techniqiies 
which would probably necessitate a far greater degree 
of integration of stock and crop management. 

The figures in Table XVXI also suggest that there 
is no acute shortage of arable land. By the use of 
improved methods of crop husbandry alone yields from 
arable land under cultivation could be increased many 
times over, and long periods of fallow made unnecessary. 
Daniel has suggested that the arable acreages could be 
doubled or trebled in many areas; without having to use 
land for this that was unsuitable for cultivation. 1) 

l) J.B. Mcl. Daniel, "The Swazi Rural Economy," 
pp. 212-213; 215; 249-250. 
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The i rad ; •: > c::,-. i . • a • • a ; • \ • i . ovj;^'.; 'a:1-,' 
a pe riod wlien agri c u L t; iiai l '.U .-a .a-k iaa. ' • >. 1 ;a; a • •. • a i v a a -
u arr relatively s linpla and s i a era; adisad ; u ae; i : cm 
was plentiful; and ^ hen the amount wiae . • •< a ; -; a 
: a , lei vat ed depend ed e: 11 i e I y an h• . • • a . < j a >v. c 

During the past feu d eead e s i i : a a- "ra • a a. • i; > 
r a aii evor changing dcaaioni.i.c and tee.he :e i i -a. v • -r,„ 
me.a l , Qui i v a pa :rt from (,he grow ing i u:| -a • ; .. a a a • \ 
in Swazi J.lie, there have aiso been a nui:i'>e-- aa; > .<. , -.a.tea; 
Innovations which have aff ee ( ea the a e i aa ; d,.\ • • • • a.. >. 
c a iid act of agricultural operations. Thes-. iiua ; 
have necessitated certain changes in a sys i c.a eh 
that was designed for quite d.i f ft r-mt aead< . • 

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

Techniques of Cultivation: One of the earlier Ma •• 
ations was the introduction of the ox-drawu t >! a • .-a 
This has enabled, far larger ae" s to be ea; t., y . 
than was practicable wtien ali. '1 a.ncl pre pa ra t t en had 
a done by women wielding hoes; and siuay i a ' i • a 
he partially responsible fo r the modern ;. , • t i -.. • ' - c • : <• - j . 
ail. idie boundaries of a field arc hnoieatid vh>< a 
as Placed, instead of Idie o I fie r practice o.s m : . ,' • 
indicating a general art:a. wl.tii in which tic are • • ,-• a-pand--
an t s could carvn out Ii o I (is. 

Moreover, the i n l.roduc i i a! the plough aivti 
the men far more ciirec tl y i a rae bus Lrii;s a o f e ro p {•:: 'o w 
ing. They not on!y had la > ija rid.re I he p 1 ou/;Iis; the v 
also had to buy them. This was a. point on a. a i ba . t a 
small one, to the end of the economic setf-sufflatency 
of the Homestead Group which had cbaracii:ri/iai the 
older economy. 

Other types of animaJ drawn agricultu ra I i t'i p i e -
sncnts followed. Many Sway. i. now own planters, culti-
vators or harrows. Scotch carts are also common; aaa 
have provided a means of transporting relati vely large 
loads, and made possible practices such as the applic-
ation of large quantities of manure to arable lands. 

Though some Swazi are now buying tractors, the 
widespread use of ox drawn implements has added a new 
dimension to the 11 cattle problem" . The fact that " too 
many cattle are chasing too few blades of grass" 3 with 
all. the dangers at tendant on this , is not solely due to 
the fact that Swraz i keep cattle fo r M socio.] ogica l m or 
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"religious" reasons, as is sometimes alleged. Cattle 
are also needed, in considerable numbers, to sapply the 
draught-power, without which the rural Swazi population 
would be unable to feed itself - Though this draught could, 
theoretically, be provided by mechanical means, the cost 
oi motorisation on the scale required would undoubtedly 
be very high indeed; and might well not be em economic 
proposition at the present time. 

Whether cattle are also essential to replenish 
organic matter in arable lands is another question; 
beyond the limits of our present enquiry. 

Contract ploughing, either with tractors or oxen, 
is a further development. It provides another example 
of the increasing amount of overlap between the "cash" 
and "subsistence" sectors of the rural economy today. 
It may, in addition, have contributed to some extent to 
bile break-up of the traditional Swazi joint fvT.ily. A 
widow, for example, is no longer completely dependent 
on close male kin, either her husband's or her own 
agnates for her support. If a field has been allocated 
to her House, as should be the case, she can now arrange 
for others to do the ploughing required for its culti-
vation, and pay for this out of the resulting crops. 
In many cases one finds Iha t this is what is actually 
done . 

Other changes in agricultural techniques have 
boon encouraged by the governmentrs extension services, 
and have been reasonably widely adopted. These include 
the abandonment- of mixed cropping, and the substitution 
of row plan ting for the earlier p.actioe of broadcasting 
seed when sowing. True shifting cultivation is now rare. 
To maintain the fertility of the soil under constant 
cropping, cultivators are encouraged to remove crop 
stovers to their cattle byros after reaping, and to 
return tlie resulting mixture of compost and manure to 
their fields before they plant the next crop. 

Nonetheless, the large amount of arable land 
left Lying fallow, even when its indisputable holders 
are currently cultivating other fields nearby, suggests 
that a modified form of shifting cultivation, is still 
popular. Enquiries revealed that many Swazi were 
still convinced that Long periods of fallow were essent-
ial after a field had been cultivated for a number of 
years; and that land allocating authorities were pre-
pared lo take this factor into account when consideri.-..;v 
applications for new land to plough.!) 

l) Experimental evidence from elsewhere suggests 
that there may be considerable justification I 
this argument, in view of the limited amount 
of manure that most Swazi cultivators can ret: 
to their lands. 
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The use of f e n Llizi'rs is also bo i.ug s i rongly 

urged; with the twin aims of improving actual crop 
production, and at the eaiuo time making avai i a b.lo larger 
quantities of organic matter for return to i he soil. 

Conservation Legislation: Legislation in this sphere 
has been combined almost out i.rely to anti-erosion meas-
ures. These have been largely restrictive, but onl\ to 
a minor degree. 

It is nowadays illegal to plough in "sponges" 
or close to -water-courses; to plough up and down slopes 
(instead of along the contour); or to plough across or 
otherwise destroy the grass strips and contour ridges in 
fields which are designed to slow down the rate of run-
off after rain, and so check gulley-erosion. Persistent 
flouting of these regulations can lead to prosecution in 
the National Courts. 

It is true that these enactments have introduced 
some new "non-traditional" limitations on the rights 
given by Bantu-Ownership; but none of them have mater-
ially affected the general structure of the tenurial 
system. 

In a few cases Bantu-Owners may have lost all 
useful rights that they had over parcels of land declared 
unfit for cultivation. This has not meant, however, 
that they have lost their share in the Right of Avail. 
They can still be granted rights over other land else-
whe re. 

Legal enactments like tiu.se have probably had 
less practical effect than acceptance by individual 
Chiefs of advice given by the agricultural extension 
service. In many cases this has involved large-scale 
re-allocations of holdings „ In many mountainous areas, 
for example, Homesteads are now concentrated in a relat-
ively narrow belt, separating the upland slopes, which 
are now reserved solely for grazing, from the flatter 
areas where arable allocations are made. Similarly, 
where a Chief and his people have accepted the idea of 
rotational grazing, there have invariably been some 
unfortunates who had Rights of Cultivation, in some form, 
over parcels of land in those areas set aside as past-
ures. These rights they lost. All they could do was 
to ask the local authorities for a "fair share" of the 
arable land available elsewhere, if they could demon-
strate a need for this. 

Re-allocation of holdings was also often necessary 
after grass stripping was introduced into the fields. 



This .is a conservation measure, introduced by the 
Territorial government, whereby strips of land six 
feet wide and running along a contour, are deliber-
ately left unploughed. The distance between these 
strips varies with the slope of the land. The steeper 
the slope, the closer they are together. Grass grows 
on these unploughed areas, and slows down the rate of 
run-off after rain. 

Apart from depriving all land holders of part of 
their arable allocations, these strips introduced 
another complication. 

Original allocations were often in the form of 
long, thin fields running downhill, and the old practice 
was to plough up and down the slope of these. Thus, 
in the diagram given at Figure 11, the solid lines 
represent the original fields running down the slope of 
the hill. All the area under A was one fieJd; all 
that under B another; and so on. 

The broken lines represent the grass strips 
running along the contours. After these had been, intro-
duced A found himself in possession of eight small 
fields, in place of his original single large one, The 
same applied to B, C and D. Moreover, when A started 
to plough A.l (parallel to the grass strips, as he was 
now Instructed to) he soon came to B's boundary, and 
had to turn back. 

FIGURE 11 
A B C D 

Original field 1 
Boundaries 2 

3 . 
Contour Strips k 

5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 

To overcome these nuisances it was suggested that 
A should take all the land comprising A.l to D.l, and 
A, 2 to D.2 as his allocation; that B should take the 
two inter-contour strips immediately below these; that 
C should take the next two; and D the last pair. 
Details varied, depending on the sizes of the original 
fields, and of the inter-contour belts. 

Naturally, there were some disputes, misunder-
standings and complaints when this was done. Neverth 
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less, these and other types of re-allocution, and the 
losses by a few individuals of rights over land that 
they had cultivated previously, have in most eases had 
only temporarily disruptive effects. Thus, where 
dwelling sites have been moved to follow a contour it 
could be argued that the rights both of the Chief and of 
his subjects have been curtailed. The former, by 
agreeing to this move, has restricted the area within 
which he has the right to grant these sites. The latter 
have a far smaller area than before in which they can 
obtain them. Yet, the Chief does still have the right 
to allocate dwelling sites , and places in which to 
allocate them; and his subjects still have the accepted 
right to some place in which to build their homes. 

Similarly, although the economic lives of indiv-
iduals may have been confused by fields being taken out 
of cultivation, these same individuals retain the right 
to acquire other land by any of the various means ment-
ioned earlier.^) Xn practice, drastic measures appear 
seldom to have been necessary. Those who have lost 
rights because of conservation measures seem usually to 
have been able to obtain similar ones over other land in 
the vicinity. 

Cash Crops: In pre-European times virtually the sole 
function of a Homestead Group's arable allocation was 
to enable its members to grow their own food. Though 
most Swazi still consider that this should be its 
principal use, such an allocation can now also be a 
source of cash income. This can be achieved either by 
growing a surplus of food crops and selling some of 
these; by bartering surplus grain for something else; 
or by growing special crops solely for sale. 

p 1 
A number of Swazi now grow tobacco and cotton. > 

Many grow relatively small quantities of vegetables, and 
add to their income by selling these. There are a num-
ber who regularly grow more maize than they require, and 
sell the surplus. 3) Rice growing on a small scale 
has been tried from time to time in the Swazi rural 
areas. Dagga (Indian hemp) is also allegedly grown; 
and is said to provide considerable illicit cash rewards 

1) See p. 129. 
2) J.B.McI. Daniel, "The Swazi rural economy" 

pp. 233 - 23^. 
3) Although the indications are that the Swazi 

Nation Land population as a whole is not still 
self-sufficient with regard to maize, cf. Daniel, 
op. cit., pp. 224-225; J.F. Holleman, "Some 
aspects of agronomic policy in Swaziland", in 
Experiment in Swaziland, pp. 33^-335. 
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for those who escape the arm of the law. Attempts 
have also been made to Involve rural Swazi in the 
growing of sugar cane and pineapples. 

Many people have planted a few fruit trees and 
derive extra income from the sale of fruit. 

Despite, the considerable potential, the growing 
of cash crops has not yet made a significant contribut-
ion to the Swazi rural economy. In terms of modern 
interpretations of customary land law there is no act-
ual prohibition on an individual growing cash crops on 
his arable allocation, Nevertheless, there are many 
who argue that their large scale production on these 
allocations would be a violation of Swazi custom. 
Thinking is far from clear on this particular issue, 
and varies greatly from one area to another and between 
individuals. 

One Chief whom I had been questioning for some 
time about this matter summed up his own views in the 
following terms. "Once a man has been Placed by me 
on his fields", he said, "he can grow what he likes 
there. However, if he fills them all up with things 
like tobacco, and then comes crying to me for more land 
hera7j.se ho .̂ ays his children are starving, I would not 
give him any 1110 re ; and my people would probably agree 
w i l.ii me „ " 

One of the most common forms of "cash cropping" 
is (lie sell i.ng of cattle. Many Swazi make sizeable in-
comes from rearing cattle for sale. Many more rely on 
the occasional sale of a beast to provide cash when an 
urgent need arises. This practice has aggravated the 
conservation problem in tire grazing areas, many of which 
are already showing signs of damage as the result of 
over-grazing. Swazi tend to interpret the Right of 
Pasture, which flows from a community member's share in 
the Right of Avail, as entitling everyone to pasture, 
free, as many animals as he can lay hands on. So, 
any re-Lntorpretation of this customary ruling in a 
sense tluit would restrict the numbers of stock that can 
In- pastured on Swazi Nation Land would harm in a very 
real way the short—term economic interests of a very large 
number of individuals. 

The opposition that has been manifested to any 
such suggestions in the past is therefore easily 
comprehensible;, despite the fact that it can be dem-
onstrated that this over-grazing could lead, in the 
not-do-distant future, to the complete collapse of the 
ecological balance of these grazing areas, when all 
stock owners would find themselves in a far worse 
plight. 



Timber Plantations: In recent years a large number of 
timber plantations (nearly always of wattle trees) have 
been established in the H.ighveld and Midd.l ovoid. One 
type of wattle produces a saleable bark, which can be 
sold to itinerant speculators. Those wattle trees, 
however, probably fulfil a more important economic role 
as providers of firewood and building materials than 
as bark producers. As sources of limber they have 
replaced the indigenous trees that were cut out by 
earlier generations of Swazi. 

The traditional regulations governing the holding 
and use of land used for a timber plantation a.re broad-
ly similar to those covering arable land. One may 
plant wattle either on arable land of which one already 
has Bantu-Ownership, or ask the local authorities for a 
special allocation for this purpose. In the latter 
case, some Swazi argue that this allocation should revert 
to the community after the first crop of trees has 
been felled. 

The situation is complicated by the fact that 
wattle is self-seeding. If trees in a plantation are 
felled piecemeal, which is what, usually happens, new 
ones grow up to take their place, and it is not always 
obvious when the first "crop" has been completely reaped. 
During field investigations no instances were found of 
this particular ruling having actually been enforced, 

Opinions differ regarding the rights that a. 
plantation holder has to exclude others from making use 
of timber from his plantation. Some traditionalists 
contend that, although baric is a "crop" which may legit-
imately be sold, the trees themselves cannot. Others 
say that a plantation holder may sell trees if lie has 
felled them himself.1/ (thus creating Bantu-Ownership 
of the timber through his own labour), but that i 1 is 
contrary to customary law to .sell the right to cut 
standing timber to another person. 

Despite these arguments the buying and soiling 
of standing timber is actually quite common. Most 
plantation holders accept that anyone may collect 
fallen timber for firewood from their plantations, 
but would object strongly if an individual started, to 
cut down standing trees without first asking their 
permission. 

Departure from a Chiefdom usually involves the 
loss of Bantu-Ownership of any tree plantations that 
one leaves behind; which revert to the "Great House" 

l) Or arranged for them to be felled, either by 
his dependants or by hired labour. 
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of that Chiefdom or Ward. Some individuals have 
tried to claim that trees are a "standing crop" which 
they are entitled to "reap" even after they have moved 
to another land community. Others have argued that 
they are entitled to Place a friend on their plantat-
ions before their departure, and that whether or not this 
friend offers them a monetary "gift" in return is no 
concern of the local authorities! Chiefs tend to treat 
such contentions coldly when they are made. 

Since wattle trees are so plentiful, disagree-
ments of this nature have not so far been common, or 
treated as being of great importance when they arise. 
There is clearly a large area of uncertainty about the 
"correct" customary law covering tree plantations, and 
what actually happens depends to a large extent on how 
vigorously any of the parties involved are prepared to 
press their own claims. 

Apart from wattle, few trees are deliberately 
planted, except from fruit trees. Attempts to intro-
duce other species have been opposed on the grounds 
that they could only be exploited (as sawn timber) on a 
commercial scale, and so would tend to occupy indefinite-
ly land which might later be needed for food crops. 
S'ome Chiefs have even discouraged wattle for this reason. 
The National Authorities have complicated the issue 
further by ruling that timber plantations on Swazi 
Nat ton Land should not be individually held, but organ-
ized on a communal basis. As far as wattle is concern-
ed this ruling has had little effect. 

Water: Traditionally, Swazi have always regarded water 
as a "free good". This, of course, was intended to 
cover its use for primary purposes, for domestic uses or 
the watering of stock. A new factor has been introduced 
through the increased popularity of small-scale irrig-
ation, but it is still held that "free" water (from a 
spring or natural, watercourse) can be used by anyone, in 
any reasonable quantities. 

The normal technique for this small-scale irrig-
al ion is to divert water from a natural source by means 
of a hand-dug furrow. Once water has entered the furrow 
it ceases to be a completely free good. That is to say, 
anyone else wanting to make use of water from that furrow 
should approach the man who constructed it, and come to 
some amicable arrangement with him about how the avail-
able supply should be divided. If the original furrow-
digger- refuses, unreasonably, to agree to any such 
arrangement the second man has two choices open to liin:f 
He can either dig his own furrow from the natural sourc 
or take water from the first furrow without permissior 



and wait and see what happens. In any subsequent case 
in the Chieffs court, the argument that the first man 
was attempting to "sell the country" (kudaylsa umhlaba) 
through monopolizing a communal asset would be likely to 
receive a sympathetic hearing. 

In such cases, friends, kinsmen and neighbours 
would probably intervene before the argument got out of 
hand. The pressure 011 everyone concerned t o behave in 
a "good neighbourly" mannerly would encourage them to 
reach an amicable solution. 

Some Chiefs insist that their permission must, 
be obtained before any irrigation furrows are dug. 
Others attempt to exert control through restricting the 
allocation of irrigable allocations. They argue that 
when water is led on to arable land the part covered 
by this irrigation ceases to be a "field" ( insimi) and 
becomes a "garden" (.ingadzi) (pi. tingadzi) , and. so must 
be re-allocated to the Bantu-Owner of the original 
"field". It is also held that when a furrow crosses 
someone else's arable land it is essential to obtain 
this person's permission before constructing it. 

There is, as yet, no obvious need for any complex 
set of regulations covering the use of irrigation water. 
There is in most cases far more water available than 
would-be irrigators need. This, of course, is a sit-
uation that is unlikely to persist; for long; and 
greater attention will have to be paid to this whole 
question of how water rights should be allocated. 

Grass: Although grass itself is no innovation, the 
increased pressure on the grazing areas and the intro-
duction of grassed contour strips in the arable land 
have between them produced a new problem in customary 
land law. 

Thatching grass is still the main roofing mat-
erial. Formerly, it was easily obtainable whenever 
required., Now, spots where this grass grew tend to 
be grazed down by the increased numbers of livestock. 
Since cattle are kept out of the arable lands during 
the grass's growing period, the contour strips of 
these fields are often one of the few places where it 
can grow to a height that makes it useful for thatching. 

These strips are held to be "in" fields, so that 
everyone is not free to go and cut grass on them when-
ever they wish. On the other hand, it is widely held 
that grass is certainly not a crop, and does not belong 
to the Bantu-Owners of the fields in which it grows. 

l) See pp. 121. ff. 
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The most usual compromise solution is that any-
one -wishing to cut grass in a field other than one be-
longing to his or her 1) own Homestead Group is expect-
ed first to ask permission of the Bantu-Owners of the 
field in question. The latter are expected not to 
refuse this permission unreasonably, and certainly not 
to ask for any payment for giving it. If they want to 
make money out of grass in their fields, they are ex-
pected first to cut it and bundle it themselves (thus, 
as with wattle trees, creating Bantu-Ownership of the 
product through labour). Then these bundles may be 
sold, as may bundles of grass cut in the grazing area. 

As thatching grass is becoming increasingly 
scarce in many areas, there is a strong temptation to 
break these customary regulations. Pew cases of their 
breach reach the Chief's courts. If buyer and seller 
agree, it is easy to argue that the former is only 
acting as the latter's agent during the actual cutting, 
and that the sale itself did not occur until after this 
had been done. 

MINOR CHANGES IN CUSTOMARY LAND LAW, 

Apart from the changes in traditional regulations 
that were mentioned in the preceding section, there 
have been a few other minor changes that are not so 
obviously directly connected with technical innovations. 

Kencing: This practice, regarded by many western 
agriculturalists as an essential pre-requisite for any 
agricultural advance, is gradually gaining limited accep-
tance . 

In most Chiefdoms a man is permitted to fence off 
his own residential area, which may also include a few 
small cultivated patches. In many there is no objec-
tion to a person fencing his arable lands; but regula-
tions vary from Chiefdom to Chiefdom with regard to 
whether this also entitles him to keep other people's 
cattle from grazing on them during the winter months. 

In the "old time" system of agriculture fields 
were thrown open for grazing once the crops had been 
reaped (the Right of Stover), and the cattle were no 
longer herded but left free to range. In many parts 
of Swaziland today the state of the grazing areas is so 
bad that crop residues in the fields probably make an 
important contribution to the local cattle's dry-season 
diet. 

l) Women do the actual cutting and tying into 
bundles, but men may nowadays be involved in 
making suitable arrangements for them to do thi 



Technically, this has the disadvantage that it 
removes from these fields organic material which should, 
ideally, be ploughed back to maintain i he fertility and 
structure of the soil. If a man lias used adequate 
fertilizer, say, and produced an exceptionally good 
crop, he may have more crop residues than lie can remove 
to his cattle kraal. This would not matter, provided 
that manure was applied, and the remainder of the crop 
residues ploughed in. 

However, if cattle are free to eat these resi-
dues and then wander off elsewhere, much of the advantag 
of fertilization is lost. The man who fertilizes may 
reap a better crop, it is true, but the structure of 
the soil deteriorates. 

In some Chiefdoms this fact has been recognized. 
Since crop residues are, it is accepted, an individual's 
"property" in that he is permitted to carry them off to 
his own cattle byre, it is logical that he should also 
be permitted to assert ownership over them if they 
remain in his field. In such areas one finds the field 
of a few progressive farmers completely fenced and den-
ied to cattle during the winter. Though this may give 
rise to some grumbling among the agriculturally unen-
lightened, no steps are taken by the local authorities 
to stop this exclusion of certain fields from the winter 
grazing area. 

Even where this is permitted, such complete 
fencing is still a rarity. One finds most fields still 
unfenced; or fenced but left open after the crops have 
been removed. 

The fencing of irrigated plots is also permitted. 
Since crops are grown on these in the dry season this 
protection from wandering cattle is essential. 

Too great an enthusiasm for fencing can have its 
dangers. If a man deciaes to irrigate a large area, 
say, and fences this off, he may arouse the ire of his 
more conservative neighbours. They may argue that he 
is depriving them and all the rest of the community of 
part of their Right of Stover. In one case investig-
ated such an attempt at fairly large-scale irrigation 
(which was encouraged and supported by government 
officials) was one of the reasons given for passing a 
sentence of banishment on a man. Though as usual, 
the main accusation was of witchcraft, it was also 
suggested that the irrigation, and consequent fencing, 
showed that he was planning to "sell the country". 

In a few Chiefdoms fencing has been carried a 
stage further, and fenced "camps" constructed in the 



grazing areas. This is a development actively encour-
aged by the Territorial government's extension service; 
which can give financial assist \nee to communities 
agreeing to undertake it. One of the reasons that 
rural Swazi give for accepting this fencing in grazing 
areas is that it removes the need to herd cattle, and 
leaves their children free to attend school. 

Everywhere where fences have been erected in 
tho grazing areas there have always been malcontents 
who complain that this is an unwarranted restriction of 
Lho Right of Pasture. On many occasions they have 
backed their views by cutting the wire, and letting 
cattle into pastures that were being rested. 

Recently, a few Chiefs have expressed the wish 
both to fence off the entire territories of their Chief-
doms (to prevent cattle from other Chiefdoms from en-
croaching on their own Chiefdom's grazing); and to 
divide their Chiefdoms internally with fences to permit 
rotational grazing. It appears that, when adjacent 
Chiefdoms agree that they can exclude each other's 
cattle in this manner, the National authorities are pre-
pared to give their blessing to enterprises of this 
nature„ 

In some cases the Rural Development Board (which 
is essentially an agent of the National authorities) 
lias approved the granting of Community Development 
funds (which are supplied by the central government) 
lo assist in the erection of these fences. 

At the tune of writing no Chiefdom has yet been 
completely ring fenced. Nevertheless, the fact that 
part lal fencing has been done, and is apparently accept -
ed, is very significant development. It implies an 
acceptance (in some areas at least) of the "new" 
doe 1 l ine that the Right of Pasture applies only to graz-
ing within one's own Chiefdom. 

Rotational grazing without the aid of fenced 
camps is practised in some Chiefdoms. This takes the 
technically sound form of rotating grazing areas during 
the summer, when the cattle are herded in any case, and 
letting other pastures have a complete rest from grazing 
throughout the all-imporiant period when the grass is 
growing rapidly. 

Compensation for Improvements: Land may never be sold. 
Work creates Bantu-Ownership of the product. 

These 
pretation of 
is forced to 

two principles can complicate the inter-
customary land law when someone leaves, o:. 
leave, a residential site on which he has 



built solid and possibly expensive stnicturos. In 
the days when Swazi lived in beehive lints this question 
did not ariseo The thatching grass could be removed, 
and carried with the framework of the huts to a new 
site. This is impossible with tiie moire sophisticated 
forms of housing that are becoming increasingly popular 
now. Many huts, or houses, a re built of Iviinberley 
brick or stone, and incorporate refinements like bought 
windows or doors, and occaionall.y corrugated iron or 
asbestos roofing. 

Swazi, when asked direct questions about the 
present position, point out that a man is perfectly-
entitled to take away any bought materials when he 
moves his home, or to sell them to anyone who wishes to 
buy them. Purists sometimes stress that this does not, 
apply to materials that he obtained free from his en-
vironment, such as the clay for Kimberley bricks, or 
rafters made of local timber. "if pressed, they almost 
invariably agree that he has the right to destroy any 
structures made of local materials which he is not 
entitled to take away. If he built the walls of a hut, 
then no-one has the right to stop him from knocking 
them down. 

This reasoning opens the way to transactions whic 
have many superficial resemblances to the selling and 
buying of buildings. Such transactions do occur, 
although both parties invariably insist that all that 
is changing hands are the "bought" parts of these 
structures; a form of sphistry which others in the 
community seem prepared to accept. 

Nevertheless, in a great many cases well built 
structures are completely abandoned when a family moves, 
and not sold. This suggests that the objection to sell-
ing structures built on land, because this smacks of 
selling the land itself, still has a great deal of 
force. 

The principle that work, or outlay, creates 
rights has in some cases apparently limited the .r ight 
of a community to banish one of its members. A man 
under a sentence of banishment by his Chief can appeal; 
seek the protection of "the Ngwenyama's arm-pit", as 
Swazi say. Someone who has invested a large amount 
in housing is likely to have a certain amount of in-
fluence. He can claim, too, that for him banishment 
would involve far greater a loss than it would for a 
person who has not made this investment. The Envoys 
sent by the National authorities to investigate such 
appeals often, it seems, take these factors into account 
and may put pressure on the authorities of the Chiefdom 
to reconsider their sentence in view of the loss of 
capital assets by the banished man. 
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fields. These were often also fenced. 
Although agricultural techniques were probably 

marginally better than the average in the Chiefdoms, they 
were not startlingly so. Nor was production very 
impressive. 

As in other rural Swazi areas one had good 
farmers and poor farmers. For some years inhabitants 
of these areas remained on their original allocations, 
and did not start carving out new fields in the grazing 
areas. The same applied to residential sites. Married 
sons either built huts on their father's "stands", or 
applied for one of the extra residential sites which had 
been surveyed at the time of the original settlement. 
Although the land in these areas was not subject to any 
Chief, the people retained their personal allegiances to 
their old Chiefs. 

As sons grew up and required lands of their own 
to plough, and residential sites on which to build their 
homes, there was a gradual departure from the old 
"planned" pattern of settlement and cultivation. 
Residential sites were allocated by the local tradition-
al authorities away from the surveyed "stands". New 
fields were allocated in the original grazing area. 

The situation whereby inhabitants of the planned 
settlements could retain their allegiances to their orig-
inal. Chiefs gave rise to complications. Later, the 
Swazi Land Settlement and Lifa Lands were formally in-
corporated into the single category of Swazi Nation Land 
Lii regard to which "the power to allocate or grant any 
right or privilege to any person ... will be vested in 
tlie Ngwenyama-in-council. " 1) The planned settlements 
were ultimately allocated to Chiefdoms, and all their 
Inhabitants had to give their allegiance to the Chiefs 
of" these. 

In 19t>9 the position in one of the most "planned" 
of these settlements, that at Nkwene in Shishelweni 
District, appears to have been no different (in terms of 
the rules of tenure and the general local-governmental 
pattern) from that of a ward in any other Chiefdom. 
It has certain facilities not usually found in other 
Wards; such as neatly laid out irrigated gardens fed 
by concrete furrows and a larger irrigation potential 
(not yet developed) on part of the arable area. Never-
the-less, despite these rather obvious superficial 
differences, tenure is still basically on the same patte 
as elsewhere in the S.N.L. 

l) Cmd. 2052 (1963), paragraph 51. 
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Most Swazi Land Settlement areas were not. survey-
ed in this manner, and were, to all intents and purposes 
incorporated into neighbouring Chiefdoms fairly soon 
after their establishment. 

The Central Authority lias also ruled that land 
put under irrigation shall come under their own control, 
not that of the Chiefdom or Chiefdoms in which this 
land is situated. This was presumably intended to apply 
only to fairly large schemes, since no attempt has been 
made to control the large amount of "garden" irrigation 
already talcing place. Although there are strong argu-
ments in favour of centralised management and planning 
for large-scale irrigation, in view of the large amount of 
capital usually required, this ruling does not appear to 
have been particularly popular in the Chiefdoms, for 
obvious reasons. 

In one case investigated, in the Lomati Valley, 
there was an irrigation potential of several hundred 
acres, and most of the work needed to lead water out of 
the Lomati River on to this land had been done several 
years earlier. Yet, the only signs of irrigated cult-
ivation were a few small vegetable gardens. It appear-
ed that the dispute which had resulted in this large and 
valuable asset being left lying idle centred not so much 
around who was to be given allocations, but ratlior on 
how these allocation were to be made, and who was to 
have the power to make them. 

This was a complex dispute, involving personalit-
ies as well as the wider question of what rights should 
be held at which level in the land community hierarchy. 
It was interesting, however, that one of the objections 
advanced by members of the local community was to the 
idea that irrigation plots should be of a fixed size. 
What they wanted, they said, was to be able to adjust 
these at frequent intervals, so that everyone could have 
an irrigation plot if he wanted one; and that all these 
plots should always be of the same size. Impracticable 
as such a suggestion might be, this is clearly a reflect-
ion of the desire of a local community to retain control 
over its members, through retaining complete control 
over one of the potentially more valuable rights flowing 
from a share in their Right of Avail. 

Recent settlement schemes: The idea of planned agric-
ultural settlements devoted to the objective of maxi-
mising production of profitable crops has recently been 
resuscitated. 

At Mpetseni in the Malkerns valley and at Umvu-
vulane in the north-east, land for Swazi settlement has 
been acquired in the ITH. In both instances the legal 
owners of this land are western-style companies. 
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Selected "settlers" have been invited to sign, leases, 
which entitle them to take up and use plots in these 
areas under fairly strict control. The leases specify 
not only what crops shall be grown, but also the tech-
niques of cultivation which must be followed, Agri-
culturally trained European managers are based on each 
scheme to exercise the necessary control. 

The Mpetseni scheme is devoted to the cultivation 
of pineapples. The company built houses for the 
settlers and undertook the initial land preparation, with 
mechanical units and paid labour. The cost of these 
houses and operations is covered by a loan, which the 
settler is expected to pay off out of his profits. A 
price for the land itself has also been specified, and 
if a settler wishes he can pay this off by instalments; 
until he acquires full title to the land and all improve-
ments on it. 

Once he has done this, he is, naturally, freed 
from the terms of the lease agreement, and the control 
that is exercised now over his agricultural operations. 

The manager has the right to specify what 
agricultural operations should be carried out; in what 
manner, and at what time. In the event of non-compliance 
the necessary operation is carried out by the company 
with paid labour. The cost is added to the settler's 
Loan. In terms of the lease agreement, the company 
controls the marketing of crops grown, so the collection 
of loan repayments presents no real problem. 

It lias been calculated that a diligent settler 
could make an annual profit (excluding Loan repayments) 
of the order of R2,000. The total loan and the amount 
for t lie land could be paid off by such a man in 12 to 
1 r> years , 

The Pmvuvulane scheme. where sugar cane is the 
predominant "specified" crop, is run on approximately 
i lie some basis. The main difference is that there is no 
provision in the lease agreement for the ultimate 
purchase of the land by the settlers. However, as a 
result of representations by the latter. It has been 
agreed that their heirs may "inherit" the leases when 
they themselves die or retire, 

In both cases the controlling company has the 
right to evict settlers from the schemes for persistent 
breaches of the provisions of the lease. There have 
(at the time of writing) been three evictions from 
Umvuvulane, and none from Mpetseni. 

Agrononiically, both schemes are models of good 
land use. The high profits are also welcomed by the 



settlers. In tenns purely of the "production maxi-
misation" objective the strict managerial control of 
agricultural operations lias been an undoubted success. 

However, when considering whether this type of 
settlement suggests a pattern for the future develop-
ment of the SNL, one must bear certain relevant facts in 
mind. First, the land itself was taken from the 1TH; 
so it was, to all intents and purposes unencumbered by 
any customary rights. Second, the settlers were 
volunteers; who presumably considered that the strict 
terms of the leases were more than balanced by the 
possibilities of high profits. Third, the set tiers 
have not given up their Homesteads, cattle holdings or 
land rights in the parts of the SNL from which they came. 
They are, therefore, in very much the same position as 
migrant labourers employed elsewhere. Fourth, these 
schemes are still very new. 

One could argue that the present position of the 
settlers is barely distinguishable from that of etnjjloyees 
in any large industrial enterprise. Whether the 
present strict managerial control, catt be maintained 
indefinitely is far from certain. It is the avowed aim 
of the companies to withdraw gradually from the direct 
managerial role, and leave this for the settlers to 
organize for themselves, - In view of the history of 
the Swazi Land Settlements, it would not seem unreasonabl 
to predict that this might lead to a very considerable 
dilution of the "production-maximisation" objective. 
Managers are already complai ning of an unwillingness on 
the part of the settlers to accept agricultural "advice". 

One aim of the establishment of these schemes was 
to create an awareness among rural Swazi that high 
profits, and a high standard of living, could be gained 
off the land. That there has been some measure of 
success in this is suggested by attempts to establish 
a few irrigation schemes in parts of the SNL, where verb-
al "leases" have been entered into by "settlers" and 
the local traditional, authorities. 

Whether or not the "leasehold concept" is likely 
to develop, and prove a successful device, is a subject 
we shall return to later. 1) 

Townships: At least one attempt has been made to 
establish a township on Swazi Nation Land (Matsapha). 
No strict list of special regulations was produced, but 
the general procedure followed was based on. that oper-
ating in townships in the Individual Tenure area; in 
municipal areas, and on the commonages set aside for 
potential Municipalities. 

l) See pp. 312 ff. 
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The National authorities, in agreement with the 
authorities in the local Chief'dom indicated the area of 
land that the township should cover. Initially, a 
large number of residential stands were pegged; and 
although many of these pegs later disappeared, stands 
are still of a fairly standardized size. At the time 
when field investigations were conducted at Matsapha 
permission to settle there was granted by the local 
Ward Head, who exercised a general surveillance over 
the whole group living there. Otherwise, strict 
rules regarding tenure of these stands were most notice-
able by their absence. 

Private Farms: One "experiment" which a number of 
individual Swazi have tried is to buy farms or plots 
for themselves outside the Swazi area. These, of 
course, they hold on individualized tenure. 

Many of the farms bought by Swazi some time ago 
are indistinguishable, as far as patterns of cultiva-
tion and settlement are concerned, from the neighbour-
ing Chiefdoms, "Squatters" (as the central government 
terms them) have been Placed on arable and residential 
allocations in much the same way as they would be on 
Swazi Nation Land. Ownership is now often held in 
undivided shares by a large number of the original 
purchaser's descendants; while the senior of these 
acts vary much as a Ward Head would in his Ward. Some 
have even applied for recognition as Chiefs. 

In many cases inhabitants of such farms admit 
allegiance to a neighbouring Chief. In most matters 
they are treated in the same manner as the rest of this 
Chief's subjects. Where land is r-mcerried they are, 
naturally, in. rather a "special relationship" with the 
rest o0 the Chiefdom, in that only the farm-owning group 
is held to have any right to say with regard to how land 
on that farm should be allocated or used. 

Similar developments have been reported on African-
owned farms in the Ciskei, in South Africa, where farms 
which were originally individually owned became group-
owned when the original owner died, and the property (in 
undivided shares) of an ever-widening group with the 
fluxion of time. 1) 

The Swazi National Authorities have argued on 
occasion that the best way for farm-owners (be they in-
dividuals or groups) to clarify their rather anomalous 
position would be for them to permit their farms to be 
incorporated into the Swazi Nation Land. This suggestion 
has not, to date, been received with much enthusiasm by r.; 
farm-owners themselves. 

l) M.E. Elton Mills and Monica Wilson, Land Tenure 
Keiskammahoek Rural Survey, Vol. IV, 1952, p. 57 
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CHAPTER 15 

LAND AND AUTHORITY 

RESISTANCES TO "LAND REFORM" . 

In the last chapter we discussed a few adjust-
ments which have been made in the traditional system of 
land tenure, to meet some of the challenges of technical 
and economic change. As far as the rural Swazi Nation 
Land areas are concerned these adjustments have all 
been relatively minor ones, and did not affect the basic 
principles underlying this system. The small township 
areas, and the few Swazi owned farms and plots, do 
present a slightly different picture; but these cover 
only relatively small areas , and are occupied by only a 
part of the Swazi population. 

In fact, the traditional system has shown a 
remarkable resistance to any really fundamental changes. 

This is evidenced by the fate of deliberate efforts 
to induce changes of this kind, such as the establishment 
of the Swazi Land Settlements. Moreover, many Swazi have 
been very vocal indeed in their opposition to any 
tenurial changes in the direction of the western type of 
"individualised" tenure. For these people, anything 
which smacks of "selling the land" is something which must 
be avoided at all costs, quite regardless of any material 
benefits that such a move might bring. We have seen how, 
even in the case of those few Swazi who have "contracted 
out" of the traditional system by buying their own farms, 
one often finds that, to all intents and purposes, some-
thing virtually indistinguishable from the old system is 
operating within the boundaries of those farms. 

Neither this type of tenurial system nor the 
problems it can cause are peculiar to Swaziland. Both 
are found throughout Bantu Africa; and in many other 
parts of the world too, for that matter. 

It is often argued that the only thing which can 
save tribal agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa from 
disaster, and stop the soils in the tribal areas from 
all being washed into various oceans in the very near 
future, is rapid and radical "land reform". The 
principle target of protagonists of this course of action, 
the thing which they argue should be "reformed", is just 
that kind of "communal" system of land holding which we 
have been discussing in this study. Systems of this 
kind, it is contended, should be stamped out as soon as 
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possible, and some system based on "individualized 
tenure" or "private ownership of land" put in their 
place,1) 

Thus, in a speech at the opening of the Manzini 
agricultural show in July 19^5, Sir Francis Lloyd, Her 
Britannic Majesty's Commissioner in Swaziland, is re-
ported as having made the following policy statement. 
"The first essential to any improvement in farming 
standards is security of individual land tenure, and 
this is a development which the country's leaders must 
promote with energy and speed ^) in order to take ad-
vantage of the many opportunities afforded in the Swazi 
areas". 3) 

I have already made the point that the "communal/ 
individualized" tenure dichotomy has little in the way 
of really precise meaning; that it is not a very use-
ful analytical instrument; and that, therefore, it does 
not provide a very good basis for the formulation of 
land policies.^) Nevertheless, it cannot be denied 
that in the Swazi Nation Land areas, agricultural prod-
uctivity is very low indeed; -*) that the conservation 
picture is far from being a happy one; and that the 
unfortunate manner in which the considerable natural 
resources in these areas are currently being exploited 

b.-?.'?̂, bb-pmTfd, 'ixritf*ItugeaVie people, on the way in 
which rights to use land are allocated and held. 

At the same time we are faced with strong oppos-
it ion f rom Swazi to any change in this system of land 
tenure, and the allocation of land rights. 

Earlier in this study it was argued that "tenurial 
changes will inevitably have widespread repercussions and 
wi ll, be resisted by those who wish to preserve the trad-
i ( tonal system. This view is formulated in precise 

1) of: A.J.B. Hughes, "The Inter-relation of social 
structure, land tenure, and land use", in 
Proceedings of First Scientific Congress of the 
Association of Scientific Societies in Rhodesia, 
May 19b7. 

2) My italics. 
I) •Times of Swaziland, 19th July 1965 
k) See pp. 58 ff. 
5) J.B.Mel. Daniel, "The Swazi rural economy", 

pp. 21̂ 4 ff, 23k f, 236-247. 
A .J.B. Hughes, "Incomes of rural Homestead Groups" 
pp 258-259. 
J.F. Holleman, "Some aspects of agronomic policy 
in Swaziland", pp. 33^-335. 
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terms by those Svazi who argue that any change in land 
tenure would result in the collapse of the whole Swazi 
way of life, and would sound the death knell of the 
Swazi as a nation." J-) 

Before going on to consider other aspects of this 
problem it behoves us, in the light of our earlier 
discussions regarding how the traditional tenurial system 
operates, to consider what form these "widespread reper-
cussions" could take; and why Swazi fear them. 

LAND RIGHTS AND POLITICAL OBLIGATIONS. 

Tile Right of Avail and Social control: In Swazi cus-
tomary land law an essential pre-requisite for the exer-
cise of any reasonably permanent rights over land is 
that one should have access to the Right of Avail. 
That is to say, one must be a Swazi (and so subject to 
the political authority of the Swazi Monarchy and Central 
Authority) and also, in nearly all cases, be a member 
of a Chiefdom. Strangers may, on occasion, be granted 
temporary rights (of Way, of Pasture, or even Tenancies 
on Suffrance of specific parcels of arable land); but 
if these temporary rights are to acquire any degree of 
permanency there are only two possibilities. Either 
the strangers must be fully incorporated into the comm-
unity, and so increase the number of those entitled to 
a share of the Right of Avail. Or the Right of Avail 
must shrink, in direct proportion to the extent of the 
rights acquired by the strangers. 

There are, as we shall see later, other factors 
that can also cause a shrinkage of the Right of Avail. 

Community membership involves obligations as well 
as rights. As we saw earlier, it is something which can 
be lost; with a consequent loss of a share in the 
Right of Avail, and of all subsidiary rights flowing from 
this. 

This is one of the reasons why land tenure in this 
type of society cannot be considered in isolation. It 
is part of the whole system of political organization. 
Individuals derive their land rights primarily from their 
position in the political structure, not as the result 
of any private transactions between themselves and 
other individuals. Nowadays, it is true, transactions 
of this nature are coming to play an increasingly import-

1) See pp. 4-5 above 
2) Royals are an obvious exception, since they have 

an inherent right to a Chiefdom of their own, 
without any need to join another one. 



them is still dependent on what we may call political 
considerations. 

A man may make a payment to another private 
individual who agrees to transfer Bantu-Ownership of a 
field to him, or who has helped him to gain acceptance 
as a member of a particular Chiefdom. However, this 
payment is virtually never calculated on the basis of 
the economic benefits to be derived from the trans-
action. Furthermore, the right of a man who has made 
such a payment to continue enjoying the benefits in 
which it may have resulted is dependent on completely 
different factors; such as his ability to continue 
to find favour both with the Chief and also with his 
neighbours. 

The right to grant or withhold access to the 
Right of Avail therefore, obviously confers a consider-
able amount of political power on any individual or 
group that can exercise it. So does that of deciding 
the extent to which the various subsidiary rights stem-
ming from the Right of Avail can be enjoyed. The 
effectiveness of both these powers must clearly depend, 
inter alia, on the value of the Right of Avail. 

Swazi are well aware of this intimate connection 
between the control over land allocation on the part of 
the traditional political authorities (and, in a more 
diffused sense, on the part of the entire community) and 
the whole indigenous system of social control. One of 
the arguments often advanced against any change towards 
system of more individualized tenure is that it would 

inevitably result in a complete breakdown of the whole 
existing social order. As one Swazi put it, "Individ-
ual land tenure inevitably destroys and degenerates Swazi 
social 1. ife, and ultimately undermines and invalidates 
I he honour, power and significance of royalty and 
chief t uHiship" . ') Another has expressed the fear that, 
if individualized tenure were to be introduced, "there 
would, in fact, be no need of Chiefs and indvunas.2) .... 
E a c h and every owner of land would be the King, Chief and 
i ndvnna of everything." 3) 

The comments suggest that in the eyes of many 

1) A.J.B. Hughes, "Some Swazi views on land tenure", 
Africa, XXXII, 3 , July 1962, p. 258. 

2) This probably means Ward Head in this context, 
or Deputy. It could also mean Lieutenant, as 
this term has been used in this study. 

3) Hughes, op. cit., 260 
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Swazi this particular social mechanism, political and 
social control operating through control over land 
allocations, is considered essential not only for the 
maintenance of the existing social order, but for that 
of any kind of social order. Westerners, familiar with 
the many alternative devices employed in other societies 
to maintain social control may find this reasoning hard 
to accept. Nonetheless, one must remember both that 
few Swazi have any real knowledge of these other methods, 
and that, as things are now, the power of controlling 
access to land rights is one of the few real powers that 
the indigenous political authorities still have. 

It is easy to see how this type of tenurial system 
gives any community a powerful mechanism for enforcing 
conformity to communal mores. Since it is the commun-
ity (or its leaders, or a pressure-group within it, 
depending on the circumstances of the time) which has 
the final say with regard to who shall be granted the 
privileges of membership, the threat of the withdrawal 
of those privileges can provide a most effective method 
of social control. 

It can also be understood how any interference 
with these rights of the community could have repercus-
sions extending far beyond the realms of land tenure 
alone. 

Moreover, it must be appreciated that when any 
community has a "built in" system of sanctions like 
this, its members do not solemnly work out a "spare" 
set of alternatives, just in case the existing ones 
become ineffective one day. So, if existing sanctions 
do suddenly lose their force, the immediate result could 
be anarchy. 

Finally, it must be appreciated that all these 
remarks apply to any level in the land community hier-
archy. Although the operation of these sanctions is 
most obvious in the relationships between individuals 
and Ward or Chiefdom Communities, the Swazi Central 
Authority can also use its powers of control over who 
shall be admitted to a Chiefdom, or who shall be banish-
ed from one, in much the same way. At a far lower 
level, a Neighbour Cluster can, through the subtle use 
of group disapproval which could ultimately lead to 
banishment, ensure that all its members fulfil the 
minimum obligations of good neighbourliness as these 
are interpreted locally. 

Shrinkage of the Right of Avail: The more the Right 
of Avail shrinks, the less valuable will be any share 
in it, and the less effective will be the power of 
controlling access to it. 



There are several ways in which such shrinkage 
can occur. It can result from an overall decrease in 
the "pool" of natural resources available to the commun-
ity. It also "grows and shrinks in relation to the rights 
of individual members" (of the community) and in 
relation to the rights of subsections of the total 
community. The value of access to it is also dependent 
on the relative importance of the natural resources 
controlled by the community, as against that of other 
sources of income (in the widest sense of this term). 

The granting of the concessions in the nine-
teenth century eventually resulted in a shrinkage due 
to the first of these causes. As a result of the 
Partition of 1907 the "pool" of natural resources 
covered by the Swazi Right of Avail was restricted, 
and also accurately delimited for the first time. 
Shrinkage has also occurred and has continued, due to 
the increase in the Swazi population; and due to the 
increased "weight" of rights acquired by individuals 
and sub-sections of the community. This constant 
shrinkage has tended to reduce the value of access to 
tiie Right of Avail, with a consequent decrease in its 
usefulness to the traditional political authorities as 
a device for ensuring the continuance of their own power. 

The increased involvement of the Swazi in a 
money-exchange economy also introduced a completely new 
element into I he relationship between these traditional 
authorities and their subjects. An individual may now 
he able to satisfy a large part (or even all) of his day-
to-ilay needs, and even his requirements for luxuries 
and prestige, by means over which the traditional pol-
itical organisation has no control, 

Tiie belief that every member of the community is 
automat ieally entitled to a share in the Right of Avail 
accounts Cor much of the opposition to the idea that 
land is something which can be bought and sold. "The 
community .right is never static. It grows and shrinks 
in relation to the rights of individual members." 2) 
The inlrodnei ion of the concept that arable lands and 
tlwe I 1 in,"; sites are saleable would result in a very mark-
ed shrinkage indeed. 

11. would remove the Right of Accommodation, and 
alI subsidiary rights flowing from this, from among the 

t) 13. tor Haar, Adat law in Indonesia, New York, 
L9'<8, p. 81. 

2) P. tor Haar, loc . cit . 
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rights derived from participation in the Right of Avail. 
This, in turn, would mean that the rights of every 
member of the community would be adversely affected. 
The>r would, as a direct result of such an innovation, be 
deprived of something which had hitherto been right-
fully theirs. 

Much of the "opposition" to "obviously desirable" 
agrarian reforms proposed by well-meaning westerners may 
flow from this fear that these could lead to a marked 
shrinkage in the value of the Right of Avail. 

In passing, it is interesting to note that some 
technologically desirable measure may initially be 
enthusiastically accepted, only to be opposed later 
when it is appreciated that it will lead to this shrink-
age. 

This early unawareness of the full implications 
of an innovation is a good example of the anthropolog-
ical truism that members of any particular society seLdom 
understand their own culture fully. They live that 
culture, but few bother to analyse its workings. 
Inter-connections of this typo arc seldom appreciated 
before they are brought home, forcibly, by the incident-
al effects of some innovation which may, superficially, 
be of a relatively minor nature. 

A good example of this is provided by a relatively 
recent experience of an agricultural extension service 
in another country, Rhodesia. 

Legislation and administrative practice in 
Rhodesia leaves to each tribal community the right to 
the final say with regard to how their own tribal lands 
should be utilized, and how rights to hold and use any 
particular parcels should bo allocated. 1) 

Agricultural innovations have, therefore, to be 
approved by the local community and its traditional 
leaders before they can be put into practice. 

Agriculturalists had come to the conclusion that 
the time was ripe to introduce the idea of integrated 
farming to a particular area; the idea of combining 
cropping and stock management in a way that would take 
account of the need to maintain a good biological bal-
ance and also ensure maximum production and the maximum 
monetary returns. The idea was explained to a group 
of progressive tribesmen who approved of it. They wanted 

l) With only a few restrictions in terms of the 
Natural Resources Act . 
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higher production and higher profits. 

Since the approach suggested would involve 
fencing off part of the hitherto "communal" grazing, it 
was necessary to seek the approval of the tribal auth-
orities. They also approved; they wanted their 
people to be more prosperous. 

The necessary fencing was done, and the experi-
ment started. It soon proved to be an obvious success. 
More local groups in the area wanted to adopt the same 
techniques. 

Then the trouble started. The tribal authorities, 
hitherto enthusiastic, began to quibble. They argued 
that when they had originally been asked to approve of 
fencing they had assumed that this would only be put 
up around arable land, not around sections of the 
grazing area. 

As the fences around the grazing had been up for 
over a year, this belated objection of the tribal auth-
orities was classified by many members of the extension 
service as pure "obstructionism". 

But is "obstructionism" really a full or fair 
explanation? This is a classic case of a technical 
innovation which threatened to create a very marked 
shrinkage indeed in the Right of Avail. When one small 
group put a fence around a small amount of grazing the 
Right of Pasture of the rest of the Chiefdom was not 
affected to any noticeable extent. However, had every 
local group proceeded to fence off its "own" grazing 
areas this would have meant that the Right of Pasture 
ceased to be one of the rights flowing from a share in 
that Chiefdom * s Right of Avail. 

This would have meant that a large number of 
people would have lost a right, a bit of property, which 
they had previously possessed. Was the tribal author-
ity's "obstructionism" really so unreasonable? 

Another example from Rhodesia is provided by the 
Land Husbandly Act; a measure designed to introduce a 
.Limited degree of individualized tenure in tribal areas. 
This was done by government- controlled allocations to 
individuals of transferable rights to specified acreages 
of arable land and to graze specified numbers of stock 
on the communal grazing areas. 1) 

Initially this legislation was welcomed by many 
tribesmen and tribal authorities; since it had obvious 

l) See also pp. 307-309 
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advantages from the conservational point of view (and 
the results of inadequate conservation were becoming 
appreciated), and in many eases it merely "documented" 
tiie already existing situation with regard to land 
holding. However, in time transfers of these rights 
by sale began to occur. Tribal authorities (at all 
levels) then began to appreciate that "membership" of a 
kind of their own land communities could be acquired 
without their consent. At the same time, tribesmen 
began to appreciate that the tribal authorities could 
no longer use the sanction or threat of banishment 
from the community. 

To complicate the issue further, landless tribes-
men discovered that their own tribal loaders could no 
longer grant them any rights to use land in their own 
tribal areas. 

This gave rise to a certain amount of unrest. ^) 
Tribal authorities, when taxed with failing i.o control 
their own people, frequently made the point that they 
lacked any means of exerting this control since the "land 
sanction" had been taken away from them; that is to say, 
since they had lost the .right to say who should, and who 
should not, be granted full membership of their land 
communities. Further, they argued that they could offer 
little in the way of active co-operation in encouraging 
conservation and agricultural advance if they had no 
say with regard to who should have what rights over 
which parcels of land in their own tribal areas. 

Representations were made by these tribal auth-
orities to the Rhodesian Government asking' for new 
legislation. These resulted in the enactment of the 
Rhodesian Tribal Trust Land Act ( 1 9 6 7 ) ; in terms of 
which a large measure of control over land has been re-
stored to the traditional "Communal landlords". 

These examples have been cited to illustrate 
how, in this type of society, severe shrinkage of the 
Right of Avail can upset the whole pattern of control. 
The "land sanction", if we may so term it, acts as both 
a "stick and a carrot". Its disappearance can have a 
direct effect, by depriving the traditional authorities 
of one of the main sanctions that they have been able to 
use hitherto. On the other hand, this sanction will 
only be truly effective if loss of community membership 
also entails the loss of rights that are worth having. 

1) Report of the Committee of Enquiry into the dis-
turbances in the Mangwende Reserve, Salisbury, 1961 

2) Southern African Regional Commission for the 
Conservation and Utilization of the Soil, 
Report of Ninth Ordinary Meeting, 1964 pp. 70 ff. 
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So, -where a rural population is increasing 

rapidly, and alternative methods of earning one's 
livelihood are available, the force of this particular 
sanction will probably tend to decrease in any case, -1-) 
Western societies demonstrate that other methods of 
social control are possible. The Swazi, like other 
groups with similar tenurial systems, will probably 
have to adopt some alternative system of sanctions in 
the future. The main purpose of this chapter has been 
to demonstrate why such an alternative system is 
essential. 

l) In connection with another issue Holleman has 
given it as his opinion that "there is every 
indication that, in the dualistic and transitory 
state of (the) Swazi economy, participation in 
the expanding industrialization inside and out-
side Swaziland will cause wage earnings to assume 
a progressively greater proportion of the total 
income of the Swazi rural population". 
J.P. Holleraan, "Some aspects of agronomic policy 
in Swaziland", p. 337. 
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CHAPTER 16 

"CONSTITUTIONAL" CONFLICTS 

LAND ALLOCATING AUTHORITIES. 

In recent years in Swaziland bot.li the Central 
Authority and the Chiefs have been faced with demands 
from many of their subjects for increased recognition 
of individualized rights over land. Though these same 
subjects might have expressed opposition to individual-
ization of tenure on the western model as such, when it 
came to tlieir own cases they have tended to stress those 
aspects of customary land law that emphasize the rights 
of individuals as against those of the community. 

As the value of the Right of Avail decreased 
(for the various reasons just mentioned) it became 
increasingly important for the traditional authorities, 
if they wished to maintain their position and their 
powers, to seek to check any further shrinkage. 

Prom the point of view of the Central Authority 
this further shrinkage could be caused, inter alia, by 
increase in the rights acquired by the Chiefdoms. The 
Chiefs, on the other hand, had an obvious interest in 
seeking to restrict the rights of the Central Authority 
over land in their own Chiefdoms; and an equally obv-
ious interest in seeking to increase to total "pool" of 
natural resources available to their own people. 

We have already pointed out that we should think 
in terms of a hierarchy of communities, rather than 
attempting to isolate one particular grouping which is 
the community that has complete control of access to 
the Right of Avail. 1) It is more meaningful to dis-
cuss the degree of control which is claimed, and exer-
cised, at various levels in this hierarchy. Looking 
at the position from the point of view of the community 
which comprises the whole Swazi people, we can say that 
membership of this grouping, the mere fact of being a 
Swazi, does entitle one to the access to the Right of 
Avail. That is, it does give one the inalienable 
right to some place to live and to cultivate in the Swazi 
Nation Land. This does not mean, however, that any 
Swazi has an inalienable right t o claim the Right of 
Accommodation and of Cultivation anywhere in this area. 
He must first be accepted as a member of a more localized 
community, of a Chiefdom. 

l) See pp. 67 -68. 



In some of the larger Chiefdoms one must also 
be accepted as a member of a Ward-level land community. 
Finally, before one can establish a really personal res-
idence, one must be accepted by a number of Neighbour 
Clusters. 

Superior and subordinate land communities: Control 
over access to the Right of Avail implies firstly that 
the controller has a duty, to see that all members of 
the community do receive rights over a reasonable share 
of the available natural resources. Secondly, it 
Implies tbo power to deny access to the Right of Avail. 

We have seen how this operates within the Chiefdom 
and how the sanction of banishment may be invoked to 
deny any individual or group access to the local Right 
of Avail., It is often claimed on behalf of the Swazi 
Central Authority that it has complete control over who 
shall, and who shall not, have access to this right 
anywhere in the Swazi area. This point of view is sum-
med up in Kuper's statement which we have already quoted 
that "the Ingwenyama allots land (through his main 
officials) or sanctions the holding of land by Chiefs." 
If this were all that there was to Swazi customary land 
law, then the Chiefs would be no more than agents of the 
Central Authority, with no rights over land in their own 
Chiefdoms other than those temporarily delegated to them 
by the latter; and wdiole Chiefdoms could be deprived 
of access to the Right of Avail, in the same way that 
a Chief can deny access (within his own Chiefdom) to any 
of Ji is sub jeels. 

Few Chiefs, especially Cl.an Chief tains, would be 
prepared to accept this as a true summary of the custom-
ary legal, position. Nor would many supporters of the 
Central Authority be prepared to argue that, nowadays, 
whole1 Chiefdoms can be banished, or that Chiefs and the 
people of I lie Chiefdoms do not have a very definite 
right to decide how the land in their Chiefdoms should 
bo d i s t r i hut ed. 

What appears to be generally agreed is that both 
the Cent ral Authority and the Chiefs have some control 
over access to the Right of Avail as this affects any 
particular Chiefdom. For example, a Chief should not 
accept a iiou-Swazi as a subject without first obtaining 
the approval of the Central Authority. There is now 
fairly general agreement that, anyone who has been 
banished by a Chief has the right to appeal to the 
Ngwenyama against; the sentence. ) Nowradays, it is 

1) 
2) 

Kuper, The Swazi, p. 25. 
See pp. 140-149; 190-191 above. 
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further accepted that the Central Authority has the 
right to legislate, through the Paramount Chief's Orders-
in-Council, regarding such things as conservation matters, 
vhich do affect land utilization. 

Disagreements regarding the "constitutioiial" 
position centre around such matters as terminology, 
the right of the Central Authority to establish royal 
Homesteads on land claimed by a Chiefdom, their refusal 
to approve sentences of banishment, and whether rights 
stemming from a share in the general Swazi Right of 
Avail can be arbitrarily taken away from Chiefs without 
reference to the Central Authority. 

For example, many Swazi distinguish between land 
in Chiefdoms ruled by Royals and Clan Chieftains on the 
one hand, and that in those ruled by Lieutenants on the 
other, and refer to the latter specifically as "land 
of the Great House of Ngwane". Many representatives 
of the Central Authority (and the present Ngwenyama) 
object to this distinction being drawn, and argue that 
all the land in the Swazi Area is "Royal land" (umhlaba 
wenkosi). Those who speak of the "Lieutenancies" as 
"land of the Great House of Ngwane" are implying that 
the Central Authority has greater control over access to 
the Right of Avail in respect of these areas than it 
does in the other Chiefdoms. Those who insist that all 
land in the Swazi Area is "royal land" are, in effect, 
arguing that the Swazi Right of Avail is indivisible 
and that control of access to it in respect of any part, 
of the Swazi Area is vested in the whole Swazi people, 
not in any sub-section. 

l) 
When the tinkundla were established, the 

Ngwenyama argued that traditionally the Swazi ruler had 
the right to establish royal Homesteads anywhere, and 
to attach to such Homesteads any lands or groups that he 
wished. Many Chiefs countered this argument by point-
ing out that, while this had been accepted in the past, 
royal Homesteads had normally always been established 
on unoccupied land, and with the agreement of any 
Chiefs nearby who might have claims over that land. 

In many cases one does hear that before a part-
icular Lieutenancy was established, the Ngwenyama of the 
time "begged" (kucela) an area of land from the local 
Chief, and decided on the boundaries of the future 
Lieutenancy in collaboration with that Chief. 

Another objection raised to the tinkundla organ-
isation is that it has involved the people in the Chief-
doms attached to each inkundla in a double set of 

l) See pp. 192-193. 
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tribute labour obligations; to the inkundla and to the 
other major royal Homestead to which each Chiefdom is 
affiliated. 1) It was pointed out, with some justice, 
that when a cattle post or similar minor royal Homestead 
was established in the past the only people who were 
liable to be summoned to tribute labour gatherings 
(imimemo) were those who had been granted land rights in 
the territory attached to that cattle post; not those in 
the neighbouring Chiefdoms, as is the case with the 
tinkundla. 

All reports suggest that it was the claim of 
the Central Authority to be establishing tinkundla wher-
ever it wished as a right stemming from "Swazi custom" 
which resulted in the objections to this system on the 
part of many Chiefs and their people. It was seen as 
the thin edge of the wedge, as the beginning of a pro-
cess whereby control over access to the local Right of 
Avail would pass more and more into the hands of the 
Central Authority, and out of hands of the Chiefs. 

With regard to the question of banishment, the 
Central Authority appears to have successfully estab-
lished its claim to have the last word in any case where 
an appeal has been made against such a sentence. Many 
Chiefs may argue that they are independent of any higher 
anttinri tv in snr.h ma.tto.t:<?. , ̂î ri. -hh -Ls, "K.Tift, -hhaJx,, 
if the Central Authority refuses to approve a sentence 
of banishment, there are many ways in which a Chief can 
make life so uncomfortable for the banished man that he 
might as well move in any case. Nevertheless, there 
have been many instances in which the Central Authority 
has effectively quashed a sentence of this kind. 

If a man who has been banished refuses to move, 
and the sentence has not been approved by the Central 
Authority, the Chief cannot take any forcible action to 
remove him without the risk of falling foul of Territor-
ial law. Nor can he call on the police to assist him 
in removing the man. For these reasons, there are, 
therefore, a number of people in different parts of the 
country whom their Chiefs have wished to banish but have 
been unable to do so. 

More subtle questions of traditional law are 
raised when people owing allegiance to one Chief have 
arable lands, and often their Homesteads, in areas 
recognized as falling within the territory of another. 
This is a sort of situation that one often encounters 
in southern Swaziland. The Chief who controls the 
territory may demand that they leave; but he cannot 
banish them from his Chiefdom (sive) for the simple 
reason that they do not belong to itl 

l) See pp. 186-188. 
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The people concerned can always argue that sivo 

properly refers to the group of people politically 
subject to the Chief, and 11m t they owe allegiance to 
another one„ 

In such cases they often claim that they cannot 
be evicted from lands that were ploughed by their fathers 
or grandfathers. They are, in effect, arguing that 
rights stemming from the general Swazi Right of Avail 
are "heavier" than any more localized right of the Chief 
to decide who shall reside in the territory now recog-
nized as coming under his control. 

In many cases Chiefs have refused to evict people 
owing allcgiance to other Chiefs for those reasons. In 
others, where the Chief has insisted on eviction, many 
of the people concerned have suffered prosecution sever-
al times rather than admit that I.he eviction was justi-
fied. 

Historical considerations: The"Swazi custom" which regu-
lates the allocation of land rights in the SNL evolved 
under very different conditions from those obtaining 
today. When the Dlamini first entered Swaziland, land 
was relatively plentiful, people weî e relatively thin 
on the ground, and security for life, limb or property 
was minimal unless one had the support of a numerous and 
militarily powerful group. For the political leaders, 
at all levels of organization, control over people was 
of far greater importance than clearly recognized rights 
over specific territories. 

Under these circumstances there was also little 
need for any rigid definition of the exact pattern of 
subordination and super-ordination existing among the 
leaders of various sub-sections of the Swazi people. 

The Swazi rulers, it is true, insisted on all 
these other leaders admitting their own political subord-
ination to themselves; and reserved to the Monarchy 
certain ritual functions, such as those connected with 
rain-making and the Incwala. i) They also built up a 
military organization which served the threefold purpose 
of discouraging open rebellion, of offering protection 
against external enemies, and of increasing the number 
of these directly under the control of the Central 
Authority. But,apart from these devices, the relation-
ships both between the Central Authority and the leaders 
of subordinate groups, and also those between these 
leaders themselves, were based largely on a delicate 
balance of power, and of rights. 

l) See pp. 19^-195 above. 
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tribute labour obligations; to the inkundla and to the 
other major royal Homestead to which each Chiefdom is 
affiliated, 1) It was pointed out, with some justice, 
that when a cattle post or similar minor royal Homestead 
was established in the past the only people who were 
liable to be summoned to tribute labour gatherings 
(imimemo) were those who had been granted land rights in 
the territory attached to that cattle post; not those in 
the neighbouring Chiefdoms, as is the case with the 
tinkundla. 

All reports suggest that it was the claim of 
the Central Authority to be establishing tinkundla wher-
ever it wished as a right stemming from "Swazi custom" 
which resulted in the objections to this system on the 
part of many Chiefs and their people. It was seen as 
the thin edge of the wedge, as the beginning of a pro-
cess whereby control over access to the local Right of 
Avail would pass more and more into the hands of the 
Central Authority, and out of hands of the Chiefs. 

With regard to the question of banishment, the 
Central Authority appears to have successfully estab-
lished its claim to have the last word in any case where 
an appeal has been made against such a sentence. Many 
Chiefs may argue that they are independent of any higher 
antlinri tv in snnh mat+.o.ns , =mrL it Kn'za, *ihaJ\,, wvZA 
if the Central Authority refuses to approve a sentence 
of banishment, there are many ways in which a Chief can 
make life so uncomfortable for the banished man that he 
might as well move in any case. Nevertheless, there 
have been many instances in which the Central Authority 
has effectively quashed a sentence of this kind. 

If a man who has been banished refuses to move, 
and tiie sentence has not been approved by the Central 
Authority, the Chief cannot take any forcible action to 
remove him without the risk of falling foul of Territor-
ial law. Nor can he call on the police to assist him 
in removing the man. For these reasons, there are, 
therefore, a number of people in different parts of the 
country whom their Chiefs have wished to banish but have 
been unable to do so. 

More subtle questions of traditional law are 
raised when people owing allegiance to one Chief have 
arable lands, and often their Homesteads, in areas 
recognized as falling within the territory of another. 
This is a sort of situation that one often encounters 
in southern Swaziland, The Chief who controls the 
territory may demand that they leave; but he cannot 
banish them from his Chiefdom (sive) for the simple 
reason that they do not belong to it] 

l) See pp. 186-188. 
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The people concerned can always argue that slve 

properly refers to the group of people politically 
subject to the Chief, and that they owe allegiance to 
another one, 

In such cases they often claim that they cannot 
be evicted from Lands that were ploughed by their fathers 
or grandfathers. They are, in effect, arguing that 
rights stemming from the general Swazi Right of Avail, 
are "heavier" than any more localized right of the Chief 
to decide who shall reside in the territory now recog-
nized as coming under his control. 

In many cases Chiefs have refused to evict people 
owing allegiance to other Chiefs for these reasons. In 
others, where the Chief has insisted on eviction, many 
of the people concerned have suffered prosecution sever-
al times rather than admit that the eviction was justi-
fied . 

Historical considerations: Hie "Swazi custom" which regu-
lates the allocati on of land rights in the SNL evolved 
under very different conditions from those obtaining 
today. When the Dlamini first entered Swaziland, land 
was relatively plentiful, people were relatively thin 
on the ground, and security for life, limb or property 
was minimal unless one had the support of a numerous and 
militarily powerful group. For the political leaders, 
at all levels of organization, control over peop.Le was 
of far greater importance than clearly recognized rights 
over specific territories. 

Under these circurastanccs there was also little 
need for any rigid definition of the' exact pattern of 
subordination and super-ordination existing among the 
leaders of various sub-sections of the Stvazi people. 

The Swazi rulers, it is true, insisted on all 
these other leaders admitting their own political subord-
ination to themselves; and reserved to the Monarchy 
certain ritual functions, such as those connected with 
rain-making and the Incwala. ) They also built up a 
military organization which served, the threefold purpose 
of discouraging open rebellion, of offering protection 
against external enemies, and of increasing the number 
of these directly under the control of the Central 
Authority. But, apart from these devices, the relation-
ships both between the Central Authority and the leaders 
of subordinate groups, and also those between these 
leaders themselves, were based largely on a delicate 
balance of power, and of rights. 

l) See pp. 194-195 above. 
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This balance was constantly changing, depending 

on the sizes of the groups concerned, the personalities 
and abilities of their leaders, and the amount of in-
fluence which each could exert on the Central Authority. 
Thus, when a royal Apanage was created in an area 
hitherto claimed by a Clan Chieftain, it was not a case 
of the latter being superseded by the Royal who came in, 
and so ceasing to be a "Chief". Rather, the Clan 
Chieftain acquired a powerful and potentially useful 
neighbour. There was, in fact, no way of saying in 
Swazi that he either had, or had not, ceased to be a 
"Chief", prior to the importation of the alien word 
slkhulu. He remained the genealogically senior member 
of his own clan, and was still their inkosi (ruler). 
The incoming Royal had borne the title (Mftwanenkqsi -
child of a ruler; prince) before the creation of the 
Apanage, and he continued to do so after it had been 
given to his mother as her Portion, l) 

Similarly, there was the delicate balance of 
power between the Royals and the Lieutenants; a rela-
tionship which Swazi describe by saying that "each should 
call the other 'father' (baba)." 

There was also no pressing need to define with 
any degree of precision the exact rights of the local 
Chiefs and the Central Authority respectively over land. 
Wliat was important was that the political relationships 
should bo clear cut. It was important to define exactly 
wlio should be permitted to display such outward symbols 
of power as performing the Incwala (with its intimate 
connection in Swazi eyes with the welfare of the whole 
Swaz i people and the natural resources on which they 
subsisted); which Chiefs should have the right to 
perform their own First Fruits Ceremonies; 2) and who 
should be permitted to organize and control a system of 
age-regimcnts (a right that apparently only the mamba 
Chief had, apart from the Central Authority). Provided 
that the political unity of the Swazi State was so 
assured, questions of who should have what rights over 
which nattiral resources could normally be settled amic-
ably, There was, in any case, little obvious shortage 
of any of these resources. Quarrels over those in 
specific areas were often inhibited by the fear of both 
parties concerned that such a quarrel might lose them 
the support of the other. 

On occasion the Central Authority did "banish" 
a Chief and all who remained loyal to him, by force of 
arms. The application of this sanction, however, 

1) See pp. k2 ff; 175-177. 
2) See p. 178. 



inevitably weakened i he Swazi state; so there was a 
strong incentive for the Central Authority to seek some 
less drastic solution. 

When an Ngwenyama "begged" land from a Clan 
Chieftain for the establishment of a Lieutenancy or an 
Apanage, it would have been unwise for tiie Chief t.o have 
refused except for some very good reason. The Ngwen-
yama would also have been unwise to have forced the 
issue in such a case, and gone against the wishes of 
the Chief and his followers, if lie wanted to be able to 
rely on their continued support. It is against this 
background that one must assess the significance of 
such apparently contradictory statements as that "The 
Ngwenyama sanctions the holding of land by 
Chiefs" -U on the one hand, and on the other, those 
to the effect that he cannot interfere Lu any matters 
regarding land distribution within a Chiefdom without 
the agreement of the Chief concerned. 

Conflicting views of the Chiefs and the Central Authority: 
We have already outlined the main differences in the 
traditional relationships between the Central Authority 
and Clan Chieftains , Lieutenants and Royals . We also 
mentioned that there are considerable differences of 
opinion as to what rights the Central Authority does 
have in terms of Swazi customary law, particularly with, 
regard to land matters. 

These are most, clear cut in relation to the 
Clan Chieftaincies. Most Clan Chieftains appear to 
subscribe to the view that their ancestors entered into 
"treaty relationships", as it were, with the Central 
Authority, to which they only transferred certain 
specific powers. They appear to regard it as merely 
another Clan Chieftaincy; albeit one with a special 
position. Its agents are regarded as ambassadors from 
a more powerful neighbour. When there i.s any doubt as 
to whether a certain power is vested in the Central 
Authority or in the Chiefs, the Clan Chieftains tend to 
assume that it must be the latter. 

The Central Authority, while admitting the very 
definite rights of Clan Chieftains, tends to the view 
that since it is the governing body for all the Swazi 
people, any powers not clearly recognized as belonging 
to the Chiefs must obviously be vested, in itself. 

This is the basis of what we have called the 
"constitutional conflicts" which are so common in Swazi-
land today. There is general agreement among Swazi 
that land rights in the Swazi National Land should be 
allocated according to "Swazi custom". There are, 
however, fundamental disagreements as to what the custom-

l) Kuper, The Swazi, p. 25. 
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ary rights of the various parties concerned are, 
particularly when Clan Chieftains are involved. The 
Central Authority is apparently prepared to admit that 
it should not interfere in the ordinary day-to-day alloc-
ation of land rights in a Clan Chiefdom; but does insist 
that it does have the right to legislate regarding any 
matter (including land matters) for all Swazi. 

Thus, the Rural Development Officers (agents 
of the Central Authority) were instructed not to inter-
fere in any land allocations in any Chiefdom (not only 
Clan Chiefdoms). Yet the Ngwenyama claimed, in connect-
ion with the establishment of tinkundla, that he had a 
traditional right to establish a Royal Homestead anywhere 
in Swaziland. The Central Authority ruled that any land 
which came under irrigation should automatically cease 
to be under the control of the Chief of the area. Most 
Chiefs, especially Clan Chieftains, have disputed its 
competence to make such a ruling. As a result, huge 
areas of potentially irrigable land are now uncultivated, 
because no decision can be reached regarding who has 
what rights over them. Similarly, agents of the Central 
Authority have, on occasion, given rulings when there has 
been a boundary dispute between Chiefs, which have often 
been ignored by the Chiefs concerned. 

T̂ -vi-jS/i.-j*tm/.i.xjt> 'Cueiv as tess uouut regarding 
tlic .rights of the Central Authority. These are defin-
ite ty "lauds of the Great House of Ngwane", and Lieuten-
ants arc, in theory, no more than agents of the Ngwenyama. 
Moreover, since thero is nowadays little land in the 
Swazi Are .a which is not generally recognized as forming 
part of one Chief dom or another, the Lieutenancies are 
virtually the only parts of the country left from which 
Apanages can be carved out for future Royals. If this 
degree of control by the Central Authority is accepted 
(which if is), a Lieutenant has few grounds for object-
ing, on principle, to its other claims. 

The position of the Royals is more difficult to 
define. They do not have the historial justification 
for claiming the same degree of autonomy claimed by the 
Clan Chi efdoins, but in practice their position is little 
different. They also tend to resist claims of the 
Central Authority to exercise any powers which can have 
any direct effect on the land situation in their own 
Chief d OHIS . 

These conflicts of opinion between the Central 
Authority on the one hand, and Clan Chieftains and 
Royals on the oilier, still have to be resolved. They 
concern not only land rights, but the whole pattern 
of relationships which are governed by "Swazi Custom". 
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Mere statements by the Central Authority that they do, 
traditionally, have the very wide powers that they claim 
are obviously not enough. Chiefs have been resisting 
these claims and will continue to resist them, also in 
the name of "Swazi custom". 

LAND DISPUTES BETWEEN CHIEFS. 

Despite the expressed abhorrence of any "disputing 
of land" , boundary disputes between neighbouring Chiefs 
are relatively common; particularly in the south of 
Swaziland. Since they are Less easily settled than 
similar disputes between Bantu-Owners in the same Chief-
dom (there usually being no "spare" land which can be 
granted to one of the disputants in lieu of the area in 
dispute), they tend to persist. 

When the Chiefdoms of Swaziland were first estab-
lished, their boundaries were often, not unnaturally, only 
indicated approximately. They were "up to" such-and-such 
a mountain, or up one stream to its headwaters and then 
down another which might rise half a mile to a mile 
away. When pressure on the land was slight, boundaries 
were not of groat consequence. As the density of pop-
ulation increased, there was a tendency to define them 
more accurately; but in many cases, before this could 
be done people owing allegiance to one Chief had settled 
in an area claimed by one of his neighbours. In other 
cases family groups moved from their own Chiefdom on 
what they imagined was a temporary basis, were granted 
a Tenancy on Suffrance of arable land and a residential 
site by a neighbouring Chief, and then remained there 
so long, that this was converted (in their eyes) into 
Bantu-Ownership. One still encounters cases today of 
Chiefs granting rights over land (sometimes by the pro-
cess of Placing, which implies a grant of Bantu-Owner-
ship) to Homestead Groups from neighbouring Chiefdoms 
without insisting that they become their subjects. 

Nowadays, therefore, one often has an inter-
fingering of groups belonging to different Chiefdoms along 
the boundaries between these. One such situation is 
shown in Map 8. Sometimes there is a dispute as to 
the exact location of a boundary as happened in this 
particular case. In others there is no dispute re-
garding the boundary itself, but the intruders claim 
to have established Bantu-Ownership of their arable 
lands and residential sites through length of occupation. 

From time to time these disputes have become so 
acrimonious that appeal has been made to the Central 
Authority. At one period a special committee was set 
up to deal with the spate of boundary disputes in 
Shiselweni District. In the case of the Chiefdom shown 
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on the map, the Ngwenyama in person visited the area and 
defined the boundaries; but added a rider to the effect 
that the Chief could not dispossess any Homestead Groups 
settled on his land who owed allegiance to other Chiefs. 
Later, the Chief and his own people agreed to a general 
resettlement scheme suggested by the Territorial Govern-
ment as a conservation measure; and it then transpired 
that this did not apply to these other Homestead Groups, 
which comprised about a third of those in his territory. 

To the westerner it may seem extraordinary that 
Chiefs permit such situations to persist, or that the 
intrusive elements can claim that they are justified 
in remaining in the other Chiefdom in terms of tradition-
al land law. They are not members of this Chiefdom, so 
how can they claim a right to any of the natural re-
sources belonging to it?. 

Yet such claims are not completely unreasonable 
in terms of Swazi concepts. The intrusive Homestead 
Groups are Swazi, so have a share in the general Swazi 
Right of Avail. This, in turn, entitles them to a 
share in the natural resources in the Swazi Area. The 
lands and residential sites which they are occupying are 
certainly in the Swazi Area, so are covered by this 
Right of Avail. Furthermore, they have (in most of 
these eases) been occupied and cultivated now for a 
minimum of two generations. If one regards the Swazi 
Right of Avail as indivisible, then one must certainly 
agree that such long occupation must have established 
Ilantu-Ownersh i p. 

On (.lie other hand, if one argues that, the Right 
of Avail, is 1 united by any exclusive rights that Chief-
doms, as groups, have established to particular, defin-
ed I err i. tor Les , then the intrusive Homestead Groups 
cannot be said to have acquired more than a Tenancy on 
Suff ranee . 

The conflicting claims of the Chief of the Chief-
dom and 1 lû  intrusive Homestead Groups are based, there-
fore, on different interpretations of Swazi customary 
law; both of which are perfectly reasonable inter-
pret at ions. 

Within a Chiefdom the community, or the Chief on 
the Community's behalf, can insist on his own inter-
pretation of customary law being accepted, and can use 
the u.N i.ma 1 e sanction of banishment if they are not. 
No similar sanction can be applied in this type of 
case. The Chief to whom the intrusive Homesteads owe 
allegiance has no incentive to banish them. In fact, 
their being in the neighbouring Chiefdom leaves more 
land available for the rest of his own people. The 



Central Authority has every incentive to argue thai 
the general Swazi Right of Avail is not limited by any 
rights of Chiefs over specific territories, since this 
must weaken the power of the Chiefs, and so increase 
that of the Central Authority . the Chief of the affect 
ed Chiefdom and his own people can do tittle, because 
one cannot take away membership of one's own community 
from people who are not members of it. 

This Chief can, admittedly, appeal to the Terri-
torial Authorities, and have the intrusive elements orden 
to move. However, many Chiefs are .'Loth to take 
this step, in view of the doubts that exist regaxxling 
which rights are "heavier" in terms of customary law. 
So these disputes persist, with all the problems that 
they bring in their wake. 

MAJOR CLASSES OF LAND RIGHTS. 

Other analytical needs: In Chapter U we discussed the 
concept of the "Lund community", 0 the " communal land-
lord" as it were, to which a Swazi must belong before ho 
can acquire rights to use land in the Swazi area. Later 
the point was made that there is actually a hierarchy of 
such communities^/ and we have just seen how there are 
differences of opinion regarding the customary rights 
possessed by communities at different levels in this 
hierarchy. 

Despite these; various complications, this idea 
of a hierarchy of land communities is not a particula rly 
difficult one to grasp. It can be represented diagram-
matically in the form of a simple organization chart, 
as in Figure 12. 3) 

However, when we come to the question of what 
rights are acquirable and exercisable by communities 
at different levels in this hierarchy the situation is 
far more complcx. I have pointed out 1' tLiat the schema 
given in Figure 2 5) dealt primarily with rights acquir-
able by individuals, and that we should always remember 

1) See pp. 60 ff. 
2) See pp. 67 - 68 above. 
3) It will be recalled that "individual" is used 

in this context in the sense of "individual 
or family group" . 

b) See pp. 153-154. above. 
5) See p. 6l above. 
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that in this type of tenurial system communities also 
have rights which they can exercise over their members„ 
Here we have a second, major class of rights. 

However, this is not ail. In later chapters we 
have been dealing more and more with "group-to-group" 
relationships, as against "man-i o-1 and" and "man- I o-man" 
links. We have discussed at some length the pattern 
of relationships between the Chiefdoms and the Swazi 
Central Authority, and those between one Chiefdoiu and 
another. 

This highlights the need for an understanding of 
two other major classes of rights. First, there are the 
rights (including rights of exclusion) which any terri-
torially-defined land community can exert against, members 
of other similar land communities. Second, there are 
the rights which superior levels in the land community 
hierarchy can exert over their .subordinate Land commun-
ities . 

The first of these two classes is exemplified by 
the question - "Can a Chief exclude cattle belonging to 
another Chiefdom from grazing within the boundaries of 
his own Chiefdom"? The second, by a question such as 
- "Can the Chief instruct all the people in Ward "A" to 
move and settle in another part of his Chiofdoin?". In 
both cases the word "can" has the sense of "does be have 
the accepted right to do this in terms of Swazi custom-
ary law?" 

Thus there would seem to be four major classes 
of rights about which information is required• These 
are: 

a» Those rights which, are acquirable by 
the individual; 

b. Those rights which are exercisable by 
the community over its members; 

c. Those rights which a land community (at 
any level in the hierarchy) can exert 
against members of other, like communities, 
and 

d. The rights exercisable by superior levels 
in the land community hierarchy over 
subordinate levels. 

It is not argued that these four are the only 
classes of rights involved. For example, there are the 
rights which subordinate land communities, as wholes, 
derive from their corporate membership of wider, superior 
land communities. These, however, are not only analogous 
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in many respects to rights exercised by individuals, 
but are also to a large extent complementary to those 
exercised by superior land communities over subordinate 
ones. Therefore, it has not been considered necessary 
to deal, at length with these or other possible classes 
of rights here, since they are not directly relevant 
to our main theme. 

In this study we are concerned mainly with how 
the traditional tenurial system operates; the effects 
it has on the ways in which land is used; and the 
possible effects of radical tenurial changes on other 
aspects of Swazi social and political organization. 
It is submitted that an understanding of the four classes 
of rights listed above is an essential prerequisite 
to a gaining of any real insight into these aspects of 
the matter. 

Inter-community rights : In Figure 13 an attempt has been 
made to represent this situation pictorially. One 
thing that the diagram does serve to illustrate is the 
complexity of the situation. It must be stressed that 
this is a schematic representation, designed to show 
the overall pattern rather than detail. It is not 
designed to show all the sub-divisions within these major 
classes (such as the various rights which flow from an 
individual *s share in the Right of Avail); nor all the 
channels through which each class of right can be 
i- xere i set I . 

Thus, the right s exercisable by the Swazi Central 
Aul.hoi'i l.y over a I 1. the members of the Swazi People are 
in I'aet, exe re Lsed through a number of different channels 
as was explained earlier in this study. Some of the 
channels pass through agencies connected with lower levels 
in the land community hierarchy. The case of the 
age- reg Linen 1 system, with its Chief dom-lovel command 
st rue Lure, is a cast1 in point. Others provide a more 
direcl I ink with t lie individual Swazi. This diversity 
of form, however, tioes not alter the fact that these 
are at 1 examples of the same major class of rights, Rights 
of Cent re I ; exercised in this instance by the wide land 
community comprising- all the Swazi People over members 
of i ho suhordiuaie land communities of which it is com-
p ri sed. 

A wo.ril should be said about the indication in 
the diagram (Figure 13) that there are rights which the 
Swaz.i People as a whole can exercise against other 
similar land communities (unspecified, but shown by a 
question mark). That the Swazi Central Authority, on 
behalf of the Swazi People, does claim various Rights 
of Exclusion is a fact. For example, no Chief can 
accept a nou-Swazi as a subject (and so as a member of 



his Chiefdom's land community) without the app.roval of 
the Central Authority. What is not so clear is how 
the Central Authority sees its own jv.l.at iouship with 
other land communities; and whether Lt is prepared to 
accept that the Swazi People today are, in fact, 
part of a yet wider (and so superior) land community.''' 

Of the four major classes of rights the first 
two, those acquirable by individuals and those exercis-
able by communities over individuals, have a very obvious 
and direct connection with present patterns of land 
ultilization. The former we discussed in t onus of a 
precise analytical schema, and have examined in detail 
how these rights can be acquired and los t . 

The second class, rights exercisable by commun-
ities over their members, was also examined in some 
detail. This class does not lend itself so .readily 
to the typo of diagrammatic analysis adopted for the 
first one; largely because of the diffuse nature of 
the mechanisms of social control in Swaz.i society. 

Some of the mo.re obvious and revered ways in which 
the community (at whatever level in the hierarchy) 
exerts its rights over its members are, in fact, more-
assertions of the right to social control than mechan-
isms for its enforcement. These include such things as 
tribute-labour gatherings called by the National Auth-
orities or by Chiefs; the obligations flowing from 
membership of an age-regimen t, and such colourful prac-
tices as that of "carrying the umcwasho" of a daughter 
of the Ngwenyama or of one's Chief, To have listed 
each and every one of these as "a right exercisable by 
the community" in competition with the more diffuse 
devices of group disapproval, and the ultimate throat of 
banishment, might have given a, completely wrong impress-
ion of the relative importance of the various mechanisms 
involved. 

The last two classes of rights are those which 
one land community can exercise (in terms of accepted 
Swazi customary land law) against or over another. 

These also do not lend themselves readily to 
detailed diagrammatic representation at the present time. 
We have seen in our earlier discussions how many areas 
of disagreement exist about what these rights actually 
are. Any detailed schematic representation of the 
position would, perforce, have to be based on only one 
of these interpretations of the present rules of custom-
ary law, and ignore all other views. Instead, I 
have sought in the descriptive sections of this study to 

l) See p 52 above; and pp. 287-289; 290-291 below. 
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show where some of these areas of disagreement. L i.e; 
such as the doubts regarding which levels in the hier-
archy have what rights in eases of banishment or attempted 
banishment ; and those regarding the role of the 
tinkundla. 1) 

What has actually happened in most cases whore 
these disagreements have had to be settled is tlint this 
has been done on an ad hoc basis. Either the Central 
Authority, for example, has not sought to exert all of 
what is considered to be its rights when local opposit-
ion was likely to be strong, or some other compromise 
was reached. 

Such an approach may have helped to keep the 
peace, but it has not served to clarify the customary 
legal position. 

Inter-group rights and development These rights have 
a particular importance; in connection with agricultural 
development. It would be pointless, for example, for 
any particular land community (say, at the Ward or 
Chiefdom level) to practise meticulous rotational grazing 
of the stock of its own members if cattle from neigh-
bouring communities were free to graze at will on the 
pastures which were being rested. Yet a progressive 
land community cannot effectively exercise rights of 
exclusion against cattle from other communi Lies if these 
other communities deny that these riglits exist in custom-
ary law. 

Enforcement in such a case would be dependant on 
a superior level in the land community hierarchy making 
a clear ruling that all subordinate communities at a 
particular level did have such rights of exclusion; 
and the provision of some machinery to ensure that 
such a ruling was observed. 

The same would apply if two or more land commun-
ities at any level wished to join forces for some part-
icular agricultural purpose. In such an instance it 
would be most desirable to have a clear ruling from a 
superior level with regard to what rights these land 
communities were entitled to exercise over the smaller 
land communities within them. 

So, to add to the complications resulting from 
the conflict of views regarding the present provisions 
of customary land law we must also consider what future 
refinements may be required to meet modern conditions. 

The "constitutional conflicts" which gave this 
chapter its title are centred around these doubts, or 

1) See pp. 192-193; 248-2^9 
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disagreements, about what the present pattern of inter-
community rights is. We have already mentioned some of 
the forms which these disagreements take. There would 
be little point in discussing them at greater length 
now, since, as I have said, it is obviously more import-
ant what future developments are in the particular aspec 
of customary land law. 

This is something to which we shall have to 
return later. However, before doing this we should 
examine in slightly greater detail what effects this 
particular system of land tenure may have had on the way 
in which land is actually being used; and what other 
fears Swazi have regarding the possible results of any 
radical change in this system. 
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CHAPTER 17 

THE PRESENT ROLES OF LAND 

So far in this study wo have tended to take t;lic 
value of land for granted. We have examined in some 
detail how rural Swazi can obtain what sorts of rights 
over which kinds of land; but we have not paid a great 
deal of attention to what they do with these rights 
once they have obtained them. 

Western agriculturalists and economists tend to 
assume (often, one feels, without really examining 
this assumption) that the only "obvious" role of rural 
land is to produce as high an economic return as possible. 
This is not unreasonable, if one looks at the question 
on a world-wide basis; and takes into account the much 
discussed population explosion, the current state of 
world agriculture and the dire predictions of many well-
informed investigators regarding the possibility (some 
even say the inevitability) of widespread famines within 
the next decade or so. * ) 

However, for the Swazi this assumption is not 
necessarily so "obvious". For them, land clearly has 
a number of other roles . 

Some of these roles have only tenuous connections 
with what Westerners would normally consider to be 
economic functions. We have mentioned its role, for the 
community, as a social regulator. We have seen how 
control over land allocation is an essential element in 
the present indigenous system of local government. It 
is also important in the field of family relationships. 
Since the extent and nature of the land rights that one 
can obtain depends very largely on who one is , and on how 
good standing one is in with one1 s kinsfolk, land commun-
ity ties are clearly a factor encouraging cohesion with-
in the agnatic group, and good and friendly relations 
with one's affines and cognates. Many a Swazi, as we 
pointed out earlier, has found a home with his mother's 
people (ekayabonina) , or with those of his wife (akakhakbe). 

The acquisition and holding of land rights also 
has a strong emotive significance for most Swazi. A 
man with little or no land tends to lack "shadow" 

l) Cf. Erlich, P. "Paying the Piper", New Scientist, 
l4th December 1967, pp. 652 ff. 
lester R. Brown, "Population growth, food needs 
and production problems", in World Population and 
Food Supplies, 195°, (American Society of 
Agronomists), Madison, 1965, pp. 6 ff. 



(intiuizi) , prestige; while the "shadow" of an individ-
ual with rights over much land, some of which he could 
grant to dependants if the need arose, is clearly in-
creased by the possession of these rights. The know-
ledge that one can get land at or near one's own child-
hood home also undoubtedly provides a sense of emotional 
security for many. 

Quite apart from these "intangibles" and the 
clear connections between the present tenurial systems 
and other aspects of Swazi social and political organ-
ization, land does also have a number of truly economic 
functions in rural Swazi life. What must always be 
remembered is that there are a number of these, and that 
its function as a producer of immediate income is not 
the only one, nor necessarily even the most important one 
in Swazi eyes. It is a lack of understanding of this 
simple fact which leads to much of the frustration of 
western and western-trained technical advisors when mem-
bers of tribal societies, such as the Swazi, do not 
ad opt some of the "obviously desirable" technical in-
novations which they recommend. 

Before discussing these roles in detail, however, 
it might be advantageous to examine certain other 
characteristics of the rural economy as a whole. 

THE SKM.I-SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY 

It is often argued that the vast majority of 
rural Swazi. are still living in a "subsistence economy"; 
and that it is essential, in the interests of agrarian 
development, to encourage them to enter the "market 
economy11 as soon as they possibly can. 

The phrase "subsistence economy" has hitherto 
been more favoured by agriculturalists and economists 
than by anthropologists. The latter are aware of re-
sea relies which have revealed the existence, even among 
the simplest societies, of formalized sharing relation-
ships, of systems of exchange, and of embryonic forms 
of t rude. They are therefore possibly more aware of the 
da tigers of arbitrarily classifying any particular econ-
omic system as being just inside or just outside the 
"subsist one e" s1 age. 

The I e rin Is useful in some contexts. It is a 
convenient and concise way of distinguishing between 
the type of economic organization (like that of the 
Swaz.i in p re-En ropean times) where money and extensive 
bartering are unknown, and those other systems in which 
money and the regular exchange of goods are accepted 
as integral parts of the nonnal way of life. The 
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difficulty arises when an economy is in a stale of 
rapid change. Tlien one has the problem of deciding ex-
exacily when it ceased to be, oi' w.LLl cease to be, a 
''subsistence" oneo1'' 

"Subsistence economy" is also sometimes used to 
cover situations where money is in reasonably common 
use, where markets are known and the cultivator delib-
erately produces for these markets, but where the bulk 
of his own day to day needs are met from his own land. 

Various suggestions have been put forward to deal 
with this problem of more precise definition. Thus, 
in a Rhodcsian government report, an attempt, was made 
to resolve the problem by breaking up "the journey" 
from a subsistence to a market economy into four parts. 
The first, which might be called the true subsistence 
economy, is the stage at which exchange is absent 
The second stage, in which the producer is mainly concern-
ed with providing for the needs of his family, but in 
which he seeks to barter or sell such surpluses as ho 
gets from time to time, is also referred to as a "sub-
sistence economy". The third stage, it is argued in this 
report, is where the producer deliberately plans to 
produce surpluses for sale "but at which the annual value 
of the produce consumed is greater than that of the 
produce sold." This, apparently was still a subsistence 
stage; since the fourth stage, which is described as 
the transition to a market economy, is categorized as 
being marked by the production for sale of produce of 
greater value than that consumed. 

This convenient schema can, however, only be 
legitimately applied to an economy as a whole if one 
has reason to believe that nearly all the food consum-
ed by cultivators' families is, in fact, produced by 
themselves. 

As far as the rural Swazi are concerned, there 
is ample reason to believe that in many instances this 
is not so. Swaziland is still striving to achieve self-
sufficiency in maize, the staple carbohydrate in the 
Swazi diet. Since there are still many European farm-
ers in the country who produce maize primarily for sale, 
this suggests that "imports" of this staple foodstuff 
into the Swazi Nation Land areas must be considerable. 

1) Cf. Hughes, A.J.B., "Incomes of rural Homestead 
Groups" in Experiment in Swaziland, pp. 251-253. 

2) Second Report of the Select Committee on Resettle 
ment of Natives. L.A.S.C. 3, Salisbury, 1960, 
pp. 17 ff. 
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That the buying of food, even this staple, was 

an accepted pattern emerged quite clearly during my 
own field work in the rural areas. T encountered num-
erous instances in which migrant workers had sent quanti-
ties of food itself (often several bags of mealie-meal 
at one time) to their families; or had sent money to 
buy this locally. 

No recent measures of the extent of this food 
buying by rural Swazi are available. However, figures 
we obtained in the 1960 socio-economic survey revealed 
that over half the Homestead Groups in our sample (55.0$) 
had to buy some maize during the 1959-60 season, while 
in one physiographic region (the Highveld) this pro-
portion rose to nearly three quarters (72.7$) of the 
Homestead Groups in the sample. Table XVIII gives some 
indication of the general position at that time.l) 

TABLE XVIII 

1959-60 - Maize Production, Sales and Purchases 2) 
(After J.B.McI, Daniel) 

Percentages of total in sample 

H M L Lub. 
Total 
Survey 
Area 

Homes toads 
buying Maize 72.7$ 45.9$ 54.5$ 35.6$ 55.0$ 
Homestead produ-
ing just enough 
for their own 
needs 

13.5$ 19.3 i< 29 .4$ 21.8$ 19.7 $ 

1 lomesteads 
storing some sur-
plus production, 
but not selling 

6. 9$ 20.7$ 11. 26.9$ 15.2$ 

Homesteads 
sellLng Maize 6.97° 14.1 $ 4.2$ 15.7$ 10.1$ 

Further light was thrown on this question by 
other work on the figures obtained from this survey. 
Four sub-samples (numbering 60 Homestead Groups each) 
were drawn from the main samples for each of the four 

1) Daniel, J.B.McI. "The Swazi Rural Economy" in 
Experiment in Swaziland, pp. 216-217. 

2) See also Table XXIII. 
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physiographic regions. x ' Fo r the Homesteads in -these 
sub-samples the total casli incomes received (by all 
members of the Homestead Group) during the year ending 
30th June 10o0 were calculated manually. Since I his 
information was derived from statements made by inform-
ants, it is quite possible that some cash receipts were 
not recorded. Nor was it practicable to take account 
of rations or other perquisites received by migrant 
workers. 

The probable result is that the cas.li income 
figures derived from these caleulal ions wore lower than 
the amounts actually received. 

Even so, tabulations revealed that in a large 
proportion of the Homesteads cash incomes were reason-
ably high (one quarter of the Homestead Groups receiv-
ing R.133 or more during the your reviewed); that most 
of this (82.8°o) was derived from wage labour; but that 
in four-fifths of the Homestead Groups examined (88.0^) 
total cash earnings were insufficient to have alone 
supported the family concerned in food, let alone make 
allowances for other purchases. 

Abbreviated tabulations are set out below, to give a 
fuller picture of the situation. 

TABLE XLX 

Annual Cash Incomes (1959-60) per Homestead Group (Ra nd) 

H M L Lub. Total 

First 
Quartile lit. bO 1.00 II .00 0. 00 4.80 
Median 69.00 52.00 6 2 . 8 0 33.40 4 5.00 

Third 
Quartilo 171.00 1 3 1 . 0 0 121.00 107.60 133.60 
Quartile 
Deviation 73.20 6 5 . 0 0 55.00 53.80 64.40 
Highest 
Reported 
Income 1160.00 556.00 884.00 4182.00 4182.00 

1) The Highveld, Middleveld, Lowveld and Lubombo; 
the four strata used in this survey. 

2) Hughes, A.J.B., "Incomes of rural Homestead 
Groups" in Experiment in Swaziland, pp. 253-255 
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TABLE XX 

Sources of Cash Incomes - Sub-Samples 

Percentage contributions to total 
cash incomes in sub-samples. 

H M L Lub, Total 
Wages 88.2 79.8 83-9 58 c 7 82.8 
Cash Crop 
Sales 0 . 6 4.2 1.2 9.1 2.5 
Grain Crop 
Sales 0 . 2 0 . 1 _ 3.2 0.3 
Cattle Sales 1.7 3.8 6 . 1 16.7 4.0 
Handicrafts 2.2 1.7 1.4 1 . 1 1 . 8 

S e rv ices 5.1 1 0 . 1 1.3 10.0 6.6 
Other Sources 2.0 0.4 6„2 1.2 2.0 

TABLE XXI 
Sources of Production Incomes (Percentages)^) 

Smiroc H M L Lub. 

Wages 32.9 20. 3 20.5 15.3 
Oilier Cash 
Earn i.ngs 3.0 2 .9 CO 16.8 
Subs i sl.iMico 
See tor (Vn 1 ut̂  0 f 
food produced 
and c o n s u m e d ) 6 4 „ 1 76.7 74.8 67.9 

i) See In. 1; p. 272. 
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TABLE XX 1.1 

Percentages of Product ion Incomes"*" ̂  
Derived from Casli Earnings 

• - - " -

H M t l ub „ A I L. 
sub-

samplos 
Percentage of 
Homesteads 
deriving o r 

less of produc-
tion incomes from 
cash earnings of 
all kinds 

81 .6 91«e> 89.0 88. h <88.0 

Percentage of 
Homesteads 
deriving or 
less of produc-
tion incomes from 
j cash earnings of 
all kinds 

65.O 7 5.0 74.6 71.7 71 - 7 

The figures in the last table are significant 
if read in conjunction with those in Table XVT1T which 
give the percentages of Homestead Groups that had to 
buy some maize in the season under review. 88.0̂ t> 
of the Homesteads in the sub-sample could not have 
purchased all their food requirements even had they 
had no other cash expenditure, and 71-7^ could not 
even have met half their food needs. 

This suggests that there is a widespread tendency 
to supplement home food production by purchases, using 
for this purpose money obtained from outside the rural 
Swazi areas; but that this home food production still 
provides the bulk of the rural population's require-
ments.^) In this connection one must remember that 
Swazi have now to provide money for other expenditures; 
such as clothing and school fees. 

1) Production Income: A term coined for this inves-
tigation which included both total cash earnings 
and the estimated value of food grown and consum-
ed. See Hughes, op. cit., pp. 260 ff. 

2) That this state of affairs is not peculiar to 
Swaziland is confirmed by a similar type of in-
vestigation in Gutu Tribal Trust Land, Rhodesia. 
Of. A.J.B. Hughes, Rej)ort on an Experimental 
Socio-economic sample survey in G-utu T.T.L. (dup-
licate d), 1965. 
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Table XXIII shows the quantities of maize im-

ported into Swaziland as a whole between 1963 and 1968 
(not ali of which necessarily went to the rural areas); 
and estimates of maize production during those same 
years (not all of which was grown in the SNL). 

These figures, based on the Ministry of Agric-
ulture's annual reports, suggest that the pattern of 
buying some of one's staple food, but still growing a 
considerable part of this, may have remained fairly 
constant over the past decade or so. 

TABLE XXIIT 
Maize imports and estimated, production 

(all Swaziland) 

Year Imports 
(short tons) 

Production 
(short tons) 

1 9 6 3 / 6 4 17,900 33,600 
1 9 6 4 / 6 5 20,009 35,000 
1 9 6 5 / 6 6 17,505 42,000 
1 9 6 6 / 6 7 13,188 69,000 
1 9 0 7 / 0 8 7 , H 9 40,000 

In addition to maize, 3,000 to 4,000 tons of 
sorghum (primarily used for brewing the traditional beer 
arc imported into Swazi.land annually. 

101 sowhr re 1 have enlarged on some of the possible 
iiupl i ea t ions of (hose figures; and urged the develop-
meiil of more precise instruments for, measuring changes 
in this kind of economic situation.^' "With regard to 
t lie riiqui ry that we are undertaking in this study these 
figures are of interest primarily because they bring out 
some of tin'' relevant characteristics of the type of 
dual is I ie economy. jL is not a true "subsistence 
economy", in the sense that virtually all day to day 
needs are satisfied by the rural families' own lands 
or stock through the medium of their own labour. On 
the other hand, it is not the type of "income economy" 
where fain i t ies accept that a large proportion of their 
cash earnings must immediately be spent again on sub-
si. s t cuee needs. 

I have suggested that this type of economy could 
perhaps best be described as a "semi-subsistence" one. 

l) Hughes, "Incomes of rural Homestead Groups" p„2 
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However, in this particular context tom.uiol.ogy Is not 
of vital importance. What must always be remembered, 
when we are considering the various roles of land, is that 
the land rights which a Swazi can obtain through the 
mechanism of the traditional tenurial system do satisfy 
some very real subsistence needs . 

VARIOUS ECONOMIC ROLES OF LAND. 

We have already made the point that land in the 
Swazi rural areas should not be regarded purely from 
the economic point of view; that to do so would bo a 
gross over-simplification of what is in truth a highly 
complex situation. However, it would be desirable to 
examine in slightly more detail some of the economic 
roles that it does have in Swazi society, in view of 
the economic importance of its potential productivity 
in the present-day context o 

In the previous section we touched on. the question, 
often asked, of whether the rural sector of this economy 
is "subsidizing" the industrial sector (in both Swaziland 
and South Africa, in this instance) or whether migrant 
labour earnings are "subsidizing" the rural sector. 
As things are now this is a moot point; and any decis-
ion must depend to some extent on value-judgements with 
regard to what one sector or the other "ought" to con-
tribute to the incomes of the people and families con-
cerned. What does emerge is that, the dual is tic basis 
of this economic arrangement provides a convenient "shock-
absorber" in times of reduction of wage-earning opportuni-
ties. This undoubtedly benefits the industrial 
sector, but also has advantages for the migrant labourers 
themselves. 

This "shock absorber" effect is one of the econ-
omic roles that land has as far as the community is 
concerned. Were the tenurial system to be changed so 
that all available land rights were "tied-up" on a long 
term basis land would clearly coase to have this partic-
ular role, and the whole concept of community membership 
entitling one to a share in the Right of Avail would, in-
evitably take on an entirely different meaning. Either 
this share would become virtually valueless, or the 
communities would have to devise other methods whereby 
their members could benefit from it. 

This economic role of land for the community under 
present conditions depends, of course, on the economic 
roles that land plays in the lives of its members; be 
these individuals or family groups. As things are now, 
the most important of these roles are as: 

1. A dwelling place; 
2. a source of raw materials; for building 

domestic needs and handicrafts. 
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3- a grower of crops; 
h. a provider of grazing for one's stock; 
5. a potential source of monetary income; and 
6. the basis of a "social security" system 

for oneself and one's dependants. 

The importance of the first two roles listed should 
certainly not be under-rated. Though it is difficult 
to put any precise quantitative value on these rights. -0 
Experience in urban areas in Southern Africa has reveal-
ed the difficulties of trying to provide adequate living 
accommodation for families of African workers at economic 
rates which they can afford. So, the right to a 
dwelling place, and free access to most of the raw 
materials needed to erect dwellings on these, is 0f 
very real economic importance. 

These two roles of land are naturally closely 
connected with the last role listed, that of providing 
the basis of an indigenous "social security" system. 

Producing roles: The next three roles have already been 
mentioned in the previous section of this chapter. 
There we attempted to make some quantitative assessments 
of the part that Swazi Nation Land plays as a grower of 
crops, as a provider of grazing, and as a source of 
monetary income. We concluded that it was probably satis-
fy i ng uiuc h (but no t all) of its population's needs for 
grain foods, though there was evidence that the wage 
sector was subsidizing the rural, non—monetary sector of 
the economy to some extent in this connection. 3) 

We also saw (in Table XX) the negligible contri-
bution that this land was making to cash incomes. Though 
t.liere are individuals who make considerable cash incomes 
from stock sales, and others who earn largish sums from 
the sale of crops, it is clear that the effects of these 
activities 011 (he economy as a whole are not very signi-
f Leant . 

With regard to non-vegetable foods, we have no 
precise knowledge of the extent of the contribution made 
by Swazi owned cattle and other stoclc which are consumed 

l) Hughes, op. c i t. , p. 260. 
) It is possible to erect dwelling without having 

recourse to anyr bought materials, but it is 
becoming increasingly common to incorporate 
features (e.g. nails, windows, doors) which do 
involve a small monetary outlay. 

3) See also Daniel, "The Swazi rural economy", p. .?:. 
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in rural areas, 
numbers of cattle are slaughtered 
die and are eaten, l) 

However.) ve do knew that considerable 
and that many others 

In this connection uo also know that there is no 
technical reason why both crop and stock production could 
not be increased greatly. Apart from the large areas 
of once-cultivated land that are regularly left to lie 
fallow, yields per acre are dtst.ressingly low. 
These could easily be increased, and there are few Swazi 
who have not seen examples of how these increases can 
be brought about. The agricultural extension service 
has ensured that. 

With regard to cattle, the situation is a little 
more complicated, since the Swazi Nation Land is, in 
general, overstocked under present conditions of stock 
management, and this is causing a serious erosion hazard. 
But even in this field the adoption of more sophisticated 
techniques of management could result in a very large . 
increase in the production of stock and stock products. ' 

To sum up, we can say that (lie roles of land as 
a crop grower and grazing provider are important ones in 
the Swazi rural economy. Its potential as a provider 
of extra monetary income has not yet been much exploited. 
However, there are no technical reasons why production 
should not be raised well above the level needed to 
supply the needs of cultivators* families. This has 
not boon done, although rural Swazi. clearly desire money 
enough for large numbers to seek to earn it through 
selling their labour. 

It is possible, as we shall .see, that the reasons 
why so many Swazi have made this particular economic 
choice are closely connected with the last of the 
economic roles which we listed; that of providing the 
basis of an indigenous "social, security" scheme. 

Land as a "pension scheme". I have suggested that the 
sixth economic role of land in the present Swazi situa-
tion is that of providing the basis of a system of social 
security. By this was meant a system whereby the sub-

1) 
2) 
3) 

M 

Daniel, op. cit, p. 2^7. 
Daniel, op cit. pp. 210, 212-213, 240 
Daniel, op. cit. p. 215. Average Swazi maize 
yields in 1960 varied from 2.T bags to k.3 bags 
per acre; and current estimates are of the same 
order of size. 
See pp. 294 ff. 
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sistence needs of the old, the unfortunate and the 
temporarily destitute or unemployed could be met. 

We have already mentioned the land's role as 
a "shock absorber" when there is a reduction in employ-
ment opportunities. This role is of importance both 
to the community as a whole and to individuals who 
may themselves be forced to rely on it. 

Even under a system of individualized tenure the 
ownership of land provides a very real form of economic 
security. Under the Swazi system, however, individuals 
do not "own" land, and so cannot sell it. The security 
which it provides is not quite the same as that provided 
by chatties. As far as the individual Swazi is con-
cerned, the protection land provides is not in the form 
of some type of "nest egg" which he can realize at will, 
but in his inalienable right to a reasonable share of 
the natural resources available to his community. 

The operative word is "available". If there has 
been a marked diminution, through any cause, of what is 
available, this will naturally tend to prejudice the 
rights of those who may wish to take advantage of their 
share in the Right of Avail in times of trouble. 

Sos there is a certain degree of conflict between 
these various economic roles of land. If individual 
members of a community seek to exploit the available 
natural, resources to their full potential this must 
inevitably lead to a shrinkage of the Right of Avail. 
If, however, there is for some reason a reduction in 
l.lie extent to which these natural resources are being 
exploited, and a consequent reduction of individual 
claims to utilize specific parcels of land for partic-
ular purposes, the Right of Avail will expand. 

It. was pointed out earlier that western technic-
ians tend to assume that the productive roles of land 
are al I - i mportant , and to ignore the need to avoid undue 
shrinkage of the Right of Avail. The question we must 
now examine is how the Swazi themselves tend to regard 
the relative importance of these various economic roles 
of land. 

There is ample evidence that many regard its role 
as I he basis of a social security system as one of the 
most important, if not the most important, of all the 
economic rol.es which it has. When discussing the 
possibility of any change in the tenurial system Swazi 
often express the greatest concern regarding the chance 
that this security might, be lost. Often this concern 
is couched in terms which do not make it obvious to the 
westerner unfamiliar with this kind of tenurial systerr. 
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what the problem actually is; that these fears are 
that a complete system of social security might dis-
appear , 

''Where are our sons and daughters going to 
plough if the land is all divided up?" is the type of 
statement one often hears. If the reply is that they 
must buy land, as westerners do, this can lead to the 
further query, "Who is going to sell land which he 
has been given for his own, if he can make money by 
going to work even if he cannot get it from that land?" 

This line of thought was interestingly illus-
trated in the essays which were written by trainee 
Land Utilization Officers, in answer to a question on 
the relative virtues of individualized and traditional 
tenure, l) These were individuals who had not only 
undergone a course designed to iirdoctrinate them with 
western scientific, agricultural and economic concepts 
but who had also presumably opted for a partially 
westernised way of life through their applications for 
this training. In addition, they had received lectures 
on the subject of land tenure, in which the advantages 
of the "security of tenure" were stressed; particularly 
the economic advantages , 

Yet one of these trainees made the following 
comment. "Say the Swazi farmer 2) gets thirty sons 
and daughters, and these get their sons and daughters, 
how on earth are they going to fit themselves there once 
the farmer father dies?" 3) The contention here, 
which was also found in most of the other essays, is 
apparently that land held under a system of individual 
tenure would tend to be locked up, as it were, in the 
hands of a limited number of owners ; whereas under the 
indigenous system there is sufficient flexibility to 
allow everyone participating in the Right of Avail to 
get a "fair share" of what is available. 

1) See Hughes, A.J.B,, "Some Swazi views on land 
tenure." 

2) Who (in the context of the question which re-
sulted in these essays) holds a farm under a 
system of individualized tenure. 

3) Hughes, A.J.B., op. cit., p. 267. 
It should be reiterated that these essays, or 
answers, were written by the Swazi trainees in 
the English language. The minimum amount of 
editing was done; since it would destroy some 
of the force of the colourful and succinct 
modes of expression that they used. 
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Another was even more forthright. "So I think 

that individual land tenure," he remarks, "would into 
many a man's mind plant too many undesirable seeds of 
self-confidence and self relying Even if a man 
is removed !) it is quite good; for during the time 
when he was still young his education was that what-
ever thing he does, it is not for his but for the 
lusendvo ) and the Nation. So, if he has been im-
proving the land given to him he has been doing it for 
the Nation." 3) After these comments, he gives his own 
very definite opinion with regard to the commercializa-
tion of land in a statement that "if our Swazi men have 
realised the value of money they should go to work for 
it under Europeans." 

This last remark is an interesting formulation of 
the belief, of which one finds many indications among 
rural Swazi, that in this dualistic economy the pro-
ductive roles of land should be more or less limited to 
satisfying the subsistence needs of those holding it. 

These statements were similar in tone to those 
made by the other trainees in their answers. The tab-
ulation which follows shows the main objections raised 
by them to the idea of individualizing tenure, while 
the figures in brackets at the end of each statement 
show how many out of the total of 14 trainees made this 
purlieu I a r point. The trainees argued that individual-
ized tenure would inevrtably result in: 
(a) The emergence of a large, landless group and 

the development of economic classes. Some 
even used the term "slavery" to describe the 
plight of the landless, who would have no 
other course open to them except to go to work 
for the Land owners. (lO); 

(b) band owners who failed to pay back loans could 
Lose their Land, and so be forced to join the 
ranks of the landless. (2); 

(<-) Land owners impounding the stock of other Swazi 
which might stray on to their lands. (4); 

(d) "Foreigners" (presumably Europeans) buying up 
all lc land. ( 3 ) ; 

(e) The closing of rights of way over individually 
lie Id land. (l): 

1) That is, removed from his arable or residential 
allocations of land by tlie traditional authorities, 

2) The close agnatic group. See pp. 90-91. 
3) Hughes, op. c i t, p. 20 0. 
'+) Hughes, op. cit . p. 201. 
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(f) The end of tne great Nat Letia! ee t enum Los (10); 

and 
(g) The loss of all poiit jca.1 power by the Ngwouyaina 

and other traditional autiioi'Lt i.os, with a 
consequent collapse of the whole existing system 
of social control. (9) l) 

If these objections were I o be put -in rank order 
according to the number of essays, in which they occurred 
(f) and (g), relating to matters of social and political 
control., would come immediately after (a), the fears 
that a landless class would emerge. 

It is clear from these essays that the economic 
implications of any change in the tenuria! system evoked 
a strong emotive reaction. Rumi.ing through nearly all 
of them was the fear that a landless class would arise, 
and tliat this would be accompanied by increasing differ-
entiation between economic classes. 

Western technical and economic thinking about 
agrarian problems is based on the assumption that the 
endless sub-division of agricultural holdings to accom-
modate an ever-increasing population is economic suicide. 
This leads to the conclusion that ultimately (and in 
some cases, possibly quite soon) there must come a div-
ision between a class of farmers, with holdings of a 
reasonable size and adequate securi ty of tenure of those 
holdings on the one hand; and those who will have to 
seek alternative forms of livelihood on the other. 

Our trainees were obviously unwilling to concede 
the inevitability of this process. They apparently 
considered that such a division could only arise as the 
result of Individualizing land tenure. Since they 
considered this division to be in itself deplorable, 
they were naturally opposed to individualization. 

Thus, one has (in one essay) the fears expressed 
that "people who are too poor to buy lands or provide 
security for a loan can be the slaves of those with 
lands"; and that "the unfortunate (landless) ones would 
become their (the land owners1) servants, working for 
the land which once belonged to everybody. They could 
remain workers for life, as they are not paid. As a 
result classification could take place." 2) 

Although the writer of the last comment did not 
make it clear why he felt agricultural workers would 
not be paid, his fears that "classification could take 

1) Hughes, op. cit, p. 262. 
2) Hughes, op. cit, p. 265. 
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place;" were obviously shared by many other trainees. 

It is interesting, in view of the Swazi National 
Authorities' pre-occupation with the results of the 
concessions and partition, that only three of the 
fourteen mentioned the danger that "foreigners" might 
buy up all the land. What clearly horrified them far 
more was the thought of an economic class structure. 
The Swazi are not an egalitarian society. As Kuper 
has demonstrated 1 ) they have a complex rank system, 
with a heavy emphasis on ascribed status. So it was 
presumably not the idea of social "classification" per se 
which was so upsetting to the trainees, but the thought 
that this might come to be based on wealth rather than 
birth. 

These essays have been quoted and discussed at 
some length here because they express succinctly what 
many Swazi obviously feel; and express more indirect-
ly in a variety of different ways. It is clear that 
there is a very definite belief that the primary role 
of the Swazi Nation Land should be to provide this kind 
of social security; or "pension scheme" as I have 
described it here and elsewhere. Views regarding 
the roles of land as a producer are summed up in the com-
ment "If some of our Swazi men have realised the value 
of money i I ley should go to work for it under Europeans," 

The writers wore well aware that there were dis-
tinct commercial, advantages in individualized tenure; 
but l.hey did not try Lo refute the arguments for commer-
cial izat ion in detail. Presumably they saw no reason 
for trying to do this, since such arguments were quite 
irrelevant to their main thesis. 

Since for the vast majority of Swazi there is no 
other form of social security available, the argument 
that the primary role of land should be to provide this 
security cannot be lightly discounted. Once again, 
we come up against the need for some form of alternative, 
it there is to be any hope of winning the Swazi over in 
largo numbers to the contrary view' that its primary role 
should be to produce. 

We must also not forget that more than economic 
security for these presently alive is involved. We must 
bear in mind the thinking behind the question, "But 
whore are our sons and daughters going to plough if all 

1) Kuper, H., An African Aristocracy. 
2) Cf. A.J.B. Hughes, "Reflections on traditional 

and individual land tenure in Swaziland", 
Journal of local adnunistration overseas, III. 
1, pp. 3. ff. 
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the land is divided up?" 

As things are now, a Swazi in good standing with 
his own community has something of real value to pass 
on to his heirs; an inalienable right to a share in 
the natural resources available to that community. 
This is another aspect of the land's role as a provider 
of social security. If, for good technical and econ-
omic reasons, its effectiveness in fulfilling this func-
tion must be decreased, what substitute could be offered? 
What other form of "capital" could Swazi be encouraged 
to accumulate; to compensate for this "life insurance" 
element which now flows from one having a share in the 
Right of Avail? 

THE USE OF LAND FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES. 

We have seen that, according to Swazi formulations 
of their own rules of tenure, there is no objection to 
Swazi who have been Placed on arable allocations using 
these to grow crops for sale. Yet we have also seen 
that this does not seem to be happening to the extent 
that one might have expected it to. 

The selling of cattle off Swazi Nation Land 
appears to be more common, and of greater economic 
significance, than the sale of crops. The proportions 
of Homesteads covered in the 1960 sample survey that 
had sold cattle in the previous year (or had used them 
as "payments" in situations where money would otherwise 
have been required) ranged from Zk'fo in the Highveld to 
76% in the Lubombo. IJ There are also some large cattle 
owners who make a business out of rearing cattle for 
sale, and are not regarded as having transgressed against 
Swazi customary law by doing so. 

These facts, taken together, suggest that there 
may be some social mechanism which tends to inhibit the 
commercialization of arable land; but which does not 
operate to the same extent against what is, in effect, 
a commercialization of the right to graze stock on the 
communal grazing. 

We have discussed in the previous section the 

l) J.B.McI, Daniel, "The Swazi rural economy", p. 
2^7 - These figures include cattle transferred 
as bridewealth payments, since these were shown 
as "sold" in the dip-tank registers. Nowadays, 
bridewealth can often be paid in money alone; 
or else a cattle-less bridegroom is expected to 
buy cattle for this purpose. So, it is not 
unreasonable to equate such transactions with 
sales. 
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views of our Swazi essayists regarding what they feel 
the primary role of land should be; and their implicit 
assumption that rights over arable land are granted 
mainly to supply the cutilivators1 subsistence require-
ments. Earlier, we mentioned the objections to the 
individual (who was later banished from his Chiefdom) 
who indulged in large-scale irrigation; to the develop-
ment of plantations of timber other than wattle; and 
even to wattle plantations in some areas. Further, we 
pointed out that objections to activities such as these 
were often phrased in terms of complaints that the indi-
viduals responsible for them were trying to "sell the 
land" (kudayisa umhlaba).1) 

Any increase either in the physical extent of the 
land over which individuals have exclusive rights, or 
in the "weight" of those rights, inevitably results in 
a shrinkage of the Right of Avail. Further, the "weight" 
of rights held over any particular parcel of arable land 
grows greater in direct proportion to the length of 
time that these rights are effectively exercised. We 
mentioned earlier that it is often contended that no 
Chief can insist on an agnatic group moving from arable 
lands on which they have been Placed, short of banishing 
them. However, the point was also made that it would 
be unwise for an individual to refuse to "help" a Chief 
|jy" siirreYicl o rliig" some of his arable lands, for allocat-
ion to a newcomer or a landless newly married man, if it 
was clear that lie was not making use of the land in 
ques t Loll. 

If these contentions are accepted, then it 
follows that any action which leads either to an increase 
of individual rights, or even merely to a greater desire 
to .increase those individual rights, must threaten to 
decrease the "pension rights" which now flow from a 
share in the Right of Avail. 

Under present conditions the value to an individ-
ual of any particular parcel of arable land is rela-
lively low in purely economic terms. In few instances 
does it provide a large proportion of his cash income. 
Yields are so low that little effort would be needed to 
get similar yields even from inferior land. Moreover, 
there is no great immediate material incentive for an in-
dividuaI to seek to increase the area of his arable lands 
to any marked extent, nor to refuse to allow one of his 
dependants to cultivate part of them. As things are 
now, if the number of his dependants requiring land 
increases, he stands a reasonably good chance of being 
able to get other arable allocations for them when the 
need arises. 

l) See pp. 148, 222-22^. 



If land is yielding a high financial return, 
however, the picture changes. Then there is strong 
incentive for an individual gaining such a return to 
try and increase it by expanding the area of land giving 
that return. He is also less likely to be willing to 
see this land revert to the community, or to allow a 
dependant of his (who would otherwise have a claim 
against the rest of the available arable .Land, or 
potentially arable land) to deprive him of the use of 
part of it. The samc applies to any land to which 
relatively permanent improvements of any kind have been 
made; whether this be the creation of a timber plant-
ation, the construction of irrigation works, or even 
the large-scale application of fort 1 Lizer. 

Anything, in fact, which encourages the per-
manent retention of rights over specific parcels of 
arable land must also encourage a shrinkage of the 
Right of Avail. So does anything which, by increasing 
the value of such permanent rights offers an increased 
incentive to individuals to increase the areas over 
which they exercise such rights. 

This formulation of Lite position could serve 
to explain (l will say nothing stronger than, could) 
some of the facts we have noted earlier in tills study. 
It could explain the apparent lack of interest in pro-
ducing cash incomes from land holding's, and. IJre appar-
ent preference for wage labour as a source of these 
cash incomes. It could explain the objections to timber 
plantations; except those of wattle, which has a relat-
ively low commercial value. It could explain the object-
ions so often raised to any individual wlio shows signs 
of making a success, in commercln L tonus, of his agri-
cultural activities, and the otherwise incomprehensible 
complaint that such an individual is "selling the 
country". 

It could also explain the lack of complaints 
against those who make a business out of rearing cattle. 
They are not advancing permanent claims to any particular 
patch of grazing. They are, admittedly, depleting the 
communal "pool" of grass; and are, in fact, advancing 
very permanent claims indeed to each blade of grass 
(nowadays too often only one of very few) which their 
own stock reach first. But, since the vast majority 
of Swazi are firmly convinced that as mucli. grass as has 
been eaten will inevitably re-grow during the next rainy 
season, this does not cause any alarm. At least the 
land on which the cattle graze has not been removed 
from the "pool" of natural resources to wiiich the Right 
of Avail gives access $ or so Swazi, few of whom know 
anything about the process of soil erosion, fondly imagine. 
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are narrowly institutionalised are impossible. In all 
visible systems there must be an area where the individ-
ual is free to make choices so as to manipulate the 
system to his own advantage. In my view, therefore, an 
anthropological structural analysis which appears com-
prehensive in that it narrowly defines all possible 
relationships, is wrong in some rather fundamental way".^/ 

Though he is here clearly referring to analyses 
which seek to define all the possible social relationships 
an individual can have in terms of strict rules, this 
comment could apply with equal force to an analysis 
covering only one particular set of relationships, such 
as those concerned with land tenure. The rules and re-
gulations are there to define the permissible limits of 
an individual's actions, but within these he is still 
free "to manipulate the system to his own advantage." 

Thus, the Swazi land holder is permitted to grow 
wha Lever annual crops he likes on his arable land. He 
is permitted to sell these. He and his family are 
permitted to obtain income from other sources, such as 
wage labour. He is permitted by traditional law and 
custom to graze as many stock as he can acquire; and to 
use these for commercial purposes if he so wishes. He 
is nowadays also frequently granted the right to a 
wattle plantation, and to sell the bark t an ̂ ratht. 4.SL. 
we mentioned earlier, opinions differ regarding the degree 
of excl.UK.Lve rights that he acquires over the timber in 
such eases. He is permitted to make use of natural 
resources such as clay, grass or wood for various handi-
crafts, an activity which he (or slie) may commercialize 
i f lie1 w i slies . 

He is free to use the rights flowing from his 
own share in the Right of Avail for his own personal 
profit , as well as to satify the subsistence needs of 
hiinsel f and his family. There is, however, one proviso; 
I lia I lie should not exercise this freedom of choice in a 
manner 1 i.kely to cause an undue shrinkage of the Right 
of Avail , and thereby prejudice the benefits that others 
can derive from t heir share in this righto 

So, although the individual Swazi is free to man-
ipulate tiie system to his own advantage in some ways, there 
are various forms of negative feedback (if we may use 
the language of cybernetics) which start operating when-
ever such manipulations threaten to alter the nature 
of the system itself. Since the keystone of this 
system is t tie fact that community membership gives 
access to a share in the Right of Avail, this negative 

1) Leach, E. "On certain unconsidered aspects of 
double descent systems", Man, September 1962, p \ 

2) See pp. 223-224. 
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feedback becomes evident whenever any particular action 
will obviously lead to a shrinkage of this right . 

It would seem that this negative feedback not 
only inhibits certain developments, but also encourages 
a Swazi to divert his efforts to "manipulate the system 
to his advantage" into channels that will not result in 
such a shrinkage. Thus, one lias the remark quoted 
earlier that "if some of our Swazi men have realised 
the value of money they should go to work for it under 
Europeans .""'•) 

THE INFLUENCE OF "PROTECTION". 

At the beginning of this study it was argued that 
the present Swazi system of social and political organi-
zation, including their tenurial system, has evolved 
during the last century or so in an atmosphere of what 
I called "protection". 

It is clear that during the latter part of the 
nineteenth century the continued existence of the Swazi 
state was due to a large extent to the mutual jealousies 
of two of its powerful neighbours. From 1902 the Swazi 
have been (until very recently) under the political pro-
tection of one of these erstwhile neighbours (the United 
Kingdom); and have become increasingly dependent on the 
successor state to the other (The Republic of South 
Africa). 

This has inevitably had an effect on the develop-
ment of Swazi institutions of all kinds. Though trad-
itionalists may insist that those are based purely on 
"Swazi custom", in practise they have had to operate, 
during the last four generations, under conditions which 
were very different from those of the days when SonhJolo 
emigrated from Eshiselweni to the Dlomodlomo ridge.3) 

The tendency for politically powerful sub-sections 
of the Swazi People to hive off and establish their in-
dependence was inhibited by the lack of places to which 
to migrate. The delicate balance of power between the 
Central Authority and the Chiefs has also undoubtedly 
been affected by the realization of many of the latter 
in earlier times that there were distinct advantages in 
all Swazi presenting a united front to all outsiders. 
This has led to the interminable wrangles which have 

1) See p. 279. 
2) See pp. 3, 46, 47, 48. 
3) See p. 38. 
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persisted ever since regarding the division of rights 
and powers between the Chiefs and the Central Authority, 

At the same time, this involvement with outside 
powers considerably curtailed the freedom of action of 
the traditional political authorities. The use of 
arms to enforce a decision (on the part of the Central 
Authority) or to resist such enforcement (on the part 
of the Chiefs), was actively discouraged. Though the 
cessation of the Zulu raids, again brought about by 
outside influences, permitted the Swazi monarchs before 
1894 to build up their centralized state in relative 
peace, they could not do this in complete isolation, 
and purely in terms of traditional political notions. 
They did, admittedly, make various attempts to force the 
concessionaires to accept their own ideas of what custom-
ary law was, but with little success. 

Finally, the extent of the natural resources 
available to the Swazi People was rigidly demarcated (at 
the Partition) in terms of alien legal concepts. 

This limitation on the freedom of action of the 
traditional authorities undoubtedly removed much of their 
power; but it also enabled them to disclaim any responsi-
bility for many unwelcome developments. As far as land 
tenure is concerned, the sudden and dramatic shrinkage 
of the Right of Avail caused by the Partition was cer-
tainly a traumatic experience for many Swazi. It has 
also confused the issue ever since; and has served to 
inhibit any changes, even minor ones, in the tenurial 
system which might make it better suited to present 
c ond i ti ons. 

At the same time, the fight to regain more of the 
"Swazi heritage" lias undoubtedly tended to mask the very 
real differences of opinion that exist within the Swazi 
body politic regarding who should have what rights over 
which parts of this "heritage". 

The dualist ic economy and Swazi aspirations: We must 
also remember the changes which have occurred in the 
economic roles that land plays. The decline in econ-
omic self-sufficiency has resulted, among other things, 
from the other opportunities now available for satis-
f y i ng one ' s needs, through non-rural types of endeavour. ' 
This economic "protection", as it could quite legitimate-
ly be called, of the rural sector of this dualistic 
economy has undoubtedly affected the present form of 
Swazi customary land law; and Swazi views regarding 
what the "proper" function of land should be. 

l) pp. 20-30; 270 ff. 



Moreover, the Swazi live in ail economical iy 
society. The shortfall in food product 3 en on Swazi 
Nation Land has not resulted LII ar obvious overall sho. 
age of foodstuffs, with accompam i ng price rises. The 
activities of White farmers in both Swaziland itself and 
the Republic, coupled with controls 011 some products, 
has ensured an adequate supply for the market at reason-
ably stable prices. 

Therefore, there has been no obvious need, from 
the Swazi point of view, for radical "land reform" to 
ensure increased agricultural production. One can sym-
pathise with the individual Swazi who feels that he has 
made the wisest economic choice by devoting just enough 
energy to agricultural pursuits nearly to satisfy his 
subsistence needs, and interspersing this with more in-
tensive periods of work as a migrant labourer. 

The fight by the National authorities to regain 
the "Swazi heritage" has not only tended to mask the 
various internal constitutional conflicts. It has also 
tended to confuse the economic picture. If one's argu-
ment is that it is essential to have more land, it would 
not be good advocacy to stress, at the same time, that 
the land one already has could produce far more than it 
is currently doing. Furthermore, even if land is re-
garded primarily as the basis of a "pension scheme" , 
there is no doubt that the larger the area of that land, 
the better the benefits that can be expected to accrue 
to those participating in this "scheme". 

The attempt by the Swazi to acquire more land 
has tended to obscure the fact that the traditional 
tenurial system has been to a large extent "frozen" into 
a form ill-suited to present-day needs. It has been 
possible for the political authorities (including the 
Central Authority) to explain away any of the more 
glaring shortcomings of the present system as being 
the direct result of the Partition, and the consequent 
limitation of the Swazi Right of Avail. 

Since the Central Authority's activities have, 
in fact, resulted in a considerable increase in the area 
of the available "pool" of land, this explanation has 
tended to be accepted. This area has been nearly doub').< 
since L907; and at the time of writing the Swazi 
authorities are trying to obtain further extensive addi-
tions. While the possibility exists of a constant 
increase in the available natural resources there has 
naturally been little incentive for the Central Auth-
ority, or any other level of political authority, to 
court unpopularity by urging any radical changes in the 
ways whereby rights over these natural resources are 
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1 have said that the emotive appeal of this 
attempt to gain more land has tended to obscure the 
economic issues involved. What must be remembered 
in this connection is that the questions of how large 
an extent the Swazi Nation Land should cover and how 
rights over this land are allocated are actually quite 
separate ones . If, as is the case, this land is pro-
ducing far less than it could, and is also liable to 
severe erosion in the near future, additions to its 
area can be no more than a palliative. 

There is not enough land in all Swaziland to 
re-create the "golden age" when every family allegedly 
had access to far more land than they could themselves 
use, So, whatever the outcome of the present negot-
iations may be, the basic problems of land use remain 
the same; and the related questions of how rights to 
use are allocated. - The only really important result 
of a large addition to the Swazi Nation Land is that it 
might give agrarian planners a little more room (and 
time) for manoeuvre. 

PRESENT DANGERS. 

In the Introduction I stated that "My primary aim 
in this study is not to indulge in special pleading in 
favour of any particular course of action (or inaction) „ 
Rather, 1 wish to examine as objectively as possible 
the I inks between the present Swazi tenurial system and 
other aspects of their social and political organizat-
ion; in the belief that any policy which is not based 
on an adequate appreciation of these links is most un-
likely to succeed. " 1) 

Dos pi I e tii.is disclaimer, I feel that we cannot 
leave I his subject without a brief consideration of the 
probable effects of some possible alternative future 
policies. The Swazi traditional system of land tenure 
is of more I ban merely academic interest. It is bound 
up w i I ii a I I t he other developmental problems of Swazi-
land, and (he entire economic future of the Swazi People. 
To put the whole question which we have been discussing 
in tli is study into a proper perspective we must see it 
i n Ibis eon i ex I „ 

Till1) CONTINUATION OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM 

First of all, is there any need to think about 
changes in the present tenurial system? Many Swazi are 
clearly opposed to such changes; and earlier we discus-
sed the unt'o rt tuia ( e results that certain kinds of change 
could have. So why bother about change at all? 

l) See. p. "->. 
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To answer these questions we shall have to 

accept the conclusions of experts m these various 
fields of study with only relatively brief and non-
technical discussions of the reasons why they have 
reached these conclusions. 

In the introduction, I also claimed that "some 
radical changes (in the pattern of land use) are clearly 
essential if this slide towards ecological and economic 
disaster is to be halted," 1) Have we reason to 
believe that this "slide" is taking place; and that 
it is somehow connected with the tenurial system? 

Agriculturalists are mainly interested in two 
things; the best use of land in terms of production, 
and the conservation of * hat land so that it can 
continue to produce. 

We have already discussed how low the agricultur-
al productivity of the Swazi Nation land is,2) Many 
thousands of tons of maize have to be imported annu-
ally;3) and the low "out-turn" from the national cattle 
herd was deplored by the Swaziland Department of 
Agriculture, The local creamery, originally estab-
lished to provide a profitable outlet for locally pro-
duced dairy products, has had to rely increasingly on 
butterfat imports from the Republic; imports which 
have risen from 23?b of the total intake in 1962 to 68$ 
in 1966. 5) 

In a country with many agricultural advantages 
and where, in its own government's view, "the main 
potential for general economic development lies in 
agriculture" 6) figures such as these could surely be 
regarded as indications of a general economic malaise. 

It is known that it is technically possible for 
agricultural productivity to be increased vastly. 
Thus, the use of fertilizers and modern cultural prac-
tices has produced average maize yields of well over 
30 bags to the acre elsewhere in Southern Africa; 

1) See p. 5. 
2) See pp. 268-276. 
3) See p. 268. 
4) Report of the Department of Agriculture, Swazi-

land, 1966, p. 7 . 

5) op. cit., p. 9. 
6) A Policy for Agriculture. 1966 (Swaziland 

Government) p~] 
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l) as against the 2 to 4 bags per acre among the Swazi, 

Similar comparisons could be made with regard to most 
other types of agricultural activity. We have seen how 
this low productivity could be connected with the tradi-
tional tonurial system, and accepted attitudes about 
what the "proper" function of land should be„ 2) There 
would, therefore, seem to be ample justification for the 
contention by agriculturists that "in the long term the 
system of Swazi land tenure will inhibit the further 
development of Swazi agriculture." 3) 

Apart from the productivity issue, there is also 
the more pressing problem of conservation. Soil con-
servation, (unlike mineral "conservation", for example) 
is not simply a matter of slowing down a process of det-
erioration which is bound to occur in any event. On the 
contrary, it has been defined as "the treatment and use 
of land in a manner that will not only safeguard it against 
erosion, but also steadily develop its productive 
capacity." There is no technical reason why this 
happy state of affairs should not be achieved in the Swazi 
Nation Land areas; but there is good reason to believe 
that it is not being achieved. 

"Positive conservation", which will actually 
increase the potential productivity of the land so 
conserved, involves two main types of action. First, 
the topsoi.L must be protected against mechanical agents 
which might otherwise remove it; primarily water and 
wind. Secondly, the amount of organic matter in the 
so LI must be maintained at a satisfactory level. In 
addition, one may have to add plant food in the form 
of IVrl.i I.i.zer, or trace elements, if these are being 
"cropped off" at a faster rate than they can be natur-
a I I y re p 1 aeed „ 

"Mechanical conservation" , the construction of 
colli our ridges and associated works, can reduce the 
rate at which t.opsoii is lost from arable land due to 
t lie run-off af t e r rainfall. This should, however, be 
coupled with "biological conservation"; protection of 
the soil through the maintenance of an adequate plant 
cover during the growing season, and deliberate effort 

1) Daniel, "The Swazi rural economy", p. 215. 
2) See pp. 270. ff. 
3) A Policy for Agriculture, I9b6, (Swaziland 

liove ruriietit ) p. 1 • 
•( ) J . C . Ross , Inter-Territorial Co-operation in 

Southern Africa, (S.A.R.C.C.U.S.)Pretoria, 
u. d ~ p^ 12 (footnote) (My italics). 
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to keep up its content of organic matter. Tliese last 
can take the form of adding manure or compost, plough-
ing in crop residues after reaping, or a combination of 
these measures. 

One way of ensuring that there are sufficient 
crop residues to maintain tire soil structure is to 
encourage a heavy crop through the reasonably liberal 
application of fertilizer. Even this will only be 
effective if there is already sufficient organic matter 
in that soil. If there is not, one may have to spend 
several yrears on a deliberate programme of building up 
the soil. 

Fertilization with bought fertilizers costs money. 
The application of compost and manure, even if this 
happens to be available in sufficient quantities, can 
also be "expensive" in terms of the human labour involved. 
In commercial farming these costs are recovered, from 
the increased crop. - This is not the case when crops 
are grown mainly for liome consumption, and arable land 
is not "costed" according to its area. 

It is true that a rural Swazi who now reaps 15 
bags of maize from 5 acres could probably reap more from 
one acre properly worked and fertilized. However, this 
would involve an increased monetary outlay; quite apart 
from the more intensive labour needed. As things are 
now, his wisest economic choice in the short term might 
be to plough up two more acres, in addition to his 
present five, and get some four to six more bags through 
the use of bis traditional cultural methods. 

These, then, are some of the ways in which the 
traditional, tenurial system could, as far as crop pro-
duction is concerned, "inhibit the further development 
of Swazi agriculture." l) 

The problem of the grazing areas: The grazing areas 
present a different and rather more acute problem. 

Mechanical protection, though technically possible, 
is not always economically feasible; over such large 
areas. For the same reason biological conservation 
cannot be based on the physical insertion of organic 
matter into the soil. What one must do is to control 
the pattern of grazing, particularly during the summer 
growing season, so that natural processes can take an 
ecologically desirable course. 

Rotational grazing, whereby certain pastures are 
periodically rested, is one of the simplest of these 

l) See page 293. 



measures. Bush, control can also help in instances 
where other vegetation is competing for food with the 
edibJ.e grasses. At the other end of the scale one can, 
if the economic returns justify this, markedly increase 
the carrying capacity of any area by using specially 
planted and fertilized pastures. This, apart from the 
extra monetary returns obtainable from the cattle them-
selves, also makes available more manure for both 
grazing and arable lands. 1' 

in short, there is no doubt that if animal hus-
bandry and crop production were to scientifically be 
integrated throughout all the Swazi Nation Land, pro-
duction and income could be increased many times over, 
and Lhe danger to the natural resources removed at the 
same time. The increase of the per capita income of 
Swazi resident in this area should be more than enough 
to compensate for what some individuals might lose 
through a shrinkage in the Right of Avail. - There is, 
of course, the problem of how this increased income 
should bo distributed, and how "compensation" for those 
adversely affected could be arranged. 

These are the technical dreams. These are things 
which we know could be achieved, if only the "system" 
encouraged their achievement. But what is the present 
position of the grazing areas? 

Daniel has been very forthright regarding the 
position in I.9b0. "Unless positive steps are taken to 
adjust the number of livestock units , to the carrying 
capacity of the land", lie says, "any extension of the 

l) U. rornbolm "Henderson Raises hope for tribal 
land fanning", in Modern Farming, Salisbury, April 
1907; 
H.E. Hornby, " Ove rs tocking; a modern approach to 
the problem", in Rhodesia Agricultural Journal, 
Vol. 65 No. 3 May/June 1968. 
These comments are offered in a full realization 
of the caution of agriculturalists when it is a 
question of whether the technical answers are al-
ready known; but also in the full confidence that 
agricultural research could soon find any tech-
nical answers which it has not got now. 

-0 Since different grazing animals (e.g. sheep and 
cows) consume different quantities, animal husband-
ry experts have devised the concept of the "Large 
Stock Equivalent" (L.S.E.) to allow direct compar-
isons between different areas. 
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area under cultivation will only aggravate the problem 
of overstocking. That such steps are a matter of 
urgency in the immediate present. let alone the future, 
need not again be laboured. The continued deterioration 
and destruction of the vegetation cover on which the 
wellbeing of the livestock industry depends can only lead 
to disastrous consequences ." -0 

Latest figures indicate that the number of live-
stock has not been "adjusted" {i.e. decreased) to suit 
the carrying capacity of the grazing- areas. -) One 
also has the ominous report that "grazing management is 
conspicuous by its absence and erosion is on the increase."1) 

Visible erosion, it must bo stressed, is nearly 
the end product of this process of resource deterioration. 
The natural vegetation cover is the best "mechanical 
protection" for soil .in grazing areas. Over-grazing 
results in palatable species being replaced by Less pal-
atable species which are also less efficient as a pro-
tection. Later in the cycle the vegetation cover be-
comes sufficiently thin to allow the soil to be washed 
or blown away. Once this starts on a massive scale, 
the erstwhile grazing can rapidly deteriorate into typic-
al "badlands", useless for agriculture or grazing. 

The only answer once this stage has been reached 
is what conservationists classify as "reclamation"; a 
process which is invariably very expensive, and may often 
not be economically feasible. 

The trouble with grazing areas in tenurial systems 
of this kind is that what is everyone1 s property may be 
no particular person's or group's respons i bl.l i.ty. 
What should be done when the effects of over-stocking 
become noticeable, is that the grazing load on that area 
should be reduced. Cat Lie should either be removed to 
another area or, if this is impracticable, disposed of. 
When the pastures have recovered grazing should still bo 
controlled, so as to prevent any repetition of the de-
terioration in the vegetation cover. Simpler methods 
of grazing control often involve destocking. More 
sophisticated methods may involve considerable outlay 
on such things as planted pastures. 

1) Daniel, "The Swazi Rural Economy", pp. 236 ff. 249 
2) Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture, 

^Swaziland) , 1966, pp. 1, 7. 
3) A Policy for Agriculture, 1966, (Swaziland 

Government) , p. 3. 
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If there is no "Owner" to do these things, the 

problem arises of who is to do them. In the long term 
it may be to a group's advantage to de-stock so as to 
preserve the pastures on which their stock graze. 
But in the short term it is not to an individual's 
advantage to forgo part of his Right of Pasture if this 
merely means that other members of that community can 
graze more cattle there. 

In this instance we have more than another ex-
ample of a way in which the traditional land holding 
system could "inhibit the further development of Swazi 
agriculture. " This is rather more dangerous. Wide-
spread land collapse in the grazing areas would involve 
the destruction of one of the main natural resources on 
which present Swazi agriculture is based. 

POLICIES FOR DEVELOPMENT. 

Anthropologists should beware of allowing person-
al value judgments to colour their analyses. Neverthe-
less , there are instances where an analysis becomes more 
meaningful if it is considered in the context of some 
rather obvious value judgments. 

This would seem to be a case in point. I would 
sugge.s'i. i.'na'i, we Snouicl accept as our starting point: 

(a) That, the development of Swazi agriculture 
along scientifically and economically sound lines 
i_s both essential and "Good"; and 

(b) That any major ecological disaster, such as a 
collapse of the grazing areas or a serious 
depletion in the fertility of the arable areas 
would be "Bad". 

Notwithstanding Swazi objections to the commer-
cial i sat ion of land, it would also seem to be self-evi-
dent that "the continued dissipation of human resources 
bet.ween a thoroughly uneconomic agriculture and inade-
quately developed alternative economic outlets," ^) has 
certain disadvantages. Even if the alternative econom-
ic- outlets were to be better developed, it would be an 
economic tragedy to allow so vast an asset as the Swazi 
Nation Land to remain so fantastically under-used. 

One must a Lso consider the problem of population 
increase, and the possibility that at some future date, 
the theory that everyone has a right to land may result 
in no —one having sufficient land to satisfy his own 

1) S e e p „ -l . 
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subsistence needs. If there was then, for any reason, 
a marked curtailment in alternative ways of earning a 
livelihood disaster- could soon follow. 

Furthermore, the Swazi Nation Land would quickly 
cease to be a vast asset, if erosion were to spread 
seriously. 

All in all, there would seem to be an excellent 
case for a change in land use in the Swazi Nation area. 
We know that there are technical solutions which could 
be applied, and both safeguard that land and increase 
its productivity. We have also seen that there is 
evidence that the traditional tenurial system, in its 
present form, is inhibiting, and will tend to continue 
to inhibit, the application of those solutions. 

Sociologists and anthropologists naturally stress 
the need to take into account the "human factor" , and 
the culture of the peoples concerned, when solutions are 
being sought to developmental problems. flic sociologic-
ally oriented must be equally willing to take into account 
economic and ecological considerations when these have 
a real relevance. 

In this case we cannot consider- the "problem" of 
the Swazi tenurial system purely in terms of its socio-
logical significance. If we have evidence, as T would 
suggest we do have, that its perpetuation in exactly 
its present form for any length of time could lead to 
ecological and economic disaster, then I would submit 
that we have to accept that it must change; however 
awkward the results of these changes may be. 

Change, or the evolution of human institutions, 
is never completely "unguided" . If the government 
whatever its form, of the people concerned decides to 
adopt a laissez fa ire attitude, "guidance" will still 
come from pressure groups having particular interests. 

I would, therefore, suggest that there is yet 
one more value judgment of which we should consider 
the validity. This is that when the inevitability of 
certain fairly radical changes is forseen, the govern-
ment concerned should consider very carefully exactly 
what degree of guidance it should give; and that at 
the same time it should seek to involve the people 
most likely to be affected by these changes in decid-
ing exactly what forms they should take. 

Over thirty years ago, Mair, discussing similar 
problems and apparently accepting that some form of 
planned guidance is essential, remarked that, "the 
problem for the development of native societies is how 
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CHAPTER 19. 

"ENFORCED CHANGE OR 1 EVOLUTION * "? 

LAND USE PLANNING 

In 19b6, the Swaziland Government issued a doc-
ument entitled A Policy for Agriculture, 1966. A key 
passage in this, from which I have already quoted in 
part, reads as follows; "It is the Government's view 
that while in the long term the system of Swazi land 
tenure will inhibit the further development of Swazi 
agriculture, the problems posed by fragmentation of 
arable holdings, the inefficient and haphazard pattern 
of land use and various agricultural malpractices are of 
greater immediate economic consequence than those of 
land tenure per se. Government's policy is accordingly 
now directed towards the elimination of these bottle-
necks to progress." -0 

From this it appears that the Government, possib-
ly influenced by past scicntific reports on this quest-
ion, 2) has accepted that the consequences of a rapid 
and imperfectly planned change in the tenurial system 
might be catastrophic; and that for this reason it would 
be unwise to contemplate the enforcement of such a 
change in the immediate future. 

Nevertheless, one cannot but wonder whether this 
does not cut both ways. We have seen how intimately 
the system of land tenure is bound up with other aspects 
of the present Swazi way of life. We have discussed 
reasons for believing that it has affected the ways in 
which land is being used. We have seen how changes in 
these methods of land use could affect rights that many 
Swazi currently have; and how this could cause oppos-
ition to these changes themselves. 3) 

Therefore, can methods of land utilization be 
changed radically without also bringing about some 
changes in the system whereby rights over this land are 

1) A Policy for Agriculture, 1966, pp 1-2. 
2) Cf. J.F. Holleman, "Some Aspects of Agronomic 

policy in Swaziland", in Experiment in Swaziland, 
PP. 33^ ff. 
A.J.B. Hughes, "Some Swazi views on land tenure" 
Africa, XXXII, 3 , July 1962, pp. 253 ff. 
A.J.B. Hughes, Swazi Land Tenure (duplicated) 1964 

3) See pp. 236.ff ; 274 ff. 
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acquired and held? 

For example, further on in this same report 
one finds these complaints. "The pattern of land 
usage in most Swazi areas is not efficient and not 
orderly„ 1) Arable holdings are commonly fragmented 
and much of the arable land lies fallow. In aggre-
gate considerable amounts of potential grazing are 
wasted in small areas of grass interspersed between 
arable fields. In spite of the fact that about half 

. ? \ 

the arable soil is not tilled, / Chiefs find it 
increasingly difficult to allocate new lands to 
farmers * sons and to newcomers." 3) 

It is envisaged that these problems can be 
overcome by, among other things: 
(a) The provision of village sites for the houses 

of non-farmers; 
(b) Consolidation of fragmented arable land by 

mutual arrangement; 
(c) Enclosure and sub-division of grazing areas; 
(d) The limitation of livestock numbers to carry-

ing capacity; and 
(e) The aggregation of spare arable into blocks, 

for issue by Chiefs to new farmers. 

II. is intended that these land-use plans should 
be implemented, "in co-operation with the Chiefs and 
the people concerned", in what are known as Rural Dev-
elopjiionf Areas. ) Since provision is made for the 
constant creation of new Rural Development Areas, 
one must assume that the aim is to introduce this type 
of land utilization throughout most, if not all, of 
the SN1,. 

1 certainly do not argue that steps of this 
nature are undesirable. In the previous chapter I 

l) My italics. 
) This should be read in conjunction with Daniel's 

comments on the expansion of the area under cul-
livat ion; cf. Daniel, "The Swazi rural economy." 
p. b. 
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mentioned some of the dangers of permitting the present 
pattern of land use to continue indefinitely. The point 
that I do wish to make is tliat this sort of agricult-
ural planning must, when implemented, have an effect on 
the rules regulating land tenure. 

Consider the complaint about the amount of arable 
land lying fallow. Presumably, in many cases rights 
over parcels of this fallow land are held by people 
who, for some reason, were unable to cultivate it during 
the season when it was inspected. Does this policy, 
then, envisage that a "new custom" should be introduced 
into Swazi customary law; a rule that says, "You must 
plough and plant your- arable allocation every year or 
lose all rights over it forever"? 

This raises another possibility. In some parts 
of Swaziland the traditional authorities already tend 
to frown on absentees retaining rights over land which 
is left fallow for long periods . They arc liable to 
suggest that it should be handed over for use by the 
landless in their communities, As we have seen, such 
a request is difficu.l L to refuse in some cases. ) To 
obviate any risk of this happening, persons liable to 
be away for long periods (like labour migrants) may ask 
a kinsman to cultivate their lands during their absence. 
It is often noticeable that these lands are cultivated 
less intensively and less carefully than that kinsman's 
own arable allocation. 

If such a device were to be adopted in the Rural 
Development Areas would it be necessary to adopt yet 
another "new custom"; in this case ruling that "Either 
you cultivate your arable .land in the manner that I 
(the agriculturalist) say you shall, or lose all rights 
over it forever?" 

It is unlikely that the framers of this policy 
statement had such extreme developments in mind. Never-
theless, some kind of changes in traditional rules of 
tenure would seem to be an inevitable result of so 
thoroughgoing a change in the pattern of land use. 

Similar effects could flow from the fencing and 
sub-division of the grazing; and perhaps even from the 
implication that a Chief is the only person who has any 
say over land allocations, which suggests that only a 
Chiofdom-level land community has any control over who has 
access to the Right of Avail. 

De-stocking, which is also suggested, must cur-
tail the Right of pasture. 

l) See p. Ih9. 
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The "provision of village sites for the houses 
of non-farmers" would introduce another alien element 
into the rural scene, and might confuse the Neighbour 
Cluster pattern of relationships in their vicinity. 
The aggregation of "spare arable into blocks, for issue 
by Chiefs to new farmers" would presumably take away 
from many an agnatic group the prescriptive rights over 
fallow once cultivated by one of their members; rights 
which many now have, but which only become obvious when 
they are approached by a kinsman from afar who is seek-
ing to settle in their area. 

1 must stress once again that T am not arguing 
that these proposed agricultural measures are not de-
sirable., What I am suggesting is that it would be 
quite unrealistic to believe that they could be imple-
mented without at the same time inducing changes in the 
traditional system of tenure; changes which would be 
both profound and ultimately most obvious to the people 
affected by them. 

If this is so, might there not be some merit in 
making this clear during the initial discussions with 
Chiefs and people in the planned Development Areas; 
and also taking the matter up at all other levels in the 
land community hierarchy? 

A.s we have seen, changes in the tenurial system 
do not a f fee I only the people in the particular vicinity 
where those changes are occurring. All Swazi could be 
said to have some sort of rights over all land in the 
SMI,, 11" people (or authorities) discover some time 
after a iechnicaIly-orientod scheme has been started 
thai it is adversely affecting their own rights, they 
may well oppose any further implementation of this 
scheme. An example is provided by the Rhodesian exper-
ience which I cited earlier. ^) 

If however, they can be convinced that their own 
we I 1-being; is seriously threatened by certain ecological 
developmenIs, and (hat the only solution is to alter 
their ens|omary way of doing things, they might be far 
more ready to accept the necessity for these changes. 

In brief, what I am suggesting is that, in this 
type of si tuat ton, it may be dangerous to place virtually 
all t he emphasis on the advantages of technically sound 
land use planning; dangerous, that is, if one's aim is 
Io gain general acceptance of these ideas. The imple-
men(at ion of these new patterns of land use will, 
perforce, have repe missions in other spheres of the 
t rati i t ional way of life. In view of the many roles 
that land plays in the rural Swazi situation, it . 

1) See pp. I -?') >. 
) See pp. .'oo f f. 
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be unwise to assume (.as this policy statement appears to 
assume) that, once the technical and economic advantages 
of these changes have been demonst rated, any social or 
local governmental problems which they may cause will 
automatically "sort themselves out" in some undefined 
manner. 

THE CASE FOR THE INDIVIDUALIZATION OF TENURE. 

If those responsible for giving guidance to a 
rural population wish to urge the latter to change 
their tenurial system it would be obviously desirable 
for them (the guiders) to have a clear idea of what 
changes in that system would encourage the desired re-
sults . In other words, they should have decided what 
form they would like the tonurial system to change into. 

In the policy statement from which I have been 
quoting there is evidence that the guiders (in this 
instance, the Swaziland agricultural extension service) 
would favour a system of "individualized" tenure. Thus, 
rn addition to the land-use plans for the SNL, provision 
is made for special settlement schemes for selected 
Swazi farmers. It is stated (following a comment on 
how co-operative societies offer "considerable prospects 
of mitigating the adverse effects of the land tenure 
system"),!/ that tenure on these schemes will be on a 
leasehold basis, and that they will "not only create a 
new class of prosperous Swazi. farmer but will also test 
and demonstrate the value of the system of private 
ownership." Despite the inclus ion of the word "test" 
the juxtaposition of this criticism of the "adverse 
effects" of the traditional system and plans to intro-
duce leasehold tenure on the se I 11 omerit schemes leaves 
a strong impression that the latter is considered the 
ultimate ideal. This impression is heightened by the 
further statement that it is hoped to provide also "a 
limited area of suitable title deed land to be purchased 
for settlement." 3) 

We have already noted Swazi objections to individ-
ualization; and some of the complications that such 
an innovation might bring. I have also pointed nut 
that there is considerable justification for the com-
plaints about the unfortunate results of the present 
system. Since we are faced with this dilemma, and 

1) From the context it is clear that it is the 
traditional system which is meant here. 

2) My italics. A Policy for Agriculture, 1966, p„2 
3) op. cit., p. 5-



this conflict of opinion between the Swazi and their 
agricultural advisors, we should examine the questions 
of whether; 
(a) Individualization of tenure has, in fact, 

brought about the desired results when it 
has been introduced elsewhere; and 

(b) Whether it is the only system which is likely 
to produce these agricultural results. 

Individualization by ukase: The western system of in-
dividualized tenure is the result of a long evolution 
from rather different systems. One of the reasons 
why it is popular with agriculturalists is because it 
was in force in England at the time of the "Agricultural 
Revolution" in the eighteenth century. 

We have already remarked that terms like "indiv-
idualized tenure" or "private ownership of land" can 
cover a wide spectrum of meaning. In passing, it is 
also worth noting that when "Turnip" Townsend and Coke 
of Norfolk were developing their systems of "high farming" 
the prevailing system of tenure in their country was 
based on a landlord and tenant relationship; not on the 
outright ownership of small parcels of land by a large 
number of peasant proprietors. 

If "private ownership of land" is desired, in any 
form, in Africa it will clearly not be practicable to 
wail for natural evolution and a "change of attitude" 
to bring this about.. The conservational and economic 
problems are far too pressing. What will be needed is 
some logislal ivo action; as was, in fact, necessary 
in many t'uropean countries. 

Several African countries have tried such legis-
lat ion; and it is constructive to consider what the 
rest) I 1 s ha vo been . 

South African and Ugandan experiences: In South Africa 
the (Hen Grey Ac 1 of lSO'-t permitted a number of African 
fanners to obtain small farms on individualized tenure. 
Wo have already mentioned Elton and Mills' study of 
this area, and their findings that many of these farms 
had ceased to be Iruly "individually" owned; and were 
held in undivided shares by members of large agnatic 
groups. w These research workers also found that this 

1) M. bleed, La Societe Fcodale. Paris, 19^9, Vol. 
1.. pp. 203 f; 2Ob, 
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land was ."amod no bettor, and no 'iio.ro intensively, 
rium or.'.or Liid lie Id on "eommuna _" tenure in t lie same 
area. I'l ;nany instances the security offered by this 
form of t mure actually m.ili.taiod against .intensive and 
sustain d cultivation. The f re d'ol dors , with nothing 
to fear from community pressure if they left their Land 
lying idle, were more prone to 1 u'g term migration away 
from the rural area than were men Living in other 
villages nearby whore tenure was "communal", and where 
the effective and continued use of arable land was 
essential if one wished to retain a right to continue to 
us e it* 1) 

Mair sums up this particular situation with the 
statement that, in the Koiskamtnaliook situation, "free-
hold gives security, but secure tenure does not lead to 
the improvement of the land". -) 

The story of Buganda , where Sir Harry Johnston 
introduced freehold tenure on the English pattern, is 
often quoted as a warning to those desirous of rushing 
into individualized tenure before acquiring a full 
knowledge of the rol< of land in the society whose system 
of tenure it is wished to "reform". "Hero ..... the 
Buganda Agreement allotted a total of 8,000 square 
miles in freehold to persons described as 'chiefs or pri-
vate landowners', believed already to have the rights 
which freehold title would merely confirm." 3) The 
recurrent riots and agitations following this settlement 
have demonstrated in no uncertain fashion that these 
changes in the pattern of tenure did have disruptive 
effects on the tradit ional social order, and that these 
effects were felt and resented by an appreciable pro-
portion of the Ganda people. M 

The original number of cLaimants for these free-
hold allocations was nearly 4,000. The number of own-
ers of land has increased markedly since then, and in 
1953 Mukwaya estimated them as numbering between 45,000 
and 55,000. He no Los that much land was sold to raise 
money for non-agricultural purposes, such as the "purch-
ase of motor cars, the building of houses, or to raise 

1 ) M.E. Elton Mills and Monica Wilson, Land Tenure, 
Keiskammahoek Rural. Survey, 1952, Vol IV, p. 57 -

2) b. Mair, "The contribution by social anthropolo-
gists to the study of changes in African land 
rights" in Studies in Applied Anthropology, 
London, 1957, p. 59* 

3) Mair, op. crt., p. 59. 
'0 Hailey, An African Survey, (1957 Edition) p. 811 
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capital to start shops or commercial companies and 
even to pay for luxurious living. 1) Legislation had 
to be passed to protect tenants on this land from the 
exactions of their landlords, with the result that 
when some of the latter wished to lay out their lands 
for mechanised cultivation they could find no areas of 
suitable size on which there were no "protected" tenant 
holdings. '-) 

In neither of these instances has the introduct-
ion of a. western type of individualized tenure in itself 
been sufficient to ensure agricultural advance. "Sec-
urity of tenure", though obviously essential for sus-
tained and expensive farming enterprises, can have 
other results. As Mair says in another passage, "To 
the question 'what doos the tropical farmer do when 
given the full control of his land?* the history of 
India has supplied an answer. He uses it as a security 
for credit, but the money he raises is rarely invested 
in the land." 3) 

The Rhodesian experiment: A more sophisticated attempt 
to provide "security of tenure" for tribal cultivators 
is represented by the Rhodesian Native Land Husbandry 
Act of 195-1- One of the aims of this legislation was 
to make it easier to enforce legislation relating to soil 
conservation; but great emphasis was also laid on the 
need to give "security of tenure" to the tribal culti-
vator, and to remove any danger of "the corruption of 
' lu' t ran I head's authority with regard to land alloc-
a t ion." 'I ) 

Floyd argues that such corruption was "common-
place", ami that (lie Land Husbandry Act was "intended 
In ameliorate the i r regu la ri ti e s and injustices of the 
present -day tribal distribution of lands." 5 J Speaking 
of security, ho states that "there is another tenurial 
aspect to I he degeneration of tribal responsibilities 
which was as pernicious as the inequalities of land 
allocation. This was the sense of insecurity among 
many land holders regarding the stability of their 
rights to cultivate a given piece of land Under 

l) A.B. Mukwaya, Land Tenure in Buganda, Nairobi, 
(Fas i African Institute for Social Research), 1953 
p. 3"). 

• - ) Mai r, op. cit.., p. oO. 
3) Mair, op. cit., p. 57. 
) H.N. Floyd, Changing Patterns of African Land Use 

in Sou t hei '15 Rhodesia, Lusakai" (Rhodes —Livingstone 
Institute) p. LLP. 

5) Floyd, op. cit., pp. 119, 1?0. 
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such conditions of instability, there could be no 
incentive for a fanner to attempt agricultural improve-
ments such as building up the fertility of the soil or 
constructing conservation works. As soon as he had 
accomplished these improvements his lands might be 
coveted and, at the earliest opportunity, he would be 
forced to vacate his holding for an undeveloped piece 
of landc" l) 

Despite the fact that there was some truth in 
these observations, a later Rhodes Lair Government report 
contained the following comments on this question of 
"insecurity of tenure". "In customary law the perm-
anence and inviolability of the land rights of individ-
uals are not conceived (as is ownersLiip in our law) as 
a relationship to a specific holding in perpetuity, but 
as a perpetual relationship with any such unencumbered 
portion of the land of the community as may be avail-
able for individualized occupation whenever required as 
such from time to time. Herein lies the 1ndividual1s 
security, that is, in his vested right to claim a share. 

"If then, the Native Land Husbandry Act aims 'to 
provide individual security of tenure of arable land and 
individual security of grazing rights' tills reveals 
an ignorance of the nature of customary land rights. 
The African, at any rate, can liardly escape the impress-
ion that what the Act generously offers as something 
special to a qualified number, his own laws had always 
accepted as the obvious birthright of all." 3) 

Agriculturalists can argue that there is a real 
distinction between the type of "security" offered by 
African customary law and "security of tenure" of a 
specific parcel of land. The former is not likely to 
encourage the sustained agricultural effort that is 
essential for agricultural advancement and true conserv-
ation of the natural resources. 

Nevertheless, it is now clear that this Rhodesian 
legislation did not produce the results which it was 
hoped it would. In the words of another report it 
"has not achieved what it was designed to achievc. It 
has not created a free market in land and cattle rights 
in the tribal areas. It has not resulted in rights of 

1) Floyd, op. cit., pp. 121-122 
2) NADFORJM Broadsheet No. 3 / 1 9 6 0 . 

3) Report of the Mangwende Reserve Commission of 
Enquiry, Salisbury (Rhodesian Government), 
1961, pp. 35-36. 
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cultivation of arable .land being transferred, whether 
on a permanent or a temporary basis, to those best able 
to make the land produce most. On the other hand, it 
lias created a landless class. It has created a great 
deal of ill-feeling among that class towards agents of 
the Government. It has disturbed social stability, in 
that it took away from the traditional political authori-
lios one of the few remaining props of their power, 
..... The outcome has shown that whatever tenurial 
systems are evolved should not merely be palliatives 
to a disgruntled pressure group, but be so designed as 
to aim at the maximum productive capacity of the land 
used by all the members of the community who have the 
right to it. As a result of this experience, the Native 
Land Husbandry Act is to be replaced by a new Act l) 
which, when {promulgated, will restore much of the flex-
ibility of the old traditional system of tenure." 2) 

These examples have been cited to show that we 
know of many cases where "the magic of property" has not 
turned "sand into gold". In Mair's words, it appears 
that "proprietary rights in themselves have but littLe 
magical effect". 3) We have also seen that the"security 
of tenure" which, it is argued, is an essential pre-
requisite; for sustained agricultural effort does not 
always result in this effort. Nor does it seem that 
lli i s "security" is seen by the African who obtains it 
as being as great an advantage as it is claimed to be. 

The |)i'i)vi:ai)]i e f c redl t: before leaving this subject 
we shou l<i men I ion one other advantage claimed for indiv-
idual ized I enure; that land so held can be used as a 
security for loans w i t h which to finance agricultural 
ope ra I ions. 

Apart from t he fact that these loans may be used 
for other, non-producLive purposes, there is a further 
factor which must be considered. The value of the 
I and (wh i eh is dependent on a variety of conditions) may 
not he sufficient to finance .Loans of the size needed 
for sophisticated agricultural operations. Such a 
si I unl ion has arisen in respect of land held on individ-
ual tenure in Angola (to quote one documented example), 
and the authorities in that territory have sought to 

l) The Tribal Trust Land Act, ( 1 9 6 7 ) . 

'•-) Proe oodl tigs . Ninth Ordinary Meeting, Southern 
African Regional Committee for the Conservation 
and V t i. 1 i za t i 011 of the Soil, Pretoria, 1964, p. 71. 

l) Mair, "The contributions of social anthropology 
to the study of changes in African land rights", 
pp. rv'i . 57, 0O-0I. 
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So, even where 
provision may 

individualized tenure does prevail, 
itil' iuve to be based on some system CI It'll" 

other 1 tian the mortgaging of land; by mortgages on 
crops or bv assessing the personal credit-worthiness 
of "he farmer. If this can be done (as it is being 
done ir. some African countries) yet another argument 
in favour of general individualization would fall away. 

Examples could be given of ,i nstancos where the 
provision of land on an individualized basis has result-
ed in the adoption of more advanced agricultural techni-
ques. The African Purchase Area farms in Rhodesia are 
a case in point. Nevertheless, llicro would seem to be 
good reason to doubt, in view of those various exper-
iences quoted above, whether individualization of ten-
ure is ir itself a panacea for all agrarian problems. 

CONCENTRATION ON CONSERVATION. 

In his paper- on "Some aspects of agronomic policy 
in Swaziland" Ilollcman has argued Uiat "the very margin-
ality of food production" i.n the Swazi Nation areas 
suggests a "mental orientation (which) seems to be of the 
utmost importance to any future agronomic policy". This, 
he continues, means that "a policy purporting to produce 
surplus (cash) crops would be difficult to accept by a 
people wiio do not wish to produce more from the land than 
their bare subsistence requirements." 

He concludes ilia L "for the groat majority of the 
present-day rural Swazi. popu La lion, intensive crop 
production i.s neither essential, nor indeed a practical-
proposition." J! Since the importance of income from 
wages is likely to increase, he suggests that agricult-
ural extension should concentrate on the small proportion 
of Swazi who are "genuinely farmers at heart," ) but 
that otherwise "extension services would probably have 
to be largely confined to the essential aspects of soil 

1) E.C. de Carvalho and E„ do V. Guimaraes, "A 
evolucao do credilo agricola cm Angola" in 
Proceedings of the Regional Symposium on Tra-
ditional Systems of Land Tenures, (S.A.R.C.C.U.S.) 
1968, Pretoria, pp. rjh, 57 ° 

2) Holleman, "Some aspects of agronomic policy in 
Swaziland", p. 335° 

3) Holleman, "Some: aspects of agronomic policy in 
Swaziland" 9 p. 3 3 8 . 

z0 Ibid, pp. 337 - 338. 
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conservation, and to reducing the hazards of staple 
crop production at subsistence level." He recog-
nises the special problem of the grazing areas; accepts 
that "large-scale de-stocking is necessary" 2) and sug-
gests that this should be 1inked to an indueeraent scheme 
whereby communities who destock most should have access 
to more land." 3) 

"With regard to the question of land tenure, he is 
opposed to a move (even a gradual one) in the direction 
of individualization;^/ but suggests certain measures 
which might help to overcome some of the more obvious 
imperfections of the present system. 5) jje is also in 
favour of "a clear statement of policy that no immediate 
change of land tenure is contemplated with regard to 
tribal land." 6) 

The l^b6 policy statement by the Swaziland Govern-
ment 7) conforms very closely to these sugges tions, and 
even incorporates the "clear statement of policy" that 
no immediate tenurial changes are envisaged. It 
diverges only in its overt disapproval of the present 
system of tenure, and the implication that individual-
ized tenure is the only realistic ultimate aim. 

In this study we have seen that there are good 
re;iSOILS l,o accept IIo 11 email's contention that, as things 
11 i' e mow , a po 1 icy urging increased commercialization of 
I.lie SlNil, would l>o most unlikely to receive widespread 
;iccrpl.;inc(\ We have discussed at length some of the 
reasons , and possible reasons, for this particular "mental 
i) ri fii la I ion, " 

What is more difficult to accept is that adequate 
co us o rva I. i on moiisurny , and adequate encouragement of the 
iuo i a,"; ivi c i L I t ura L.t y progressive will be possible, in 
pe rpe (. u i t y , within t lie framework o f pres ent policy . 

IIo 11 email, "Some aspects of agronomic policy in 
]) Sway, i I and" , p. 338 . 
') 1 hi d . p. 3'l.L. 

' ] ) I h i d . p p . ^ 1 - 3 4 2 . 

•'l ) 1 bid , p. ihO 
r>) Ibid , pp. 3''lO-3/tl ° 
0 ) 1b i d . p. 3^1 . 
7 ) A Vo ] icy for Agriculture , 19 b 6 „ 
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Whether or not the agricultural potential of the 

SXL should remain unrealised for the forseeahle future 
does, of course, involve a value judgment. it is, 
however, a value judgment the full implications of 
which should be thoroughly appreciated by all those 
responsible for framing policy; and this includes 
the humblest Swazi cultivator as welt as the Minister of 
Agriculture of the day. I would not, myself, have the 
temerity to give a conservative estimate of what the 
potential productivity of the SNL could be if the issue 
were not complicated by culturai considerations; nor of 
how many millions of rand in increased annual income 
this would represent. 

This could be an interesting exercise for those 
in a better position to undertake it. Apart from 
letting the policy-makers gain a better idea of what 
their own value judgments could involve, it might 
also strengthen the arm of the agricultural ext. ens ion 
service. 

When we come to consider the question of conser-
vation the situation is rather different. 1 would sub-
mit, as I have suggested above, that the type of conser-
vation measures envisaged in the Swaziland Government 
policy statement could not possibly be irnplemenled on 
a wide-spread scale without inducing changes in the 
tenurial system. 1 am also prepared to accept that 
these measures are probably the minimum required to 
ensure positive conservation; the reversal, however 
slow this may be, of the process of resource deterior-
ation, rather than a more slowing' down of this process 
of deterioration. 

Ultimately, it must become obvious to all that 
these conservation measures are inducing tenurial 
changes. If this stimulates a. "negative feedback" 
among the rural population which slows down the rate 
at which these measures are adopted, the "slide towards 
ecological and economic disaster" ) could well continue, 
though perhaps at a slower pace than if nothing had 
been done at all. 

So, there would seem to be two possibilities. 
Either these conservation measures are generally accep-
ted, with the result that the tenurial system will begin 
to change, Or there will be opposition and unw illing-
ness to implement them, the natural resources will 
continue to deteriorate, and enforcement of conservation 
legislation will ultimately become necessary. 

There is, of course, yet a third possibility, 
The process of resource deterioration may be permitted 

l) See p. 5. 
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to continue to its conclusion. This will also cause 
rati i.cai changes in the tenurial system, since the 
present Swazi population are not geared for life in 
a desert! 

LEASEHOLD TENURE. 

A little more must be said about the possibil-
ities, and possible implications, of introducing a 
system of leasehold tenure into the Swazi-occupied 
ru ral areas. 

In the policy statement quoted earlier it was 
envisaged that tenure on settlement schemes for selec-
ted Swazi farmers would be on this basis. 1/ There 
is also good reason to believe that the "leasehold 
concept" may be the cornerstone of agricultural devel-
opment policy in Swaziland in the immediate future. 
Moreover, it is said to be favoured by external agen-
cies which could be a source of loan funds for the 
acquisition of further land for Swazi settlement. 

The present official view is, I understand, 
that it will only be practicable to bring in this 
type of tenure in new settlement areas; and perhaps 
on largo irrigation schemes in the present SNL. 

One obvious advantage of leasehold tenure is 
thai it penults reasonably strict managerial control 
of agrieul I lira I operations; and that rents from sett-
lee.-; can be used to repay any loans which may have to 
he rai seil (o acquire new land for' settlement. 

We have a I ready discussed the situation on 
schemes which have been established on this basis. 
In Chapter 1'l it was pointed out that the settlers are 
in a posit ion very different from Swazi cultivators 
in tho SNL; that they have apparently not been ex-
peeled Io give up their traditional land rights in the 
areas from which they came; and that there is already 
evidence thai many of them are possibly more concerned 
about (he "social security" which their holdings could 
provide than .in "production madimisation" „ This is 
suggest ed by thei r insistence (on a scheme where there 
is no provision for them to purchase their holdings) 
that their leases should be "inheritable" by their 
I ie i rs - ' 

I have also suggested that it may prove in-
creasingly difficult to maintain the strict control 
o\er fanning operations which operates now. Where 
holdings can he purchased, such control would onlŷ  

1 ) See p. "lO't „ 
2) See p. .rn. 
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be kepi if individuals who have obtained title volun-
tarily relinquished much of their awn freedom of action 
to some controlling body; or were farced to do this 
by some legislative act. In other cases, the "inherit-
ance" of leases by individuals who have not themselves 
voluntarily bound themselves by those agreements could 
lead to a considerable dilution of tlie "production 
maximisation" ob jec tive <> 

The application of strict leases to holdings 011 
irrigation schemes in the present rfNL raises the poss-
ibility of other complications. There; are local 
communities which already have rights over the land 
which could bo irrigated. They might well resent any 
drastic shrinkage of the Right of Avail to which they 
have access; and the introduction of strict manager-
ial control over that land would certainly result in 
this sort of shrinkage. These communities could easily 
advancc the argument put forward by a tribal authority 
in another country when faced with a similar situation. 
"The English word 'lease* means lo borrow land from 
someone else. Bui how can wo 'borrow* thai which is 
already ours?" 

Leasehold tenure, in the form in which it is 
found 011 the existing settlement schemes, is moro.ly 
one typo of western-style individualized tenure. The 
Swazi settler is offered a "package deal", based Large-
ly on western concepts of which lie has no direct ex-
perience in his own culture. In this society it could 
give rise to all the complications and anomalies which 
any type of individualization of tenure could, and which 
we have already discussed. 

Furthermore, if it is confined largely to newly-
acquired land, It can have Little effect on the sit-
uation in the present SNL. Past experience suggests 
that, far from this idea seeping spontaneously into areas 
of older occupation, the tendency may rather be for these 
settlement schemes themselves to be gradually "tribaiized" 
with patterns of land tenure tending to approximate more 
and more to the tradi tional one . 

It must be appreciateu that the adoption of this 
iVpe of tenure in new settlement areas could have sev-
eral distinct advantages in the short term. It could 
provide areas in which the overspill of population from 
the present SNL could be housed, feed themselves, and 
also be offered profitable "employment" (in the growing 
of saleable cash crops on their holdings). It could, 
finance the acquisition of these additional areas. It 
could, as we pointed out earlier, demonstrate in a. very 
obvious manner that farming can be more profitable than 

l) .See pp. 230-2'j^. 
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many forms of wage labour. 1 ) 

However, when we come to examine the long term 
implications, it seems highly doubtful (for the reasons 
which 1 have been stressing in past chapters) that this 
tyj)c of tenure (with its strict control of agricultural 
operations and generally western tinge) could be easily 
adopted throughout the SNL in its present form. It 
would have to be considerably modified, one might say 
"Swazified", before there could be any real hope of 
this happening, 

RURAL LAND AND THE TOTAL ECONOMY. 

It has been estimated that the Gross Domestic 
Product of Swaziland in the financial year 1 9 6 6 - 6 ? 
was y^.k million rand. "Rural households", according 
to the same estimate, contributed only 8 million rand 
to this total; of which 5 million rand was in the form 
of production for their own consumption, and 1,6 million 
was derived from the sale of products. 2) 

In contrast, mining and construction contributed 
RI1,000,000; forestry R^,800,000; and "other" agri-
culture (European farms and large estates, R6,800,000.) 

These figures might be taken to suggest that the 
economic development of the SNL is not a matter of great 
urgency. liven if production of saleable produce was to 
l>e qua d m p I ed, this would add a mere 8°/o to the Gross 
Domestic Product, of the country as a whole. Further 
expansion of" other types of enterprise would probably 
yield f ar higher returns. 

Is this, then, an argument in favour of adopting 
a completely I a issoz-fairo policy towards the develop-
ment of the SNL? 

I would submit that this is a conclusion which we 
cannot accept . First, there is the question of soil 
eonservaI ion to be considered. As I have pointed out, 
one of the best fonns of soil conservation would be to 
demonstrate to rural Swazi that what is known as "con-
serva I ion fanning" can be economically attractive. 
The alternative is to rely largely on restrictive meas-
ures, which could only decrease the present rights 
enjoyed by inhabitants in the rural areas, and so are 
unlikely to be accepted with much fervour. 

1) rice p. 2>'J » 
2) National Accounts of Swaziland, 1965-66 and 

.lOoo-o? t Swaziland Government Statistical 
Office, December 1Oo8, pp. 2; 8. 
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Second, an increase in the population must lead 
to an increase in the land hunger whieli is already 
evident= Settlement schemes, of the types mentioned, 
could act as a palliative for some time, but cannot do 
so indefinitely. If things remain exactly as they 
are now, a constant "creeping" increase in the area of 
land held on traditional tenure will, continually be 
reducing the area available for true income-producing 
development. 

Third, many of the enterprt.sos which are now 
making large contributions to the economy of Swaziland, 
are based on mining. Mines are wasting assets. Other 
non-Swazi enterprises, although not based oil wasting 
assets, also have certain limits on the extent, to which 
they can expand. 

These three considerations atone would seem to 
argue against the adoption of a completely .1 a i ssez-f aire 
approach to the SNL, and in favou r of aL tempting to 
bring abou t a more economically sound s i t mi i. i on in these 
areas as soon as possible. This is likely to be y 
lengthy process; and i t wou ld clearly be the height 
of foolishness to warL until the present tempo of 
economic development in Swaziland slows down before 
doing anything about it. lty then it may be too late. 

OTHER ALTERNATIVES 

If a policy of leaviJig thing's as they are for 
the forseoable future is not acceptable, this brings 
us back to the I inked questions of what should ho done; 
how it. should be done; and who should do it. 

In this chapter 1 have considered various suggest-
tions for future policy, and my analysis of these has 
been largely destructive, My arguments have boon to the 
effect that, in my own opinion, none of them are likely 
to provide permanent solutions to the problems of the 
SNL. I have sought to show how, in some cases, they 
would result in loss of rights by individuals and rural 
communities; which might ultimately lead to their 
adoption having to be enf orced through some legislative 
action by the central government. 

I have already pointed out that the main purpose 
of this investigation was to provide an analysis of a 
situation; not to Jay down in detail, what future land 
policy in Swaziland should be. Nevertheless, having 
drawn this rather depressing picture of future pros-
pects, it clearly behoves me now to examine the question 
of whether there are any other possible lines of approach 
which might have better hopes of success. 

This 1 will attempt to do in the next (and final) 
chapter of this study . 
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CHAPTER 20 

DECENTRALISED DEVELOPMENT? 

The arguments advanced so far suggest that some 
change of the tenurial system in the SNL is inevitable. 
This raises the further question, which we have already 
discussed, of whether these changes should be guided 
solely by the actions of interested pressure groups and 
intermittent legislation based largely on expediency; 
or whether there is a case for government agencies 
themselves seeking to provide this guidance. 

Swaziland has recently acquired a predominantly 
Swazi government, and is no longer subject to the con-
trol of another country. This does not necessarily make 
the solution of the tenurial problems that we have been 
discussing very much simpler. Swazi officials may, it, 
is true, have a greater appreciation of the attitudes and 
problems of their fellow countrymen in the SNL than many 
an expatriate European official. There may be less 
reason for the rural population to believe that govern-
ment decisions are based on western concepts and are 
made by people who are ignorant of their own values and 
way of life. Nevertheless, even a Swazi official may 
have difficulty in convincing a rural community that 
they would somehow be better- off if they were to relin-
quish a whole complex of rights which they now possess, 
simply to make tenurial change possible. Even a 
Swazi-dominated government may find itself in conflict 
with various levels of local government over where 
ccrtain powers should be vested; as the present govern-
ment has with the Swazi National Council. Moreover, a 
Swazi government, like its predecessor, still has to 
decide how best to use the advisory and other agencies 
under its control. 

The National government, regardless of its com-
position, has to make the decision of whether 03- not to 
seek to guide the process of tenurial change. 

If the inevitability of tenurial change and the 
necessity for planned guidance are both accepted, the 
next need is to decide on the steps which should be taken 
to establish exactly what these changes should be; and 
how best to guard against any unfortunate side-effects 
which they might produce. The question we must con-
sider now is how these two things can best be done. 

THE DEFINITION OF OBJECTIVES 

In the parlance of agricultural extension the 
definition of "objectives" is considered an essential 
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step in any "extension programme" . Thus, Kok defines 
an extension programme as a "statement of a situation 
with its problems, solution, objectives -1) (goals, 
targets) and a plan of work." ^) 

1 would submit that one of the very first steps 
which should be taken is to establish with complete 
precision exactly what the conservational and agri-
cultural objectives of any programme involving tenur-
ial change actually are. 

This precise definition of objectives is not 
always a simple matter. It is only too easy to con-
fuse an actual objective with a series of procedures 
which one believes (often with excellent reason) could• 
load to the achievement of that objective. For instance, 
when the supporters of individualized tenure urge the 
adoption of this system is it a western legal form, with 
all its attendant legal and administrative procedures, 
that is the final objective? Or is it some kind of 
land use which it is hoped that this kind of tenure will 
encourage? When leasehold tenure is advocated is the 
primary objective to provide homes for overspill popu-
lation from the present SNL; to increase agricultural 
production; or merely to establish control over farm-
ing operations? 

To bring this discussion down from the airy 
realms of semantics, 1 am going to have the temerity to 
suggest some agricultural objectives (purely to illus-
trate my argument) which 1 consider that agricultural-
ists and conservationists in Swaziland could set up. 
I would suggest (hat, these could be: 
(a) The maintenance of the fertility and soil 

structure of all arable land; and the intensive 
n( i I [/at ion of tlirs land to produce the maximum 
output of subsistence and cash crops (in approp-
riate proportions, and always keeping in mind 
I lie need to produce marketable cash crops at a 
prof i t ) ; 

(b) Stork management of a kind that will serve to 
protect and improve the grazing areas, while at 
t ho same t ime producing the best economic return 
in I he form of various types of animal produce; 
and 

(c) the use of the most efficient techniques of 

l) My i t a 1 ies , 
'-) K.J. Kok, "The need for extension programmes" in 

Extension methods in Southern Africa, Pretoria, 
(S.A.R.C.C.l'.S. ) , 1962, p. r+lT 
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of both crop oultu.ro and stock rearing (within 
The economic limits of the situation) so as to 
minimize the expenditure of both human effort 
and money. 

It will be noted that in (a) and (b) I have 
listed "conservational" objectives first. These are, 
of course, essential in a c o i m t n where the fertility 
status of the soils is often low; and the erosion 
hazard high. These priorities should also conform to 
the traditionalist Swazi view thai: the land "belongs" 
among others, to "the countless generations as yet 
unborn." i) 

If one has one's objectives phrased in this form 
(i am not, it should be noted, arguing that these three 
objectives are necessarily the onLy ones which could be 
set up) the next logical step is to decide on the 
technical procedures which would lead to these results. 

Thus, one might decide that the cropping object-
ive (a), could best, be achieved by rotation; the use 
of (bought) certified seed; fertilization (with manu-
factured fertilizers) to fuLl recommended standards; 
and heavy applications of animal manure coupled with the 
ploughing in of crop residues. One might (l repeat, 
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To get an idea of how the answer to this last 
question might be found, let us examine our agricultural 
objectives, and the technical procedures needed to 
achieve these, in slightly more detail. 

The cropping objective necessitates the expend-
iture of time, labour and money on a specific parcel 
of land. It also involves the type of enterprise which 
is perhaps best carried out by an individual, or a 
very small group. It involves some risk, but also 
offers hopes of reasonably high rewards for individuals„ 
It would also clearly be desirable if anyone undertaking 
such an enterprise knew that he could continue to conduct 
it on the same piece of land for some time; and that 
his activities were not arousing marked disapproval 
among his neighbours and the traditional authorities. 

Thus, the main "sociological" problems would 
appear to be that of providing reasonable security of 
tenure of that arable land (not necessarily in perpet-
uity), and how to overcome the deep—rooted aversion to 
the commercialization of land. Difficult as the finding 
of solutions to these problems might still be, I would 
suggest that they are rather more precise, and rather 
easier to solve, than the vast problem of changing the 
whole tenurial system. 

Thus, :i t might be possible to persuade a commun-
ity to grant securi ty of tenure of land used for such 
purposes for a fixed period of years; subject to cert-
ain clearly defined conditions. It might help to 
overcome some of the aversion to the commercialization 
of land if some of the profits of such enterprises could 
be clearly seen to be used for the benefit of the commun-
ity HS a whole. One might use the argument that, since 
work creates rights in terms of traditional land law, 
special work creates special rights (such as ten-year 
security of tenure). Also, since the land is regarded 
as the basis of a "social security" system, it would 
only be reasonable to expect that some of the profits 
from these intensive enterprises should be diverted to 
the same use. The exact devices to be employed for 
this purpose would, I suggest, be for the local com-
mon i t y to doeLde. 

When we come to consider intensive development 
of the livestock industry, the individual element is 
perhaps not so important. For grazing control one 
needs generally accepted local "bye-laws", which will 
bo strictly enforced. If the aim were to embark on 
such adventurous ideas as planted and fertilized vlei 
pastures, the outlay involved might be well beyond the 
capabilities of any individual; quite apart from the 
customary legal complications. 
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One can. however, envisage a situation where a 
who 1 e community might decide to embark on such an 
enterprise; and recover t lie initial outlay and upkeep 
through the m i m i n g of a number of "cattle of the 
community" on these improved pastures, and also charg-
ing grazing fees 011 all other cat tie that benefit from 
them. In such a case one could have whatever combinat-
ion of "collective fanning" and "private enterprise" 
proved most suitable and acceptable. 

But what of the rights of other levels in the 
land community hierarchy'? These cannot bo simply 
ignored. 

It would clearly be necessary for superior 
levels in this hierarchy to admit that their subordin-
ate land communities had the right to make arrangements 
of this kind; or specifically to grant them such rights 
through some special legislative act. To meet the 
fears of the superior levels thai they might bo losing 
for all time some rights which they have hitherto had, 
it might be stipulated that these powers were only 
granted, or delegated, for a specified number of years; 
and that the renewal of such a "charter" would depend 
on the circumstances of the time. It might also be 
advantageous to have sucii arrangements clearly recorded 
in writing, alien as such an idea might be to Swazi 
tradition, to avoid subsequent confusion about these 
"new customs", which is what such charters would be. 

Confusion of objectives'- By these examples I have 
tried to demonstrate how the initial precise definit-
ion of objectives could perhaps simplify the process 
of pin-pointing exactly what changes in the existing 
system of tenure are essential in any particular sit-
uation. I have also tried to show how the disruptive 
effects of these changes could possibly be minimised. 

By the same token, confusion about objectives 
could unnecessarily complicate the introduction of 
these changes; and could give rise to unanticipated 
side-effects which might make the people concerned less 
willing to accept them. 

In a situation like the one in Swaziland some 
confusion of objectives can come about only too easily. 
There are many problems involved, and there is a natural 
temptation to seek "blanket" solutions which promise to 
solve all of these problems at the same time. For 
example, one has the problems resulting from the in-
crease in the population of the SNL, and the resultant 
land hunger. In addition, one has the problem of the 
very low rate of agricultural production in these areas. 
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It is only human nature to try and find some all-
embracing panacea which will alleviate the land hunger 
and also result in a marked increase in agricultural 
yields. 

The leasehold settlement schemes which we were 
discussing earlier are a case in point. One of the 
main advantages claimed for leasehold tenure is that it 
permits strict control to be exercised over all settler*s 
agricultural operations. So, clearly one of the main 
objectives could be described as "production maximis-
ation". Yet, at the same time, these settlements are 
favoured as a device for providing homes for the ever-
increasing population of the existing SNLc Here we 
have evidence of another objective, which we could perhaps 
classify as the "welfare" objective. Yet another ob-
jective is to create an awareness among rural Swazi of 
the simple fact that one can make a good living from 
farming. This could be classified as the "awareness 
creating" objective. Allied to this is the desire, on 
the part of many agriculturalists, to "raise the standard 
of living of rural Swazi", and to demonstrate that this 
can be achieved through agricultural endeavour. This 
we could call the "prosperity creating" objective. 

The question is, are all these four objectives 
romp I iM.i- 1 y eompal i.blo wi Hi one another? "Prosperity 
c rea 1. i on" necessitates holdings of a fairly large size; 
and "produeI ion maximisation" necessitates the devotion 
of tar more lime to their cultivation than the average 
Swazi is accustomed to devote to this activity. Is 
there no I a possibility of having to dilute these two 
object ives i (' one also wishes to achieve the "welfare" 
oh joe I i ve , and use these plots to accommodate overspill 
I'eom the more crowded parts of the SNL? From what we 
know of the many rotes that .land plays in traditional 
Swazi society, '/ it is possible that the mere fact of 
having a settled population may tend to interfere with 
the "product ion maximisation" objective. So may the 
fact that on some schemes settlers can ultimately buy 
their own plots, and so free themselves from the terms 
of t lie lease agreements. 

Similarly, t lie "prosperity creating" objective 
might best lie achieved by encouraging settlers to 
employ paid labour, to leave much of the direction of 
the age i eu I tiira I efforts of these labourers to the 
existing; t ra i nod management oil the schemes, and to 
act themselves primarily as labour managers. However, 
it is doubtful whether those responsible for planning 
these sett lenient schemes would welcome such a develop-
ment; since another avowed objective is to make the 
settlers into ski 1. led fanners of cash-crops, not rentiers, 

1) See p . .','uo . f f . 



I'iie principal point that 1 am anxious to make 
here is tint, when one has a multiplicity of objectives, 
it is not usually possible to give equal weight to each 
one. To avoid disappointment \\heti one of the many 
objectives is not being achieved 111 its entirety, I am 
suggesting that planners of developments such as those 
should spend far more time and effect on the precise 
definition of ALL their objectives than is usually 
devoted to this exercise. If I his were to be done, it 
might simplify the problem of deciding which were the 
most important objectives, and where limited achieve-
ments of other objectives must be accepted if one wishes 
to achieve these principal ones. 

DECENTRALIZATION OF DECISION MAKING 

In the previous sec I ion I have argued that one 
of the first steps which any "change guiding" agency 
should take is to establish preelsoly what the objectives 
of any proposed change are; and, if there is more than 
one objective, whether there is any inherent, incompat-
ibility between these. 

I have also implied, particularly in the case of 
the hypothetical examples 1 used to illustrate my argu-
ment, that there may be a need to set different object-
ives for each small Local area. Since Swaziland is not 
a large country, it might appear unwise to base any plans 
for agrarian development on a host, of completely differ-
ent objectives. It might seem thai, this could lead to 
a dissipation of official effort over far too wide a 
range of disparate activities. Since the basic prob-
lems throughout the whole SNL are much the same, might 
it not be wiser to seek to define a limited number of 
national objectives, and then try to achieve these through-
out the entire country? 

We must keep the whole question of national policy 
and local differences in the implementation of this 
policy in a proper perspective. I a m certainly not 
advocating the writing of a completely separate agricult-
ural policy for each and every Chiefdom in the country. 
What I am suggesting is that the overall policy should 
be sufficiently flexible to permit local communities a 
considerable degree of freedom to decide what aspects 
of it to adopt at which times; and what methods they would 
like to use to achieve its objectives. 

This brings us back to the distinction between 
objectives themselves, and the procedures which may be 
adopted to achieve these objectives. What 1 am suggest-
ing is that overall national policy should be concerned 
primarily with objectives; and that local communities 
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should bo encouraged (by every means known to the 
extension service) to desire these objectives, but to 
work out for themselves the procedures they would like 
to use to reach these. 

When any overall policy is unduly concerned with 
procedures, there is a natural tendency to try and 
ensure that different areas, perhaps with very differ-
ent types of internal local governmental and social org-
anization, develop along absolutely standardised lines. 
There is a real danger that these procedures may tend 
to become regarded as the main objective, while the 
ultimate objective is lost sight of. 

Small as Sweiziland may be, there is a great deal 
of diversity among its Chiefdoms; and even in some 
cases within the same Chiefdom. What I am advocating 
is that there should be an acceptance of the need to 
decentralize decision making with regard to the exact 
procedures which should be followed in order to achieve 
any particular agricultural objective. I am suggesting 
that this would be a more realistic approach than any 
attempt to impose a standardised set of procedures on 
this existing diversity. 

If this decentralization of decision making is 
to be successful, this will involve w.ore t.harv it,s 
acceptance by the central government's extension ser-
vices. As I have pointed out earlier, any procedural 
decision (such as the restriction of grazing rights at 
certain ( inies of the year) may involve more than one 
level in I lie land community hierarchy. It is not 
surrieieiil merely to get agreement from "the people" 
in a part icular area to a particular development pro-
ject . One must ensure that all land communities 
1 ikely to be involved are also agreeable to the proposal 
As things are now, this is not always easy to do. 
Central government agents and the people in a particular 
OhiePdom may agree on a measure, onlyr to have its 
i nip 1 einon t a t ion delayed when the Central Rural Develop-
ment Hoard (an arm of the Swazi Central Authority) 
complain that they have not been consulted. There may 
be yei further delay if other Chiefdoms sharing the 
same i nkundI a ') then insist on debating the matter 
a I I ove r again. 

These ace matters which will have to be clari-
fied before I ho deeoutralisation of decision making 
could be a real, success. It will have to be estab-
lished whether Chi.efdoms are, in terms of customary 
land law, analagous to large estates, and so free to 
decide what Iines of developments to follow; or 

l) See pp. ,lo:> ff 
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whether they are mere .in the position of "tenants" of 
the Swazi Central Authority. It may be, as 1 have 
already suggested, that the solution may be for the 
Central Authority to relinquish voluntarily some of 
the powers that it now claims to exercise over the 
Chiefdoms; in exchange for a clearer recognition of 
its own right to guide1 overall development through 
the Central Rural Development Board. 

I should stress tliat the recognition of the 
value of decentralizing decision making does not 
necessarily preclude planned regional development, 
covering areas larger than a single Cliiofdoui. In any 
exercise designed to clarify the powers held at differ-
ent levels in the land community hierarchy sufficient 
should be retained at a fairly high level (by the state 
or the Swazi Central Authority) to make it possible to 
implement regional development plans when these are 
ne> Jed. With the; decentralization of decision making 
powers this implementation may not be quite' as easy as 
if every detail could be planned in some cerilral office, 
and then put into practice through a simple directive. 
Yet it should not be impossible, provided that a clear 
distinction is made between what must he done in the 
national interest, and what should be done in the 
interests of local communities themselves. 

THE EXTENSION TASK. 

The emphasis laid so far on Ihc need for planned 
change may have given the impression that 1" am advocat-
ing the importation into Swaziland of something entirely 
new; of some kind of "social engineering" in the 
horrific tradition of George Orwell's fictional world of 
1984. 

This is not so. What 1 have been discussing is 
the role which could be played by the existing govern-
ment extension services. For many years Swaziland has 
been served by an agricultural extension service. Its 
agents are a well-known and accepted part of the rural 
scene, Such a service must accept that one of its 
purposes in life is a form of "social engineering"; that 
it is trying to change attitudes and introduce new prac-
tices. There is nothing particularly evil about this 
approach, nor is it particularly new. Many countries, 
even technologically advanced countries like the U.S.A., 
have long accepted that this sort of "social engineering" 
is essential; and have built up extension services to 
carry it out. 

As we shall see in a moment, 
be concerned only with agriculture, 
the term "extension services." 

"extension" need not 
Hence my use of 



For their part, cynical extension workers in 
Swaziland might argue that the proposals which I have 
put forward in this chapter are completely unrealistic; 
that it might take years to get agreement to such 
measures from all the necessary levels in the land 
community hierarchy. I would, be inclined to agree 
that it might take years. It is for that very reason 
that the sooner problems of this kind are broken down 
into specific terms, and Swazi authorities at all levels 
aro asked to offer their own suggestions as to how minor 
amendments to their customary law could encourage 
specific types of agricultural advance, the better it 
will be for all concerned. 

I have deliberately chosen as my examples ad-
vanced agricultural techniques, which would necessitate 
considerable changes in patterns of land use. I have 
done this so as to demonstrate that, even in such cases, 
the number of "new customs" needed to encourage their 
adoption may not be very large. 

I must reiterate that what should be avoided is 
the offering of any kind of "package deal", the full 
implications of which the rural population cannot be ex-
pected to understand, and which have not been explained 
to them. 1 would suggest that it would be far prefer-
able to devote considerable time to working out, with 
a I I. parties Likely to be involved, oxac tly what changes 
would l>o needed in customary law to encourage the 
achievement of precisely defined agricultural objectives 
and leaving- to the Swazi authorities the final decision 
as l.o whether I hey will forgo the advantages promised 
I>y the pari iouiar agricultural advances in question, or 
make I ho necessary changes in tlieir custom. 
The scope o1' e\tens ton: I would be the last to deny 
that the programme which I have suggested would throw 
a very 1 arge extra work load on to the extension service 
It won Itl also necessitate this service moving into 
fields of activity with which few agricultural extension 
services hove hitherto concerned themselves. 

For a discipline on which so much money is spent 
in various parts of the world extension is singularly 
LI 1 -de 1'i nod ; or perhaps over-defined. Definitions 
range from simple statements of equivalence, of the form 
"extension is adult education", to multi-page operation 
definitions in to.mis of what one or more extension 
services actually do. l) Between these extremes, one 
finds statements like "extension work seeks to effect 
improvement hy giving people new ideas, motives and 



knowledge, and by organizing or assisting thorn in the 
organization of action." 1) 

This last definition lias the advantage of bring-
ing out the "information transmitting" rote of extension, 
and linking this with the idea that the transmission of 
information should lead to action. It also leaves the 
way open for the consideration of "extension"as a number 
of methods whereby information relating t,o any relevant 
subject may be transinitt ed to those who should utilize 
this information; and avoiding the confusion of thought 
which sometimes treats the term "extension" as invariab-
ly being an abbreviation for "agricultural extension", 
and so limited to matters of direct agricultural interest 

"The extension service" reads another statement, 
"seeks to pass on information "-) and desire for improve-
ment by a variety of methods, by individual contacts, 
group contacts or mass contacts; by the writ ten or 
spoken word, by actual demonstrations, or by various vis-
ual techniques. The content: of the message varies.^) 
It may deal with home economics, agriculture, credit, 
handicrafts, co-operatives, community development, 
health or other matters". '0 

If ure accept this broader definition, then the 
problem of the "guiding agencies" in Swaziland would seem 
to be very largely an extension problem. First, there 
is the need to transmit information relating to the ecol— 
ogical, economic and tenurial situation in a form that 
will be both comprehensible and acceptable. This is no 
mean task. It is a matter of mass adult education, 
and will necessitate, inter alia, that those responsible 
for the planning and carrying out of this "information 
transmission" themselves have a good knowledge of the 
various complications of Swazi customary land law with 
which this study has been concerned. 

Further, if this is to lead to action, it would, 
be fatal for this educational process if it were to 
concentrate in the early stages exclusively on the trans-
mission of a message of doom. It must be made clear, 
as early as possible, that suitable action would not 
merely avert the doom but could also, ultimately, 
markedly improve the lot of all concerned. 

1) A Sociological Manual for Extension Workers in 
the Caribbean, M.G. Smith and C.J. Kruijer, Uni-
versity College of the West Indies, 19157, P»9» 

2) My italics. 
3) Smith and Kruijer, op. cit., p. 9-
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This means that all extension agents must have 
a clear idea of what "new customs" might be needed, 
why these might be needed, and what their effects 
might be. They must have a good grasp of the overall 
situation, and be able to discuss this intelligently 
with all levels of the Swazi population. If action is 
wanted by any local community, the extension service 
must also be in a position to give truly sophisticated 
advice on how such things as local "bye-laws" should 
be framed, how the local authorities could best explain 
to their own people the need for the provisions of 
these, and how they could best be enforced. 

Integrating research and extension: To "back up" these 
aspects of the extension process a great deal of more 
localised research will be essential. In this study 
I have sketched the broad outline of the Swazi tradit-
ional tenurial system. It would have been impractic-
able to have sought to describe here every local minor 
variation. In specific cases, however, these local 
variations may be of considerable importance. It would 
be highly desirable for an extension agent working in 
a Clan Chiefdom, for example, to know the details of 
how the people of that Chiefdom first came into their 
"special relationship" with the Swazi Central Authority; 
and to know the history of any disputes which there may 
have been in the past regarding the powers held at dif-
ferent levels .in the land community hierarchy in that 
a roa . 

Moreover, the type of land-use planning which 
will be needed will necessitate planning for the 
nl LI izati.on, over a period of time, of defined areas of 
I Mild by known human and stock populations. This will 
mean thai I ho boundaries of the territories of land 
communities, at all. levels, will have to be precisely 
de.l i uoa ted „ 

1 t imiv be necessary to carry out land-use plan-
ning for large areas occupied by several different land 
oommun i t ies, or parts of these. There will have to be 
set t lenuvnls of all boundary disputes in that whole area; 
or at least agreement to continue to disagree while 
accepting (perhaps only for a specified number of years) 
some machinery for the control of land use in the 
tils put ed a reus . 

To provide (lie necessary data for the agricultur-
alist , an essential pro-requisite for this extension 
programme may be a complete "land community delineation" 
exercise throughout the SNL. This could also record 
the "special status" of particular parcels of land, such 
as burial sites and other locations revered for partic-
ular reasons, and so enable the land-use planners, at 
the outset, to take account of these. 



Although such an investigation might, require the 
services of several full-time workers for one ox' two 
years, and would certainly not solve all the problems 
of boundary delineation, this sort of "direct outlay" 
of skilled effort would undoubtedly obviate the ex-
penditure of a great deal of misdirected effort by 
experts in other fields later on. 

Nor should its educational role (for the exten-
sion service) be underestimated. The conducting of 
an investigation of this nature should give those 
directly concerned an unrivalled insight into the vary-
ing minutiae of Swazi customary land law, and the effects 
of these. 

Another type of research, or investigation, which 
will be required will be in the field of what 1 have 
referred to earlier as "social compensation". Many of 
the innovations which will be essential for technical 
reasons will adversely affect some of the rights pres-
ently held by individuals and groups. They will also 
undoubtedly tend to limit the usefulness of the land 
as the basis, in itself, of the existing "social security" 
system. 

It should not be beyond the powers of human in-
genuity to devise alternative methods of achieving the 
same ends without limiting the ways in which land may 
be put to profitable use. Many of these alternatives 
will, in detail, involve concepts and administrative 
devices that will be completely outside the experience 
of the vast majority of Swazi.. This will involve yet 
another type of "information transmission" task for the 
extension service, to ensure that those to whom such 
alternatives are recommended are fully aware of all 
their implications, and of iiow they should operate. 

Some fairly sophisticated thinking will also have 
to be devoted to the question of what role those without 
present access to land could play; and how they could 
best be fitted in to a new pattern of rural society. 

It may well be that these alternatives, if they 
are based on western models, may not always be ideally 
suited in all their minutiae to Swazi conditions. They 
may have to be modified to suit these conditions. This 
task of modification will require an intimate knowledge 
both of the manner in which the selected device is 
supposed to function and of the Swazi social and local 
governmental organization. 

the 
Finally, 

results of 
there should be 

the introduction 
continuing research into 
of all these necessary 
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innovations; so that any unanticipated unfortunate 
developments can be spotted in their early stages, and 
appropriate steps taken to counteract them. 

The mere fact that Swaziland now has a Swazi 
government does not make these moves any less necessary. 
A Swazi cabinet minister or official might have a con-
siderable knowledge of customary land law; and an 
intimate knowledge of the situation in two or three 
Chiefdoms. This may, in some cases, actually militate 
against their having an adequate appreciation of the sit-
uation in other areas. There is still a need for the 
organization of this type of knowledge, in a form in 
which it is readily accessible to all members of the 
extension services and to others if need be. 

Administrative problems: Exactly where such a broadly-
based extension service should be "housed" in the admin-
istrative structure is another matter. 

What 1 have tried to brir^j out are my reasons for 
believing that something of this kind is required. If 
these arguments are accepted, then it would seem to stand 
to reason that the extension methods which have hitherto 
been largely confined to dealing with agricultural 
technicalities could also be used to find and explain 
possible solutions to the related sociological problems. 

This, in turn, suggests that either the existing 
iigri CII I turn I extension service must be broadened to 
novel' a number of other specialisms, or that other 
government agencies (who are currently more closely 
associated wilh these other specialisms) should have 
access to the same, or similar, "extension machine." 

If, as 1 have recommended, various levels in the 
land community hierarchy are invited to select for them-
selves I he solut ions they prefer, this may well result 
in rather different types of tenurial systems evolving 
in different parts of the country. If this trend does 
become evident, 1 would submit that it would be advisable 
to accept and try and work with this diversity, rather 
than 1(5 attempt to enforce uniformity. To quote Holle-
inaii once again "it is easier and more realistic to adjust 
policy to suit a people, than to try to change the people 
to suit a policy."0 "Blanket" planning can only too 
often lead to diversities of interpretation to suit 
local conditions, and so to ultimate chaos; if the 
need for absolute, rigid uniformity is implicit in 
the original plan. 

l) llo 1 lemon, "Some aspects of agronomic policy in 
Swaziland", p. 338. 
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Under such conditions of diversity the local 
extension agent may have to call on a variety of 
specialized skills other than those traditionally 
associated with the discipline of agriculture. 

He may find it necessary to discuss and advise 
on sociological, legal, administrative and economic 
matters. It would be unrealistic to expect the ord-
inary extension worker in the field to acquire an ade-
quate mastery of all these diverse subjects. This 
implies the need for specialist support for the field 
services, which could be cal led upon for advice when-
ever a particular need arose. 

This could be arranged in a variety of ways. One 
could have a large, single, multi-disciplinary "develop-
ment extension service". Or one could rety on, and 
develop, an existing pattern of interdepartmental co-
operation. There might be merit in the establishment 
of a small "tenurial advisory service" to co-ordinate 
extension activities in this particular field; and in 
maintaining this co-ordinating body in being until the 
initial problems attendant, on tenurial change had been 
overcome„ 

It is for the Government of Swaziland to decide 
on the particular administrative arrangements which 
they would prefer. My point is merely that there would 
seem to be a strong case in favour of providing this 
type of service, in one way or another. 

THE G0RD1AN KNOTT. 

In this study 1 have made a social anthropolog-
ical analysis of a particular aspect of the social or-
ganization of a particular people. 

The subject with which it deals is, however, of 
considerable and immediate interest to many who are not 
anthropologists. Nor is this type of situation, with 
its attendant developmental problems, peculiar to 
Swaziland or the Swazi. Similar problems are found in 
many countries in sub-Saharan Africa; and different 
administrations have favoured a variety of different 
approaches in their attempts to deal with these problems. 
The approach suggested here could have a relevance to 
many places outside Swaziland . 

I have tried to explain how a Swazi individual 
can acquire, retain or lose rights to make use of 
land. I have tried to demonstrate how land rights 
flow from community membership; and how this can have 
an effect on patterns of land utilization. Since land 
and community are so closely linked in this society, I 
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have described the main characteristics of the principal 
types of communities found among the Swazi; and how what 
I have called the "local governmental system" operates. 
I have tried to show the links between land holding 
and tbis local governmental system. 

WithouL going deeply into economic matters, I 
have explained the many roles that land has in Swazi 
society, and that the production of "income" is not 
neccssari l.y the most important of these. I have dis-
cussed the dualistic economy in which most Swazi live; 
and have produced evidence suggesting that many Swazi 
regard migrant labour as the only "natural" source of 
cash income, while the land is merely a provider of 
subsistence needs. 1/ I have discussed the "land 
community hierarchy" , and the complications which the 
.rather confused pattern of inter-group rights can intro-
duce into any programme of agrarian reform. 

i have tried to explain, on the basis of the 
evidence led regarding the main characteristics of 
the traditional tenurial system, why programmes of 
"land reform" based on western concepts have not been 
very successful in the past, and are unlikely to be 
successful in the future. 

Finally (despite my earlier disclaimer) I have 
suggested a course of action which 1 personally feel 
might provide a solution to present economic and ecol-
ogical problems wi 1 bout doing undue violence to the 
traditional Swaz i way of life, 

1 have argued that the first aim should be a 
precise definil ion of technical objectives; and that 
one should then endeavour to establish how these could 
he achieved with the minimum changes in Swazi tradition-
al land law. 1 have also suggested that this is a much 
more real ist ic approach than to insist on the adoption 
by rural Swazi of a large number of procedures based 
on western models and ideas. 

Some attempt should obviously be made in the near 
future to find a lasting- solution to the problems to 
which ! le present Swazi s\ - 'em of land tenure gives 
rise. Swaziland is fortunate in that it has recently 
achieved complete political independence, and that 
Swazi are now politically dominant in the government. 
Phis should remove any suspicion that any particular 
race or group is try ing to impose "their" solution on 
anotho r. 

Historically, the question of "land tenure" in 
this country has been dominated by the attempts by the 

l) Cf: llol .I.(.Milan, "Some aspects of agronomic polLcy 
in Swaziland", pp. 3'V't ff. 
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Swazi to regain control oxer laud that they lost at 
the Partition. It is to be hoped tliat , as time pass-
es, there will be a wider appreciation of the fact 
that the constant provision of more J and for "tribal type" 
settlement cannot continue indefinitely, and offers 
no real prospect for long term solution of the various 
economic problems of the Swazi People „ A Locally-
controlled government may find it easier to explain this 
in their extension "message" than the earlier British 
regime did. 

Alexander, lacking patience, out the Gordian 
Knot with his sword. One way of dealing with the 
"Swazi Knot" which I have described in these pages might 
be to adopt a similar approach; to seek to enforce a 
change towards a western type of economic and tenurial 
system, and to rely on the assumed inherent, strength of 
western culture and technology to ensure that this 
change would be carried through. 

Another approach is to seek to unravel the "knot". 
For those who might prefer the latter course, I have 
sought to showr where the strands run. 

The unravelling may take time; and will cer-
tainly necessitate much new thinking, the use of many 
skills and techniques other than those of the agricult-
uralist or economist, and a great deal of protracted 
hard work, I personally feel, however, that there is 
no real reason to believe that it could not be done. 
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A P P E N D I X A 

Centralised and "stateless" societies 

Since we have made a distinction between the 
"pre-state" era and later periods of Swazi history it 
is necessary to give some indication of the sense in 
which the word "state" is used in this study. 

it is no easy matter to provide a simple, con-
cise and comprehensive definition capable of universal 
application; and which can also be used to pinpoint 
the exact moment in time when an evolving political 
system first acquires the characteristics to justify it 
being described as a state. Anthropologists, by and 
large, have not been greatly concerned with the inter-
national statuses of the various types of political 
grouping that they have encountered. They have been 
more interested in their internal organizations, and have 
tended to base their classifications on these. One 
such classification is the generally accepted distinction 
between the so-called "stateless" or "acephalous" socie-
ties, and those others which have some form of central-
ized government analogous to that found in western 
countrlos„ 

Partes and Evans-Pritchard describe the differ-
ences between these two types in the following terms, 
"One group, ' ) which we refer to as group 'A1 consists 
ot those see i.e I i.es which have centralized authority, 
administrative machinery and judicial institutions -
in which cleavages of wealth, privilege and status 
correspond to tiie distribution of power and authority -
lbe ot her group, which we refer to as group 'B*, con-
sists of I hose societies which lack centralized authority 
administrative machinery and constituted judicial in-
stil ut ions - in short, which lack a government." 

Another definition, offered elsewhere, is 
couched in similar language. "Where there is a well 
developed central authority exercising final legal, 
adtn i 11 i s t ra 11 ve and military power over a group of 
people occupying a clearly defined territory, whether 
or not they are of uniform culture and of homogeneous 
ethnic origin, we may speak of a state and of the people 
as a n; it ion." 3) 

i) Among a selection of Agrican societies described 
in African Political Systems, (Eds) M. Fortes and 
E.E. Eva us -Pr.it chard , London, 1940. 

'2) Fortes and Evans-Pritchard, op. cit. , p. 5 „ 
3) Notes and Queries on Anthropology, (sixth edit-

i on), lend on, 1951 , P.134-. 
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Both, these definitions make the possession of 
some form of centralized political organization, 
superior in political matters to any other types of 
organization that may exist within the group, an ess-
ential criterion of statehood. The second highlights 
some of the difficulties that may be encountered when 
wo seek to apply this criterion in borderline cases, 
by the use of the phrase "a well-developed central 
authority". In a case like that of the Swazi, we are 
immediately faced with the difficulty of deciding exact-
ly when the central authority became sufficiently well 
developed to justify our calling their political group-
ing a state; a difficulty similar to that already men-
tioned of deciding exactly when the Dlamini leader was 
first recognized as a "Native King". 1 R 

In this study, therefore, I have adopted an 
operational definition of the term "state", one which 
appears valid for the Swazi, but is not necessarily 
capable of universal application. I use the term in 
the general sense of the two definitions given above; 
and also in a more specific sense, to refer to the period 
after the Dlamini rulers had begun to incorporate large 
numbers of males belonging to other clans into the pol-
itical group under their control, on a basis that both 
the rulers and those so incorporated considered relativ-
ely permanent. Exactly when this occurred is still 
arguable, but my own opinion is that this process first 
began to have a noticeable effect on the Swazi system 
of political organization after the reign of Somhlolo 
(Sobhuza i), for the reasons given in Chapter 2. 

1) See pp. 31 ff. 
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APPENDIX B. 

The Swazi and the Ndwandwe 

The Ndwandwe present the student of the proto-
history of the south-eastern Bantu with the same type 
of i_>roblom that the ancestry of Cain's wife offers the 
fundamentalist reader of Genesis. -U 

The generally accepted version of the history 
of these times credit Dingiswayo with being the first 
clan-leader in that part of the world to conceive the 
idea of any political grouping larger than the small 
patrilineal clan. 2) However, no sooner had Dingis-
wayo started his nation-building activities than he came 
into conflict with the Ndwandwe, who appear to have 
controlled a far larger military force than one would 
have imagined could have been raised by a single clan. 
The Ndwandwe rulers were also renowned for their 
possession of strong ritual supports for their temporal 
power. 

Zwide, the Ndwandwe ruler, captured Dingiswayo 
and executed him. Shaka, who had been Dingiswayo's 
protege, continued the struggle, and finally succeeded 
in defeating the Ndwandwe and driving them out of Zulu-
land. A group under Shoshangana, Zwide's son, settled 
in Mozambique and established the Shangana (Gaza) empire; 
and further offshoots from these established the various 
"Ngoni." states north of the Zambesi. - It is note-
worthy thai, the .rulers of the Rhodesian Ndebele belonged 
to I ho 3) Kitin;i to r.l.an, which claims connections with 
the N xi una I os (the clan of the Ndwandwe rulers). 

These Ndwandwe rulers practised a solemn ritual 
of kingship known as the Inxwala. ) Similar rituals, 
with the same name, were practised by the Shangana and 
the Rhodes i.an Ndebele. The equivalent Zulu ritual was 
not known as the 1 nxwala, but as the Umkhosi ceremony. 

l) Genesis, IV. 17. 
•'-) Dry;mt , Olden times in Zululand and Natal, 

London, 10:>9, pp. 70 ff; l62 ff. 
3) This is 1 lie Ndebele spelling. In the Zulu 

and Swazi orthography the name is Khumalo. 
'l) This is the Ndebele and Shangana form. The Swazi 

have dropped the "q" and "x" clicks found in other 
Ngiuii dialects and use the "c" click in their 
place. 
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Mswati's mother was a daughter of Zw.i. 

tradition has it that it was she who urged h 
to adopt much (if not all) of this ritual pi 
by her own people. Dlamini informants insi 
long before this time they had practised a r 
by this name, and that only parts of the pre 
were borrowed from the Ndwandwe. ^ / Other c 
Swaziland claim to have had similar ceremoni 
own before the establishment of the Dlamini 
Yet, it is most significant that the present 
Incwala is largely controlled by ritual spec 
Ndwandwe origin; and that many of the most 
ritual songs are still sung; in the yeyeza d.i 
Nguni, 2) which was that used by the Ndwandw 

do, and 
or son 
ac t ised 
st that 
itual known 
sent ritual 
tans in 
es of their 
hegemony. 
-day Swazi 
.talisis of 
important 
a 1 e c t o f 
e. 

This is a pretty problem, which would well repay 
further investigations by ethno-histori ans . However, 
it is hard to escape the conclusion that Mswati, by 
incorporating these Ndwandwe rites into his own ritual 
complex, was deliberately stressing the difference 
between his own role as the ruler of a nation contain-
ing many clans, and that of his ancestors who had 
merely been the genealogically senior members of their 
own agnatic groups. 

1) Kuper, An African Aristocracy, pp. 197 ff. Bryant 
suggests that the Dlamini were reasonably close 
agnates of the Nxumalo rulers of the Ndwandwe, 
Bryant, op. cit.., pp. 159 f f • 

2) A dialect still spoken by a group of Ndwandwe 
origin in Swaziland in which the "y" sound 
replaces the "1" of Zulu and Swazi in many words, 
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APPENDIX C 

The "Right hand side" and "left hand side" of 
Swazi Homesteads. 

Swazi use the term ekunene for the right hand 
side of the Homestead, and ekohlwa for the left hand 
side. These divisions, and these same terms, are 
known among other Nguni-speaking peoples; notably 
the Zulu, where they are of considerable social sig-
nificance, and govern the relative status of individ- , 
uals belonging to one or the other of these sections.1'' 

Among the Swazi, however, one has the curious 
situation that, while there is general agreement that 
anything "of the right hand side" is innately superior, 
there is no agreement as to which is actually the right 
hand side of the Homestead. Some argue that it is the 
side that is to one's right when one is standing at the 
entrance to the Great Hut and facing the cattle byre; 
others that it is the side to one's right when one 
enters the Homestead (that is, when one is standing 
at the cattle byre, and facing the Great Hut).^) 

The balance of informed traditionalist opinion 
is that the former view is correct, and in the ceremon-
ially significant royal Homesteads a clear distinction 
is fi raun nolweon the "right" and "left" hand sides. 
Pur the? purposes of this investigation, however, the 
significant fact is that most Swazi are completely un-
concerned as to which are the "right" and "left" sides 
of l.heir own Homesteads. The exact physical location 
of a man's mother's hut on one or the other side of his 
father's Homesiead appears to have no social significance 
at all. The relative status of a man's sons are 
decided by other factors, such as the relative rank of 
the fam.i.l i es of his various wives. 3) The emotive sig-
nificance of the to mi "you of the right hand" M may 
dat e f rom an earlier stage of Swazi (or Dlamini ) social 
organization; or it may be a later importation from the 
Z.u lu oil 1 t u re . >) 

l) See J.P. Hoi1eman, "Die Zulu Isigodi", Bantu 
Studies XV. 2. June 19^1, pp. 91-118, and XV. 
'5 September 1941 pp. 245-276. 

'•?) 1 t is worlli noting that Zulu adopt the first 
method of classifying parts of a Homestead, 
while the Cape Nguni use the second. 

3) Cf; 21. Kuper, An African Aristocracy, pp. 91 ff. 
h) Vena wekimene; one of the praises of the Dlamini 

and also a polite form of address for any Swazi. 
5) As the regimental system was. 
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The evidence of infurmants is contradictory 
and s Li c this particular hist orical issue has li t tie 
direct rv'levance to this .study there is rio reason to 
pursue it any further here. 
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